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THE TRADE REFORM ACT OF 1973

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
Com1irrEiE ox FiNANCE,

Wa81Hngton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Ing (chnirman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Hartke, Ribicoff, Bentsen,
Bennett, Curtis, Fannin, Hansen, Dole, Packwood, and Roth.

The C0AIuMt.x. The hearing will come to order.
We are fortunate to have with us today three dedicated public

servants, all members of the President's Calfinet: Hon. Earl L. Butz,
Secretary of Agriculture: Frederick B. Dent, Secretary of Commerce:
and Peter ,J. IBrennan, Secretary of Labor.

I suggest that, in order to expedite the hearing each of the three
('abinet, members appearing today present his statement-they can
abbreviate if they care to (to so-and at the conclusion of the state-
ments, we will address such questions as we have to the witnesses.

Secretary Butz has indicated that he has a firm commitment to be
elsewhere at 1-2:30. So I would hope that we could try to dispose of the
testimony of all three of these very fine public servants during this
morning's session.

I will first call on Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Butz.

STATEMENT OF HON. EARL L. BUTZ, SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

Secretary BVTZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
the opportunity to testify on this'bill because Agriculture has suh a
tremendous stake in foreigni trade and in expanded foreign trade.

I have a longer statement that I will give. Mr. Chairman. I -will try
to abstract it. and ask that lhe statement, itself may be placed in the
record.

The CiAntfMAx. OK. ,,,.

AoiII('irUiRE AND TIIE TRADE BIII,

Secretary BTZ. I think agriculture needs this bill for three. primary
reasons: First, to take full advantage of the growth potential of the
Nation's agriculture: second, to help generate economic expansion,
which trade will do: and third, to reduce our trade deficit through ex-
panded agricultural exports. We have a surplus in our agricultural
trade in recent years, and we want to see that grow.

(875)
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Our foreign exports in the. last. year went to unprecedented levels.
They were $13 billion last, fiscal year. It appears that, our exports will

.- increaseto $20billion in fiscal year 1974.
" / Only yesterday in staff meeting I had the little release in which w,

predicted a $20 billion total agricultural export in 1974, and I said the
ew slogan is $25 billion by 1975, and that is a pretty big jump. but at

I , st it is a slogan.
S E'xports have, increased so dramatically that the public is somet inies

blaming our high level of ag-exports for its food price, problems, 1111
sometimes call for export colitrols. And that pressure rears its ugly

head from time to time and I think we need to examine that, from the

head on also,
I would like to suggest, briefly four reasons why we need this legis-

lation. The first one is that an interdependent world deiliands a ra-
tional trading system. I think the confusion we have had in wheat
recently, for exalnlle, and the panic over soybeans it yoar ago when we
did in fact impose export. ('ontrols-1 thiik with very unfotilullate
result--and the chaos we are having in oil, all these demonstrate the
fact, that we are an interdepenident world and we do need a rational
trading system. We feel this trade bill will permit us to move aiway
from tile rapidly accelerating bilaterism which is developing in trad-
ing patterns, and move toward multinational trading patterns.

Second, rational trade holds a solution to food security. We hear a
lot, about food security these (lays around the world, aild especially
with with tile food deficit nations and those nations that have to ibuy
a lot, of their foods. The question of food semurity came up at. the recent
FAO conference in Rome last fall, in which y'our colleagues, Selator
Curtis, was pres'it. and a great deal of (liseussioli was devoted to this

* question of food security.
It. is our feeling that we can tackle that problem head-on best if

Ne have, a rational system of trade that encourages production. After
ll, the key to food s-uiitv is production, and we have the best chance

of getting full utilization'of Americas tremendous agricultural pl-o-
duction resources if we have a rational trading pattern that, permits 11s
to have acems to that. That. is the second reason that we think this bill
is iml)ortant for agriculture.

The third reason is that we must secure market access for the long
term. At the present time, of course, it is not difficult to sell anything
we have. The question is not really in finding markets right, now. It is
finding the supply for the markets. But down the road we recognize
that, if America is going to continue to produce fully. America must
have, acwes, to the food and fiber markets of the world. And we feel
that the long-term access can best. be guaranteed by authority to nego-
tiate a rational trading pattern as would be contemplated mmderi this
legislation.

The fourth reason is that a strong agricultural trade gives continu-
ing )enefits to the economy, and I think that is fairly olbvious.becanse
of the fallout that occu,0s "from agricultural trade because of the coit-
tribution it, makes toward at favorable. balance of payments.

In 197,, for example, our total agricultural exports produced $17.7
billion worth of sales abroad. That was a record figure. And when we
subtract fr-onm our agricultural imports of noncompetiti'e items such as
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coffee, ten, rubber, bananas, and sugar. things of that nature, we still
had a record agricultural trade balance on the plus side of $9.3 billion.

* By an odd coincidence, that was exactly the cost of the imxorted
1.'petroleum in 1973, and I guess it could be argued therefore that this

/ -.. /urimultural trade SUrl)lus we had in 1973 went a long ways toward
for the many things we opted to import and was a major t-

,W tor in producing a l;psitive balance of trade overall in 1973.
And there are many other fallout that conle from full agricultural

exports: The full employment in the economy; the added jobs that
take place; the oplortuu'itv to use our agricultural plant at capacity,
whiih I think is important')ecause if we can use it at capacity, we are a
lower unit cost. producer of food and fiber in this country than if we
did not. have a full level of opportunity to export.

For example if our fariners are const rained to, let us s,,y. 8o percent
of their capacity. as has been true in many cases in recent veals, they
are a higher unit cost producer. Fixed costs are associated'with those
acres not in production. But if farmers can bring their full plant into
production and if we can utilize those acres as we are now utilizing
them. to meet the export market, it means a lower average unit cost
producing agriculture than otherwise, and therefore, it is to the inter-
est of the American consumer to have a vigorous export market for
A merican agricultural products.

These are some of the. things at stAke, some of the reasons why agri-
culture has an interest in having the opportunity to negotiate freer'
trade-to do what we can to reduce the barriers that. do exist and that,
in the ablence of negotiations. will continue to exist, to expanded
agricultural trade.

There are. some specific things in. the bill, Mr. Chairman. that will
be in mv statement ere, that we would like to call attention to, that I
think would he a matter of record, and I will not take time to discuss
them right now.

On the other hand. we receive some criticism in this country for ef-
forts to free up access of others to our own markets, especially ill the
dairy market. In the last year on three or four occasions, we have had
special proclamations by'the President which have permitted easing
of the import restrictions on dairy products, and I am referring specifi-
cally to (tried skim milk, to cheese, and to butter and butter oil. And
just the other day lie again announced permission to import 150
pounds of dried skim milk between now and June 30.

These are situations in which we do. in fact, have a short supply
of products in this country. and we have permitted those things to
come in to meet those short supply situations.

I have taken the positions that when we go into negotiations here
we are prepared to put our section 22 import restrictions on the nego.
tiating table, that we are not going to give them away for free. I think
we have to recognize that we-and we in agriculture do reeognize-
that if we go into multinational negotiations in this country, we must
be prepared to make some concessions to get concessions.

I simply want. to make that statement. before this group here. I
have made that statement, before international groups and I have
made it in Europe, and I think it is a sound position to take. It does not
mean that we are going to sell any particular sector of American
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agriculture down the river, but I am convinced that our farmers in this
country can be competitive with the farmers any place in the world.
There are provisions in this bill relating to counterivailing dut ies in the

seof subsidized shilmients to thi country.
o !ln the case of dairy) products. I have taken the position that if we

call use those things intelligently and properly and effectively, it will
keep our farmers competitive with farmers anywhere in the'world. I
think our farmers can compete adequately ith the French dairy
farmer. They cannot compete with the French Government. But . am
sure that if we have the ability to negotiate the additional elbow room
that this legislation would provide, that we can negotiate reduced
trade barriers to our products around tite world for the benefit. of
American agriculture, and in a broader sense. for the benefit of
America.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
The CHiAIAN. Thank you ver' muell, Mr. S-cretary.
[The, prepared statement of -Secretary Bitz follows. Hearing

cOnt inues on p. 382.]

PREPARE,) STATEMENT OF TIE HONORABLE BARL L. BUTZ,
SECRETARY OF AORICITURF

It is a privilege to come before this group in support of the Trade Reform Act
of 1973. My belief that this Is one of tie most Important pieces of econonlc leg.
Isolation to coine before the congress in recent years has been reinforced by events
since I expressed that view before the House Ways and Means ('ommittee last
May 11.

At that time, I told your Congressional colleagues that we need this bill for
three primary reasons:

To take full advantage of the growth potential of this country's agriculture;
To help generate economic expansion, and
To reduce our trade deficit through expanded agricultural exports.

We have witnessed a rush of change in world commerce since last May -most
dramatically in the case of oil-ind this has been true in agriculture as well. IN
tle wake of world crop shortfalls in 1972, the concerns of the trading nations
have broadened to include access to supply as well as access to markets. Frantic
demand for some agricultural commodities lins bid prices to all-time highs. We
have seen price controls on food in our own country, and exp)rt controls on some
farni products in this and other countries.

At the same time, U.S4. farin exports have surged to unprecedented records--
almost $13 billion last fiscal year and an anticipated $20 billion in tile current
fiscal year.

The public has reacted by blaming our high level of agricultural exports for
its food price problems and by calling for export controls. You probably are also
wondering why agriculture wants to negotiate freer trade wihen it has had ill
it can do to meet current export denmand. Why does agriculture want this
legislation ?

I'd like to suggest four reasons why we want it, and why we need to negotiate
more than ever in thils period of uncertainty in world trade.

1. AN INTERDEPENDENT WORLD DEMANDS A RATIONAl° TRADING SYSTEM

Tie confusion In wheat, the panic over soybeans fnd the chaos1 in oil tihe
past year have demonstrated what we all have known. but Ier'haps not faced:
that no country can go it alone any longer. Combinations of more peol)le and
more Income have brought standards of living, whether based on extra rice it the
bowl or it second car In tile garage. that are beyond the capacity of any single
country to supply domestically.

This world is interdependent. To function, it requires a rational use of re-
sources in which each country produces what it produces best, and production is
distributed through a system of trade in which producers have equal access to
demand and consumers have equal access to supply.
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It IS plain that such a system does. not now exist. it is equally plain, to tle at
least, that tile multilateral trade negotiations in (Ieneva, with 101 nations
taking part, ifer what may lye the last chance to inove toward such a system
and away from today's atecelerating bilateralism and regionalism in what appears7 0 ave become a "hog ramle" for the world's resources.

q. agriculture, U.S. industry and the U.S. consumer all have a big stake in
l"iie'o ating a more rational trading world. The United States needs to go into

j these negotiations with the strong hand that the Trade Reform Act will provide.

2. RATIONAL TRADE HOLDS TIlE SOLUTION TO FOOD SECURITY

As I have suggested, an immediate concern of our people and those of other
lands is the assurance of ani adquate food supply-that their requirements will
continue to be met, and met fairly. This is an important matter and one which
should certainly be explored in the forthcoming negotiations. And it Is another
reason why I consider this legislation so vital-because it will give us the flex.
Ibility we need to go out and do a proper Job for tile American people, in coopera-
tion with our trading partners.

It is all too easy. in a period of agricultural supple pressure, to look for
quick and seemingly straightforward solutions-but all too often such solutions
only aggravate the situation over tile longer-run. We have sevn this demonstrated
in our r('.ent exxriences with price controls on meat and export controls on
soybeans. In both cases, controls proved to be counter-productive-they did not
help increase production, which is the only true solution when supplies are
short, and they (lid dlsturb and distort the marketing system for those supplier,
that were available. Let's face It-we in this country live in a price-oriented
economy, and when we tamper with tile price-setting mechanism of tile market.

lace we usually lose far more than we gain.
Production, not control, is the key to supply. and. short of state control of

agriculture, the key to production is tile pull of the market. And even state con-
trol of agriculture doesn't seem to get the Job done. American farmers this year
will plant and harvest 40 million acres more than they (lid two Vears ago, and
they are doing it in resilonse to market demand. If we tire to feed Increasing
lmbers of people on finite expanses of land, I believe our first objective in nego.
tiltions must be to continue to move toward a more rational use of the world's
agricultural resources, one lit which each country produces what it can produce
best because market co1siltion (leiands it.

Sto.kpilimig pdicy is another apect of food security which must also be faced
during the course of negotiation. Food reserves are imni5ortnnt. Such questions as
how they are to be acquired, where stored, and how dispensed must he explored.
But we must remienher that the answers begin with production. To talk of build.
Ing lip reserves before we have talked of how to make sense iln production is to
put the ('art before the horse.

I believe as strongly as ever that we should go into these negotiations seekinga solution that is compatible with free market principles; a system that still.
plates production where it is most econoiical to do so: one that seeks to unclog
marketing and (listrlbutilon bottlenecks that make for short supplies: one that
en'ourages a frank interchanige of production and buyillg Intentions is a guide
to farm output; and one that fosters an equitable sharing of reserve stock burdens
for both comniercial and food aid contingencies. Tile Trade Reform Act will give
us the flexibility we need to do this.

3. WE MUST SECURE MARKET ACCESS FOR THE LONGO-TERM

For the time being food security, not market expansion, has become a domi.
nant theme. Nevertheless, wv'e should not permit the distractions of this beetle
period to let us take our eye off the original goal in International negotiations.
That is the goal of freer trade. hased oil 'omnlrative advantage in the market.
It Is the only goal that offers i highly conlilpetitive U.S. agriculture the chance
to realize its full potential for growth-because that growth lies in exports,
among the more than 3 billion increasingly affluent consumers who live beyond
our borders.

We still need to negotiate for freer agricultural trade In the midst of a $20.
billion export year because this level of agricultural trade is not guaranteed.
It Is the history of world agriculture that supply problems are temporary.
'The conditions that produced the dramatic upsurge in our exports are transl.
tory. World crop production has turned upward-to a record last year and wliit
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we anticipate will be..a"oher record this year. There are prospects for stock
rebuilding to begin In some eomm(lities this year and more In the next. When
the cycle of shortfalls, depletion anti rebuilding Is completed. U.S. agriculture

~>may be facing the mme competition as before the world droughts of 1972, and,
Winless they can be removed. faeihg the same trade barriers that have placed a
eavy and accelerated drag on the export of U.S. agricultural products.
I believe we must attack border protection first; get rhl of those nontariff

barriers and let prices do the job they are meant to d--that of signaling both
producers and consumers how to bring supply and demand into line. I also
recognize that the domestic farm programs of our major t.ustoniers are at the root.
of the problem, However. It is completely unrealistic to think that theEuropean
Community-or thi, United States for that natter-would make domestic pol-
icles the primary focus of negotiatiouN. Thus, let's start with the border mes-
urea-and the export subsidies. If progress can be made on border measures
first, this cold involve changes in internal price supports and methods of main.
gaining farm income which would also merit international di(cussion.

That is why we ned to negotiated on agricultural trade now, even though
agricultural exports are breaking all records.

4. A STRONG AGRICUI.TURAI. TRADE GTVF8 CONTINUING UENEMITS TO TIE ECONOMY

We need the Trade Reform Act to give the United States a firm international
posture and dollar stability in this era of confusion and uncertainty it world
trade, The shortages, the price Increases across almost the whole range of
raw materials-agricultural and industrial-have set countries to pondering
new currency and export-import control schemes to conserve or create foreign
exchange. If we are to avoid a proliferation of these restrictions on trade, we
need to signal our trading partners that the United States Is eager and ready
to follow through on its commitment to Join oilier nations in search of a more
open and rational trading world.

At the same time. we need a continuing high level of V.4. agricultural
exports in the face of rising prices to bolster our own ability to import the
oil, bauxite, tin, rubber and other raw materials that we must have from
foreign sources.

Agriculture has consistently made positive contributions to the nation's bal.
ance of trade. It was the increase in agricultural exports that put the U.S. trade
balance in the black in calendar year 1173-for the first time since 1070.

The figures show that agricultural exports of $17.7 billion produced a record
agricultural trade balance of $0.3 billion. This remarkable contribution more
than offset the deficit of $7.0 billion In non-agricultural trade. It gave this
country a favorable trade balance of $1.7 billion, certainly a sharp contrast to
the $6.4 billion deficit in 1072.

I might add that we eAtimnate nn agriultural trade surplus in the current
fiscal year of $10 billion or more. That will pay for n lot of Imports of raw mate.
rials and of the consumers goods that we have come to depend on to maintain
our standard of living.

The benefits of a strong agricultural trade are not confined to the International
arena. Agricultural exports make direct, if little publicized, contributions to
the domestic economy.

The most obvious benefits, and certainly the most welcome to those of us In
agriculture, are the benefits to farmers.

Exports have given the farmer opportunity tM use all of is land and all of
is machinery-capital Investments that cost the same whether fully used or

not. The increase in exports brought more than 25 million additional acres
of cropland Into production In 1173, and expansion by another 17 million acres
is expected in 1174. The harvest from P5 million acres--one In every four acres
cropped-went Into export In fiscal 1073.

Farmers realized more than $25 billion In net farm Income in 11)73. That Is n
new record, and one-fifth of this return came from agricultural exports. The
record Income represents an Increase of $5 billion over 1172. and one-half of
that increase Is traceable to farm exports.

There have been benefits too, for the 200 million or more Americans who don't
farm. Consumers benefit when export-orlented agricultural policies stimulate
the general economy, provide jobs off the farm, and reduce tax costs. Evenm
more importantly. despite the sharp price Increases this past extraordinary year.
the American consumer's best chance to get the most product for the least cot
still lies In the freeing up of worldwide agricultural trade, so that our agrlcul-
tural plant can operate at full capacity on a continuing bass.
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Agricultural exports in fiscal 1073 generated almost $20 billion in gross na-
tional product. That Includes $11.7 billion as ti value of the exports to tile
farmer and more than $17 billion worth of business for non-farm entrepreneurs
and employees in such fields as transportation, storage, handling, and market-
lng. Sixty percent of the economic gain from these exports occurred off the
farm.

means that American agriculture today must be looked at as a growth
stwt(r for the entire economy. In a healthy economy people are moving from one

/ job to another all the time. To accommodate this kind of flux in the labor market
we need growing sectors tIn the economy. We need the kind of growth an export-
oriented agricultural sector can stimulate.

More than 450,000 non-farm Jols in fiscal 1973 were related to the assembling,
processing, and distribution of agricultural commodities for export. Add to
that the farm workers required to produce for export, and the total is close to
one million jobs related to producing and shipping agricultural exports alone.

Export-related jobs are not confined to the obvious areas of tilling the in-
creased acres or handling and shipping the products for export. They reach far
into the employment structure in industries which produce the supplies and
equipment needed by growers and distributors of agricultural goods. Rememn-
ber, too, that with additional income, U.S. farmers can buy more household
appliances, more building sul)l)lies, more automobiles, and pay off more loans.

Finally, there are the reduced costs for the taxpayer. The substantial rise in
exports has enabled the farmer to depend on the market for his living. Tills
has thought changes in the domestic farm program that are expected to have cut
program costs by $3.5 billion in two years by the end of 1974. Costs were $4
billion in 1972. They were down to $2.6 billion last year, and we are estimating
less than one-half billion dollars in 1974.

Those are some of the things at stake in negotiations on agricultural trade.
If the United States is to profit from these negotiations by achieving for agri-
culture the opportunity to attain its full growth, we must have the provisions
of the Trade Reform Act of 1973.

As a brief review, the bill would give the President broadened authority to
raise or lower tariffs when negotiating trade agreements. It also would authorize
him to negotiate on all non-tariff barriers, which have become a proliferating
m'riplller of agricultural trade.

At the same time, the proposed Act contains carefully prescribed procedures
to be followed in negotiating on our own agricultural restrictions. Public hear-
ings would have to be held, and, most importantly, any part of the negotiated
outcome that would require change in the domestic law would have to come back
to Congress for review. Here, we would expect the burden of proof to be on us,
to show that substantial benefits for U.9. agriculture would result from any
concessions we offered.

Au important part of the process of preparing for and conducting negotiations
will be the consultation procedures prescribed by Section 135 of the Trade
Reform Act. These procedures include the establishment of several advisory
committees to represent U.S. agricultural Interests throughout the course of
the negotiations. We think this process will be a fruitful one, and have already
begun developing plans to put it into operation at the appropriate time.

This bill in Its present form does present problems with respect to a few key
issues-for example Title IV-but for the most part these have been ad-
dressed by others testifying before me. I do want to comment briefly on a
couple of matters, however. One of these has to do with the coverage of farm
workers under the adjustment assistance provisions of Title TI. We in the ad-
ministration intended that farm workers would be covered in the adjustment
assistance program on tie same basis as workers in other sections of the
economy. We hope that the Senate Finance Committee report will reflect this.

More troublesome Is the question of how the sector provisions of Section
102(c) are to be related to the goal of overall reciprocity in the negotiations.
The goal of achieving market access for individual product sectors will not
necessarily he achieved by sectoral negotiations, and in the case of agriculture
almost certainly will not. As you may know, it has been my position through-
out that tilis time around agricultural negotiations should not be separated
from Industrial negotiations. I simply do not believe we will get maximum benefit
from thesenegotlations unless we are in a position to negotiate agriculture and
itmlintry on an integrated basis so as to achieve an overall balance of conces-
sions. I hope that one of the results of your work on this bill will be a clarfi-
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cation of this Section to provide our negotiators with the kind of flexibility they
must have in order to obtain the desired results.

Naturally, we expect to go into the negotiations prepared to offer to liberalize/ in return for liberalization from others. That is the essence of negotiations.
But, I can assure you that we will not give anything away.

S -- udging from the reaction since the bill was first introduced in the House,
their seems to be concern, particularly in the dairy industry, that this will
not the case.

Our dairy situation has had a long history of import problems. Under the
dairy price support program, the price of milk to producers is supported through
Government purchases of milk products at announced prices. When supplies
of domestic dairy products are in excess of commercial demand, imports of
dairy products would add to the surplus, resulting in the Government being
required to make larger purchases under the dairy price support program. There-
fore, nearly all dairy imports have been controlled by means of import quotas
established under the authority of Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, as amended.

In the past, the surplus of domestically l)roduced milk bas normally run
about 5 billion pounds a year. However, last year domestic supplies of some
dairy products were below commercial demand, and there were repeated spot
shortages of dairy products in food processing industries. It has been possible
to increase dairy import quotas temporarily without disrupting the market and
causing support program interference and several such actions have been taken.

This has drawn a predictable, understandable, reaction front dairymen. How-
ever, the heart of the dairy import problem lies not in the administration of
quotas, but in the artificially low price structure of imported dairy products.
Large production and export subsidies and some other devices employed by
a number of countries, particularly those in the European Community, destroy
any competitive edge created by productivity and efficiency of American dairy
producers. These same devices distort trade and put our farmers it competition
not with foreign products but with foreign governments.

If, in the multilateral trade negotiations, we can persuade our trading part.
ners to rationalize the international trading rules regarding export subsidies,
and limit or terminate those subsidies, it should be possible to substantially
reduce or eliminate the problems created for our dairy industry by artificially
priced imports here.

Certainly, this Administration is prepared to put the matter of quotas on tie
negotiating table, and Just as certainly we ar- not going to give them away
except for a return benefit and under conditions of fully fair competition. Mur-
thermore, we will still have available a number of mechanisms, including com-
tervailing duties, to protect our farriers against unfair import competition.

I have tried, in these few minutes, to suggest that the world trading system
must be revised if there is to be a workable approach to security in food and
other resources. I have indicated what a strong agricultural trade means to this
country-in terms of farm income: in terms of efficient production of food for our
own use; in terms of jobs and a healthy economy, and in terms of the foreign
exchange needed to buy freely in the world market.

This legilation-the Trade Reform Act of 1973-is necessary if we are to
create that more rational trading system and have the benefits which it can
bestow, I urge its prompt enactment.

The Cu.1nrAx. Secretary Dent.

STATEMENT OF HON. FREDERICK B. DENT, SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE

Secretary DENT. ',%'. Chairman. members of the committee, I ap-
preiate this opportunity to appear before the committee to express
my views on H.R. 10710, the Trade Reform Act of 1973.

TRADE. BILL, NECESSARY To DEAL WrITII RECENT EVENTS

As we are all aware, some rather major events have occurred since
the administration forwarded its proposed trade legislation to the
Congress last spring, particularly the energy problem and the oil
embargo, as well as the strengthening of the dollar relative to the
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currencies of our trade partners. We have carefully reevaluated the
trade bill and the need for trade negotiation in the context of present/ events. It is my firm belief that the trade bill and trade negotiations

z are more necessary than ever to deal with our recent difficulties. An
/ h oved framework for trade relations will help deal more effectively

,- with hew problems as they arise.
*. First., the United States will need to export more to pay for what

we buy. The United States trade position (lid improve in i973 as the
result'of a record-setting export performance, but prospects for 1974
are at best uncertain. The merchandise trade balance shifted from a
deficit of $6.4 billion in 1972 to a $1.7 billion surplus position this year.
Exports, excluding military grant-aid, expanded by 42 percent, three
times the rate of advance recorded in 1972. to $70 billion. Imports
climbed 24 percent, only slightly faster than in the preceding year, to
$69 billion. Higher prices, reflecting inflation and currency revalua-
tions, contributed heavily to the rise in 1.S. foreign trade values.

Several factors accounted for the huge export, gain: (1) a strong ac-
celeration in foreign economic activity; (2) increased U.S. coml)eti-
tiveness due to the monetary realignments of the past 2 years; (3)
unusually heavy demand for U.S. farm products due to shortages
abroad; and (4) the attraction of high world commodity prices which
Tng export of some products especially profitable in view of do-
mestic price controls. Most of the import increase reflected higher
prices. The volume of our foreign purchases was retarded by the cur-
renc shifts, which made other countries' goods more expensive, and
by the Alowdown in the IT.S. economy as the year progressed.

The trade outlook for 1974 is extremely cloudy because of the
uncertain effects of the energy crisis. It now appears that the U.S.
trade balance may shift back to a deficit position. But we are gratified
that the January'figures show a surplus of $644 million. While exports
are expected to advance, the import. increase is likely to be much larger
d1 th-t, he sharply higher cost of l)etroleum froin abroad. Export
expansion in 1974 will be substantially slower than last, year's spectac-
ular gain as economic growth in our major markets will be reduced.
At the same time, howe%-er, sales of farm commodities should continue
strong for some time and product shortages abroad could stimulate
demand for some 17.S. goo(s. WVhile the anticipated rise in the petro-
leuni import bill will swell the value of our foreign purchases, arrivals
of other products from abroad may be restrained by a further slowing
of the U.S. economy and the demand-dampening effects of higher
foreign prices.

Consequently, we lieed the authority presently incorporated in the
Trade Reform Act to obtain greater market access abroad for our
exports.

Second, other countries in seeking ways to finance their greater
energy costs may be tempted to restrict imports of other goods while
artificiallv encouraging exports through subsidies or other means. Not
only will 'tile trade bill l)rovide the legal tools for combating unfair or
unreasonable trade practices, but it also will enable U."S. participation
in multilateraLnegotiations designed'to continue progress toward lib-
eralization and reform of the international economic system. More-
over, enactment of the Trade Reform Act is necessary to give
credibility and authority to our negotiators in international forums
dealing :ith trade matters.

30-229 0 - 74 - pt. 2 - 2
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Certainly, we do not want to repeat the type of shortsighted, restric-
tive approaches of the thirties, which resulted in decreased trade and7 worldwide depression. But. if the trade bill is delayed, then we risk
other countries' relying on unilateral measures designed to promote
heir own self interest rather than seeking multilateral solutions to

co mon problems which would be beneficial to all nations.
he. _ne of the major characteristics of the world economy at l)resent

is the prevalence of tight supply-demand situations and record price
levels in many of the major internationally traded basic raw materials
and foodstuffs. While the present period of widespread supply diffi-
culties will surely abate, short supplies and rising prices of some
commodities can 'be expected intermittently. These new issues will
likely cause a shift in international concern from solely an emphasis
on market access to one including equitable access to sup.)plies. While
equitable market opportunities for U.S. products remains our main
trade policy objective, it can be anticipated that no longer will the
issue of market access be considered in international forums without
concurrent consideration of equitable access to supplies.

The problems raised by short supplies impact the international
economic system on several fronts. So6lutions reside in international
cooperation and consultations, and not through shortsighted unilateral
actions. Unilateral restrictive trade or monetary actions which are
taken to relieve domestic economic problems caused by short. supplies
will adversely affect the economies of other countries. Offsetting meas-
ures by the affected countries are likely to follow, the result of which
is that every country loses. Such consequences can best be precluded if
national policies are taken in concert with accepted international
norms or agreed procedures.

In considering the wide range of new multilateral approaches to
the problem of short supplies, including a more effective code of
general principles governing short-supply situations and regularized
multilateral consultation procedures, it must. be kept. in mind that the
United States is both a major raw material supplier and a major con-
sumer and any limitations we seek to impose on the export control
actions of other countries in the context of an international c6de of
conduct would affect our own freedom of action.

Tariff authority as well as authority for nontariff barriers has been
discussed at length, Mr. Chairman. Both of these we consider to be
essential in this legislation.

TARIFF AtrrHoRrY

Let me now turn to the trade bill itself, focusing on those features
which are of special interest to the Department of Commerce. With
one or two exceptions, the bill as passed by the House of Representa-
tives has emerged as a responsive and constructive answer to the com-
plex trade policy objectives that the United States should seek to
achieve in the forthcoming round of new trade negotiations.

In the area of tariffs, we believe that. authority to eliminate, reduce,
or increase duties on all products in the context of negotiated agree-
ments is needed to deal with two main problem areas. -The first is the
tariff disadvantage U.S. exporters face in competing with European
producers in European markets where internal tariffs on the move-
ment of industrial products within that market are being eliminated,
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but continue to apply to third country suppliers. The European Com-
munity is also expanding its network of preferential arrangements

,,o'Nvith countries in the Mediterranean area, Africa, and elsewhere. A
::---ajor reduction of tariffs provides the most practicable approach for

setting the erosion of the most-favored-nation keystone of the post-
war trading system which until recent years protected U.S. exporters
against tariff discrimination in foreign markets.

The second relates to the high tariffs on some products that all of
our major trading partners still maintain to varying degrees, espe-
cially those on products where our exports wouldhave a competitive
edge if high tariffs were reduced.

The tariff reduction authority contained in the bill is somewhat less
than we have requested; however, it does contain sufficient negotiating
authority to achieve a substantial reduction in tariff levels worldwide
and to work toward greater market access for U.S. products abroad.

NONTARIFF BARRIERS

Concerted efforts will also be required to reduce or eliminate non-
tariffs barriers to trade, commonly known as NTB's, NTB's, such as
import licensing systems, discriminatory standards or procurement
regulations, advertising or packaging laws, and so forth, are more
effective in many ways than tariffs in barring U.S. exports from for-
eign markets, diminishing the benefits of reciprocal trade concessions
and preventing the further development of open and nondiscrimina-
tory trade among nations.

I believe that the multilateral approach to negotiations on NTB's
will open up new opportunities for finding solutions to the very diffi-
cult question of how to deal with trade barriers that are embodied in
a wide range of national laws, regulations and administrative prac-
tices. While we hope to accomplish as much as possible in this area
during the period scheduled for the current negotiations, past experi-
ence tells us that negotiations on nontariff barriers must realistically
be viewed in a longer time frame for maximum results.

It should be possible to negotiate and implement some important
NTB agreements within the 5-year time limit imposed by the bill,
such as codes on standards and licensing and Government procurement
practices. But we must also recognize the inherent complexity and
difficulty of dealing with practices that are imbedded in complex na-
tional laws and involve important domestic constituencies. We feel,
therefore, that these negotiations should be viewed as only the begin-
ning of a continuous process. Since section 102 insures close and con-
tinual involvement of the Congress in the negotiations and imple-
mentation of NTB agreements, it could be argued that there is no
need to place a time limitation on this particular authority.

GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY CONSUrArIONS

One aspect of the forthcoming negotiations, in which I have a
particularly strong interest, involves the establishment of a joint
consultation program between Government negotiators and domestic
industries to assure that the views of Aimbrican industry are fully
considered from the early preparatory stages to the final agreements.
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Ambassador Eberle and I agreed many months ago that there was
a need for a closer and more effective industry-Government relation-
ship than has existed in previous negotiations. Anticipating the con-
ressional interest that has been reflected in section 135, we initiated a

joint three-stage program to develop an adequate mechanism for such
mutual consultations, The first two stages took place between June

7/ and September 1973 and encompassed a series of 18 briefings for some
600 participants at both the policy and technical levels of U.S. industry.
" We solicited their views and recommendations on how to establish an
effective consultative mechanism. We also asked them to nominate
representatives from their industries whom they consider particularly
well qualified to represent their views in the consultation process.

We are now embarking on the third stage. Formal advisory com-
mittees are being established under the provisions of the Federl'
Advisory Committee Act. The structure we are establishing provides
for one overall Policy Advisory Committee composed of ciief execu-
tives from industry as policy-level advisers for American industry as
a whole. In addition, there will also be some 26 Technical Advisory
Committees covering the various sectors of U.S. industry. We are
convinced that the experience and expertise which these industry
advisers will bring to Government decisionmaking will greatly assist
our negotiators in their efforts to obtain maximum benefits for the
United States in the negotiating process.

Of course, these industry advisory committees constitute only one
aspect of the extensive public input which we will be seeking pr'or to
entering into trade negotiations. The bill, as passed by the House, con-
tains provisions for an overall public advisory committee, Tariff Com-
mission advice based on public hearings and public hearings before
an agency or interagency committee designated by the President.

IMPoRT RELIEF AND SAFEGUARD MEASURES

Another important features of this bill is the significant relaxation
of the relatively stringent domestic eligibility criteria for import
relief. Under the existing TEA rules of eligibility for "escape clause"
relief, almost two-thirds of the petitioning industries have failed to
meet the qualifying test. I think we can all agree that the present TEA
iml)ort relief measures are inadequate to-deal with those disruptions to
certain American manufacturers which are caused by injurious in-
creases of imports resulting from changing patterns of international
trade. More realistic eligibility criteria for safeguard relief are neces-
sary under present conditions, and of course will he needed even more
perhaps to meet the new conditions of competition following com-
pletion of the proposed trade negotiations.

While the new round of negotiations and further trade liberaliza-
tion will undoubtedly bring benefits to American exporters, producers,
and consumers, it is also important to recognize that some industries
may encounter individual hardships in making timely adjustment to
the increased import competition that may arise in certain sectors as
the liberalization procedures take. effect. I consider that the easier
access to the escape clause provided by the TRA is vital if we are to
provide assurances to U.S. industry that they will be safeguarded
against, unforeseen disruptions from imports* as trade barriers are
reduced.
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In addition to the need for a more effective domestic procedure to
guard against disruptions caused by changing patterns of international

4 rade, it is also important that new arrangements be developed at. the
I iteriiational level to deal with such l)rol)lems. As l)art of the Ul)coming
trade negotiations, we will seek better international rules to cope witfh
rapid changes in foreign trade patterns and sudden inflows of 1)artiCu-
lar products from abroad. It is generally recognized by the nations
of the world that we need to develop a multilateral safeguard system-
one that would operate in a more equital)le manner.

ADJTUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

In view of the fact that an integral part of import relief is the ad-
justment of our domestic industries, I would like to comment briefly
on the program of assistance to firms included in chapter 3, title II.
I believe that the new provisions provide for a sound program of aid
to import-impacted American manufaeture{s. Those provisions should
eliminate the main )roblems which have hampered accomplishment
of similar objectives under current law. The simple and more objective
qualifying criteria will make it easier to identify immediate problems
and to apply sound measures that will help industrial firms improve
their operations. It should be understood that we intend to provide
quick assistance to firms whose difficulties clearly stem from import
competition and that we do not intend that firms experiencing declin-
ing sales and production as a consequence of seasonal and cyclical
forces or because of changing domestic competition should receive
trade adjustment assistance. In addition to this program, the Presi-
dent proposed on February 19 the Economic Adjustment Act of 1974
which will provide, among other benefits, further Federal assistance
to help industries adjust to foreign competition.

TRADE WIT,, NON3MARKET ECONOMY COUNTRIES

As you know, the bill as originally drafted would have made it
possible to expand significantly our trade with nonmarket economy
countries.

There are. two basic economic advantages to the United States in
extending nondiscriminatory treatment to imports from nonmarket
economy countries. First, it will normalize our commercial relations
with these countries. We have strong reasons to believe that once
normal commercial relations are established, the nonmarket economy
countries will increase their purchases from the United States, thus
maintaining the large contribution which this trade has already made
to our balance of payments, and creating new jobs for Americans as
new exports are developed.

Second, we anticipate extending nondiscriminatory tariff treatment
in the context of trade agreements or trade protocols. these agreements
would benefit U.S. firms engaged in East-West trade through meas-
tires for the improvement of U.S. Government commercial represen-
tation in the local country and provision for reciprocal credits, arbi-
tration, patent and copyright protection, and business facilities. Also,
these agreements would resolve other barriers to trade such as out-
standing financial claims and bond obligations.

I
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With regard to restrictions on credit, I would point out that most
other western industrial countries have found normal export cre(lit

/ policies necessary for expanding their trade with nonnarket economy
" countries in view of the foreign exchange shortage in the Soviet Union

- d Eastern European countries. Credits have been used to encourage
./ sidh trade because these countries have, continually seen their exports

to the East exceed imports.
Denial of U.S. credit for the purchase of eligible items will be less

harmful to the nonmarket economy countries-who can get similar
goods elsewhere-than to the United States, which stands to lose sig-
nificant, sales to foreign competitors. The result, of course, would mean
that potential American jobs would go to other countries willing and
able to finance exports to the IU.S.S.R. and Eastern European coun-
tries. The extension of UI.S. Government supported credits for East-
West trade, on the other hand, would allow U'.S. businessmen to sell,
at interest rates which are. competitive with those offered elsewhere
in the West.

In summary, improved economic and commercial relations with the
nonmarket economy countries can contribute to our balance of trade.
given their strong desire to import U.S.-made manufactured goods,
such U.S. exports are, of course, subject to controls on items involving
our national security. Furthermore, increased East-West trade could
provide new sources of energy and other raw materials, as well as more
employment opportunity for American labor. I would urge therefore
that this committee eliminate the restrictions placed on the authority
of title IV by the House of Representatives that would reduce rather
than expand'trade with nonmarket economy countries.

Secretary DENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(A letter sent from Secretary Dent to the Chairman follows:)

Tiin SECRETARY OF COMMERCE .
lWashington, D.C., February 26. 1.97.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG.
CWhormav, Comntnittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with iuy letter of December 12, 1973. I
am enclosing a table presenting monthly f.o.b. and c.i.f. import data for the en-
tire year 1973. This table Is similar to that which I sent you with the above
letter covering data through September 1973. However, the estimated f.o.b. and
c.i.f. data (and charges) in the enclosed table were derived utilizing the new
factors developed fromn the same survey covering annual data for the year
1972 (as contrasted to the factors used in the prior table which were based on
tile 1ID71 sample survey). As you know, effective with the January 1974 statistics,
the import data will be compiled and published monthly on a c.l.f. and f.o.b,
(f.a.s.) foreign port of exportation valuation basis as well as on the traditional
Customs valuation basis.

I am also sending you updated tables showing data through the latest months
available on govermnent-assisted exports (similar to those sent you with my let-
ter of December 12, 1973).

As indicated in my prior letter, should Mr. Best have any questions con-
cerning the f.o.b./c.l.f. data. it is suggested that he contact Mr. TAonard R.
.Tackson, Chief, Foreign Trade Division. Bureau of the Census (741S-5342). Should
lie have any questions concerning the data on government-assisted exports, lie
should contact Miss Frances Hall, Director, International Trade Analysis Staff,
)epartment of Conunerce (967-3857).

Sincerely,
FREDERICK B. DENT,
Secretary of (onmmerce.

Enclosures.
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ESTIMATES OF F.O.B., FOREIGN PORT, OF EXPORT VALUES, C.I.F, U.S. PORT, OF UNLADING VALUES, AND VALUE OF
CHARGES (INSURANCE AND FREIGHT COSTS TO U.S. PORT OF UNLADING) FOR U.S. GENERAL IMPORTS, BY MONTH
(JANUARY-DECEMBER 1973)

J Perod

(In millions of dollars)

Values as Estimated Estimated
Published in fCo b. foreign c.i.f., U.S. port,
U.S. import port, of export of unladin
statistics ' values 3 values f

Estimated
charges 4

January ............................ 5,406.5 5,368.6 5,725. 5 356.9
February ........................... 4,958.0 4,923 3 5,250.5 327.2
March ............................. 5, 600.9 5,561.7 5,931.4 369.7
April .............................. 5,348.6 5,311.2 5,664.2 353.0
May .............................. .6 033.4 5,991. 2 6,389.4398,2
June ........................... 51900.7 5 859.4 6,248.8 389.4
July ............................... 5,651.8 5,612.2 5,985.3 373. 1
August .......................... . 5,997.4 5,955.4 6,351.2 395.8
September ......................... 5,286.3 5,249.3 5,598. 2 3t8.9
October ............................. 6, 373.3 6,328.7 6 749.3 420.6
November ......................... 6. 787.2 6,739. 7 7,187.6 447.9
December .......................... 5,777.3 5,736.9 6,118.2 381.3

1 Defined as the value required by law for customs purposes, which in most instances is the value of the commodities at
the principal markets in the exporting country which may or may not reflect the invoice values for the individual transactions
involved.

Defined as the cost (to the U.S. importer) of the commodities at the foreign port of exportation.
Defined as the cost (to the U.S. importer) of the commodities at the foreign port of exportation, plus insurance and

freight to the U.S. port of unlading, regardless of whether earned by a U.S. or foreign firm.
Estimated c.I.f. imports less estimated f.o.b. imports.

SELECTED U.S. GOVERNMENT-ASSISTED EXPORTS AND DISBURSEMENTS, BY MONTHS, 1973

lin millions of dollars)

Military Disbursements
grant-aid Military sales for export under

Month shipments ' shipments 2 3 CCO credits 3

January .................................................... 41.8 58 86.5
February .................................................. 36.6 65 87.9
March.................................................... 52.9 86 144.5
April..................................................... 35.3 83 123.9
May ....................................................... 41.0 98 137.5
June ....................................................... 38.5 122 119.9
July....................................................... 66.1 137 51.4
August ..................................................... 31.9 84 41.5
September ................................................ 56.6 90 38.0
October .................................................... 34.2 115 32.7
November .................................................. 36.6 185 30. 7
December .................................................. 44.0 160 18.0

'Exports actually moved 2 months prior to the month reported.
Covers "special category" and "nonspecial category" shipments valued at $20,000 and over.

3 Includes goods which may have been shipped In months other than those indicated.

SPECIAL Ax NOUNCEMNNTS

ESTIMATED VALUES FOR U.S. EXPORTS UNDER TIlE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT AND
PUBLIC LAW 480

The export statistics published by the Bureau of the -Census are intended to
measure the physical moveanent of till merchandise out of the U.S. customs area,
except that to the U.S. Armed Forces abroad for their own use without regard to
method if financing. To meet a need for estimates of the value of that part of our
total exports which moves under the Foreign Assistance Act and Public Taw 480,
the following information on exports financed under these programs has eel
assembled from data developed by the three agencies responsible for the major
programs. The 1965-1972 annual amd half-year totals and the half-year total and
available quarterly figures for 1073 are presented In the following table.
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These statistics are compiled by the agencies for various uses in connection with
the administration, control, and review of their programs. They are not, therefore,Entirely comparable with data obtained from the export declarations filed by
shippers with the Bureau of Customs, which are the source documents for the
(_jort statistics published by the Bureau of the Census.

-They may differ to some extent, for example, in valuation, shipping period, and
destination. Values for agricultural commodities are estimated from bills of lading
received by the operating division for the programs in the Department of Agricul-
ture. These preliminary estimates are made independently of values submitted to
the Bureau of the Census and only approximate the export value. Tile disburse-
ment figures from the Agency for International Development (AID) sometimes
include advances of funds prior to the physical export of commodities; they may
also include expenditures which postdate shipments by weeks or months.

Steps have been taken by the Department of Agriculture to make the data
presented below as comparable as possible with the Census export figures. Adjust-
ments in the data are made as a result of accounting reviews, refunds against
previous expenditures, receipt of additional information from operating offices,
etc. These revisions in program statistics may be made many months after the
goods are exported.

With ,these numerous limitations, estimated values are presented below for ship-
ments or disbursements under the three major U.S. programs:

1. The values of military grant-aid shipments are acquisition costs furnished
by the Department of Defense, to which the Bureau of the Census has added 5
percent for estimated transportation costs from the point of manufacture to the
port for commodities other than aircraft and watercraft under their own power
and parcel post shipments. Beginning February 1960, these figures were included
with the export data tabulated by the Bureau of the Census 2 months following
the month of shipment. In 1965 and prior years, they were added with a lag of 1
month. They are published monthly in the Bureau of the Census Report FqI 900
Export and Import Merchandise Trade as "Department of Defense (DOD) Mili-
tary Assistance Program-Grant-Aid Shipments."

2. Statistics for export of agricultural commodities under Public Law 480.
"Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954," as amended, are
compiled by the Department of Agriculture and published quarterly in the
monthly report, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States. A large but
generally declining part of the shipments under P.L. 480 represents sales to
friendly countries with payment in their currencies. Exports of agricultural com-
modities under long-term financing in dollars or convertible currencies have ex-
panded sharply since the program was initiated in 1962 as an intermediate step
between sales for foreign currencies and competitive dollar sales. The initial
payment in dollars or convertible currency, when required, is included in the
total of exports under long-term dollar and convertible foreign currency credit
sales and foreign currency sales. Donations include shipments under this act
by voluntary relief agencies as well as government-to-government donations for
disaster and other relief. Barter transactions include shipments in exchange
for strategic goods for U.S. stockpiles. Agricultural goods shipped under AID
barter transactions are included in the AID total.

3. Disbursements by AID represent expenditures for goods purchased. in the
United States for export to countries receiving our economic assistance. These
data are issued semiannually and published regularly in the Agency for Inter-
national Development publication. Operations Report. The figures presented
in tht report include in the current data some transactions front prior periods
and some expenditures for commodities to be exported later.

The Information below is presented in this publication in the final month of
each calendar quarter.

Source: U.S. Foreign Trade, Highlight of Exports and ImaportR, December 197.O, Bureau
of the Census.
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TOTAL U.S. DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MERCHANDISE EXPORTS AND ESTIMATED EXPORTS FINANCED UNDER THE
FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT AND PUBLIC LAW 480

(In millions of dollars]

Public Law 480
Long-
term-
dollar

Foreign Assistance and con.
Act vertible

Total Sales for foreign
U.S. AID foreign currency Barter for

export Military loans and curren- credit Dona- strategic
values grant-aid grants Total Cies sales tons - materialsPeriod

1965
Total ...................... 27,521 779 1,140 1,323 899 152 253 19

January-June ......... 13 331 473 575 686 455 91 127 13
July-December ....... .14: 290 306 565 637 444 61 126 6

1966
Total ..................... 30, 430 940 1,186 1,306 815

January-June .......... 15,080 507 546 702 422
July-December ......... 15,350 434 640 603 393

239 211

121 133
118 78

41

2614

1967
Total ......................

January-June ...........
July-December. :

31,622 592 1,300 1,229 736 193 287 13
15 998 273 709 667 411 60 188 8
15,624 319 591 562 325 133 99 5

1968
Total...................... 34,636 573 1,056 1,178 540 384 251 3

January-June ........... 16, 986 260 552 720 398 166 155 1
July-December........ 17,650 313 504 458 142 218 96 2

1969
Total .................... 38,006 674

January-June .......... 18,058 321
July-December ......... 19,948 353

993 1,021
510 580
483 441

337
202
135

428 256
209 169
219 87

0

0
0

1970
Total .....................

January-June ...........
July-December .........

1971
Total ................

January-June ...........
July-December ......

1972
Total ......................

January-June ...........
July-December .......

1973
January-June ...............
July-September .............

43,224 565 957 1,021 276 490 255 0
21,694 281 493 590 178 25 154 021:530 284 464 431 98 232 101 0
44,130 581 915 982 174 518 290 0
22,807 285 507 588 101 309 178 021,323 296 408 394 73 209 112 0
49,778 560 658 1,065 70 618 377 0
24,204 274 384 661 69 325 267 025,574 285 274 404 1 293 I1o 0

33.206 246 373 543
17,227 155 (I) 93

4 360 179 0
(1) 74 19 0

Note: Figures are provisional, and are not adjusted for seasonal variation. The data above exclude insurance and freight
on U.S. exports, whether earned by a U.S. or a foreign firm. Data may not add due to rounding. For 1965 through 1 7,
figures have been adjusted to include exports of silver ore and bullion, which were excluded from published U.S. statistics
prior to 1968.

1 Data are not available.
Less than $500,000.

Source: Prepared by the International Trade Analysis Staff, International Economic Policy and Research.

I



Table E-1. Domestic and Foreign Merchandise and Department of Defene
Military Assistance Program Grant-Aid Shipments: 1962 to Date

I .. llJlons ol dollars

Total exports Export, excluOlg Lpart"n&t of 1 ftnse *h~poents

r~a-aslc andTPeriod torea. laelodlog Dvwtsc 30cl,,dsag Isp&otet of EOtetic ad * .IWS a IIosti€
Zpartwrnt of | toose foreign, ivasooally f'0r.ezg :Jst

reone I Defense scleotents I sCipntntzl odiotvd I unadI.Sted

1s,9 candor year total ............ 71,314.0 70,223.0 515.6 70,783.4 707,78.4 6,707.4

January .................... ............ 4.773.6 4.704.1 41.0 4,961.0 4,731. 4.68.3
robeiaerp ................................ 4,902.9 4.833.3 36.6 5.046.6 4866.2 4.796.6
lar ................................... 5.975.1 5, 8".8 a 2. 5,373.8 5,922.2 5.1126.9
Arri ................................... 5,598.1 5.4$2.1 35.3 5.47.3 5.560.8 "5.456.0
way 6.052.8 5,5.8 41.0 5,600.7 6,020.8 5,24.8

5o89%.4 5,792.9 38.5 5.777.6 5.457.9 5.754.4
. "2.2 5.310.5 . 5.573.5 5.326.1 5.244.4

ALwo at .................................. 5,819.3 5,716.0 31.9 6.013.5 5.7,.4 5,684.1
Septvebr ............................... 6,015.6 5.S36.5 56.6 6.445.4 5.95.0 5,978.9
October ................................. 6,783.5 6,666.1 34.2 6,431.6 6,749.3 6,633.8
%J. abor ................................ 7,127.7 7,037.8 36.6 6.85.0 7.051.1 7,001.3

6,96cm9lr ................................ 6,9.7 6,86.0 44.0 6.827.1 6,925.7 6,842.0

1972 Calendar ear total ............ 49,773.2 45,875. 559.6 49,233.9 49,21&.6 48.41.1 c

Ja r7 ................................. 3,964.4 3,4115.6 57. 4,074.3 2306.6 3 757 .

,3r16. ................................ 3,=6.4 3,759.4 35.4 3,323.6 3,7*.0 3,721.0
March 4,344. 4,2 85. 39.5 3,969.s 4,305.3 4,245.6
April ........... 3,930.4 3,663.3 50.0 3,820.4 3,85.4 3,813.3

.Y............. .... 4,286.3 4,123.4 52.7 3, 81.6 4,136.6 4,070.7
................................. 4,050.7 3,977.6 36.0 3,971.0 4,014.7 3,941.11

July .................................... 3,742.9 3,654.4 ".1 4,074.1 3,676.6 3,629.3
A t ................................. 2,75.8 3,905.S 45.6 4,396.5 3,934 .2 3,063.9
September ............................... 4,006.6 3936.6 43.2 4,376.4 3,63.4 3,893.4
October ................................ 4,50.5 4,447.2 67.5 4,316.3 4,441.0 4,375.

4ov,6. ................................ 4,3. 4,527 2 30.6 4,472.9 4,582.6 4,486.6
br.% .............................. 4,722.7 4,669.2 32.3 4,558.0 4,60.6 4,67.2

1571 calendar year total ............ 44,12.8 43,491. 581.3 43,606.1 43,548.6 42,910.5

Jawaa" ................................. 3,530.4 3,482.2 50.5 3,601.3 3,479. 3,431.7
February ................................ 3555.4 3,502.5 31.3 3,694.5 3,52.2 1,471.8
25,46.................................. 4,=55. 4,106.6 45.1 3,78 .5 4,107.8 4,0"8.5
Apil ................................... 3, 6.5 3,792.7 44.0 3,30.7 3,812.6 3,748.7
way ..................................... 3,963.5 3,904.3 56.5 3,746.3 3,906.6 3,847.4
Jue ...... 1 ............................. 3,741.1 3,680.2 54.5 3,872.3 366.n6 3, 2.S8
July .................................... 3,3 S.7 3,350.4 $7.7 3, 572. ,338.1 3,282.7
AJgosit .................................. 3,423.5 3,376.7 57.8 3,G6.5 366.2 3,328.0
bapteber ............................... 4,25.5 4,205.3 3.8 4,4.8 4,1.8 4,165.8
Octab be .............................. 2 ,=.2 2,836. 55.4 2,81.38 2,25.7 2,773.5
16'ember .. .. . . .... 3,264.5 3,220.1 43.2 3,131.7 3,221.3 1,177.0
Vocasbw .. . . . . .... 4,038.4 4,0 .5 S325 3,390. 9 4,5. 3,998.

29ft caln dar,pear total ............ 43,224.0 42,590.1 51.7 42,72*.2 42,658.3 42,025.4



T3ble E-1. Domestic and Foreign Merchandise and Department of De
Military Assistance Program Grant-Aid Shipments: 1962 to Date

to Wilhitsa of dollar*

Total exporja Laponrt eeatcirgm Departmnt of Defese shipent8

varied *4aetLc a .stle $,vcIm.Sg Departsmeat Destic ad Domestic and Dmsi
foreign. InclUd lie apertar"I of Defense fer rg, i vastwIraty tel¢ ast

department insp aetlstr a• Whadoste
fense ahipstid a

3.0.3 ....................... . 3,200 3,248.1 60.4 3,405.6 3,350.2 3,187.6
uar .................. .... 3,430.6 3,378.3 43.8 3,46.5 3,386.6 3,334.4

March . . . . .......... .... 3,82.1 32." 42.3 3,375.0 3,376.0 35W7.9
Apil ................................ 3,447.3 3,582.3 48.4 3,410.0 3,247.1 3,342.
No............ 3,88.3 3,873.4 33.7 3,460.9 3.904.2 3,844.9
J4e.. .. . ........ 3,76. 3788 51.7 3,728.0 3,714.6 3,"7.2
J037 ...... . . . . ................... . . . . . . .  3,36.7 3,335.1 42.7 3,7a3.6 3,354.0 3,482.4
Agesat .................................. 3,304.? 3,255.4 40.8 3,281.4 3,283.8 3,224.5
Septemer ............................... 2%,373.5 3,320.8 38.8 3,512.7 3,334.6 3,282.0
October ................................. 3,874.5 3,902.? 58. 3,688.0 3,835.8 3,843.1

. . ............... 3,44.0 Z,425.0 50.7 3,481.4 3,494.2 3,445.1
"or..b.......... . .. ... 3,725S 3,625.0 51.7 355 .2 3,84.1 3,63.3

I6 calendar year total ...... 38,005.6 37,43.6 673.6 37,238.7 37,331.7 36,787.7

January ................................ 2,122.3 2,02.4 54.6 2,160.7 2,057.6 2,07.8
r ary ................................ 2,184.1 2,16.9 34.4 2,286.1 2,12.9 2,127.5
marh ................................... 3,419.3 3,374.1 21.3 3,18.2 3,36S.0 3,322.
April .................................. . 34.1 3,214.8 $.0 3,32.3 3,505.1 3,455.6

a..................................... 3,510.6 3,5s.O S.5 3,287.7 3,54*.1 3,50.•
Jue 13268.2 3,120.6 70.1 3,179.2 3,086.1 3,050.7

4 ............ 0....................... 32,4q 2,52.6
August .................................. 3,213.2 3,160.2 4.8 3,366.1 3,151.3 3,086.4

eta er .............................. 2, 232.? 3,140.5 7S.3 2,340.9 . 3,0.4 3067.2
October ................................ 3,918.2 2,574.3 55.5 3,342.1 3,568.7 3,5.7

e ................................ 3,48.2 3.417.4 56.0 3,387.6 *3,423.2 3,38.4
December.. . . . . . ... 3,421.0 3,70.0 56.6 3,279.6 3,382.4 3,111.4
58860 ............................... 34,65.8 34,11.0 573.1 34,02 . 34,062.8 33,628.0
167a ................................... 32 ,52.2 32,142.1 59 31,012.3 30,84.4 30,520.2
13662 ................................... 30,32.6 283.8 840.5 28403.1 29,378.2 2.80.5
IS8S'.................... 0327,448.6 '371226.7 776.6 026.32.6 '8,680. 426,347?.9
214 ................................... 26,50.3 26,255.8 823.2 25,830.7 2.0".2 25,337.6
13 ................................... 23,347.3 23,062.4 819.8 22,410. 22,427.2 22,142.6
1 .................... . .... 2,700.0 21,430.6 727.4 2,022.3 20,972.6 20,7a3.2

'Rneprsenats Only export Sairarrata from the Vatted States Mad differ free W00 31li1ary Asiatance Program Clat-Aid ahapment fIr-ares wader tble Program

'18 fOUOea 411 Trasfers Of ISI Uaterlal procures GlAtLde1 the Unit"d States sand, transfers from WD0 overeas stock& a"e excluded from export ahlpeesta.
Ii Lpart value is fa.s., e sree, Dv0l0ue, an most ilstans, is f.o.h., point of arigan. c) Effective with the february 1966 StAt$c. data for

shipmenta reported by the D0D for a glemanrao are Secluded in Murano of the Ceases reparta is the seCOmon th Subsequent ito the anatfh reported by the
D. Data for shipment& reported by the 00 were excluded free Jaonua 7 1%86 statisticsa. 'rta reflect adjustment& for seasonal end woerking-day vtattes

en do ant necessarily add to annual unatJ zed total. EcJltudo, tatormatioa es l"ts of alloWs ors, bae bohtlaol t0ciudleg swe"PIs, aeste, An"
acra.;, a refined bulioe. lformation on experts of ilver is these fomes sa pbtlled In the appendix to the Januay 168 issue of thI report.
"Nwlsed to reflect corrections first Iacorporated 18 data presented In the 1•65 editlan of Forelgn Cmerce mad 3Wavsatlo of the USted States.

WI
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The CHAMBIAN,. Now we will hear from Hon. Peter J. Brennan,
Secretary of Labor.

STATEMENT OF HON. PETER J. BRENNAN, SECRETARY OF LABOR

PROTECTIVE TRADE BARRIERS

Secretary BRENNAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the Finance Com-
mittee. I am here, Mr. Chairman, to support the trade reform bill. I
am interested in the protection that our workers will gain by this bill.

In these days of uncertainty, nations are tempted to try to solve their
problems at the expeiise of their neighbors. But arithmetic tells us
that all nations cannot solve their problems at the expense of all other
nations; and history tells us that "beggar-thy-neighbor" policies are
followed by-

Trade wars and retaliation; shrinking markets abroad; higher
prices at home; and shrinking job opportunities.

I have little sympathy for those who assure us that the United
States is no longer able to compete in world markets and who urge
that we huddle behind protective barriers. If the dollar is competi-
tively priced in foreign markets and if we secure fair treatment abroad
for our products, workers have little to fear from expanded trade.
What is needed is not a retreat from the rest of the world but a frame-
work for fair trade and for mutual cooperation. That is what this act
seeks to provide. Previous witnesses have dealt with the broad reasons
which make this legislation urgent. I endorse this legislation because
I do not believe that the way for the United States to maintain a high
employment economy is to'hide behind trade barriers.

EMi.PLOYMWENT SITUATION-ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Before discussing those specific aspects of H.R. 10710 of most direct
concern to the Department. of Labor, I would like to say a few words
about the employment situation.

Total employment in January stood at 85.8 million, essentially
unchanged for the third straight month. Over the past 12 months,
employment has risen by 3 million. Nonagricultural payroll employ-
ment in January declined by 260,000--seasonally adjusted-though
the total was still 2.1 million above its Year ago level.

I am very much concerned about unemployment which, as you
know, has risen in the last. few months. The causes of unemployment
are always difficult to identify, and especially so today because of our
energy problems. We cannot tell with any precision how much of the
current unemployment results from energy shortages, but we believe
it to be substantial. January data, for example, show employment
declines in gasoline retailing and in air transportation, probably a
direct result of fuel shortages. Employment has also declined in in-
dustries where demand is affected by actual or anticipated shortages
of fuel. Examples are automobile' manufacturing and hotels and
motels. As a consequence, we have proposed to the Congress measures
to extend the general unemployment. insurance system and have taken
steps to improve our manpower programs.

We are concerned today not simply with the current developments
l)ut with the longer term considerations which the trade bill addresses.
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We should understand that trade expansion improves the standard of
living for most Americans and offers the benefits of increased national

/,eNncome. It may cause job displacenients for some. In that context, thefi-.-.ffeets of expanding trade are similar to the effects of automation or
le hnological change or increased domestic competition.

The crucial point. to be kept in mind in examining the relationship
of trade and employment is that while the impact on total employment
is small there may be problems , of varying degrees, for particular
groups of workers'in adjusting to a different set of employment oppor-
tunities. Adjustment to change is never p)ainless, but our economy is
remarkably resilient and capal)ble of adapting. For example, the econ-
omy regularly absorbs tile changes induced by p)roductivity increases
a-nd a. growing lal)or force. On average, lal)or productivity increases
annually by about 3 percent and the labor force by about 1.7 percent.
If the eco omy made no adjustment to the annual productivity and
labor force increases, about'4.7 percent of the labor force would be
added to the rolls of the unemployed each year. This does not happen
because the economy does adjust 'to change. The economy's ability to
asorb workers displaced b changes in trade is indicated by the fact
that increasing iml)orts ha'e been paralleled by increases in domestic
employment over the last 20 years. Changes in" the overall unemploy-
ment rate appear to be unrelated to changes in the volume of imports.

The job of Government. it, seems to me, is to secure for us the benefits
of expanded trade, providing assistance and protection to individuals
who may he adversely affected by such trade expansion. Under H.R.
10710 workers will ieei ye increased protection amid assistance from
the proposed revisions in tile industrywide escape clause procedure
and an improved program of adjustment assistance. I will deal with
adjustment assistance first.

Special provisions for assisting trade displaced workers are justi-
fied because of the displacement of those few losses from a broadGovernment policy which benefits the entiree economy. It is probably
fair to say that the existing program of assistance to workers adv.ersely
affected biy trade is unsatisfactory.

Under tie current program, one, relatively few workers have been
able to establish their eligibility. None from 1982 to late 1969 and only
44,000 since 1969.

Two, benefits have often come too late to be of assistance in the
adjustment process. In some cases, benefits have not been paid until
2 years a-fter layoff.

Three, the maximum cash benefit is low, 6.5 percent of the average
weekly wage in manufacturing, about. $111 a week in 1974.

I-I.R, 1071o, offers important improvements in the trade adjustment
assistance l)rogram for workers. It eases access to tile. program and
accelerates the process of investigation and determination. Cash allow-
aies are increased and the package of benefits is improved.

JTader this bill, section 222, the Secretary of Labor will provide
adjust meant assistance to workers of a particular firm producing arti-
cles like, or directly competitive with imports, if he determines that
a significant number, or proportion, of workers have been totally, or
partially, separated, or threatened with separation; that sales or pro-
(luetion, or both, of the firm, or subdivision, have declined: and that
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increased competitive imports have contributed importantly to such
separation and to the decline in sales or production.

,Under the revised procedures of H.R. 10710, it is not our intention
to provide trade adjustment assistance to workers whose unemploy-

ent, or underemployment, is clearly the result of normal seasonal or
/ cyclical factors, or of shifts in technology or of domestic competition.

Our regular unemployment insurance and manpower progritms are
designed to deal with such displacement problems.

It is our intention to use trade adjustment systems to deal quickly
and effectively with job displacemenits to which competitive imports
contributed importantly. The provisions of H.R. 10710 compress and
speed the determination of eligibility.

Worker petitions will be fifed, not with the Tariff Commission, but
directly with the Secretary of Labor, Nvho will be responsible for com-
pleting the entire process of investigation, determination, and certifica-
tion within the 60-day period. ,r1

A simpler test will permit the individual worker, within the group
certified, to become, eligible for benefits if he was inadversely affected,
employment with a sile irni for 26 weeks out of 52 weeks preceding
his or her separation.

dWeekly cash payments to eligible workers are increased substantially
under the bill. A worker could receive payments equal to 70 percent of
his average weekly wage. for the first 26 weeks of his e bployeneit
and 65 percent for the next, a6 weeks of any subsequent period for
which he is eligible ul to a ceiling equal to 100 percent of the average
weekly wage in manufacturing.

If the worker is in a training program, lie. may receive up to an
additional 26 weeks, if necessary, to complete the program. If he is
over 60 years old and remains unemployed, hie may receive aii addi-
tional 13 weeks of cash payments or a, total of 6.5 weeks of cash benefits.

The present law hassimilar provisions for the duration of payments
but the amounts are limited to 65 percent of the worker's average
weekly wage, or 65 percent of the average weekly wage i manufac-
turing, whichever is less. Thus, under theo Tiade Expansion Act, the
weekly maximum payment iii 1974 woull be about $111 a. week coi-

aredwith $170 a week possible under the Trade Reform Act.
The bill provides additional services for displaced workers. For

example, any adversely affected worker who tas been totally separated
and cannot be expected to secure suitable employment in the com-

smuting area in which le resides may receive a job search allowance
of up to $500 to cover 80 percent of the cost of necessary job searchi
expenses to assist him in obtaining employment inl the Unjited States.
Wrhen hie relocates to take a job, lie weill receive relocation allowances
consisting of S0 percent of the reasonable and necessary expenses ini-
curred in transportation or transporting himself and his family and
their household effects to the new job locationi, plus a. lump-sum cash
payment equal to three times the worker's average wage up to $500.

Relocation allowances would no longer be limited to leads of house-
holds, but only one relocation allowance per family would be, allowed
for thie same relocation. Workers would be able to recc-ve certain
remiedial health services, if necessary to obtain employment, in addi-
tion to counseliing, testing. and placement services. They would also
be eligible for training in situations where suitable employment could
not otherwise be provided.
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INDUSTRYWIDE 1 SCAPE CLAUSE PROCEDURE

Though I have dealt at some length with worker adjustment assist-
Awee,-I do not want to leave the impression that such assistance is the
.-4 y means for dealing with serious injury to domestic iidust.rv and
/vor ters arising from competition. Workers affected by imports will

/also Be protected by the changes in the industrywide escape clause
incorporated in title'II of H.R. 10710.

We recognize that there will be situations involving iidustrywide
injury where sole reliance on adjustment assistance is not practical.
For such situations, the bill provides a greatly improved industry
escape clause l)rocedure which may be initiated 1)y workers, as well as
management. Thus, workers in industries being seriously injured by
imlorts may find it in their best interest to file for industrywide escapeclause relit'

There is no requirement in this bill that increased imports be caused
by previous trade agreement concession. Rather, there is a more direct
test that increased imports have been a substantial cause or threat of
serious injury to a domestic industry. Under this procedure, industries
seriously injured or threatened with serious injury from increasing
imports may petition for increased tariffs for iml)ort, quotas, or for the
negotiation of orderly marketing arrangements.

While other witnesses are testifying in sone detail about these pro-
cedures, I want to emphasize that these escape clause, changes are an
iml)ortant part of the measures which will be available to protect
American workers against serious injury from increased competitive
imports, The revised escape clause procedure requires consideration
of the stepsthat have been take, or could be taken, by an industry,
including workers and firms, to adjust to import competition. The
Department of Labor will have the responsibility, when an escape
clause petition is filed with the Tariff Commission, to determine thenumber of workers in that petitioning industry likely to be certified
as eligible to receive adjustment assistance, and'the ability of existing
programs to meet the adjustment needs of these workers.
---This information will be considered by the President in deciding his
course of action if the Tariff Commission finds that increased imports
are causing, or threatening to cause, serious injury to the industry. It
is my judgment that the improved safeguard pr-ovisions in this" bill
afford American workers and industries reasonable and effective remi-
edies for problems which may arise from increased imports.

The more effective procedures for industrywide relief and adjust-
ment should reduce the, vulnerability of workers to sudden surges of
imports. Together with the general provisions of the Trade Reform
Act, they provide a framework in which we can expand the opportu-
nities for trade and enhance the growth of the American economy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. In line with our policy of

occasionally reversing the order of questioning, we will start at the
far end of the table today. Senator Bentsen.

Senator BENTSEN. I have no questions at this time. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. I reserve my time till later, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Senator Roth would be next, Senator Gravel,
and then Senator Packwood. I would suggest we limit ourselves, hope-
fully, to 7 minutes each this morning. At 11:15 the Senate starts vot-
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ing. That will give each Senator a chance, perhaps, to ask a few
questions and he can submit others for the record. et. me ask you,

A gentlemen those of you who testified, could we come back at 3:30 this
afternoon in case we do not finish this morning?

Secretary DENT. We can come at any time you specify, Mr. Chair-
nan.
Secretary BUTZ. Yes, sir.
The CIIAMrMAN. OK, I would suggest that, after we lave this morn-

ing session, that those who want to ask more questions could come back
this afternoon.

Senator PACKWOOD. IS it your intention, Mr. Chairman, When we go
to vote on cloture, to adjourn and not come back this morning?

The C,AIIRI'A. That is what, I thought we might do. We will try to
accommodate you, if you have some l)roblems.

Senator 3BNNFI'Ir. The Republican members of the coninittee are
meeting with the Secretary of HEW in his office at 12:30 which means
we would have to leave here at 12:10.

Senator PA.CXWOOD. I am just trying to find out what our schedule is
for the morning. We will adjourn for the cloture vote and not come
back until the afternoon ?

The CIAnMiN. That is what I thought we could do to accommodate
everybody. I'm certain these gentlemen could make good use of that
time between when we go to vote this morning and the time we come
back this afternoon.

ACCESS TO SUPPLY

Senator PACKWOOD. Secretary Dent, in your statement you made
reference to the fact that in international negotiations in the future
we are concerned, not only with markets, but access to supply, and
that foreign countries would have the same concern, probably, about
access to supply in this country, including agricultural supply.

Secretary DENT. When we talk in terms of supply, it is supplies of
raw materials, agricultural commodities, yes, sir.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me address this question, then, to 'Secretary
Butz. Mr. Secretary, you would agree with his comment about concern
of access to supply both for us and for foreign countries in our own
markets?

Secretary BuTZ. Yes, sir, I certainly would. We have taken a very
strong stand in agriculture that, subject to national security consid-
erations, of course, that foreign countries must have access to supplies
in this market.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, in terms of agriculture, what. do you
mean, subject to national security precautions?

Secretary BTrz. Well, it certainly does not mean the same thing as it
does for strategic raw materials. I think, well, obviously, we will not
want to get in a stance where we actually run short of food products
in this country. We are not at that point in spite of allegations that
have been made. But I think it is clear to everybody if -we came to a
situation where we were actually going to run short of a phymcal
supply of food to meet our domestic needs, that would be a threat to
national security.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me take it step by step. Would you say
that, as far as any kind of agricultural product, that, to the extent that
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we will not have enough to take care of our domestic needs, that would
be beyond the peril point and we should embargo exportsISecretary BUTZ. Yes, if you have any good way of defining what is

,-1 enough. I guess you always have to define that in terms of a price.
£'Senator PACKWOOD. Wel, I am defining enough in the sense that

jy we imply are not producing enough to take care of what we would
normally consume at a rational price.

Secretary Burz. You say at a rational price--
Senator 'PACKWOOD. I assume there is an end to everything and if

bread got to $20 a loaf, no matter how much wheat we exported, there
would be enough bread in this country. I am talking about a rational
price.

Secretary BTrz. Yes, if you can define a rational price. But at the
present time, coming back to whieat and this scare we have had on the
shortage of wheat in this country, the current wheat situation of
course does not relate to the present price of bread. The present price
of bread, at 40 cents retail, on the average, for a 1 pound loaf ofbread
here, contains a farm price of about 8 cents worth of wheat at the
present time. Frankly I do not get concerned about that.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me put it in terms of specific quanti-
ties, then. We are going to grow about 2.1 billion bushels of wheat this
year, assuming nothing goes wrong. We normally use 700 to 800 mil-
lion bushels. If, by chance, we had a tremendous crop failure or a
drought, and we could only produce 500 or 600 million bushels of
wheat, what should .be our policy at that state on the export of wheat?

Secretary BUTZ. Well, you have postulated something that is beyond
the realm of probability. It is inconceivable that we would have a
wheat crop that short. If we had a wheat crop that fell, let us say 200
or 300 million bushels short of our projected 2.1 billion bushels of
wheat, it still would be in excess-of the wheat crop we produced in 1973
where our crop, then, was about 1.7 billion bushels. We contemplate
an increase this year of 400 million bushels over that wheat crop.

Senator PA\CKWOOD. Why did we embargo soybean exports for a
few months?

Secretary BUTZ. Well, that is a good question. In retrospect I think
this was not a wise decision. On the other hand, at that time, there was
tremendous consumer pressure which developed as a result of rising
food prices, rising meat prices. This related to the rising price of pro-
tein supplement, which is one of the ingredients that produces-

Senator PACKWOOD. Was there a relationship between the rising in
protein and in the soybean prices and the increase in meat-

Secretary BUTZ. In the long run, there had to be a relationship to
it. In the short. run not. because of the lag in producing meat.

Senator P.cKwoo. Because of what, excuse me? '
Secretary BuTz. Because of the lag in producing meat, I said, in

the long run there had to be a relationship between the cost of protein
supplement.and the cost of meat.. In a particular week, there was no
particular relationship because it takes longer than that to produce
meat. In the case of beef, it takes several months. Two years, I some
cases, as you know, to get beef on the market.

But coming back to your initial question; we have had this tre-
mendous consumer insistence that. we do something about food prices
and soybeans were the most visible item.
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Senator BENTSlN. Mr. Chairman, could we turn on the microphone
so the audience can hear what the Secretary is saying.

Secretary Buwz. You menu that we had this off aill morning?
[General laughter.]
Senator PAC.KWOOD. Mr. Secretary, what I am driving at is where we

say we are going to limit our export of agricultural products, is it
only when they are literally in short supply, that, we do not have enough
to take care of our normal use, or is it. where they started to drive
prices u1p because they are simply in shorter sil)l)ly than usual. Give
me your idea of whether you have a total export freedom of agricul-
tural products, no matter what, the consequences, or. if not that, where
do you draw the line

Secretary Bu'rz. Well, I think that depends partly on your price
philosophy, Senator. As you know, we have had a lot of pressure to
limit exports of wheat in recent months, and your State is an important
wheat producing State, an important wheat exporting State. If we
had acceded to the pressure to limit exports on wheat, let. us say, some
months ago, I think we would have done a couple of things.

One is it would have discouraged the additional planting of spring
wheat, where wheat farmers hav-e indicated their intentions now to
increase their plantings of spring wheat rather substantially, I think
by 16 percent. I am not sure about that figure. A very substantial in-
crease in acreage of spring wheat on top of a heavy increase in planting
fall wheat. I think had we imposed exl)ort restrictions, this would
have been a signal back to our producers that they should not increase
their plantings of spring wheat. So you would simply aggravate the
problem down the road.

Second, had we done that, you would have had some reduction in
the price of wheat internally here as a result of that Government
action. But look what the market has done in recent weeks. I think in a
relatively free market you have a self-correcting mechanism and the
price of wheat, has come down rather suhstantially in the last few
weeks. It has dropped, with the exception of last Friday, it has dropped
the limit in the last 4 or 5 (lays.

Senator PwKcvoo. Where is it, by the way?
Secretary Bu'rz. Well, the wheat dropped 20 cents yesterday again.

The p rice, the current price of wheat is down to $5.40, about $5.40. It
was down the limit again yesterday.

Senator PmiKwoon. Come back to the question now.
Secretary Bu'rz. What I am saying, though. is that a free market

system has built, within it. certain self-correcting mechanisms, and, I
think, we are seeing that ol)erate right now.

Senator P.wiWoom. 'Well, again, I want to come back to the question
I was posing, and I was not one of those that asked for an embargo
on wheat. We are under tremendous pressure now to embargo scrap
iron because its price is going up in foreign competitors, and this is not
so much your bailiwick as Secretary Dent's. Foreign buyers are pur-
chasing at a high )rice, forcing tle price up here. Should that be a
concern, whether it be wheat, or scrap, or should we just say we have
reached the place where there is not adequate wheat here to take
care of us. There is not. enough soybean to feed our beef. We will let
export demands go o unabated matter what the effect. may be o
the price.
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Secretary BUTZ. Well, I think you pose it very difficult question
there. You say until we have reached the point that we don't have
enough internally. We let it go on until it has an exhorbitant effect on

rice. I think the amount we need domestically varies with the price.
t varies inversely with price. That' is the function of price.

I think we are seeing that operate right now in petroleum fuel. The
demand for gasoline itself has diminished some as the result of the
higher )rice. That is a function of price and I think it is a function
of price in agricultural commodities too.

Senator PACKWOOD. My time is up.
Senator BENTSRN. Mr. Chairman, I have had a chance to review

some of this testimony now and I would like to recover my position
in the pecking order, if I can.

The CI.URIAN. I think I took the Senator by surprise, so, if there
is no objection, we will turn to Senator Bentsen.

CAPITAL SHORTAGE IN WORLD MARKETS

Senator BENTSEN. Secretary Dent, I am concerned about what we
are facing in terms of a capital shortage in world markets and how
this is going to affect American industry and its competitive position
with the Europeans and the Japanese. Y noticed a statement the other
day of the steel industry saying that they were going to have to give
ip part of their markets to the Europeans and the Japanese because
of their difficulty in raising capital. And yet I looked at the situation
that Mr, Townsend testified on before our committee he said that
the capital market in this country is such that Avon products is valued
over a billion dollars higher than the entire stock of Alcoa. And we
have a situation where McDonald hamburgers is valued at about $2.1
billion in the market and $200 million book value and United States
Steel at about $2.4 billion in market value and about $3.6 billion in
book value.

In other words, we are short on steel and long on hamburgers and
we can raise the money for hamburger plants but we cannot raise it
for seel plants. What do you think we ought to be doing in tb way
of capital markets in trying to assist U.S. industries in strengthening
their competitive position?

Secretary DENT. I think that the most important thing that we can
do is to let the free market determine values. The Government has
never gotten the presidents of the hamburger chains out of bed pro-
testing the increase in price of hamburgers ut we have seen the iiflu-
ence of Government almost continually operating in the steel market
area. And it has been the repression of prices which has repressed prof-
its, that has resulted in that industry being unable to attract the capital
necessary for its own expansion.

The steel industry competes in a worldwide market in which ap
proximately 70 percent of the steel sold around the world is either
subsidized 4by government or directly owned by the government, as
in Great Britain. For these reasons our domestic industry needs sup-
port, either in being permitted to operate far more independently than
it has in the past or in having public funds put into it, and I certainly
would recommend the former and not the latter.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, I would agree with you, Mr. Secretary as
far as the infusion of funds is concerned, but it ;would seem to me that
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there would be other things that we could do, perhaps with the tax
structure itself, in encouraging effective capital and venture capital

. in this country.
Secretary tXENT. When I talk about government influence, I am

talking about the rate of depreciation. I am also talking about the
rate of tax credit. We need to consider a total cash flow of an indus-
try .tnd this, the cash flov not profits by itself, has been the difficulty
with respect to the inability of the steel industry to expand and be
able to satisfy the full demands of this country.

Senator BENTSEN. When they tell me it takes an estimated $25,000
just to create a new job in manufacturing, and I am also told that for
example Bethlehem Steel will need $2 million, $3 million, $4 million
a year from now until 1980 just to refurnish obsolete facilities and to
be in a competitive position. I think we are facing a problem which
should concern all of us as far as future growth and the creation of
jobs which are necessary in this country are concerned.

TYING AOIlCUITURE, WITH INDUSTRY IN NEGOTIATIONS

Secretary Butz, I would like, if I may to ask you a question con-
cerning the problem we have in keeping agriculture and industry
together in these negotiations. The Europeans have traditionally
wanted to segregate the two, and in the last Kennedy round we did
not make much progress as far as agriculture was concerned. The
French left the negotiations for almost a year. They did not even
participate because of this.

Is it your position that the two, industry and agriculture, must be
tied together in our negotiations? If we do not prevail in that posi-
tion, do you think that we have enough levrage to obtain significant
concessions if we were to just deal on the agriculture points by
themselves?

Secretary BUTZ. Well, to answer your frst question first, I think
that industry and agriculture. must be kept tied together, and I think
we should not compartmentalize them as we enter the negotiations. I
think it is clear when you consider that agriculture itself last yearproduced a surplus in trade of nearly $10 billion. As a matter of fact,
this fiscal year it will have exceeded $10 billion surplus.

The European Community, held together largely by the common
agricultural policy, as they call it, is trying to insist on compartmen-
talizing agriculture so that we simply make our concessions in the
agricultural sector all by itself, and we. are opposed to that. I think
that happened in the so-called Kennedy Round. I think agriculture
lost severely in the Kennedy Round.

I would think that agricultural trade is now at a much higher
threshold of importance and significance than it was during the time
of the Kennedy negotiations, and our position is that we simply must
be in the total arena when we are receiving concessions on agriculture.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Now, Secretary Brennan, I would like to ask you about the problems
stemming from trade adjustment. Can the trade adjustment problem
be delineated or set apart, from the general problems of adjustment
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in our labor market? I was looking over the series of criteria and tests
in your testimony, and a number of them appear to have subjective
1 tnent involved.

' Should the program be designed as part of a manpower economic
conversion policy that treats dislocations regardless of cost?

I noticed earlier in your testimony, too, you were talking about how
difficult it was to point out those jobs that were lost because of the
energy shortage, and I am concerned that the same problem is true
of those resulting from trade dislocation..

Secretary BR1rNNAN. Well, yes, Senator, that is so. However, as I
stated in my testimony, the present procedure for giving protection to
workers who are dislocated and lose their jobs due to foreign competi-
tion has not been adequate. As with the energy crisis, we have not been
able to get the exact'number of people who -have become unemployed.
We are trying, but it is not aii easy job, and it is also not easy to pin
down figures on people being dislocated due to foreign compe ition.

We do feel, though, that there should be assistance to the workers
that are affected as well as to management in any bill that would
broaden or expand our trade with foreign countries for the good of
the overall economy, even though that expansion may affect some ofthe people.We are hoping the energy problem is something we can overcome

soon and this will bring people back on their jobs. So I think there isa little difference there, Senator. The only thiig they may have in
common is how do we find the exact figures on the people unemployed
due to these causes. As for unemployment or adjustment, many of
the trade affected people are of an advanced age. It is not easy for
them to go into another job. We feel that with the new manpower bill
we can train them for other jobs, but I think the record shows this is
not an easy accomplishment. "

Senator BENTIEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to submit, if I may, some questions in writing to Secre-

tary Dent, if the chairman would agree to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; that is agreeable.[The questions and answers referred to follow:]

ANSWER TO QUESTIONS BY SENATOR BENTSEN SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD OF

HEARINGS ON H.R. 10710 BY THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

1. ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
Question. Almost 3 million Puerto Ricans are represented in the U.S. Congress

by only one (11, non-voting member of the House of Representatives. In light
of this fact, has any thought been given -by you to the advisability of assuring
that Puerto Rico has a voice in providing policy and technical advice regarding
trade negotiations by participating In the Advisory Committee for Trade Nego-
tiations proposed in Title I, Chapter -3, Section 135 of H.R. 10710?

Answer. As you know, the overall Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations
proposed in subsection (b) of Section 135 differs from the more narrowly-focused
industry product sector advisory committees, envisaged in subsection (c) of the
same Section. The industry product committees form the basis of the joint
STR/Commerce Industry Consultations in Support of Multilateral Trade Nego-
tiations that I have described in my testimony.

The stated purpose of the overall Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations
to be established by the President is to "seek information and advice from repre.
sentative elements of the private sector... " Thus, membership on this Commit-
tee by Puerto Ricans from the private sector may not meet the desires of the
Puerto Rican Government that its views be taken fully into account in develop-
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ing U.S, negotiating objectives and bargaining positions. We are most willing to
work with Puerto Rican officials as well as the officials of any other state who

,.'-. wish to assure that they have an opportunity to provide Information and advice
* concerning the negotiations.

Regarding the industry advisory committees encompassed ini the STR/Con-
n rce consultations program, I wish to repeat the assurances previously given to

1 th Commonwealth's Secretary of Commerce and representatives of its Chamberof Commerce that we would welcome nominations of Puerto Rican manufacturersfor participation in our joint program.

2. QUALIFYING FOR IMPORT RELIEF AND ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Question. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is particularly concerned about
the anticipated negative impact on its economy due to the tariff and nontariff
trade concessions of H.R 10710. This impact is of a distinct nature and magni-
tude than that which could affect the whole mainland industry. Accordingly, has
consideration been given to providing a different interpretation and application
of the definitions of "serious," "significant" %nd "substantial" cause, injury,
etc .... as presented under Title II of H.R. 10710, to the Puerto Rican case? Is it
your view that a special provision regarding these definitions and Puerto Rico
should be written into the legislation?

Answer. The question implies that Puerto Rican industries should receive
import relief under criteria that are less stringent than those applying to other
U.S. industries faced with import competition. In determining whether to provide
import relief the President would be obliged, under the TRA, to take into account
all considerations lie deems relevant and these would include special circum-
stances involving impact on particular regions such as Puerto Rico. This ap-
proach continues procedures followed in import relief cases under the TEA.
Therefore, it would not seem necessary to make special provision in the statute
for the Interests of Puerto Rican industries, nor do we believe it would be desir-
able since it would be inequitable to industries in other states where import com-
petition may have a regional impact.

3. PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Question. As per Title V, Sec. 501, steps may be taken to grant preferential
treatment to developing countries in their trade relations with the U.S.A. Has
consideration been given to the possible adverse effects that this preferential,
treatment would have on the economy of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, par*
ticularly in the case of the apparel manufacturing industry?

Answer. While recognizing that Puerto Rico is within the customs territory
of the United States and therefore that its industry is in the same position as
other domestic producers with respect to the possible impact of granting tariff
preferences to developing countries, we appreciate the particular concerns of
Puerto Rico over the possible impact on its industries.

The granting of such preferences is not intended to impair the development of
Puerto Rico's economy. Moreover, prior to designating any article as eligible for
preferential treatment, the President will publish and furnish the Tariff Com-
mission with a list of proposed eligible articles, and the Tariff Commission must
provide advice to the President as to the probable economic effects on domestic
industries (which includes Puerto Rican industries) producing like or directly
competitive articles and on consumers of granting duty-free preferential treat-
ment on each article proposed for eligibility. The President must also seek infor-
mation and advice from Executive Branch departments and other appropriate
sources on the list of eligible articles and provide for public hearings. We believe
these procedures will provide an adequate opportunity for Puerto Rican pro-
ducers to make known their concern about the effect of granting preferences on
any particular product or industry sector including the apparel industry of
Puerto Rico.

The CHAIR AN. For those Senators who cannot be here this after-
noon, I will be glad to ask any questions for them they may wish.

Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to the wit-

nesses for being late. We had an Agriculture meeting this morning.
Secretary Burz. That is a very good alibi, Senator.
[General laughter.]
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FERTILIZER SHORTAGES

Senator DOLE. I direct my questions to Secretary Butz. There areGreat pressures now for free trade, and of course, we understand the
value of agriculture exports to the world economy, and our own. It has

- Iy been the saviour as far as our economy is concerned in the
jbalance of payments and many other things. And there is, of course,

great hope for the farmer because of expanded exports.
Now, farmers, of course, resist export controls or quotas or em-

bargoes on their products. At the same time, I can see developing from
these farmers a desire for export controls on fertilizer. In other words,
some would like to have it both ways.

Does the Secretary have the feeling I think he has that we should
not impose those controls or quotas? This might also apply to Secre-
tary of Commerce. But there is a resolution beig introduced to impose
controls because of the shortage of fertilizer on the American farm.

Secretary BUTZ. Yes, you are quite right, and this pressure is
growing.

On the other hand, I think we have to maintain a consistent position.
We were in fact experiencing heavy export shipments of fertilizers in
the last quarter of 1973, in part, at least, because of the imposition of
domestic price ceilings on fertilizer prices domestically which made
the foreign market much more attractive than the domestic market.

Before those price ceilings were raised by the Cost of Living Coun-
sel, Dr. Dunlop and I both met with the leaders in the fertilizer indus-
try and received from them a firm pledge that they would in fact divert
a substantial share of shipments that might otherwise have gone
abroad to the domestic market in the first quarter of 1974, in return
for having price ceilings lifted.

They have followed through with that commitment very nicely,
even though foreign fertilizer prices have risen still more and the
foreign market is at this moment a more attractive market than the
domestic market. But I think that we have to be consistent. If we are
going to insist upon no export controls on products we have to sell
abroad. I think we have to take exactly the same position with respect
to supplies that might likewise go abroad.

DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINiNG TUBULAR GOODS FOR OIL AND GAS WELLS

Senator DOLE. I do not want to repeat an thing and I would only ask
one question of Secretary Dent. We have discussed this earlier. 'there
is a major difficulty in obtaining tubular goods for use in more explora-
tion and drilling for oil and gas in Kansas, Texas and other places.
One time it was suggested-in' fact, I think I offered an amendment
which was carried by the Senate and later deleted in conference, that
we would not permit any trade with those countries who were engaging
in the oil embargo. I recognize that may not be in accord with the phi-
losophy of free trade.

But I would like to know if there has been an effort by the Com-
merce Department to at least inventory the tubular goods and other
material we need for increased production of domestic supplies?

Secretary DENT. Yes, Senator. We have run a survey on the avail-
ability of oil country goods, as they are called. We have found that
inventories are about normal. They are, however, in hands further
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along than normally found at the distributor level. For many of these,
the major oil companies have increased the quantity of oil countryY goods that they are carrying compared to their traditional practice.
The independents are having difficulties because the goods are on allo-

n. They know they did not have a position with the primary pro-
duce' but would buy from a distributor. They also obtained imported

,/ goods, which have declined.
So, in substance, we have broadly speaking, goods available at about

the normal level. Demand is increasing. We need to increase produc-
tion. With the termination of price controls, I think we will see this
response in the production area. And we are working trying to trans-
fer some of those that are in the hands where they are not going to be
used immediately into the hands of independents and others so that
they can be utilized-more currently.

Senator DOLE. here is a great need for this material throughout the
industry and particularly among independents. I appreciate that com-
ment, and hopefully we can be of some assistance.

IPIIEFEI ENTIAL itEATIINT FOIt IMPORT RELATED ITNEMPILOYMEIT

And just finally-and Secretary Brennan could either answer it
now or for the record-we have a concern about free trade. And some
contend that the worker affected by import competition should be
treated differently than somebody else who may lose his job because
the airbase closes or because of an energy crisis, or some other related
effect on the economy which causes job loss and jot) displacement.

Is there a rationale for preferential treatment for those who might
lose their jobs because of import competition?

Secretary 13RENN,\-x. Well, there is, Senator, due to the actions of the
Government on an overall basis. People in industries that are com-
peting with the foreign market are, as I said before, sometimes pretty
well advanced in age.

For layoffs in other industries, people can probably be picked up by
other companies within that same industry, or find similar jobs. It isnot always that easy for people affected ly trade. Therefol:Q, the pe-
riod of trying to find1 another job may call for them to be retrained for
a new job when they cannot. get a job that is similar to the one they
lost. Over the years'that they'had this separate treatment, it has been
justified. We note that the l)roposed bill will continue this form of
treatment. We realize the need for the expansion of our trade with for-
eign countries since it helps the overall economy of the country. But I
do not think any worker should have to suffer for action taken on
behalf of the entire country. I think it is different. from layoffs in
other areas such as energy, which we hope will be a temporary thing.
Once we get back to a more normal situation the companies that have
had layoffs and cutbacks will be able to pick up again, as some have
already done.

however, we find that in many cases involving import competition,
companies that go out of business never come back again.

Senator DoLE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator F.ANiX-. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
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CANADIAN AUTOMOBILE AoREEMENT

Gentlemen, it is a privilege to haveyou with us here this morning.
I commend you for your statements. Secretary Dent, I would like to

Sour comment on the Canadian Automobile Agreement. As I un-
- derstand it, a great many of our automobiles today are made in Canada.
,,ox -On the other hand, American autos sold in Canada are paying about a

12-percent duty, and I understand the origin of the agreement was to
. provide all integrated industry with free movement both ways, and

with the great unemployment now in the automotive industry, I am
really concerned about this.

Secretary DENT. The Canadian Automobile Agreement is one which
is receiving continuing attention by the administration. We have been
dissatisfied in the past. While this has tended to create a much broader
market and to make our automobiles as a consequence more competitive
with imported automobiles than heretofore, it has resulted in an im-
balance of trade as far as the United States is concerned. But in the
last year, 1973, this finally has turned to surplus, so that we feel that
we are making progress in ameliorating some of the problems involved
with this.

We intend to continue working on it. and hope that we call achieve
the type of economic balance that will be in the interests of both the
Canadians and the Americans.

Senator FAN'IN. Well, thank you, Mr. Secretary.

AUTOMOBILE TAmFFS

We realize there is a change now going on in the auto industry.
Many customers are opting for a smaller car. We have a 31/2-percent
tariff on cars coming into this country, and it is far below most tariffs
that are prevalent today. Many of those same countries had barriers
of say 10-percent tariff plus maybe nontariff barriers, the weight of the
car, the horsepower, and all.

Is there some way that we can try to equalize our position in being
able to trade in the automotive industry, or at least keep tlse cars
from flooding our market with our unreasonably low tariffs -

Secretary DEXT. Well, as you know, the present turmoil i the auto-
mobile industry is due to the overnight change of consumer desires in
this country. The industry is doing a remarkable job in transforming
its plants to accommodate'this.

Just yesterday I heard about a plant of one of the major companies
which had been'shut down for conversion supposed to take a number
of months. Its production rate had been in the area of 7,000 a month. In
5 1 days teamwork of management and labor had converted that plant.
It is back in production at a level of 5,000 units, and it is going to be
verve shortly up to a level of about 9,000.

What we have got is a sudden effect that is hitting the producer. As
they convert they will look forward to replacing 90 million gas guzzlers
or more than are presently on the road. So what we have got to do is to
accommodate as rapidly as possible to the changed consumer demand,
after which the problems of the present should be resolved.

During this-time, of course, we are watching the effect offshore, and
measuring whether this is a temporary sirge or whether their prob-
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lems with energy and the downturn in their economies may affect their
capacity to export to the United States, to take full advantage of the

- resent gap that exists because of the transition.
Senator FANNIN. Secretary, I agree with you wholeheartedly. We

• t are building a smaller car, more competitive car. We have not been able
to get in the foreign market because we did not have that car. Now,
we will be. building a car that I hope we could have access to their
markets, but because of the barriers they have, like the Japanese, for
instance, do you feel that we will be iii a position to get into those
markets 9

Secretary DENT. This is the purpose of the trade negotiations, to
open insofar as possible and practical, the market opportunities for all
American products. Automobiles are certainly one of our major
products.

Senator FANNIX. 'Phank you. I certainly appreciate it.

WHEAT SUPPLIES

Now, Secretary Butz-ineidentally, we are in a position today that
I do not think we would have been in if it had not been for your great
service, so I certainly commend you for what has been done in agricul-
ture.

We have )een hearing and reading quite a bit .al)out the alleged
wheat shortage due to our exports last year, yet in the New York
Times last Sunday, an article quotes fariners as saying they cannot
get, enough boxcars to ship last year's supply before this year's crop
is harvested.

I feel it is essential to our balance of trade that we export farm
commodities. Perhaps the public is receiving false or misleading in
formation.

Would you care to comment about that ?
Secretary BTZ. Yes. boxcars are a limiting factor, not to the same

extent they were a year ago. However, the car shortage has been al-
leviated some. We have added some 15,000 hopper cars to our fleet in
the last year. and more are being produced every week.

We are going to end this crop Year on .Tune 30 with a carryout, we
estimate, of 178 million bushels of wheat. That is June 30. Tlat is old
crop wheat. By June 30 we are going to have new crop wheat on the
market, or produced in the magnitude of 253 million bushels, and the
inverse price relationship right now between old crop wheat and new
crop wheat is such that there will be tremendous pressure to put that
new crop wheat on the market early. So that I think we are going to
get through this year in very good shape with respect to our wheat
supply.

Senator FAINNX. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
As I understand it, the Soviets have had a pretty good wheat crop

this year, which would indicate that they ould'be importing less
than the 18 million tons that they imported from us last year.

Is it fair to say that prospects'for agricultural exports in 1974 are
such that we will not get the kind of increase, I think 88 percent, that
we got in 1973.

Secretary BUTZ. I think we will export less total wheat in the next
fiscal year than we did in the last fiscal year, primarily because we
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go into the next fiscal year with a very small carry-in whereas a year
ago we had a larger carry-in.

We have been able in the last year to export some of two crops of
./~eat. In the next year we will have to export out of 1974 production.

- Theoviets will take.less wheat, but other countries around the world
will h ave increased demand for wheat. I think we will have no prob-
lem in the year ahead in exporting the. wheat we have available for
export.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hartkef

POSSIBILITY OF GM AND ARGENTINA SHIPPING AUTOS TO CUBA

Senator HARTKE. Secretary Dent, the multinationals present grave
problems in international trade and I am wondering if you would
clarify a few issues for me.General Motors has a contract to manufacture cars in Argentina.
The Argentine Government owns 50 percent of the plant and General
Motors the other 50 percent. Argentina wants to ship 1,500 of those
care to Cuba. Under our law, that is forbidden. Under Argentine law,
it is not.

Can you explain to me to whom General Motors owes its allegiance?
What would the Commerce Department recommend in such an
instance?

Secretary DENT. I think we need to also put that in perspective.
If there is a foreign operation over here in Virginia, wholly owned by
a foreign company, what would our position 'be as far as our national
policy is concerned in dealing with it?

It seems to me that as we look at the situation offshore as regards
the multinational ownership of concerns, we must evaluate all of the
circumstances, and I would say unequivocably, if it involved a wartime
situation such as shipping to North Vietnam, we should be opposed to
that. Other types of circumstances require accommodations of several
viewpoints and require the development of an overall policy that is
going to serve the interests of all concerned.

Senator HArKE. I think your answer is a nonanswer.
What should the policy be? That is all I asked you. What is our

Government's policy
Is there none ? Is that what you are telling me?
Secretary DENT. You said if it violates the U.S. law.
Senator HARTKE. According to U.S. law, you cannot ship to Cuba.

Now I am asking you, what is the American policy. Is there one? If
there is not one, just say so.

You know, it will not be unique in this administration not to have a
policy.

Secretary DENT. It is a policy of taking a viewpoint of accommodat-
ingthe interests of all concerned.

Senator HARTKE. What does that mean?
Are they shipped or do they stay in Argentina? Does our Govern-

ment approve of shipping the 1,500 cars or not? Yes or no?
Secretary DsNT. You have to analyze.the situation as regards the

U.S. law and Argentine law, and accommodate the interests of all.
Senator HARTxE. Have you analyzed it?
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Secretary DENT. This question is under review, precisely because of
the Cuban situation which You have mentioned, involving other

, corporations in Argentina.
Senator I-ARTKE. All right.

assume you do not want to answer the question.
Secretary bENT. No. Specifically, it is being reviewed.

MULTINATIONALS' ALLEOIANCE TO GOVERNMENT

Senator HARTKE. This demonstrates quite conclusively that the mul-
tinationals as some have said do not owe their allegiance to any govern-
ment anymore. In other words, they are bigger than most governments,
and that is a problem. They have no allegiance to any country because
they must maintain a global strategy of management. I think they
must become more responsive to Nation-State and American interests
in particular. One way to do this would be to make them pay their fair
share of taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me. I wish to make an announcement while
we have a number of members here and because we will be leaving to
v6te shortly. I would hope that the committee could have an executive
session at 9:30 tomorrow morning. We will hear Secretary Kissinger
at 10 o'clock, and there is a bill, H.R. 1305 that has a time limit to it,
and we should try to act on that bill as soon as we can.

I hope we could vote on that at 9:30 and then we would hear
Secretary Kissinger at 10.

Senator HARTKE. We are going to reconvene here at 3:30 right
The CHAIRMAN. Right.
But, Senator, you are in charge, and if I were you, I would hold out

until the last minute.
Senator HARTKE. I will do the best I can.
Secretary DENT. If this statement about multinationals has a ques-

tion mark, I would say no. They are responsible, patriotic, and they
do try toserve national interests.

Senator HARTKE. If they -would pay their taxes, I would feel more
relieved on that'score.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRADE

Let me ask Mr. Brennan a question. Organized labor is strongly
opposed to the administration's bill. The AFL-CIO and the UAW
oppose it on the grounds that it will result in a loss of American jobs.
As a former leader of organized labor, do you find yourself in disagree-
ment with their views, and if so, why?

Secretary BRE.NAN. Well, the records, as T know them, do not back
them up all the way.

Senator HARTKE. The AFr-CIO does endorse this bill ?
Secretary BRENNAN. No, no, the record does not show that there has

been any great increase in unemployment due to the, foreign trade.
Senator HARTXE. Do you disagree with organized labor on this issue?
Secretary BRENNAN. Yes, I do. I am disagreeing to that extent since

one of the unions you mentioned supported part of this bill and just
changed over. So I am sure there must be something there..

Senator ITARtTKE. Can you give me", or Secretary Dent, give me a
record of the growth in international production and domestic employ-
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ment for the last 10 years of the 100 largest multinational corporations
-in the United States.

Secretary BRENNAN. I do not think we could give you that.
Senator HART K . You cannot.:: n give it to you.

S eetary BRENNAN. I will be glad to get it.
senator HARTKE. I will be glad to give it to you and help you along

--in-understanding these complicated matters of international trade.
-' There is not a one of those corporations that has not had a magnified
increase in their foreign employment with a very small growth
domestically.

Can you fell me what the rate of unemployment is going to be this
yearI

Secretary BRENNAN. No, I cannot.
Senator HARTKE. Can you give me an estimate?
Secretary BRENNAN. I would not want to even to guess at an esti-

mate. People are giving figures out and I do not think they are really
checking them out.

Now, when I say I cannot give it to you, I mean we have been trying
to get figures on people that are really affected by foreign competition
and on the jobs being lost. If you are talking about companies being
built in-Europe where they are doing work, that is something else. I
am talking about companies here that go out of business and cause
unemployment here directly to American workers.

Senator HARTKE. Do you mean all those people that use to make
those transistor radios, like General Electric, Westinghouse, Magna-
vox, Arvin, Zenith, many in Indiana, by the way. None of them are
made here anymore. Ninety-four percent of those are made overseas
now by cheap foreign labor.

I do not think you are in favor of slave labor, are you?
Secretary BRENNAN. I am not.

- Senator HARTKE. At 20 cents an hour?
Secretary BRENNAN. Of course I am not, Senator, but I visited some

of the countries that we are accusing, and I think if they keep it up,
they will all be looking to build plants here. It might be better here.
Our productivity is better than in most of these countries, even though
they are talking about cheap labor.

Senator HARTRE. Why do they go over there for manufacturing
if we are so much better?

* Secretary BRENNAN. Well, they may change around. I hope we can
C help) them to change around.

Senator FfARTKE. What is the current level of unemployment in the
United States?

Secretary BRENNAN. It is about 5.4, roughly. That is for the entire
civilian labor force.

Senator HArrim. Can you supply this committee with information
on the level of unemployment in those industries, and in the manufac-
turing sector, where tie imports amount to 10 percent or more of
domestic consumption?

Secretary BRENNAN. I will get you anything we have on it, Senator.
I will be glad to.

Senator HARTKHE. I do not want anything you 'have. I want the facts.
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Secretary BR EN,N. You will get the facts, but I am not going to
make them up. If we do not have them, you are not going to get them.Y Senator HARTKE.You do not have them?

Secretary BREN.NIAN. I tell you, I will give you what we have. I do
t think we have any exact figures on people who have been unem-

plo. ed due to foreign trade.
[ lhe following material was subsequently supplied by Secretary

Brennan:]

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATES IN INDUSTRY GROUPS WHERE IMPORTS ACCOUNT FOR 10 PERCENT
OR MORE OF DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION I

Unemploy-
ment Employment (thousands)
rate.

SIC Industry group 1973 1972 1973

195 ...... Small arms ....................................................
206 ... Sugar----------------------------------------....(
229 ..... Miscellaneous textiles .................................. . 73 74
235 ...... Hats, caps, and millinery ....................................... 16 17
236 ...... Children's outerwear ........................................... 76 75
238 ...... Miscellaneous apparel 2 and accessories ---------------------- ( 71 70
242 ...... Sawmills and planing mills --------------------------- ........ 217 218
253, 9 .... Miscellaneous furniture and fixtures ----- ------------------- 2) 48 48
261, 2 .... Pulp and paper mills .......................................- 21 207 210
302 ...... Rubber footwear .............................................. 26 28
312.. Leather goods not elsewhere classified .......................... (2

314-..... Nonrubber footwear ...........................................
315 ...... Leather gloves and mittens .....................................
316-...Luggage----------------- ............................ 3
317 Handbags and personal leather goods ............................ 4. (
326- Pottery and related products ------------------------------ 53 6
331...... Blast furnace and basic steel products ........................... 573 606
333 Primary nonferrous metals .................................... 2. 7 84 86
355-.....Special industry machinery ................................... (2. (1 178 193
357 Office, computing and accounting machines---- ....... ------ 2. 245 266
365-... Radio and TV receiving equipment ....................- - 2-() 139 149
371 ...... Motor vehicles and equipment .......................... .2.4 861 941
3759 .... Motorcycles, bicycles, and miscellaneous transportation equipment. 9 155 164
383, 5._ Optical instruments and lenses, and ophthalmic goods .......... . 54 62
387 ...... Watches, clocks, and parts .................................. 30 34
391 ...... Jewelry, silverware, and plated ware ............................ 23 25
393 ...... Musical instruments and parts ---------------------------------- 24 25394 ...... Toys andi sporting goods ....................................... 120 125

396 ...... Costume jewelry and notions ................................... 55 54
All manufacturing ............................................. 4!! 18,933 19, 820

Total United States ...................................... 49 81,702 84,409

1 The industry groups listed are those where the value of Imported go.ds equaled at least 10 percent of new supply in
1971. New suply is defined as the value of domestic shipments plus im')orts. Data for shipments are from the Bureau of
Census 1971 urvey of Manufactures. Data for Importsare from the Census Bureau and the ISUS product classifications
are l inked to SIC industrial groups following the census correlation manual.

3-digit SIC industry groups were used because unemployment rates are n.ot omputed fo, the smaller but more specific
4-digit SIC Industry classifications on which import consumption ratios are more often compiled.

Although unemployment rates are available for most-2-digit SIC Industry groups, import consumption ratios at this
level of aggregation would not be meaningful.

Unemployment rates were available for only 8 industries at the 3-digit level. They are derived from the current popula-
tion survey, a monthly survey conducted In about 50,000 households throughout the United States. Many of the 3-digit
Industries in the table were too small to account for a significant sample.

Being a sample, the unemployment estimates are subject to relatively large errors. The smaller the Industry, the larger
the error. For example, for an Industry with 50,000 employees, a 5 percent annual average unemployment rate would have a
standard of about 1.8 percentage points. (This means that 2 out of 3 times an unemployment rate derived from a complete
count should fall within 1.8 percentage points of the estimate derived from the survey.) For an Industry with 100,000Oem-
ployees. the standard error on a 5 percent unemployment rate would be about 1.3 percentage points. Where employment is
500,000 the standard error on e 5 percent unemployment rate would be about .6 percentage point.

I Not available.
$ Includes employment in SIC 237. Fur Goods. Separate data on SIC 238 are not available.
4 Includes employment In SIC 266, Building Paper and Building Board Mills.
& Includes employment in SIC 334, Secondary Nonferrous Metals.

Senator HAR'TKE May I come back at 3:30 and have some time?
Secretary BRENNAN. I know there have been some figures mentioned

by people 'but these figures have never been checked out or actually
proven to be due to the situation we are discussing.
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Senator HARTKE. I would like to broach the topic of export controls
on wheat, propane, and timber and the standardization of wages, and a

/ouple of other items, but I will come back at 3:30.
.A" The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I think what the Secretary is saying to

tyou is you will get What he has got when he has got it. [General" - lg h t e r ]

, ~Scretary BRENNAN. We are not part of the crowd giving you num-
S bers nd not backing them up. We do not want to play that game.

I think I sympathize with you and with all the American workers,
100 percent. We are opposed to slave labor and we are opposed to all
this nonsense. We are not going to get answers by a lot of double-
talking.

Senator IHARTKE. What concerns me is that you come here to testify
on a bill and you cannot Justify your position.

Secretary BREP NNAN. Well, Senator, you told me you had the facts. If
you will supply them, you will help me to do my job better, and I
will appreciate that.

Senator HARTKE. Yes. I will be glad to help you.
Secretary Burrz. Just one word. You pointed out very properly that

electronic' components had been made in Indiana and are now made
abroad. I would like to point out to you that we piy for them with
Indiana soybeans, so Indiana did not lose the whole thing. [General
laughter.]

Senator HARTKE. King George tried to keep us an agricultural ex-
porting country and keep us from manufacturing. That is what the
Revolutionary 'War was all about just 200 years ago. You have suc-
ceeded in accomplishing King George's purpose. [General laughter.]

Secretary BuTz. Except we get paid for it.
The CHAIRMAN. 'We will return at 3:30.
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene

at 3:30 m.m., the same day.]

AftERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Senator from Georgia, Mr. Talmadge, is recognized.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to address

my remarks to Secretary Dent.

GATT TEXTILE ARRANGEMENT

As you know, Mr. Secretary, the new GATT textile arrangement
entered into force on January 1 of this year. Those of us in the Con-
gress who represent 2/ million American workers whose livelihood
is directly related to the fiber and textile apparel industry feel that this
agreement holds great promise and I want to compliment you for your
part in getting that arranged. I note that the American Textile
Manufacturers Institute has endorsed this new international textile
arrangement in a resolution adopted by its executive committee on
January 4. 1974.

I ask, Mr. Chairman, that the full text of this resolution be included
in the hearing record at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, agreed.
[The resolution referred to follows:]
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AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE WELCOMES NEW GATT MULTI-
FIBER TRADE ARRANGEMENT

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE JANUARY 4, 1974

On January 1 there entered into force the new GATT textile arrangement
' covering trade in all products manufactured from man-made fiber, wool, cotton,
Cid the blends thereof. This new four-year GATT instrument succeeds thec ton LTA which expired at the end of December. The United States Govern-
I mnt was the chief influence in the successful completion of this GATT textile
negotiation, which extended over a period of two years. In fact, completion of
such an international agreement has been a prime goal of the United States
Government since 1969.

The American Textile Manufacturers Institute (ATMI), the central trade
association representing the spinners, weavers, knitters, and finishers of the
United States, views this GATT agreement as a milestone in the development
and growth of the American industry. By bringing a structure of stability into
world textile trade, this new international agreement will contribute importantly
to the maintenance of the present 2.5 million jobs in our fiber-textile-apparel
manufacturing complex and make possible further employment growth. Moreover,
it will have the additional effect of restoring confidence in the future of the do-
mestic industry and will in consequence encourage expanded investment and
modernization of production facilities, thus contributing to an assured supply
of these vital textile materials to the American people from facilities located on
American soil.

On behalf of the entire U.S. textile industry, ATMI expresses its appreciation
to all segments of our Government participating in this effort. Particularly do
we thank those individuals in the Administration and the Congress who played
such a key role in this achievement, and especially those members of the United
States negotiating team who have given so unselfishly of themselves over many
months to attain this objective.

Implementation of the Arrangement now constitutes the next top priority. The
industry anticipates that prompt action will be taken by the United States Gov-
ernment to assure adequate and effective administration of its rights thereunder
so that the entire fiber-textile-apparel industry can maximize its contribution to
the economic and social growth of the Nation.

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Secretary, would you give the committee
your thoughts on the new GATT arrangement?

STATEMENTS OF HON. EARL L. BUTZ, SECRETARY OF AGRICUL-
TURE; HON. FREDERICK B. DENT, SECRETARY ,OF COMMERCE;
AND HON. PETER 1. BRENNAN, SECRETARY OF LABOR-Resumed

Secretary DFNT. Yes, Senator. As you know, the new arrangement
has been signed by 50 nations around the world. It calls for those na-
tions which are trading partners in textile products of manmade, wool,
or cotton fibers to negotiate bilateral agreements, the purpose of which
will be to expand market opportunities for exporters and to permit
stabilization of markets, employment, decisions with respect to capital
investment, research, and development throughout the world. It
should add a measure of stability which, in the past, has been lacking
due to intense competition on the one hand and, on the other hand,
governmental regulations precluding trade from certain parts of the
world, whereas our market was generally the open one -and worked
to our great disadvantage.

Senator TALMADGE. As you are aware, during the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations, a similar agreement was in force, and at
times, it was not very well enforced. Is it the intention of our Gov-
ernment to see that that agreement is lived up to and enforced? -
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Secretary DENT. Yes, sir. That agreement covered only part of
the industry in that it related only to cotton. This new one covers

t.%otton, manmade fiber, and wool. It certainly is the intention of
lis administration to see that negotiations go forward and are in
beeping with the policy of preservation of jobs and increased eco-

--'omic opportunity in this country. As a matter of fact, the negotiat-
J/ hii teams presently are at work renegotiating the existing agreement

as required under the new agreement.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

PRICE INCREASES AND AGRICULTURAL TRADE SURPLUS

First, I would like to ask Secretary Butz a question.
In your statement, you noted that agricultural exports hit $17.7

billion in 1973; we had a trade surplus of $9.3 billion in agriculture
last year. That sounds very good, but is it not true that of the 88-
percent increase in agricultural exports in 1973, three-fourths of that
was due to price increases and less than one-fourth of it was the result
of volume increases?

Secretary BUTZ. Yes; I think agriculture was not unique in that
respect. Nearly everything we exported increased in price. I think
it is fair to say agriculture exports did net us an increase of $9.3
billion, which could be from an increase in price by agricultural
products. I think it is fair to say that we hear a lot about the in-
creased price of petroleum that we import. One bushel of American
wheat buys more gallons of oil today than it did 3 years ago.

The CHAIRMAN. To what do you attribute this large increase in
the price of agricultural exports last year?

Secretary BUTZ. Well, of course, it was due to the increase in the
price of agricultural products generally, which was the result of three
or four things:

One, general inflation in this country and around the world.
Second, two actual dollar devaluations and a third de facto devalu-

ation with a substantial cheapening of the dollar, which made this a
better place to buy.

Third, there was a shortfall in production of some grains around
the world. We heard a lot about the Russian shortfall, but this was
not peculiar to Russia. There are many places where crop production

- levels were lower. I think all those added up to a higher price for grain,
primarily, and livestock, too, but it was primarily grains and cotton
that, we had to export.

The CIIAnRMA.. What effect will higher prices have on develop-
ing countriesI

Secretary BUTz. It is one of the very serious problems we face. It
makes it more difficult for them to purchase the foodstuffs they need
if they need foodstuffs. However, one of the exports of many devel-
opine countries is foodstuffs because they are raw material producers.
I think the chief impact on developing countries of rising prices
will be the rising cost of fertilizer and in some cases this year, un-
availability of fertilizer, which may be a very serious factor in getting
the level of production up in developing countries to where we would
like to see it.

30-229 0 - 74 - pt. 2 - 4
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UN PLOYMENT INSURANCE

The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Brennan, in your prepared statement,
ou indicated that regular unemployment insurance programs are

1\Iesigned to deal with the displacement of workers by normal seasonal
/r cyclical factors or shifts in technology or of domestic consumption.

Can you explain in just what ways these regular unemployment pro-
-1 grams are inappropriate for meeting displacement caused by non-
. domestic competition?

Secretary BPNNAN. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, could I hear your
question again ?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in your statement, you indicated that the
regular unemployment insurance programs that are designed to deal
with displacement from "normal seasonal or cyclical factors or of
shifts in technological and domestic consumption." In just what ways
are these regular unemployment insurance programs to be regarded
as inappropriate for meeting displacement caused by nondomestic
competition or foreign competition?

Secretary BRENNAN. Well, I think Senator, we are talking many
times about the impact in an area where the manufacturing of par-
ticular products involves almost the entire work force of the town. If
that closes down, the impact is greater than where we have gradual
layoffs. As we have seen over the years, there has been some special
assistance given to people involved in layoffs due to imports or to
business'moving out of the country. It is our feeling that because
this impact may come in such a sudden way and many times is per-
manent, you need time for people to readjust into new jobs. Often, as
I said this morning, these are older people who are past the age at
which they are able to find -another job or be trained quickly for an-
other job. On that basis, we feel they do need some special assistance.

Now, in the normal layoffs, the record will show that people are laid
off for a short period of time and find a lob within the same industry
with another company, still in business. I think this is about the only
comparison we can make.

I think if people are unemployed, they are unemployed. They are
looking for jobs, they all need an income. But because of the type of
impact that import competition creates in many areas, we feel there is
still a need for a special aid to these people.

C.I.F. vs. F.O.B. TRADE FiovRmS

The CHAnMAN. I would like to have Secretary Dent shown this
chart, chart 1 that is in our blue book.

Secretary DENT. I have the book, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to mark the figures that I have here and I

will put them in the record, because for me, they have some meaning.
I am looking at a pamphlet we -have prepared for these hearings

which we will put in the record at one point or the other.* It seems to
me that if we are going to-keep any trades figures at all, we ought to
keep a set of figures that is meaningful to show either how much we
are making or how much we are losing in trade. For that purpose, I
would think that the figures, to be meaningful at all, would have to

*See p. 655.
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take the freight into account. If they do not take into account the
ocean freight, then they would have to be 10-percent wrong insofar as

eh imports were concerned.
If you look at the price of what you are buying, you are also looking

:a what the cost of it is delivered to you. That is not how we keep our
/ tariff figures. Our tariff figures are based on foreign value because of

an obscure part of the Constitution that says Congress shall not dis-
criminate against any port in the United States in tariffs. So we fix
our tariffs based on the value of Toyotas in Japan or wine in "France
rather than fixing the tariff based on what it is worth when you land
it here in the United States. But if you relate it to what you pay for
it, any businessman puts on his books, the cost of his goods, to include
the freight. That is what he is paying. Now, that is especially true
when you are paying for freight in the other guy's ship, which is the
usual case.

Now, we have had these announcements quarter by quarter for years
calculating our trade balance on a f.o.b. basis. These announcements
also include foreign aid on the export side, so that they have been
leaving the freight off of the import item and have been adding to
the export side the foreign aid or the Public Law 480 sales and the
soft currency sales.

Now, in the first place, it seems to me, and I think the majority of
our committee agrees, that the cost of freight should be added to the
imports. That is how the International Monetary Fund keeps its
books and that is how 90 percent of other countries keep it. The for-
eign aid, moreover, should not be added to the exports. That is an
entirely different program. We are not going to make any money out
of it. It is just a question of how much we lose. But that program is
justified on a different basis from that of making a profit.

So when the Commerce Department publishes trade figures, it seems
to me that they ought to show what we made or what we lost. This
chart right here contains the same figures I have just marked for you
out of our pamplet there. It shows that these official figures for the
years 1966 through 1973, on a f.o.b. basis, adding the giveways to the
exports, show that we made a profit of $6.1 billion. But if you look at
what the figures would be if you put the freight in with your imports
into the country, and then leave out the gifts and the soft currency
sales in all the different programs designed to help somebody else or
get rid of surplus products, we did not make a profit of $6 billion, we
lost $31 billion in rough fi ures.

It would seem to me teat that is how we ought to keep our trade
figures if we are going to keep them at all. Otherwise, we ought to
dispense with them. Some countries do not have trade figures, theyJ
just keep balance-of-payments figures. Most of them believe it doesn't
make much difference; the main question they believe, is whether you
have money coming in or going out. It seems to me if we are going to
keep trade figures we ought to keep them about the way they are
shown in the cost, insurance, and freight column in this pamphlet. On
a c.i.f. basis, we have not made a profit for any year starting in 1966.

Now, prior to that time, we were making money on it, but I would
hope that we could come to terms with you on setting up and agreeing
on a set of figures that would show how the trade accounts are making
out. On Public Law 480, that is a different program. We can put
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that somewhere else in the book and justify that on the basis either
that we are helping farmers or helping our friends and neighbors
around the world by giving them some grain o ragricultural products.

But it seems to me that a program like Public Law 480-which any
> ayyou look at it is costing us money-should not be put down in a
7 se of books as though we made money out of it.

I would just like to see us set up an accurate set of trade books.
Do you have any objection to coming to terms with us in Congress
on a set of trade figures which puts the freight into those figures-
where it should be-and which leaves out all these long-term aid plus
Public Law 480 sales where we don't expect to be paid for 40 years
if ever, and put them on a different basis ?

Secretary DENT. Well Mr Chairman, I can hear the mellow voice
in these halls of your colleague, Senator Dirksen, as well as yourself
on this subject. As you well know, just a week ago for the first time in
history, the Department of Commerce re orted our trade figures on
a cost, insurance, and freight basis as wel as the free on board basis.
For the month of January 1974 and including Public Law 480 and
other shipments, we had a surplus of $164 million as compared with a
free on board surplus of $644 million. So I think we have made some
progress along the lines which you are suggesting. We intend hence-
forth that the cost, insurance, and freight figures which were brought
out for the first time in January 1974 will be reported monthly. We
intend to maintain the traditional free on broad basis so that scholars
and others who watch trends will have the old basis available. As we
build up a historical base in cost, insurance, and freight, we can then
address the question of whether at some point in time, the free on
board should be eliminated.

With respect to data relating to the Public Law 480 and the AID
programs, these figures are identified on a quarterly basis and can be
extracted from the balances which are reported. The basis for leaving
them in the figures is to record the value of all of the articles leaving
our shores short of military goods.

As far as the cost, insurance, and freight is concerned, insurance
and freight, about 20 percent of that goes to American insurance com-
panies and steamships so that actually, when we put that in, all of
it does not go offshore. But that is equivocating and I agree with you
that we ought to maintain the cost, insurance, and freight basis, as
most of our major trading partners have done in the past. We are
launched on that basis. We will be glad to continue discussions with
you for modifications of the progress made to date.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, most countries do not add the freight on
their exports, because that is what the other guy is paying. That shows
up on his books. They do put the cost of freight on imports.

Now, if you hai 50 percent of trade moving in American -bottoms
or if 50 percent of the money being paid for the other expenses of
shipping and all of it, 50 percent would be paid in American coffers,
you would be justified in leaving it off your exports but putting it
on your imports. It is just a 50-50 deal.

Now, we are not getting 50 percent of it.
Secretary DaNT. About 20 percent is all we get on imports.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. And I assume it would be 20 percent

on the exports. So the point is that the real figure we put the entire
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freight account on would be even less favorable than the figures re-
flected here. But all I am asking for is just to treat it as though it

,were a 50-50 deal so you put the freight on the imports but you do not
u t it on the exports. That is how the other countries do it. If we could

S u get that much along, it seems to me we would be beginning to
ook\at books that begin to reflect reality. I do not think you ought to

.. / be publishing figures which include something which ought not be
included and the reader has to turn to somewhere else to learn the
figures do not mean what they say. Your accurate, realist figures ought
to be right there on the front cover. So it seems to me you ought to
leave out these AID figures.

Keeping the figures the way they have been kept has resulted in
trade delegations from Japan and elsewhere coming through here and
calling on me and saying, "Sir, I do not understand why you are
raising the devil about your protectionist theories and one thing and
another, because your country has had a big trade profit." And he
shows me that quarterly good news announcement out of the Depart-
ment of Commerce which alleges, for example, that we made $1,700
million in 1973, when we did not make any billion seven, we lost $3.8
billion. It would be a lot easier to answer these people if we kept our
books the way they keep their books.

I was most disappointed to attend a trade conference in Europe
awhile back and hear our Secretary of State get up and say to the
Europeans that they must cooperate and help us sell them more things
because we had this burden of -keeping troops in Europe, meaning that
we have to make a big profit in trade.

Well, that did not impress the French. They had just gotten through
telling us to get out of there and not to come back. Why would they
be interested in hearing us talk about defending Europe? They had
just run us out.

Here is Austria with a treaty of neutrality, guaranteeing that they
will have nothing to do with defending Europe. They do not have
American troops on their soil and had every reason to say, let's not talk
about that, we do not want to talk about it or we are committed not
to talk about it. We should have been saying something that appeals
to all of us-we have a big trade deficit and can't do business the way
we have been doing business.

When our representatives start talking about the sad situation we
have in our trade, which I think is reflected by the cost, insurance, and
freight column, those people say, that is not what you are telling your
own people. You might want us to believe that, but that is not what you
are telling your own people. To me, it weakens our position in trying
to do something about our trade problems to be confronted with these
phony good news announcements. I don't think many people are
going to agree that we made a profit on all this stuff we gave away, just
like I think most of them could understand that the freight is part
of our expenses.

So I hope that you will help us work out a set of books where we
can put these programs down in ways that they make some sense-
say, well, here is what this program costs and here is what this other
program is costing.

Now, you do not contend for a moment, do you, that we are making
any money in these subsidized sales like Public Law 480 or the soft
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currency sales or anything like that I We are not making any money
out of that?ySecretary DENT. No, those programs are undertaken for essentially
foreign policy reasons.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right. [Laughter.]
7 The CHAIRMAN. I just think that you ought to put it somewhere

and call it something else, not call it trade. That is a different
>. pr gram with a different basis.

Secretary DENT. We have made an adjustment on the freight and
insurance, and incidentally, this runs to a 6Y2- to 7-percent increase
in the value of exports coming into this country. We will address
the additional questions which you have raised, see how they are
handled in other countries, and be back to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Now, I have some additional questions I would like to ask, but

first I think other members who have not had a chance to ask should
have their turn.

Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

AORICULTURE STocar.as

Secretary Butz, I guess in a sense the problems that agriculture is
facing today are new ones. In the past, we have had overhanging, large
stockpiles. Currently, one of the problems that at least I find in
talking to people from other countries is that if we are going to ask
them to increase their purchases of American farm goods, what assur-
ance are they going to have that they are going to receive these food-
stuffs as needed? :Ithink this brings to mind the illustration of what
happened last year on soybeans. I wonder, do you feel any special pro-
vision is necessary in this legislation to handle this problem? For
example, there are individuals who are espousing the creation of new
stockpiles, either by this country or international stockpiles, to assure
that there will be sources of supply in the future. They argue, as I say,
that if, for example, we are going to be successful in getting the
Common Market to take steps to phase out their sma l farms, why
should they do so unless they are assured that they are going to have
to secure supplies in the future ?

What are your views on this matter?
Secretary BUTz. Yes, I picked up the same sentiment in Europe and

from Europeans who have come here. They are not quite sure that we
will not repeat the experience they had with soybean embargoes a
year ago.

I think the best assurance we have of continued accessibility to the
American market for farm products is .the fact that we are making
ever effort to increase our production. The best way to keep the
markets open is to have the supplies here. Last year, i 1973, we had
the most massive increase in production in the history of American
agriculture. We are going to have another massive increase in 1974.
We axre not paying to set aside a single acre in 1974. We are going to
have a wheat crop this year of 2.1 billion bushels, perhaps more, 400
million bushels or more above last year.

We are going to have a corn crop this year, if we have average
weather, in excess of six billion bushels compared with last year's
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record of 5.7. And so on across the board with grain sorghums and
other grains likewise.

Now, I think all we can do is to assure our customers in Europe and
A elsewhere that we are going to go for all-out production and insist on

having free access to our supplies as we are now doing.
Senator ROTH. I take it from your answer that you do not favor the

c tion of any special stockpiles for this purpose?
ecretary BUTZ. Not Government held. I think reserves of foodstuffs

in this country and around the world right now are minimal, in some
cases a less than comfortable minimum. I think those reserves will
build up some in 1974. I think we need more stockpiles than we have
now, but in this country, I think the reserves should be held by the
private trade, as they were traditionally prior to the time that CCC
had such excessive stocks as a result of price support programs. I think
if we set out right now to get a Government held reserve, let us say,
wheat, as some people argue we should, the Government would simply
become another purchaser in the market, would bid the price up,
wpuld aggravate this scarcity situation worse than it is right now.

FOOD EXPORT CUTOFFS AS A RETALIATORY WEAPON

Senator ROTH. Mr. Secretary, it has been suggested that one way this
country could respond to embargoes and other supply problems is to
retaliate by cutting off food exports. There have been a number of
proposals. I think Senator Ribicoff and Senator Mondale have an
amendment that would give the President authority to do this. I won-
der if you feel this is a desirable amendment and under what circum-
stances the present administration should use it.

Secretary BUTZ. Let me speak first to the desirability of the practice
itself. I think in the current circumstance, we are talking primarily
about the Mid Eastern countries now having embargoed petroleum.
I think it would have been very unwise to have retaliated with embar-
goes on shipments of food and feed grains and fiber to the Mid Eastern
countries. First, our actual shipments this year are in fact above the
level of last year but still a relatively small share of their total require-
ments. If we had embargoed shipments of foodstuffs to the Mid
Eastern countries, the Soviet could very quickly have made up the
difference. The impact on the Mid Eastern countries would have been
nil. We would simply have irritated them, I think, and made negotia-
tions much more difficult for Secretary Kissinger, who I think has
done a rather tremendous job of unraveling this difficult situation.. Senator RoTH. But be that as it may in those specific circumstances,
do you think this would be desirable legislation to have on tho books
so ihat the President, if he chose, could exercise such influence?

Secretary BTrz. I suppose if it is on the books, the temptation is
always there to use it and the opportunity to develop pressures to use
it is greater. In the current situation, for example, we had this flap in
recent weeks over bread prices, with the American bakers trying to
generate political pressure and general pressure to bring about an
embargo on wheat shipments or some kind of thing on wheat ship-
ments. I think if the President had some specific legislation like that,
it would have been easier. On the other hand, under the Export Con-
trol Act administered by the Secretary of Commerce, we do have the
authority to do that now when our domestic supplies are threatened.
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Perhaps the Secretary of Commerce would like to answer to that, but
I think we do have that authority right now when domestic supplies
are threatened, although in the case -of agricultural products, he would
have to have the concurrence of the Secretary of Agriculture, which
under present circumstances is darned difficult to obtain.

J~ffSecretary DENT. I think with respect to the possibility of cutting
ff of supplies, the Export Control Act, which does expire this June,
oes give authority for foreign policy reasons to control exports.

While not a lawyer, I believe this might be interpreted to serve the
purpose which you mention if it were deemed in the national interest
to do so.

'Senator RorH. Well, it does seem to me that we are trying to provide
in this legislation both carrots and sticks to promote trade, even
though that authority may currently exist and, as you say, expires
this summer. I must say I think it would be helpful to have in the
legislation.

Secretary DENT. Senator apropos of that, I might mention that this
export control legislation is permanent. It is renewed at intervals and
I point out that it does expire June 30, but the President has recom-
mended that it be extended. So this is normal standby authority, not
something new due to current conditions.

Senator RoTH. Yes, I recognize that.

SOUNDER INFORMATION ON COMMODITY STOCKS NEEDED

Mr. Butz, as you are well aware, one of the complaints with respect
to the energy crisis is the lack of adequate information and there are
those who feel that perhaps we do not have as good information as is
needWd on inventories or stocks, that this helps feed the speculation by
exaggerated rumors. I wonder, do you think it would be desirable to
have sounder sources of information on commodity stocks? Is this
something that should be developed to help avoid the speculative ru-
mors that have had such a disruptive effect?

Secretary BUTZ. Yes, our statistical reporting service periodically
reports stock on hand, held by commercialtrade and held by farmers.
These are based on estimates where obviously, you cannot get informa-
tion of an accurate nature on this type of thing.

Senator RoTH. Are those imited to domestic supplies
Secretary BuTz. Yes, that is correct. And we estimate world stocks,

too, as best we can. Your intelligence is never as complete as you
would like it.

However, I think that our figures on stocks are pretty adequate. I
think much of the current confusion about stocks stems from interpre-
tation of the commitments t6 export. I am talking now about wheat
primarily, where different peoplelook at the same set of figures and ar-
rive at different conclusions on probable carryover of wheat at the
end of the marketing year on June 30. I think that revolves primarily
around the question of how completely shipments will be made from
those contracts for export with unknown destination at unknown price.
Our best conclusion is that only a small fraction of it will be completed.

Senator ROTH. I had reference to the current commodity stocks not
only of this country but abroad as well. For example, I understand that
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the International Coffee Agreement has a fairly sound arrangement
for collecting statistics on coffee stocks all around the world. I just

'ondered if it would be helpful to promote the collection of such sta-
,t.st.ics for other commodities as woll.

Secretary BUTZ. Yep, we have. something similar to that in the In-
ternational Wheat Agreement which is now primarily a data collect-
ing agency. Part of the difficulty, of course, has been to get figures
from the People's Republic of China and from the U.S.S.R. I think
as a result of the new agreement we have with the U.S.S.R. on the in-
formation exchange, we will be getting better data from that, country
than we have had heretofore, which should be quite helpful because
they are, as you know, the world's leading wheat producer and it is
rather important to know what they have.

ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Senator ROTHi. Mr. Dent, a little over a year ago, I sent a question-
naire to 26 firms which at that time had been certified as eligible for
adjustment assistance. By far the overwhelming complaint that came
back was that the Department of Commerce procedures were too slow
and had too much redtape-. We found that each proposal, for example,
had to be checked and cleared in nine different offices in the Depart-
ment. And of course, the unfortunate effect of that is that as these
various proposals were being checked and cleared, the firms were lay-
ing off more and more workers, thus defeating the purpose of the
legislation. I wonder if anything has been done to expedite these
bureaucratic procedures, whether or not you feel that the legislative
proposed in the House bill will expedite the decisionmaking for adjust-
ments?

Secretary DENT. Yes, sir. the House bill addresses this by transfer-
ring the responsibility for finding or certifying firms as being eligible
for adjustment assistance and placing it in the Commerce -Depart-

/nent. At the present time, the certification has to be obtained through
the Tariff Commission and then the matter is approved by the Presi-
dent and is referred to the Commerce Department for action. Under
the new bill, a firm can apply directly to the Commerce Department,
which will invstigate and certify that it qualifies and then proceed
with developing either technical assistance loans, loan guarantees, or
whatever adjustment assistance is required to bail that particular firm
out. So we anticipate being much more responsive from the standpoint
of elapsed time in processing cases.

Senator Romi. As I understand it. the problem is the absence of
time deadlines for the.adjustment assistance proposal. I see here that
there is a time limit on the certification of eligibility for a worker to
get adjustment assistance, no time limit between the time he files his
application for assistance to the time he actually gets his allowance.
The same goes for firms. This is found on pages 40 and 41 of the staff
blue book.

Do you believe it would be helpful to put a strict statutory deadline
in the legislation, in the bill?

Secretary DENT. I can certify to that fact that we in Commerce
would be responsive to ouir responsibilities and to the needs of firms
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and move as rapidly as possible. And I am confident that where em-
loyees are eligible to file with the Department of Labor, they will

findit the same way.
.A The delay generally has been at the Tariff Commission level, which

will now be bypassed, except as far as an industry is concerned. Where
ployees or a firm individually is concerned, they can come directly

.X t either the Commerce or the Labor Department for certification and
handling.

Senator Rorrt. Mr. Chairman, I thought it might be helpful to put
in as part of the record our findings based upon the questionnaire we
sent to these various firms. With unanimous approval, I would ask for'
that permission.

The CHAIRMAN. It is so ordered.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information referred to follows. Hearing continues on page

431.]
NOTE: The information below summarizes the responses to questionnaries sent

by Senator William V. Roth, Jr. to firms which were receiving or which might
be eligible to receive benefits under the trade adjustment assistance program for
firms. The data is separated into two parts. The first summarizes the responses
of firms which had been certified for eligibility by the Department of Commerce.
The second part summarizes the responses of firms in the marble and dinner-
ware industries which might be eligible to receive benefits.

SUMMARY DATA

FIRMS THAT HAVE APPLIED FOR CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR ADJUSTMENT
ASSISTANCE

I.-Data on firm
Total questionnaires sent: 24.
Total replies: 13.
Size of firms: Ranged in employees from 35 to 2500. Median was 170 em-

ployees. (Excluding one firm that subsequently went out of business.)
Ranged in gross annual sales from $75,000 to $60 million. Median was $3.3
million.

II.-Situation of firm
Source of imports:

7 firms identifed the Far East specifically.
1 firm replied the Far East and Europe.
1 firm replied the Far East, Europe and Latin America.
1 firm said 39 countries importing.

When did imports first cause difficulties?
Before 1960: 1.
1901-46: 4.
1966-68: 4.
1969 on : 1.

Do imports affect all the products the firm manufactures?
Yes: 9.
No: 1.

Why do customers prefer the imported goods?
Cheaper: 9.
Better quality: 2.

What measures did you take to meet the new competition before seeking
adjustment assistance?

Other products: 2.
Kept prices low: 2.
New markets: 2.

S / Reduce overhead: 3.
Did your firm lay off workers?

Responses on this question from 10 firms indicated a total of 3,4385
workers were laid off.

Were workers relocated or retrained?
4 companies indicated yes.
5 indicated no.
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III.-Adjustment assistance application
How did your firm learn of the adjustment assistance program?

Industry association: 2.
Own research: 3.
Congressman, labor union, Department of Commerce, Tariff Commis-

sion: 1 each.
you feel the adjustment assistance program is properly publicized?
Yes: 3.
No: 6.
Not decided: 1.

What was the approximate cost to your firm of obtaining adjustment
assistance?

Cost estimates ranged from $5,000 to more than $100,000. Most firms
indicated that major expenses were executive time, legal fees, travel
to Washington.

Were the application procedures so time consuming as to create additional
injury?

Yes: 4.
"Yes, definitely": 1.
No.: 1.
Other Comments:

"If the need for funds had been immediate, the time factor could
have been disastrous."

"Not really in our case, but I understand this is the case in many
other firms."

"No, the time consuming periods have been that of the approval
of the technical assistance for the preparation of the adjustment
proposal . . ."

Do you feel that certification procedures could be simplified? How?
"By the Tariff Commission-I think the need to establish damage by

the specific reduction in Tariff rates under the Act is extremely
difficult to cope with.

"By the Commerce Department-time lags are the single largest problem
we encountered."

"... (O)ur feeling (is) that there should be more personal contact than
just one visit by Tariff Commission personnel and that for businesses
like ours which is a small one that the same procedures are not nec-
essary as for larger ones."

"(Have) a government employee assist In advising on the filing of
forms."

"Direct certification by Department of Commerce."
"I feel that assistance should be given to the firm in preparation of the

proposal."
Were government employees courteous and sympathetic?

Yes: 9 ("Courteous and sympathetic, but exasperatingly slow.").
Some: 1.

Most difficult hurdle to overcome in securing assistance:
"Getting decision made
"Time consumed . ..

' r "To prove serious injury, by definition."
"So far OTAA office stringent guidelines which are difficult to interpret."
"We are still waiting."

Further comments on application procedures:
"The Director of Trade Adjustment Assistance should be given more

authority to make decisions. He should have legal counsel on his staff
and not have to depend on Commerce's legal pool where a different
lawyer reviews the case each time a decision is needed (and he has
to go back and research the entire case)."

"Set up regional or district offices for the handling of applications and
proposals with guidelines prepared for them to follow."

"Certainly some of the administrative procedures can be shortened."
IV. Administration of adjustment assistance:

Is the assistance you are receiving what you had originally requested?
Yes: 8.
No: 2.
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(Of the two firms coded no, one firm indicated that the loan it received
was not as largeL as it had initially requested; the other firm was denied
a loan to buy out another company.)

Do you feel the assistance you are receiving is adequate to help your firm
meet and adjust to the import situation?

Yes: 1.
"Our assistance is being used to diversify our revenue outside (our)

industry ; to this extent it is adequate."
Another firm noted that its volume and efficiency had improved im-

mensely, but that import pressure has become much more intense
than when its adjustment plan was formulated.

Other firms did not reply to this question or did not answer the question
directly.

Nature of adjustment:
There were 7 responses, of which:

One firm indicated it was changing its product lines.
,Six indicated they were modernizing equipment.
Five indicated they were improving plant efficiency.

Have Federal officials been helpful in formulating your firm's adjustment
plans?

Yes: 8.
No: 2.
Don't Know: 1.

Would you have preferred to have received "escape clause" relief?
Yes: 2.
No: 2.

,Do you feel the adjustment assistance program should be expanded or
changed to make it more responsive to needs of firms such as yours?

Yes: 5.
Comments

"'The most important change needed is to reduce the amount' of time required
to get relief. The preparation of applications and proposals is very time con-
suming. Evaluation and determination by the Tariff Commission and Commerce
Department is also very slow."

"Cut down on time consumed in reviews. Simplify or speed up processing
time."

"Should be less redtape."
Another firm indicated that the adjustment assistance form of aid should be

more closely coordinated with a variety of other forms of assistance to import-
impacted firms and workers.
Additional comments on the Program

"We did not apply for assistance due to the fact that the assistance offered
was in the form of a reduced interest loan which we did not feel would provide a
solution to our problems ... We feel that the reimposition of quotas and tariffs
is significantly more beneficial to us than a loan."

"We were denied certification of eligibility because of our 'reasonable profit
level.' . . . (W)e did not feel that imports represents as -.uch a threat as gov-
ernment aid given to our domestic competition, excluding us . . . In conclusion,
the present system for reviewing tariffs is equitable, but the adjustment as-
sistance should be discontinued in its present form; alternatively, if continued,
it should be equally given to all manufacturers in the industry and not to the
exclusion of particular firms that have worked harder and produced reason-
able profits."

Another company noted that as soon as it received assistance, its customers
attempted to delay payment on its products, citing its "government money" as
making its need less urgent. Also the unions and workers took a more lackadaisi-
cal attitude toward the company's problems. This company suggested an adjust-
ment assistance process whose primary motivation was the maintenance of jobs
and the preservation bf domestic industry.
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"Government red tap and bureaucracy can be streamlined so that any com-
pany call survive while the papers and application are being reviewed by the

. any people who are reviewing and approving,or-set a definite time that each
apartment of review board has to make their determination."

i,"The Department of Labor provided assistance for laid-off employees within
tivo months of the time our firm was found eligible by Tariff Commission. I would

- ye to say they are better prepared and can act much quicker than the Depart-
/ e of Commerce.

"T e program should be eliminated by the elimination of the need for it, which
wouli of course require the protection of tile U.S. markets through import
quotas."

"In view of the time spent and costs incurred in getting a determination of
injury from the U.S. Tariff Commission, the potential benefits of the adjustment
assistance program must be substantial in order to justify going through the red
tape and bureaucratic machinery. For the small firm seeking only tax assistance
It is hardly worth the effort . . . The Commission is staffed almost without ex-
ception with aged, inept professional bureaucrats who have spent a lifetime in
the sanctuary of federal service and are ill-prepared to deal with the economic
realities on which business decisions are made . . We were unreasonably
harassed and required to accumulate statistical import data from the Commis-
sion's own library when such figures were already available from the Commis-
sion's previous studies."

"Either remove the Tariff Commission participation or make it more aware of
industry problems; have a certified audit made if not available to the Tariff
Commission; provide technical evaluation of cost controls and technologies to
applicants at the onset to accurately advise firms and government for negotia.
tions; understanding of small business."

SUMMARY DATA: FIRMS IN THE MARBLE AND DINNERWARE INDUSTRIES

I. DATA ON FIRMS

Number of questionnaires sent and returned
Marble firms: 75 sent and 21 returned.
Dinnerware firms: 21 sent and 8 returned.

Size of firms
Marble: 20 firms responding had 2,899 employees. Only five firms had in excess

f 100 employees, and the median number was 25. 19 firms reported gross annualsles of $64.5 million. (One very small firm did not include its sales.) Nine firms

reported gross annual sales of $1 million or more, and 10 reported $b00,000 or
less.

Dinnerware: 7 firms listed 553 employees; 6 of these reported total sales of
$3,850,000.

II. SITUATION OF THE FIRMS

Is your firm experiencing economic difflulties because of increased foreign im-
ports?

Marble: 13 yes and 6 no.
Dinnerware: 2 yes and 4 no.'

When did imports first begin to cause your firm serious economic difficulties?

Marble Dinnerware

Before 1960 .................................................................... 2 1
1961-65 ........................................................................ 4 0
1966-8 ................. ........................................................ 6 1
1969on------------------------------------------------------1 0



Please explain in ohat manner your firm is experiencing diptoultie.

Marble Dinnerware

Loss of profits ............................................................ 8 0
Unable to operate at profit .................................. "............ .7 1ve need folayoff workers-,..................... "....".
Have needed to close down some facilities---- ........... . ................ 81
Other .......................................................................... 2---- 2

'10 masw!r companies with current employment of 2,416 indicated that they had laid off 926 workers.

What measures has your firm taken to meet these diffloulties?

Marble Dinnerware

Improved efficiency..-.......................................................... 4 1
Modernized equipment .......................................................... 3 0
Emphasized products iv t affected by imports ....................................... 8 2
Other .......................................................................... - 8 0

1 Comments Included:
"We have educated our customers to the hazard of having their supplier 3,000 miles away. Have emphasized that the

quality material we use is generally of better quality. Our workmanship is superior. Our delivery is faster. We are trying
harder."

"We are attempting to diversify into other businesses."
"Diversification into other fields and Investment In forelln fabricated goods."
"It has been necessary that we Import marble all finished.'
"Impossible to modernize because of cost."
"Refused to install marble being fabricated finished in Europe."

Do you feel your firm could have improved'its situation had information on the
impending imports been available sooner?

Marble Dinnerware

Yes ............................................................................ 2 1
No ........................................................................ 7 1
Unsure ....................................................................... 2 0

Have factors other than imports contributed to your firm's diptoulties?

Marble Dinnerwa re

Yes ............................................................................ 110 '2
No ............................................................................ 4 1

I Marble companies mentioned inflation, the high cost of construction, fiercer domestic competition, union wagessubstitution of other materials, inequitable percentage freight increases, the practices of jobbers of foreign imported
materials, and general depression of the construction industry as causes of economic difficulties.

2 The 2 dinnerware companies responding to this question both complained of having to pay higher wage rates with no
increased productivity.



M. ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE APPLICATION

7 " hen did your firm first learn that it was eligible to apply (for certification) for

Marble Dinnerware I

1v 2-70-----------------------------------------------------1 0
1971-------------------------------------------------------........... 3 0, 1912 ......................... ... ..... ...............' 7 0
Did not know of program ......................................................... 3 5

1 1 dinnerware firm indicated that it was aware of the adjustment assistance program, but did not say when or how
it learned of the program.

How did your firm learn about the program?

Marble Dinnerware

Industry association ............................................................. 9 0
Department of Commerce ........................................................ 4 0
Our questionnaire ............................................................... 2 1 5
Other .......................................................................... 3 

1i firm which has not yet returned its questionnaire, called Senator Roth's office to say that it was experiencing economic
difficulties because of imports, but did not know of the adjustment assistance program.

Do you believe that the adjustment assistance program is properly publicized?

Marble Dinnerware

Yes ............................................................................ 5 0
Probably ---------------------------------------------------- 2 0
No-- - - - -- ...................................- "."- - ."--------.- 6 .3
Unsure ........................................................................ 2 0

Do you feel that your firm has received enough information about the adjust-
ment as8istance program to make an evaltuation as to whether this program
can be helpful to you?

Marble Dinnerware

Yes .................................................................. .5
No ................................................................-- -........ 9 4

18 the information that you h ave received written in a clear manner, so that
the application procedures, eligibility requirements, and benefits of the
program are readily understood?

Marble Dinnerware

Yes ........................................................................... 5 1
No .. 1........................................................................ 5
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Has your firm made a decision on wheth r or not to apply for adjustment
assistance?

Marble Dinnerware

Have applied ................................................................... 1 0
Will apply ...................... 2 0will notapp y4 3Not yet deciel4d.................................8

If your firm is not applying or is hesitating to apply, please explain the reasons

for this decision:

Marble Dinnerware

Firm not in serious economic difficulties .......................................... 7 4
Do not believe firm eligible .................................................... 3 0
Prefer not receive government help ............................................ 3 2
There would be too much government supervision ................................. 3 1
Do not know enough about the program ......................................... 8 3
Applicaton procedures too time-consuming ...................................... 0 1
Application procedures too expensive ............................................. 0 1
Benefits of program would not be helpful to your specific situation ................... 2 0
Need more assistance than program allows ......................................... 0 0
Other ' ......................................................................... 13 0

I Comments:
"We cannot show that our firm has been refused credit from banks and other financial Institutions."
"We believe that we can stimulate business which cannot as readily be attacked by imports."
"From my understanding of the program, It would take too much time to process the application (2 years approximately).

Our need for relocation may or may not wait."

If you have been in touch with& U.S. Government opfoials about the adjustment
assistance program, have you found these officials sympathetic and helpful?

Marble Dinnerware

Yes ............................................................................ 2
No------------------------------------------------------------------ 1

I No responses from dinnerware firms on this question.

What kind of assistance would you find most useful?

Marble Dinnerware

Technical help .................................................................. 6 2
Low interest loans ............................................................... 5 3
Tax refunds .................................................................... 3
Help in relocating- ................................................ ------------- 2 0
Help in training workers ........................................................ 3 3
Other .......................................................................... 14 0

1 Some comments:
"A close governmental appraisal of the basic 'fairness' of the import competition."
"On jobs where government money is involved only domestic marble fabricated in this country should be used."
"Encouragement of competitiveness nationally."
"Stop jobbers from importing finished materials. Also other people who are not legitimate factory owners."

Would your firm prefer escape clause relief to adjustment assistance?

Marble I Dinnerware

Yes ............................................................................ 13 2
No ............................................................................ 0 1

11 firm answered neither.
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FURTHER SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS
~From marble firms

"It is no secret that certain foreign firms have tried to establish a strong gov-
rnmental business partnership. In the U.S., the reverse seems to be true. The

growing antibusiness climate is beginning to be of strong concern to large busi-
ness and small business alike."

"From our understanding only the largest fabricators would get big aid, and
they already get a depletion allowance because of their quarries. By increasing
aid to them, you are enabing them to operate cheaper in markets. It's a vicious
circle. Foreign fabricators enter the marble market at lower prices. Large quar-
ries can't compete and move into the small markets to maintain production.
They can't operate in our markets profitably so the government gives them
assistance. We get caught in the middle... Change your assistance program so
that everyone gets the same fair shake ... Government should make sure that
their assistance is not lowering anyone else's price."

"Stop imports !"
"Cancellation" (of the adjustment assistance program).
"It would have been very helpful .... to have been aware twenty years ago

that as a policy, the government pursued the deterioration of specific industries
through tariff reduction."

"Our problem is to continue to fabricate marble in our plant. At one time we
had 60 employees in our plant, now we have 10. To be able to compete now we
must order marble finished in Italy. Therefore cannot keep enough marble work
to keep plant operating."

"No room left for the small business."
From dinnerware firms

"On our last expansion program, it took the office of EDA 8 months to approve
a loan from local banks, which the local banks had approved in January--9
months ahead of the EDA's approval, even though we wanted nothing from the
EDA."

"We are very happy with our lot! We are artists, using clay and glaze as
our 'pallette.' We are limited only by our own talent and excessive taxes."

"Many years ago, imports, particularly from Japan, caused us to close our
facilities in and relocate in . At the same time we changed
our selling from retail stores to premium type selling in order to continue busi-
ness. We have been successful in this, but if we continued to sell to the retail
trade we would have been out of business because cost wise we could not compete
with import prices."

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM1AN. Senator Hartke?

TRADEOFF OF INCREASED TRADE FOR INCREASED UNEIPLOYM1ENT SEEN

Senator HARTKE. Secretary Brennan, with regard to the adjustment
assistance, do you believe that the loss of jobs which you anticipate
will necesarily occur? Will these unemployed workers be covered by
adjustment assistance? Is adjustment assistance a fair tradeoff for the
increase in trade?

Secretary BRENNAN. Senator, I would have to go by the informa-
tion I have. Let me say before I go on that this morning, you asked
me about the unemployment rate. You asked me what the unemploy-
ment figure was at this time. I think I said 5.4. I want to correct that.
It is 5.2 percent.

Senator HARTKE. Can we stop right there? Mr. Stein said today he
anticipated it will hit 6.5 percent soon.

Secretary BREN.NAN. I don't know that he said that.
Senator -ARTKE. Let me tell you he said it. I will be your communi-

cator inside the administration.

30-229 0 - 74 - pt. 2 - 5
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Secretary BRENNAN. Mr. Stein is one of the economists who make a
lot of predictions. I am not an economist.

I woud say, Senator, looking at the figures in the past and our ex-
\ perience in the past, we know that the present law does not adequately v

cover the working people that are affected. In the new bill, we feel thi
5,escape clause anc the adjustment assistance would be more helpful.

t would speed up the system, as Secretary Dent just said to Senator
Roth, because it would move directly through the Secretary, instead
of going through the Tariff Commission.

Now, we are talking about the tradeoff. We have to look at some of
the figures I looked up since we talked this morning and we find that
there are some changes taking place in some of the problem areas. For
instance, we note that in the radio and television field, where we were
losing some employment, the employment level in 1973 was 148,600,
compared to 130,700 in 1971. I am talking about employment in the
manufacture of television sets and radios in the United States.

I think there is a change taking place and that is why some of the
companies are shifting back. Lately, I noticed that Magnavox is going
to shift its plant back here to Jefferson, Tenn. I think, Senator, these
are some of the things taking place that are encouraging.

I realize that all of the companies are not going to come back. You
mentioned the transistors this morning in your State. I am aware we
lost that. But it was really something that got its real start in Japan.
It is interesting to note that in the State of Indiana. manufacturing
employment increased by 6.5 percent in 1973 and is higher in 1973 than
it was in 1971 and 1972.

Now, that is good news. I am sure you want to hear it and I do.
As we look around the country, we see some improvements in otler

areas. After I left here today, I got a call from the vice president
of Volkswagen. He wants to meet with me to discuss building plants in
the United States. This is supported by the automobile workers union.
I think that is a good trend. Volvo is already moving along those lines.

I think what we are talking about here is the fact that the American
worker has been stepping up not only his productivity but his crafts-
manship. The shift in the valuation of the dollar is starting to turn
things around. I hope the trend continues that way.

I noted in my last visit to Japan a few months ago, in talking to
businessmen and labor people, that costs there are so high that many
of the companies feel that they can operate better here.

We also have some information showing that RCA, Magnavox, and
some of the other big companies are starting to export color television
sets and other equipment into the Far East, into the areas where we
feared that low wages would steal this business away from us.

So I think, Senator, I do not want to get into figures. As I said to
you this morning, a lot of different figures have been used. Even some
of the figures put out by the Labor Department years ago were not
correct.

Senator IHRTKE. You mean the Labor Department makes mistakes?
Secretary BRENNAN. They damn well do, that is right.
We are trying find out what the figures are as far as unemployment

and emp .moment and the effects of imports and exports on the worker.
We are only starting that. It should have been done 20 years ago. It is
a tough job, because you must go to the locale, from company to com-
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pany, you must look at the market, and the demand in the market for
abor. It fluctuates, so that you may have a reading and 6 months or a
ear or so later it changes. That is the reason we do not have hard
1ures. I hope we will have them as a result of our present research

and study.
Let us look at some of the adjustment assistance actions taken by

the Tariff Commission and the Labor Department. I checked these,
not to throw back at you, but because you mentioned your concern
about what happened in Indiana. I share your concern. I can share it
for the whole country and I am sure you do. In Indiana, we had a
number of cases, involving shoes and electronics. There were a num-
ber of these cases where certification was denied, but the majority were
approved and 2,540 people were certified for assistance. .

I have a note here today that we just concluded in operation in the
Labor Department which saved a number of jobs in the country, start-
ing in Gary, Ind. I say this to show you, Senator, just to show for the
record that the Labor Department is much aware of these problems.

Senator HARTKxE. You are aware of Indiana now, too, aren't youV
Secretary BRENNAN. I am, yes, I am.
Senator 11%ARTKE. I am glad of that. It is a great State.
Secretary BRENNAN. I was there a couple of weeks ago and I had a

great time with some great friends and I intend to go back.
What I am talking about here now is that I think we are all really

concerned about what is going to happen to this country. We can dis-
agree and be on different sides of an issue but we want to come out of
here ahead and not take a lot of garbage from other countries. And I
think we have to put the brakes on that.

Ve are defending what has been done by the Labor Department, and
we are ready to defend that, especially to people who do not have to
account for what they say. I do not mean you, Senator, I mean people
who can make statements without checking out the facts.

Senator DoLE. Senators do that, you know.
Secretary BRENNAN. I am glad you said that, Senator Dole, because

it proves you are also human. I make mistakes. Maybe my one mistake
is being here, I don't know. But since I am here, you are going to hear
from me.

I just point out, because I am sure all of you good Senators, all
Americans, are concerned about what we can do when people need our
help. Here was a case, Senator, where we saved 125,000 jobs.

Senator HARTKE. Where is this?
Secretary BRENNAN-. In the shoe business, starting in Gary, Ind.
Senator 1HARTKE. When did you do that? I woulT like to hear that

case.
Secretary BRENNAN. You may be familiar with it. Here is how it

started.
It was a question of Borg-Warner closing a plant down.
Senator HARTKE. You know why Borg-Warner closed down? We

are going to talk about that in a minute, too.
Secretary BRENNAN. OK, but I want to talk to you about this. You

may have something else, good or bad." This is just to show that the
Government and the union workers working with management can
do things. I didn't ask these people what their faith was other than
Americans trying to help in a situation.
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Now, Borg-Warner was, of course, manufacturing styrene resin
which is derived from petrochemicals. It was needed for the manufac-
turing of shoes. Closing that plant in Gary, Ind. would mean that the

- I shoe companies were going to find themselves in trouble and would
have to shut down. By negotiating with the Federal Energy Office,
we were able to get the plant to continue for another 90 days to
give the shoe industry a chance to locate new supplies and new
means of getting the equipment they need or the supplies they need
to keep their shoe factories going. This'was done just recently with the
cooperation of many people and perhaps you played a role iii it, too.

Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you, does the shoe industry endorse the
administration bill?

Secretary BRENNAN. I could not answer that.
Senator HARTKE. I can tell you they do not.
Secretary BRENNAN. Maybe they don't.
Senator HARTKE. I can tell you we had the president of U.S. Shoe

come in here and lie told me very definitely that he would love to do
business in the United States but that he has to go and do business
outside of the United States because of special tax benefits he gets. I
tried to get Senator Taft from Ohio to listen to him. He told me he is
going to have to close a plant down in Columbus, Ohio, because they
just could not meet the competition.

He said that he came into the Commerce Department, Mr. Dent, and
asked if he could get some kind of relief because he wanted to build
a plant in Kentucky to employ 1,000 people. They had done this be-
fore. Previously he had located in a county which had one of the high-
est welfare loads in the State and reduced it to one of the lowest. He
was told at the Commerce Department that there is nothing which can
be done. He was then forced to build his plant overseas.

Secretary DENT. Don't talk to him, talk to me. I am the witness.
The president of U.S. Shoe didn't get any advice to build overseas
from the Commerce Department. If he has gotten that advice, you send
him down to me and I will straighten the advice out.

As far as we are concerned, we have no subsidies to give to construct
a plant in any State of the Union. Those normal attractions for locat-
ing plants are forgiveness of local property taxes or something of this
sort. We do have economic-

Senator HARTKE. I am not saying why, I am just telling you what
the problem was. I am not trying to accuse you of doing anything
wrong. I am just saying that that was the situation.

Mr. Brennan, let me ask you now: In this bill, there is an adjust-
ment assistance provision, right?

Secretary BRENNAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. What is it estimated by tle administration that it

will cost the taxpayer for the adjustment assistance? We had testi-
mony on it yesterday. I just wondered if you know.

Secretary BRENNAN. $300 to $350 million per year.
Senator HARTKE. It is quite obvious that it is going to cost $300 to

$350 million, that this is in anticipation of the fact that there are going
to be people who have jobs now who are going to be thrown out of work
as a result of this legislation. Is that not a fair conclusion?

Secretary BRENNAN. Well, this is short run. Of course, Senator, we
are looking over the figures of what happened in the past and we have
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tried to calculate what may happen in the future. We had the highest
. employment level in the history of the country in 1973, almost 86

#iiillion people employed. Yet some of these plants closed down or
" 4 Aoved out. We had the unemployment rate down to 4.5 percent until

around November. That to me indicates that, although we did have
s e jobs lost, the people found jobs elsewhere, and the market was
ab e to pick them up. Our system was moving. We were able to absorb
these closings and the people went on to other things or found jobs in
another part of their own industry. But the fact that we had that
highest employment level, even though we had some of these cutbacks,
I think shows that the American system is working. It may need a
little greasing up here or there.

Senator HARTXE. I am not asking about the system working.
* Secretary BRENNAN. What you are asking me is part of the system.

Senator HARTKE. I am putting you in a corner, yes. I understand
what I am doing; $300 to $350 million is the estimated cost.

Secretary BRENNAN. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. That has to be in anticipation of people who are

going to lose their jobs. Otherwise, you would not have the costs. Is
that not right?

Secretary BRENNAN. We have insurance on our lives; we are not
hoping we will die to collect it. We have this, Senator, to be prepared.

Senator HARTKE. I understand that.
Secretary BRENNAN. It doesn't mean we are hoping we will have to

use it.
Senator HARTH. I understand what you are saying. What I am say-

ing to you, is that you and the administration is willing to make a
tradeoff for increased trade against increased unemployment.

Secretary BRENNAN. Well, I think the way I can answer that is that
personally I am not in favor of building walls around America.

Senator HARTKE. I didn't ask you that. I am just asking you whether
you are in favor of jobs or free'r trade.

Secretary BRENNAN. Naturally I am in favor of jobs, but I also think
you have jobs by hav.-.g more trade. I don't think you can do it in
any one way. There are a number of ways vou can create lobs.

Senator HARTKE. You said you didn't hear what Mr. Stein said
about an anticipated 6 or 7 percent unemployment. These are not my
figures.

Secretary BRENNAN. I heard someone else say that before, but I
didn't hear Mr. Stein say it today, no.

Senator HARTKE. What was the increase, not in unemployment but
in unemployment compensation payments? How much increase in
unemployment compensation payments this week over last week?

Secretary BRENNAN. I really don't know if I have it with me. If I
haven't, I will be glad to get it to you.

Senator HI-ARTm. This came out of your office today.
Secretary BRENNAN. I know, there are a lot of these that came out of

my office today that Ididn't get.
Senator HARTKE. It increased $36,900 from a week ago.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you have somebody back there that has a

file on it.
Secretary BRENNAN. If we have it, Senator, we will get it to you.
Senator HARTKE. A massive increase in unemployment compensa-

tion payments was $36,900.
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Secretary BRENNAN. I wouldn't dispute that, with the energy crisis.
Senator HARTHE. A new item which I will put in the record said

new car sales dropped 26 percent in 1 month. U.S. automobile manu-
J'acturers said yesterday new car sales were off a whopping 26.6 perry

cent, the sharpest decline since the energy crisis knocked the bottom
out of the standard-sized car market.

An interesting thing is that although there was a drop in domestic
sales, the imports dropped at the same time only 19.9 percent. In other
words, the drop in the sale of domestic cars was much higher than it
was on imports. That is occurring at this moment, which means an
additional job loss. General Motors states that this will force another
1,800 out of work. Add that to the 260,000 who have been furloughed
indefinitely by the automobile industry in recent weeks.

Secretary BRENNAN. Well, I will accept that for purposes of this
discussion.

Senator HARTKE. The administration's trade bill will have no effect
whatsoever upon these imports or any imports.

UNITED STATES SEEN MOVING TO MORE SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

Now in regard to manufacturing jobs. I do not know whether you
are rigTht or whether the staff of this committee is right, but I have an
idea that the staff is pretty accurate. In their chart on page 28 of
"The Multinational Corporation and the World Economy" dated Feb-
ruary 26, 1973, they show a steady decline from 1945 to 1972 in manu-
facturing jobs.* Nonagricultural employment in the United States has
gone from 38 percent to 27 percent of the workforce, which does n6t
seem to justify your expectation that there is going to be any increase.

While all this is going on in the United States, here is the announce-
ment out of West Germany. They did not devalue their currency but
revalued it and they boosted their exports in January by a whopping
32 percent. Most of this is in manufactured goods.

Let's take a closer look at some of these charts. If you will look
again at the committee print on U.S. Trade and Balance of Payments
under the date of February 26. If you look at chart No. 5 on the trade
in manufactures in the period of 1970 to 1973, which are the latest
figures available, the United States had less of an increase than
France, less of an increase than Germany, less of an increase than
Japan.** In France dring the same period, starting at a base of $11
billion and the United States starting at a base of 29.7, they increased
their trade in manufactures and exports by the same $13 billion we
did. At the same time, if you go to Japan, they increased their's from
a much lower base by a very high percentage.

All these industrialized countries seem to be doing all right. They
have no unemployment in West Germany, no unemployment in Japan,
and here we are with a staggering unemployment rate and you expect
us to go ahead and give away more of our business and jobs. I don't
understand that.

Secretary BPNNAN. Senator, I am not asking us to give away any
of our business. I think my concern for this country is just as strong
as is yours or anybody else's. Some people believe we shouldn't isolate
ourselves. We feel there is a market for our goods. I am not just talking

*See p. 459.
**See p. 666.
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about big business making a buck; I am talking about what it will do
for the working people of this country and about the problems of
imports. We look at this and we see also growing employment in the

-a rvice trades of our country.
Senator IHTARTKE. But do we want so many hamburger stand people

and filling station operators? Is that what you want this country to
be? Is that the future for the American, to be a service employee while
the rest of the manufacturing is done in Germany and Japan?

Secretary BnRE-,NAN. It is not my intent, that we should be a service
country.

Senator HARTKE. That is the trend.
Secretary BRENNAN. That is the trend to some extent, yes. What we

are trying to do is turn it around and some of the things we are hearing
now is that this could be happening, since companies are starting to
come back here and do some manufacturing here. Maybe it is a good
trend that we should encourage and promote. It is probably due to
many things. I think it is due to the labor force in the country, and
the ability of our people to produce and to be responsible.

Senator, we can look at a lot of figures and look at the competition.
But what we are trying to find is how do we protect our people and
how do we also stay in business with the rest of the world.

I am submitting for the record a table with data on 10 major in-
dustrialized countries which shows that between 1960 and 1972. service
employment, as a proportion of total employment was rising in each
country. The rate of increase was lower in the United States than in
each of the other countries.

[The table referred to by Secretary Brennan follows:]

PROPORTIONS OF TOTAL CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE EMPLOYED IN SERVICES, 1960, 1972

PercentCountry 1960 1972 Increase

United Kingdom -------------------------------- ---......... 48.6 54.2 11.5united States ---- -------------------------- 1 6................. 5.1 4.1 10. 3Netherlands ...................................................... 49. 56.0 14. :1Germany ........................................ 38.7 44.9 16.0
gelgium ........................................-_- .......... ----- 45.2 152.0 15.0rance ..... 4...................................................... 395 148.7 23.3

Sweden-------------------------------------------43....... U8 154.8 251Japan ............................................................ 43.6 49.4 133
Canada .................. _...................................... 54.7 63.3 15.7
Italy ........................................................... 30.9 38.6 24.9

1 Data through 1971 only.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics based on OECD, "Labor Force Statistics" (various issues); International LaborOfce ,"Yeabook of Labor Statistics" (various Issues); and national statistical publications. Some data based partly on

estimates. Whenever significant conceptual differences occur, data have been adjusted to fit U.S, concepts.

Txx1No MUT]rINATIO.ALS

Senator HA'rKE. First, we can protect our people by putting on
quotas. Second, we can protect our people by making the multi-
nationals pay their fair share of taxes. Third, we can eliminate sections
807 and 806.30, the sections of the Tariff Code which deal primarily
with the Mexican border industry program. Under these provisions
Mexican workers assemble American parts and ship the finished prod-
uct back to the United States escaping American labor and taxes. The
Canadian Auto Agreement grants free access to our market yet estab-
lishes a duty on our shipment of American automobiles into Canada.
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We had a surplus with Canada when the agreement was signed. Now) we have a $197 million deficit in 1973 and about a $196 million deficit
in 1972. We had a surplus of $563 million in 1964, $658 million surplus
in 1965, $556 million surplus in 1966, $483 million in 1967. Then, when
the Agreement started to take effect in 1968, we started to shrink to
$360 million in 1969. Finally in 1970 we registered our first deficit.
tCanada has also been a leader in the international tax field too. They
have reduced their corporation tax 6 percent, which we could do in
the United States if we made the multinational pay their fair share.

Senator Long, I have more questions, but perhaps I should let others
go ahead.

Secretary BRENNAN. I would like to answer that we are concerned
with the Mexican problem. We are studying that now. We feel that
the President should have the right to take an action on 807.

Senator HARTKE. Has he?
Secretary BRmNAN. We will recommend it. We are making a study

and we will take a strong position.
Senator HARTK=E. How long has that study been going on? You only

had 5 years to do it. You have 3 more.
Secretary BmNNAN. I don't want to talk about 5 years. I have only

been here a year. I am trying to see what I can do.
Senator H, TK But you are in favor of changing section 807,

right?
"Secretary BpENNAN. I am in favor of doing anything that is good

to protect the American worker.
Senator HARTKE. I am asking about section 807.
Secretary BRENNAN. I am in favor of changing it so the President

can take action if necessary, or changing it to allow him to take
action against anybody who is giving us the business. That is why we
have to do something. If you want to talk about taxing multinationals,
that may be a good idea, but that is somebody else's department.

Senator HARTKE. What about 807 now? Are you ini favor of elimi-
nating 807?

Secretary BRENNAN. I am in favor of doing something with 807
that will give the power to the President; yes, the power to take some
action to protect the workers of this country.

The CUAIRMAN. I think I will address this question to Secretary
Dent.

It is my understanding that there are quite a few provisions in this
bill which give this Nation through its representatives an opportunity
to react against those countries that are discriminating against the
United States in trade. That is correct, is it not ?

Secretary DENT. That is correct, it is a safeguard provision.

DECLINE IN U.S. MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT

The ChAIRMAN. All right, now, pursuing the thought that Senator
Hartke had, it is sort of shocking to me to look at this chart that
appears on page 20 of the blue pamphlet. It is sort of shocking to look
at that chart and-I will ask that the chart appear at this point in the
record-that from 1945 to 1972, the percentage of total employment in
this country in the manufacturing area has declined from 38 percent
to 27 percent.

[The chart referred to follows:]
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The CTAIRMAN. I am not complaining about the idea that just by

playing by the same rule book the other fellow got some business away
from us. Iam not complaining about that. I do think it would help to
set the books up to show where we 'are getting the worst of it, if that
is the case.

It would seem to me that in areas where the foreign producer, be it a
foreign company or an American multinational, is paying less taxes
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in a foreign nation than they are here, we ought to be thinking about
~ the matter and considering changing it to give the American a break

in line with what his competitor overseas is doing if it is costing us
jobs or has a prospect of costing us jobs.

Your people made an argument along that line when we were talk-
ing about the foreign tax credit. As a matter of fact, Charls Walker,
the former Under Secretary of the Treasury, presented some charts to
the committee which showed that in these foreign countries, companies
were getting much better tax treatment than they were here to produce
a given item. That was the key to selling the reenactment of the Invest-
ment Tax Credit. And it certainly did play its part.

But I would think that if the unfair advantage still exists for a
company, be it a multinational looking at this country as well as at
a foreign country and deciding where it wanted to put a plant or just
being a case of a businessman over there deciding whether to manu-
facture or ship overseas rather than an American opening a plant to
produce it here, I think that we ought to be considering remedies.
Those of you in the executive branch ought to be recommending some-
thing to us if this is the area where we are getting the worst of it.

Now, regarding Government purchasing policies, we are aware of
situations where foreign governments find a way of making their
purchases so that they do not let us make a sale over there even though
they could make a sale here. In these areas where the government
finances the industry or puts financing into it we ought to be thinking
about our response.

In other situations where they are using nontariff barriers to keep
us out of their market, we ought to be doing something one way or
the other to help our people get some business. And I think that if they
are using nontariff barriers to keep us -out of their market, we ought
to use whatever it takes, including nontariff barriers, to save jobs over
here or promote jobs here.

As far as the Government helping to make sales, there is one area
where I think there is a lot left to be desired. I am sure you are in the
process of doing something about it, but I think a lot more can be done
by the .American Government to help make sales for American
companies.

I think this is one area where the State Department does not seem
to feel the responsibility I would like them to feel, and maybe an area
where you ought to upgrade it a little bit in all these industries to help
us get some business for our people.

Notice these foreign embassies feel they have made a great coup
if they can get a big contract for their people. There should be some-
body representing this country fighting to get the same business for
our companies. I am sure you would agree with that part of it.

Secretary DENT. Mr. Chairman, I have been making some notes on
your comments. I joined the Government after 25 years in manufac-
turing and I share'the view that it is unfortunate that manufacturing
has declined in this country. The basic reason for this has been the
policy of our Government since World War 1I of perhaps maintaining
an overvalued dollar in order to redevelop broken or nonexistent
economies in war-torn countries. This has been accomplished and in the
process it has forced American capital offshore in order to-be competi-
tive. But the two devaluations of the dollar have totally changed this
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situation. We are now finding for last year the greatest inflow of
foreign capital into this country that has occurred in any single year
nmy recollection. We are finding that American manufacturing is

competitive with that offshore.
/\I had a German manufacturer in my office the other day. They built

/a lant in my home State and one in Germany at the same time. The
.. one in this country produces the same product cheaper than the one

in Germany because of this change around, because of the technologi-
cal level in this country.

Our exports were up 44 percent last year. This is new employment in
this country in order to serve world markets, and it has been brought
about by this change in the relative value of the dollar compared with
offshore.

We do have the problem of capital generation in this country and
we need to identify the fact that our depreciation, tax credit, and
general corporate taxes are at such a level compared with taxes abroad
that we are unable to generate enough capital to increase our manu-
facturing plant..

Now, with respect to the Government purchasing policy offshore,
we agree with you that this has been discriminatory toward American
industry. We are participating in a multilateral study, in the OECD
designed to develop a code at the international level where all of this
will be equalized. Last summer, in taking bids for a new generator at
Grand Coulee, for the first time, we made the foreign bidders specify
what their government's policy would be with respect to purchasing
similar items in their country. So we let them know that there is no
monkey business any more; this Government is interested in the jobs
here.

Now, with respect to Government sales, oddly enough, just about a
year ago, I had my counterpart from an eastern European nation in
my office. We were promoting very heavily the sale of a nuclear plant,
the first of four, to his country. We pushed hard and hard. As he was
leaving, he said, when are you going to come visit usI

I said, well, we will consider it. And as an afterthought, I said,
but I can be there almost immediately if you have a contract for the
$60 million nuclear plant.

Perhaps unfortunately from my viewpoint, I now have to travel
over there next month to witness the signing of the contract.

We had a foreign ambassador in to lunch-his nation is electrifying
its railroads--the purpose of which was to get the contract away from
a European manufacturer. We got half of it. So that I can assure you,
we have a major projects division in our Bureau of International
Commerce. They identify sales and we go after them tooth and nail.

The CHAMIRAN. I am pleased to hear that, Mr. Secretary. That is
good news.

Now, I would like to ask your help in selling some sugarcane har-
vesting and processing equipment, because I -am satisfied that we
manufacture the best in the world in Louisiana, and all things being
equal, would make a sale, but we have not been getting as much help
from our Government as the other fellow has been getting from his
and they have been making inroads on us.

As a matter of fact, I think Secretary Butz might even be a little
more effective in that area, because if we are going to follow the pat-
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tern of the existing Sugar Act where we assign quotas to people, if I
could send him over there as salesman before he recommends what
tleir quotas are going to be, my guess is he can sell all we can
manufacture.

Secretary BUTZ. I might sell so much that it would displace pro-
duction in Louisiana.
~ The CHAIRMAN. Well we are going to buy from them, Mr. Secre-

t ary. And frankly, those people, when they come and talk about
sugar quotas, often like to point out that they do buy machines from
us. But I am not sure that we have been letting them know that we
like very much to make the sale.

In at least one situation that I am aware of we lost out because I
believe the Japanese or some other government really went to work
and did a job of selling manufacturing equipment. Because the
government went after that contract for their manufacturers, we lost
out, even though that customer was a favored customer of ours--
favored in the sense that we buy sugar from them. I would hope that
we could demonstrate that we can put as much muscle in there to get
the business for our people as the Japanese do for their people. Now,
of course, if we do not give you a law where you can do it, we cannot
blame you for not doing it. But I hope you will work with us to amend
the law so you can give us the help we need. All I am asking for is
the same type of thing that these other countries are doing to help
their people'get the business.

I think about that story that Irvin S. Cobb used to tell about the
Kentucky Colonel who was challenged to a duel and he was explain-
ing to a friend how he stepped off this 20 paces and he turned around
and that other scamp was standing behind a tree. His friend said,
well, that was horrible, what did you do?

He said, well, naturally, that throwed me behind a tree. If he's
going to protect himself. I can do no less.

I just hope that we find that those people have found a way to help
our people get the sales, especially where we are favoring other coun-
tries by giving them a better advantage in our markets than some-
body else. Will you assure us that you will use that leverage as best
you can to help our people get some business and make it a two-way
street?

Secretary DENT. Mr. Chairman, might I comment on that in con-
nection with a problem we had just 3 weeks ago?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Secretary DENT. Two different firms came in, both had an oppor-

tunity to bid on very large projects in the Soviet Union. They asked
advice as to whether they should quote from American plants or
whether they should use offshort affiliates. I asked, well, what is your
problem ? Of course, we want the business.

And they said, well, it looks uncertain to us as to whether we can
get Eximbank assistance in financing this.

And I asked, if you figured from your offshore affiliates, what assist-
ance would you get?

They said that in Italy, Germany, France, and Japan we get the
equivalent of Eximbank financing for this.

So what we are getting down to with the trend today is exporting
the labor content of products which go to those eastern European
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countries and denying the American workingman and workingwoman
the opportunity of producing it. I think it is fortunate that some of7)lt does come from offshore American companies because there is a
rickle-back effect. If the goods did not come from those American

.. firms they would come from domestic manufacturing concerns in
/ 'impeting countries.

This I think, is a matter that we need to think very seriously about
from the viewpoint of American employment and job opportunities
for American men and women.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am satisfied that Secretary Brennan is 100
percent in favor of trying to get as many jobs in manufacturing as
he can for the American working man. Unfortunately for him, he
does not have as much leverage with these fellows as you do. I just
hope that the two of you, as well as the other Cabinet officers who have
some leverage could work together to get some contracts abroad and
make some sales. I just hope that when they come over here looking
for something, you will not miss the opportunity. I urge Secretary
Brennan to let you know about some of these things that he hears
about, and there might be a chance for us to get some business out of it.

I am sure you are trying to do that. I just think that in the past
there has been too much of this feeling that it was in the overall
world interest for others to get the contract. I have heard the Ameri-
can complain. This is behind the time, I know, but I have heard
people complain of going to our embassy ard trying to get help be-
cause the other government was helping the other fellow and being
told by somebody in the State Department. Well, after all, you know,
we must think about what is good for the world and what the overall
need is--with the idea that it is better for the other people to get the
business than it is for the United States to get that deal. If anybody
still thinks that way, I think he should be asked to turn in his Santa
Clause costume.

Secretary DENT. Mr. Chairman, I think you will find that Under
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs Casey and I have worked
jointly to promote exports. We meet quarterly in order to discuss
the suggestions that come in from the ebmassies and report the com-
bined suggestions of the two Departments. We are working toward
the further development of a strong commercial attitude in all of the
embassies as rapidly as possible. I think in my experience that fine
progress has been made in the past year.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the State Department and the
embassies are giving your economic man or someone who is interested
in selling American products the dignity and support and cooperation
that you would like to see for them?

Secretary DENT. Of course, no one is ever satisfied when it comes to
sales. Progress is being made; that is the important thing. We have
not yet reached the millennium.

The CHAMMAN. Thank you.

EEC DISCRIxINATION AGAINST U.S. CITRUS PRODUCTS

Senator Fannin wanted me to ask this question of Secretary Butz.
You are well aware of the fresh citrus problems and how the Euro-

pean Economic Community discriminates against the United States
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by granting tariff preferences to fresh citrus of certain Mediterranean
countries while requiring U.S. fresh citrus exports to pay the full

-. tariff. The difference in the tariff paid by the U.S. exporters and the
Mediterranean exporters is 80 percent. This has resulted in severe
damage to U.S. fresh citrus exports. The Committee on Finance in
March 1971 passed a unanimous resolution calling on the President
to end the discrimination. This resolution was passed unanimously
by the entire Senate. As of this date, the discrimination continues
while in other proceedings, administration witnesses have consistently
testified that the EEC was not granting most-favored-nation treat-
ment to U.S. citrus exports. Is this still the administration's position?

Secretary BuTr. Well, we are trying very hard to get some com-
pensation in the current discussions as a result of England and Den-
mark entering the European Community, where we did have a good
market, especially in Great Britain. When they went into the Euro-
pean Community, they had to adjust their import regulations the
same as the rest of the Community. We suffered considerable dam-
age. Part of that was our citrus industry.

Currently in Geneva, there are discussions under so-called 24.6, a
section of the GATT agreement. We are trying to get compensation
on that and it is under negotiation at the present time.

I may say that those current discussions are of such a character
that thats' all I care to say about the matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin points out that the administration
witnesses testified to the committee that the EEC is not granting most-
favored-nation treatment to the U.S. citrus exports. If that is the case,
he says, in view of the fact that these same officials apparently agree
that our citrus is not receiving most-favored-nation treatment, wvhat
is your opinion of the administration requirement that no country
can receive most-favored-nation treatment from this Nation if the
United States does not receive most-favored-nation treatment from
that country? In other words, by saying well, if you do not let us have
most-favored-nation treatment, then you do not get it from us.

Secretary BUTZ. I think Senator Fannin is asking for reciprocal
treatment. He is absolutely correct that they do not extend most-fa-
vored-nation treatment to us on citrus, that -Israel and some of the
European countries do in fact pay a lower rate than we pay. As I
say, this is one we are discussing vigorously. We are pursuing it.
They will be an item in the GATT discussions and we think this is
one of the areas where the EEC nations must make serious conces-
sion to us.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is are you going to retaliate?
Secretary BUTZ. So far, we have not retaliated but it always hangs

over their head. Very frankly, we will get to the point in 24.6 where
if we do not have progress, there will be a strong feeling for retalia-
tion of some kind.

The CHAIRf?. Thank you.
Senator Hartke I

EXPORMG JOBS

Senator HARTKE. There are many who are not as concerned as
I am about exporting these jobs. I have seen over a million jobs ex-
ported in the last 10 years and I do not want to see it continue.

Please look on pages 6 and 7 of the committee print of 'U.S. trade
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and balance of payments, in table No. 5,* which deals with jobs in
manufacturing. The real significance, I think, lies in that bottom row,

' hch deals with the trade balance. It shows that of all the countries
bi volved here, the United States had a deficit of eight-tenths of a

f ,billn or $800 million. That was last year. Germany went from-
/° Se retary DENT. Which page are you on?

J Senator HARTKE. I am on page 7, table 5, bottom line.
Secretary DENT. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Germany in that same period of time had a sur-

plus of $26.4 billion. A substantial increase over the year before.
If the January figures on Germany's exports are any indication-up
32 percent-Germany is going to have an even bigger surplus despite
their reevaluated currency and our two devaluations.

In France, they had a surplus of 2.6; United Kingdom, even with
all their economic problems, they had a surplus of 4.2. And Japan
had a $22 billion surplus. We exported close to $10 billion in agricul-
tural products last year. That is all very good in collecting money for
the farmers, but I am concerned about jobs which are not in the farm-
ing sector of the American enonomy. Only 5 to 6 percent of our work
force is involved in agriculture today.

Is that right, Mr. Brennan?
Secretary BRENNAN. Yes; though I think it may be a little lower. In

1973 it was 4 percent.
Secretary BUTZ. May I reply to that? We have 5 or 6 percent of

our work force on farms, but when you take the related activity of
the total food and fiber business in the country, including the pro-
duction, the transporting, the exporting, we run up to almost 20
percent of our total employment, sir.

Senator HARTKE. I understand that, but that does not deal with
the job creation factor in the manufacturing of items.

Secretary DENT. Senator, let me address that. As I mentioned to
you, the economic policy in this country of maintaining an overvalued
dollar has forced capital investment offshore.

Senator HARTKE. When did we devalue?
Secretary DENT. We devalued last February, 10 percent.
Senator HAiRTKE. That is right, and the President said he would

never do it.
Secretary DENT. Just a minute.
Senator HARTKE. Is that right? Did the President say he would

not devalue the dollar? And then lie did. I just want to get the record
straight.

Secretary DENT. You make that record. Let me make another one.
We have maintained an overvalued dollar. Every time the question

of depreciation and capital recovery comes up, it is criticized as a
boon to the corporations, and people say don't let them have it.

Senator HAITKE. I didn't say that.
Secretary DENT. So the investment has gone offshore. Now it has

turned around. The Department of Commerce figures show that for
1974, capital investment will be up 13 percent to $115 billion.

Senator HARTKE. How much will it be overseas?
Secretary DENT. This is U.S. investment in the United States.
Senator HARTK. How much of U.S. investment overseas?
Secretary DEN.T. McGraw-Hill subsequently, last Friday, brought

out their estimate of an increase of 18 percent. Now, you see, when you

$See p. 666.
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turn on the economic incentives, you are going to cause the creation
of jobs and industry and capital in this country which are going to

/ provide the jobs in manufacturing that we have denied our people
/ in the past.

Senator HARTKE. What are you giving them that you did not give
tn before?

cretary DENT. We are giving them the opportunity to compete
offshore. Our exports went up 44 percent last year. All of that requires
plant, equipment, and jobs in this country so that we have something
available to ship offshore. We are on the offensive.

Senator HARTKEP. Now, wait a minute, Secretary Dent. Senator
Long has already brought this out. Since you have repeated the 44
percent twice since I have been here, I think that is shown in chart
No. 1 of the booklet, U.S. Trade and Balance of Payments, com-
piled by this staff. You are referring to the figures on chart No. 1,
which shows an export increase of 44 percent. That becomes rather
insignificant when you go back and look at chart No. 4 because, as
Senator Long pointed out, most all of that increase is a price increase,
is it not?

Secretary DENT. No; it certainly is not. A portion of it, in the neigh-
borhood of27 percent, is in inflation and the rest of it is in increased
shipments.

Senator HARTKE. How much was in manufactured goods?
Secretary DF.NT. Overall, I don't have-
Senator HARTRE. Eight percent out of 30 percent, and the agricul-

tural goods increase was 67 percent.
Secretary DENT. In industry after industry on a unit basis, we

have had an increase in exports last year.
Senator HARTKE. You had a 44 percent increase in dollar volume.

That is what you are talking about when you mention the 44 percent?
Secretary DENT. That is correct and we did not have a 44 percent

unit increase.
Senator HARTKE. If this chart is correct, and I assume it is unless

you can show me to the contrary, it shows that the agricultural market,
67 percent of that was due to the price increase and 8 percent in
manufactured goods.

So in other words, that great progress you are. referring to is, in my
judgment, not justified by the facts. I think that is a conclusion with-
out merit.

Secretary DENT. In manufactured goods, this chart shows an in-
crease of 22 percent in vol ume.

Senator HARTKC. That is right. I am not arguing that.
Secretary DENT. And the increase in price is 8 percent.
Senator HARTKE. That is right. That is what I said.
Secretary DENT. So that we are getting an increase in volume, which

is an increase in jobs in order to produce it.
Senator TAIRTKE. Let's go to the bottom line again on chart 5, on

table 5, page 7. The facts do not support your conclusion; You can
argue all you want to, but the facts do not support the conclusion. I
am using these facts unless you want to deny the facts.

Secretary DENT. My chart 5 is-
Senator THARTKE. r am talking about the blue book.
Secretary DENT. I was on these long ones. You did not put your

hand out when you turned.
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Which book is this?
Senator HARTKE. I am talking about the blue book, Staff Data and

,Materials on U.S. Trade and Balance of Payments, Committee on
yFinance, U.S. Senate, Russell B. Long, Chairman, February 26, 1974.

On page 7
_,-' secretary DENT. That is correct.

S ator HARTKIE. Are the figures correct?
Secretary DENT. I certainly accept them, but when you point out

that we did have a deficit of $800 million, I point out in return that the
incentive to invest is now before us. We are finding a large inflow of
foreign capital as well as an 18 percent increase in capital investment
in this country.

Senator HARTKE. You are going to give me a prospectus. I am
giving you the facts. What has been demonstrated? What has been
happening in the past 13 years, since 1960?

In that period, we went from a surplus of roughly $6 billion to a
deficit last year of $800 million and the year before of $3.4 billion.

Secretary DENT. And we would have gone further had we not gotten
the dollar on an equitable value basis. We now have the surge for capi-
tal investment that is creating construction, new plants, and produc-
tive facilities which if we maintain the competitive position of the
dollar bill, will result in jobs and exports.

Senator HARTKE. I am listening to rhetoric. I would rather deal
with facts instead of rhetoric.

Now, on table 9, Mr. Brennan. That is on page 11.*
Secretary BRENNAN. OK.
Senator HARTKE. This chart shows those products with a rising

trade surplus trend and those products with a declining trade bal-
ance trend between 1960 and 1973. Can you tell me the domestic em-
ployment data for those categories listed on that table? And if you
cannot, can you supply them fot the record?

Secretary BRENNAN. I could supply them, Senator. I would not
have all those facts with me.

Senator HARTKE. I understand that that is impossible.
Secretary BRENXAN. But I will be glad to supply them.
Senator HARTKE. I understand that it is not possible for you to have

that. I just ask you to supply that for the record.
Secretary BRENNAN. I will be glad to.
Senator IARTKE. Can you tell us whether or not employment has in-

creased significantly in the computer industry, the aircraft industry,
and the chemical industry, all of which show trade surpluses?

Secretary BRENxNA-. Yes. Again, I will give you whatever figures I
have. I do not have them with me. But I know that there has been an
increase-in fact, we were' looking at some of the exports here in the
area of machinery and the aircraft industry, which means employ-
ment here.

Senator H-TARTKE. I am talking about the computer industry, the
aircraft industry, and the chemical industry.

Secretary BRENN.AN. Senator, we will supply it for the record. I do
not have that handy with me, but we will supply it to you and to the
committee.

[The following tables were subsequently supplied by Secretary
Brennan:]

*See p. 671 of this hearing.
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US. EMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES, 1960-73

(in thousands

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 198 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Industries with a rising trade surplus trend:
Machineryexceptelectrical(SIC35)' ---------------- 1,479.0 1,418.6 1,493.2 1,529.3 1,609.6 1,735.3 1,910.0 1,969.6 1,965.9 2,032.6 1,982.1 1,805.3 1,864.2 2,042.0
Aircraft and parts (SIC 372) 2 ------------------- .454.3 423.1 439.5 438.5 416.3 436.3 545.2 612.6 635.6 599.4 488.8 380.2 362.6 369.2
Computers and parts SIC14 -573 ------------------ (3 (3) (2)(3) 1 (3) 3) 145.1 160.6 182.8 19L.2 173.4 172.0 189.9Bsicchemicals(SIC 281)4 - ---------------------- 284.3 281.8 282. 284.6 288.4 314.5 315.5 319.4 323.0 3114 302.3 307.5

Industries with a declining trade balance trend:
Motor vehicles and parts (SIC 371) 6 ------------------ 724.1 632.3 691.7 741.3 730.3 816.6 833.8 789.7 846.4 880.8 771.7 809.9 835.6 913.2
Steel products (SIC 331)6 --------------------------- 651.4 595.5 592.8 589.9 629.2 657.3 65L9 635.2 635.9 643.8 628.4 577.9 572.7 606.4
Textiles, clothing, andfootwear(SIC22,23,302,and314) 2,400.2 2,347.5 2,406.6 2,399.8 2,452.6 2,542.6 2,633.4 2,612.2 2,660.3 2,663.5 2,578.5 2,519.7 2,553.4 2,587.4
Consumer electronics (SIC 365)

T ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
106.9 102.8 110.5 113.0 118.8 133.4 167 156.3 153.5 155.3 133.0 130.7 139.2 148.6

I Data includes employment in firms producing steam, gas, and hydraulic turbine generators and 6 Data includes employment in firms producing coke and other crude products from coal, petroleum
parts, as well as firms producing certain drilling equipmentand ra y craneswhich aren't included and natural las, pig iron and certain alloys which are not included in the trade data. Employment in
in the trade data. firms producing iron and steel forgings is not included while certain iron and steel forging areaDoes not include employment in SIC 3722, aircraft engines and engine parts as such products covered by the trade data.
were also not included in the corresponding trade data. T Includes employment in firms producing phonograph records which are not covered by the trade

sNot available- data.
4 Data includes employment in firms producing certain miscellaneous chemical products not

covered by the trade data. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
& After 1964, does not include data on employment in SIC 3715, truck trailers and parts as such

products are not included in the corresponding trade data. Prior to 1964 separate data on truck
trailers were not available.
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EMPLOYMENT IN CHEMICALS, COMPUTERS, AND AIRCRAFT
tIn thousands)

" =1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973

dhemica (SIC28................. 828.2 907.8 1,049.0 1,008.2 1,002.2 1,029.5omputets and pr( )SIC 3573) ...... (I (1 191.2 173.4 172 0 189.9
Aircraft and parts (SI 372) .......... 627. 624. 668.7 530. 601.1 514.0

I Not available.
Note: Data in this table differs from that provided to correspond to table 9 of the staff material, "U.S. Trade and Bal-

ance of Payments" (showing industries with i increasing or declining trade balances) in the following ways: Chemicals.
this table shows employment in establishments producing basic chemicals and establishments manufacturing products
by predominantly chemical processes. Major product groups include Industrial inorganic and organic chemlcal3, plastic and
synthetic materials, drugs, soaps and detergents, paints and agricultural chemicals. The data corresponding to table 9
included Only 1 segment of this Industry, SIC 281, Industrial Inorganic and Organic Chemicals, Aircraft and parts. This
table Includes employment in establishments producing aircraft engines and parts (SIC 3722) which was not Included In
the data corresponding to table 9 as that trade data did not include aircraft engines and parts.

ORDFRLY MARKErTNG

Senator HARTK& Mr. Dent, you fought for the textile quotas when
you were in the textile industry, did you not?

Secretary DPNT. Yes, sir, I was involved with the industry.
Senator HARTKE. Were you an advocate of this agreement-
Secretary DENT. I was an advocate of the agreement, yes.
Senator !IARTK. The textile agreement?
Secretary DFNT. Right...
Senator'HARTKE. I am not criticizing you. I am for it, too. I just

want you to know I am for it. I am for the steel agreement too. I
decry the fact that even though we got the Alaskan pipeline authorized
now, we are going to use Japanese steel to build it. And you know
that is true, do you not?

Secretary Brennan, you are smiling. Am I right?
Secretary BRENNAN. It is up there. I think one of the problems was

that we did not have the machinery to make it. That is another part
of the problem.

Senator HARTKE. And if we continue like this we will not have
enough steel to make chains with.

Secretary BRENNAN. It is the type of pipe involved, Senator.
Senator HARTKE. We do not make chains
Secretary BRENNAN. We do not need chains. Our people are free

people.
Senator HARTKE. I think that is a good statement.
Secretary BRBNNAN. You can use it. You won't have to give me

anything for It.
Senator HARTKE. Secretary Dent, about the question of the textile

agreement, are you aware that the policy in the House bill makes a
so-called orderly marketing agreement-that is what the textile agree-
ment is and what I advocated in my bill-as the least preferred method
of protection.

Secretary DENT. That is correct.
Senator'HAUTR. So if orderly marketing is good for the textile

industry, why is it not equally good for other industries which are
more ser4ously injured than textiles?

Secretary I)ENT. This legislation establishes, as you well know, a
whole new escape clause procedure and the delineation of the tools

2

1.0
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which should be used as a consensus of the Congress, including the
House of Representatives, which passed the bill in its present form.< Senator HARTKB. I do not think you would be surprised, would you,

5 lif the Japanese, and others said that your textile agreement is a big
nontariff barrier and that they want that negotiated away and that
t; is bill as written by the House would give Mr. Eberle the authority
t dojust that?

Secretary DENT. Would you repeat that again?
Senator HARTKE. Would you be surprised that the Japanese and the

Koreans came on in and made the claim that this textile marketing
agreement is in fact a nontariff barrier and, therefore, should be
eliminated and that Mr. Eberle, under the bill, has authority to nego-
tiate that nontariff barrier away?

Secretary DENT. Well, of course, the legislation authorizes negotia-
tion which encompass the full range of trading matters.

Senator HATKWE. I didn't notice that there are only 5 minutes. We
have some further questions, it says here, which we will not ask at this
time, but we will submit to the witnesses in writing and ask them to
supply answers for the record.

WHEAT PNONi

Secretary Butz, let me ask you about wheat. We are paying double
for bread, the Russians are paying the same. Is that right?

Secretary BuTZ. Senator, you obviously have been victimized by
the American Bakers Association.

Senator HARTKE. All right, answer that one for the record.
[The following information was subsequently submitted for the

record:]
The U.S. consumer is not paying double for bread.
The average retail price of a one-pound loaf of white bread has increased

9 cents in the last five years to the present price of 31.9 cents.
The farm value of wheat in that same one-pound loaf of bread is 8 cents, The

other 24 cents consists of non-wheat ingredients, but mostly of labor, transporta-
tion, storage, taxc.;, and the like.

Senator HARTKE. The committee is recessed until 10 a.m. tomorrow
[Whereupon, at 5:10 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-

vene Thursday, March 7, 1974, at 10 a.m.]



THE TRADE REFORM ACT OF 1973

THURSDAY, MAROB 7, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITMEP ON FINANCE,

Wahingtom, D..
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Hartke, Fulbright, Ribicoff,
Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Nelson, Grave, Bentsen, Bennett, Curtis, Fan-
nin, Hansen, Dole, and Roth.

The CIAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This morning we are honored by the presence of the man who per-

haps better than most understands the interrelationships between in-
ternational economics and international politics. Dr. Kissinger has per-
formed brilliantly as a National Security Advisor and Secretary of
State. He is a peacemaker, a man with a mission in very difficult times.

The economies of all consuming nations are directly threatened by
the oil producing cartel of nations, the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, and its price gouging tactics. Under this pres-
sure, old alliances seem to be deteriorating, and the future is uncertain.

During such times, we are fortunate to hear testimony from the indi-
vidual who is the architect of our Government's foreign policy and who
bears the primary burden of ending present frictio..s and building a
more stable world political and economic system. We expect him to
tell us how he believes trade legislation fits into the current legislation.

Dr. Kissinger, we are especially pleased to have you here with us
this morning. It is not often the committee has the opportunity to
hear from the Secretary of State, a Nobel Laureate, and a Harvard
professor all in the same morning. [General laughter.]

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. KISSINGER, SECRETARY OF
STATE, ACCOMPANIED BY AMBASSADOR WILLIAM D. EBERLE,
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, AND
LINWOOD HOLTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE

FonroN POLICY AsPECrs or rm TTRAD REFORm AoT

Secretary KISSINErOF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With your permission I shall devote my opening remarks today

primarily to 'the foreign policy aspects of the Trade Reform Act,
which is now before your committee. This emphasis reflects my firm
conviction that the world political order for years to come will be pro-

(41)
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roundly influenced by how we manage our trade and economic
relations.A This administration has, from its beginning, sought to create the
conditions necessary to move us from an era of confrontation to a sus-
tained era of peace'and international stability. DMtente between East
and West has been a part of a wider design, a design which, because
of the growing reality of interdependence seeks to build a cooperative
approach in tie political and economic relationship among the indus-
trialized democratic powers of North America, Western Europe, and
Japan, a design which confronts the issues involved in the relation-
ship between the developed and developing countries, and encompasses
the new challenges inherent in the energy crisis, the development of the
resources of the oceans, and the preservation of the environment in an
age of rapid industrialization.

The key to our success will be the ability of governments to nego-
tiate expeditiously, and to resolve issues in a firm and definitive way.
The United States must pursue its national interests, as must others.
But our national interest requires flexibility in negotiating agreements
that provide benefits to all parties. To do otherwise is to return to the
days of unrestricted competition and unrestrained hostility-to the
policies of the thirties which led to a collapse of world order.

For almost three decades the major trading nations-having learned
the lessons of the past-have sought to open their markets to one an-
other on a reciprocal basis. The negotiations have been difficult and
time consuming, but the results have been important both in economic
and in political terms.

The benefits of a prosperous multilateral trading relationship con-
stitute a cornerstone of the open and cooperative political approach
that has largely characterized our relationship with the advanced
industrialized nations of the West since the end of the Second World
War. Growing economic interdependence has been at the heart of the
broader community of interest that we have committed ourselves to
vindicate and to preserve. A breakdown in trading relations and a
drift into competing trade blocs would seriously jeopardize what both
of our political parties have so long sought-a world that recognizes
that it has an overwhelming stake in peace, and that competition is
preferable to conflagration.

Since the trade bill was introduced into the Congress some 11 months
ago, the international trading system has confronted its most severe
challenge. As a consequence of the energy crisis, nations have been in-
creasingly tempted to resolve their problems unilaterally-to make bi-
lateral deals and impose protectionist measures.

This cannot be our preferred course. As the strongest nation in
the noncommunist world we have a duty to exercise responsible leader-
ship; our aim must be concerted action by all major trading nations,
acting in the common interest. I have every confidence that if we pro-
vide the leadership of which we. are capable, we can reverse the tend-
encies toward bilateralism. A case in point is the recent energy con-
ference held in Washington last month. At that conference 11 other
countries-including our major trading partners-joined with us in
charting a multilateral course of action--a course which we believe will
meet-b6th the immediate and the longer-term challenges of the energy
problem.
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The energy situation is an example of the more general need for a
multilaterall approach to trade issues. While trade negotiations offi-

'ally opened fast September in Tokyo, they cannot be conducted seri-
usly until the United States Government has authority to negotiate
n the substantive issues. The actual and potential trade disturbances

of he energy situation are urgent, and we need the authority contained
in the trade bill if we are to achieve a negotiated, concerted response,

The oil situation also raises the more general question of the relation-
ship between raw materials producers and consumers, Past trade nego-
tiations have largely been concerned with access to export markets,
rather than access to vital raw materials. As a result, existing interna-
tioiitl trading rules deal inadequately with the conditions governing
Suimch access. In the trade negotiations'before us we intend to deal with
the issue of bringing export restrictions, as well as import restrictions,
under agreed forms of international discipline.

We and other industrialized nations are growing increasingly de-
pendent on the raw material resources of the developing countries. At
the same time, the developing countries are heavily dependent on
rmw material and manufactured exports for the growth of their own
economies. Their concerns were brought home to me with considerable
force during my meeting last month in Mexico City with the Foreign
Ministers of our Latin American neighbors. They believe that assured
access to the markets of the industrialized countries is essential to the
achievement of their economic goals. Because of the economic inter-
dependence of the developed and developing countries we have placed
heavy emphasis on the need to expand the North-South flow of trade.
One such measure is the extension of a system of generalized tariff
preferences to developing countries. Although most other devel-
oped countries have already put such systems into effect, the United
Sttes does not; yet have the legal authority to do so. Hence I consider
the authority provided under title V essential.

To recapitulate, we would use the powers contained in the Trade
Act to achieve the following:

A mutual reduction of trade barriers among industrialized countries.
A joint response by industrialized countries to the aspirations of

developing countries which require the expansion of exports to sus-
tain their -development programs.

A normalization of trade relations between the United States and
the countries of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.

' A new start on emerging trade issues that arenot covered under the
present trade rules and procedures.

' Finally the preservation and enhancement of a global, multilateral
economic relationship, and the dampening of tendencies toward dis-
crimipatory arrangements among selected groups of countries.

For 6 years the U.S. Government has been without authority to
negotiate flexibly to avoid trade problems and to take advantage of
new trade opportunities. The upcoming GATT negotiations provide
us with a framework for the resolution of bilateral disputes and the
development of new opportunities.

Let me now turn to a more detailed discussion of one particularly
vexing aspect of our trade strategy: The normalization of commercial
relationswith the Soviet Union.
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The most painful aspect of this debate--for me personally and for
many others in this administration--centers around the question of
respect for human rights in the Soviet Union.This is not a dispute between the morally sensitive and the morally
obtuse. It is, rather, a problem of choosing between alternatives.

S~. I do not oppose the objective of those who wish to use trade policy
affect the evolution of Soviet society; it does seem to me, however,

that they have chosen the wrong vehicle and the wrong context. We
cannot accept the principle that our entire foreign policy-or even an
essential component of that policy such as a normalization of our trade
relations--should be made dependent on the transformation of the
Soviet domestic structure.

I say this with some anguish, since both as an historian and as one
whose own origins make him particularly conscious of the plight of
minority groups, I would prefer that we could do otherwise.

Iet us remember that we seek detente with the Soviet Union for one
overwhelming reason: Both countries have the capability to destroy
each other-and most of the rest of the world in the process. Thus, both
of us have an overriding obligation to do all in our power to prevent
such as catastrophe.

Dtente, as we see it, is not rooted in agreement on values; it be-
comes above all necessary because each side recognizes that the other
is a potential adversary in a nuclear war. To us, detente is a process
of managing relations with a potentially hostile country in order to
preserve peace while maintaining our vital interests. In a nuclear age,
this is, in itself, an objective not without moral validity-it may, in-
deed, be the most profound imperative of all.

D6tente is found on a frank recognition of basic differences. Precise-
ly because we are conscious that these differences exist, we have sought
to channel our relations with the U.S.S.R. into a more stable f rame-
work-a structure of interrelated and interdependent agreements. For-
ward movement in our relations must be on a broad front so that groups
and indivdiuals in both countries will have a vested interest in the
maintenance of peace and growth of a stable international order.

Since detente is rooted in a recognition of differences-and based on
the prevention of disaster-there am sharp limits to what we can insist
upon as part of this relationship. We have a right to demand respon-
sibre international behavior from the U.S.S.R., we did not hesitate to
make this clear during the Middle East crisis and at other crisis points.
We also have a right to demand that agreements we sign are observedin od faith.ut with respect to basic changes in the Soviet system, the issue is not

whether we condone what the U.S.S.R. does internally; it is whether
and to what extent we can risk other objectives-and especially the
building of a structure for peace-for these domestic changes. I believe
that we cannot, and that to do so would obscure, and in the lony run
defeat, what must remain our overriding objective-the prevention of
nuclear war.

These considerations take on added force if we place trade and eco-
nomic relations with the U.S.S.R. in the perspective of the paot few
years. When this administration assumed office it was under great pres-
sure to relax restrictions upon East-West trade. Arguments at that
time- hen our trading position with other parts of the world was
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deteriorating and our friends in other industrialized countries were
moving energetically into Eastern markets-emphasized not only the

f4nomic benefits, but also stressed that expanded trade would im-
,.eLl ove relations where diplomacy had failed to do so.

The administration then took the view-which it has never aban-
ned-that intensified trade should grow out of a generally improved

J reIionship-in short, that our relations with the UI.S.S.R. should pro-
ceed on a broad front. We were often criticized for failing to move fast
enough on trade for linking trade to other international develop-
ments, and for depriving the U.S. business community of lucrative
opportunities. Not once during that whole period did anyone raise
questions about the relationship of trade to the Soviet domestic system.

The administration pursued its strategy with determination despite
the pressures to which it was subjected. It was only after the 1972
summit -meeting that the President determined that trade could rea-
sonably be expanded. By that time we were on the way to a Vietnam
settlement, Berlin had been the subject of a major formal agreement,
the first SALT agreements had been completed, a set of principles set-
ting standards for United States-Soviet relations had been signed at
the summit, a series of bilateral cooperation agreements in a wide field
of activities had been signed and were in process of implementation.
In sum, both in substance and tone the United States-Soviet relation-
ship had undergone significant change and a process of normalization
committing the top leaders on both sides had been well initiated. In this
setting, the gradual transformation of trading relationships was a logi-
cal step that could serve to provide additional incentives for main-
taining the course which both sides had set for themselves.

The Moscow summit communique clearly indicated that the normal-
ization of trading relationships would be an important task in the
months ahead. When the President reported to the Congress imme-
diately upon his return from Moscow he explained his philosophy and
purposes, and discussed the accomplishments of the visit. In none of
the commentaries on the Moscow summit was there any significant op-
position voice raised against the course we were pursuing in the eco-
nomic sphere. It seemed to command the most widespread understand-
ing and approval. Certainly, the question of the Soviet domestic struc-
ture was not cited as an obstacle to the processes we had set in motion.
Thus to bring the issue to the fore now will involve profound questions
of whether we negotiated in good faith.

This explains the administration's concern with title IV of the trade
bill as it now stands.

Title IV will give the President authority to extend most-favored-
nation treatment--that is nondiscriminatory tariff treatment--to
countries not now enjoying that status. This is not a privilege; it is
the removal of a discriminatory aspect of our policy without which
we cannot claim to be moving toward more normal trading relations
with these countries. The extension of nondiscriminatory tariff treat-
ment would, for some time to come, have only a modest impact on
Soviet exports to the United States, which are largely raw materials
not now subject to substantial tariffs.

Thus, the major impact of the continued denial of MFN status to
the Soviet Union would be political, not economic, MFN was with-
drawn in 1951 largely as a political act. Our unwillingness to remove
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this discrimination now would call into question our intent to move
toward an improved relationship. It would jeopardize a moderatey-. evolution in all areas, including the Middle East. It would prevent the
implementation of the United States-Soviet trade agreement, as well
as the Lend-Lease accord-involving repayment of over $700 million
to the United States. Let me now turn to the question of credit.

The Export-Import Bank now extends credits to U.S. businesses
exporting to the Soviet Union and some Eastern European countries.
These credits are granted under terms and conditions equally appli-
cable to all countries. The amendment to title IV relating to emigra-
tion would effectively preclude further credits to the Soviet Union
and most Eastern European countries.

These credits are primarily for the benefit of the United States.
Other industrialized Western countries have. been engaged in ag-
gressively selling machinery and equipment to the Soviet-Union for
some years. They are able-through the support of their govern-
ments-to offer attractive credit terms as part of their sales effort.
American business must have similar support from us if it is to cap-
ture a growing portion of this expanding market.

Concern has ben expressed that Export-Import loans will be
uncritically extended in massive amounts. This is not true. Each loan
application is examined on its merits and receives the same detailed
scrutiny as all other loans. Each must be judged to serve the purpose of
promoting, in a legitimate way, American exports, and to satisfy the
assurances of repayment which the Bank requires. Credits approved
by the Export-Import Bank to date total some $450 million. Most of
these are relatively modest in size, with the exception of the $154
million in loans for the Kama River truck plant. We understand the
legitimate concerns Congress would have about any lending program
of a magnitude significantly larger than is customary for the Export-
Import Bank. We would, therefore, carefully examine projects of this
size and give due attention to the security, political, and economic
factors involved.

We are aware, of course, that the intended purpose of this amend-
ment is not to prevent the extension of nondiscriminatory status or to
prohibit all credits to the U.S.S.R. but to assist those whose wish to emi-
grate from the Soviet Union has been frustrated. Yet, in practical
terms, I believe the amendment would prevent the extension of non-
discriminatory tariff treatment to the Soviet Union and several other
countries. For these reasons, we are opposed to this amendment and to
title IV as it has emerged from the House.

The amendment, if adopted, will almost certainly prove counter-
productive: It will not enhance emigration. It may stop it altogether.
The experience of the past 5 years demonstrates that as our relations
with the Soviet Union improve, emigration rises as well. Over the past
5 years, there have been breakthroughs in Soviet emigration practices
unimaginable during the years of confrontation. In March 1973, the
President was assured by Soviet authorities that current emigration
policy, which had brought about a significant increase in the rate of
emigration, would be continued indefinitely. The President was also
assured that the "education tax" would be waived across-the-board.
In 1968, some 400 Jews-were permitted to emigrate from the Soviet
Union. Some 38,500 Soviet Jews arrived in Israel during 1973, putting
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the total for 1969-73 over the 81,000 mark. I must also stress that most
the Soviet commitments to the President have been thus far met.

To be sure, the present emigration picture is not as bright as we
uld like; it has never been our view that the status quo is satisfac-

1e0y. The administration of Soviet emigration policy often seems ar-
/bitrary. Some 1,300 individuals currently in the U.S.S.R. have been

denied permission to emigrate to Israel. But the basic fact remains
that as we have moved from confrontation to negotiation, emigration
has increased from the sporadic trickle of the 1960's to a relatively
steady flow of some 2,500 a month in the 1970's.

The issue before us is not adequately expressed by setting "economic
detente" against "moral detente." The basic issue is how best to move
from our present situation to a safer, freer, and more humane world
while at the same time bringing important economic and political
benefits to the United States.

We ask the Congress for responsible consideration of how we can
give substance to our ideals without jeopardizing other interests in
which human values-and, indeed, perhaps humanity itself-are also
at stake. At this moment in the evolution of world affairs-a moment
fraught with promise as well as danger-we ask the Congress for its
support in building a progressive world and contributing toward a
lasting peace.

The CHAmMA. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I would propose that each Senator be limited to 7 minutes the first

time he interrogates the Secretary of State, and thereafter we will try
to go by a 10-minute rule.

POSSIBLE VrrO OF BILL IN PRESENT FORM

Mr. Secretary, if the bill reached the President's desk in its present
form, would you recommend that he sign it or veto it?

Secretary KIssiNGR. In its present form?
The CHAMMAN. As it is today, coming from the House.
Secretary KIssNoER. It would give us a very, very serious dilemma

e/ because we require the provisions of the agreement for the conduct of
our negotiations. At the same time, I believe that -the bill as it has
emerged from the House would do serious and perhaps irreparable
damage to our relations with the Soviet Union. I would think very
seriously about recommending a veto.

RHODESIAN CHROME

The CHAMMAN. Now, Mr..Secretary, I believe this administration
recommended that we should not buy chrome from Rhodesia in line
with a United Nations resolution. We import 100 percent of our
chrome, if I understand the situation correctly, and the only other
place to obtain chrome imports is the Soviet Union.

Is that your understanding?
Secretary KMSINEoR. No, I think chrome is also available in South

Africa and some other countries, and we also have a large stockpile
of chrome in our stockpile program.

The CHAIRMAn. Then you do not believe that chrome is a particular
problem with regard to this measure?

Secretary lissEmo No, I do not.
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EUROPEANS SEEN MOVING UNILATERALLY

The CHAMMAN. Now the EuropeanCommuity unilaterally issued
a communication on Miarci 4 which sent the Washington Energy
Conference spirit of cooperation up in smoke. The Arab nations could
well conclude that Europe is not interested in working with the United
States on a multilateral approach to the oil problem, but is interested
in securing its own selfish advantage through bilateral deals.

This has been the history of European trade policy for a number of
years.

Why should we enter into multilateral negotiations with our Euro-
pean friends under these circumstances?

This committee could be working on other things like health insur-
ance legislation tax reform and various other things concerning the
American people, and I would wonder whether we should be going
through the process of hearing 150 witnesses and marking up this bill
to send Mr. Eberle, sitting beside you at the table, to negotiate with
the Europeans if the Europeans seem only interested in advancing
their own selfish interests.

Secretary KISSINOER. First, we believe very strongly that the inter-
dependence of nations is a fact of the contemporary period, and that
to the extent that nations seek their advantage through forming
restrictive trading blocs or bilateral arrangements regarding raw ma-
terials and supplies they will in the long run damage themselves. They
will certainly damage the longrun international prospects for peace.

As I pointed out at the Washington Energy Conference, if for
example, with respect to access to oil, the United States is forced into
a bilateral competitive situation, there is no question that we have
considerably more assets in conducting such a competition than any
other nation or group of nations. Nevertheless, the end result of this
beggar-thy-neighbor policy would be economic disruption and the
breakup of the world into hostile blocs.

We therefore believe that we must make every effort to achieve
multilateral solutions to these problems and bring about economically
and politically a structure in the world in. which the reality of inter-
de endence can be given an expression. It is for this reason that we
believe that this Trade Reform Act is necessary to give the United
States the tools to bring about the world that I have described.

Now, it is true that we are concerned, and we have publicly said so,
about the methods that were used in developing this cooperation agree-
ment for oil, or rather this plan for a cooperation agreement. We
believe that on matters of gravee importance there should be formal
consultation between the United States and its European allies of the
nature that we conduct within NATO, not in order to give the United
States a veto, but to give the United States an opportunity to express
its views.

However, the decision that was made on March 4th represents a
program. In the implementation of this program there are many
opportunities for close consultation. The United States will be pre-
pared to consult with the European Community and the way is still
open for a cooperative relationship within thie framework of the
principles of the Washington Conference.
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We would only very reluctantly come to the conclusion that the
multilaterall approach is not useful. We will make a major effort to

ji pement it, and in order to do this we need this Trade Reform Act.

ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY

The CItAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, from the point of view of an
all-out believer in free trade, we ought to be buying a great deal of oil
from the Near East because they can produce it more cheaply. It will
cost us at least $500 billion, either by direct Government investments
or more hopefully by private investments to regain energy self-
sufficiency and the capacity to meet our energy requirements in this
country.

Do you believe even that if the embargoes are lifted that this Nation
should nevertheless forge ahead making the domestic investments re-
quired to restore this country to energy self-sufficiency?

Secretary KISSINGER. I believe that even if the embargo is lifted
the United States should proceed with Project Independence, which
is not only of benefit to the United States, but it is also of benefit to
the rest of the world in easing the pressures on supply and easing the
impact of situations such as the one that developed last year. go we
strongly support the continuation of this program even when the
embargo is lifted.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is clear now that the price we are going to
have to pay for energy we import is sufficiently high to bring on a
significant amount of domestic production, although the price of im-
ported oil bears little or no relation to what it costs to produce oil
abroad.

Secretary KISSINGER. We think that the price of energy will prob-
ably have to come down. But I think we can still produce it econom-
ically here at competitive prices.

The CHAIRMAN. My time has expired, so I will go to Senator
almadge.

U.S. AC'IONS AGAINST RHODESIA

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Secretary, you have made a very eloquent
plea in opposition to the so-called Jackson amendment. Your basic
argument is that the Jackson amendment tries to prescribe huihan
individual'rights in the Soviet Union.

And yet, are we not doing exactly that with Rhodesia?
Secretary KISSINGER. Well, the issue of Rhodesia involves also the

question of the recognition of the government, of the legitimacy of the
government there and of their proclamation of self-government so
that the legal issue as between Rhodesia and the SovietUnion is some-
what different.

Senator TALMADGE. Is your response, then, that the action against
Rhodesia is predicated upon the legitimacy of their government and
not the way that government treats its citizens?

Secretary KissIxNER. And on the decision of the United Nations.
Now, one has to add one other consideration. Of course, there is a point
beyond which the actions of government may so offend concepts of
international mora-lity that it would be impossible not to take action.
I am not applying this to Rhodesia or any other case. But if one looks

/
/
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at the situation of, say, Germany in the 1930's, if a country had gas
chambers one could not simply write this off on the grounds of non-
interference in domestic affairs. So this is a judgment that has to be
made from case to case.

Senator TALMADAE. Did not the United Nations and our Government
take action against Rhodesia before they separated from England?

Secretary KIssNo.R. Did our Government take action?
Senator TATMAD0E. Yes.
Secretary KISSINOER. Against Rhodesia?
Senator TAL KAME. Yes.
Secretary KIssiNGER. I frankly would have to look into this. I cannot

remember.
Senator TALMADGE. I am not certain, but my recollection is that ve

did.
Secretary KIssINGER. I do not think so. I do not know what status

we would have had. But let me not answer that flatly. I will look into it.
[The following was subsequently submitted for the record:]

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Washington., Mareh £3, 1974.Hton. R VSSELL B. LoG,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LON G: 'In my March 7 appearance before your com-
mittee, Senator Talmadge asked whether the United States or the
United Nations had taken any actions against Rhodesia prior to the
Smith regime's unilateral declaration of independence on Novem-
ber 11, 1965.

We have looked into this question and find that economic sanctions
were adopted by neither the United. Nations nor the United States
until after the 'unilateral declaration of independence. The United
States did, however, deny certain requests by the Rhodesian regime
to purchase military equipment prior to that time.

Please let me know if I can be of any more assistance in connection
with this matter.

Best regards, HENRY A. KissiGER.

Senator TALMADE. It seems to me that we are applying one standard
to a country that is powerful and a different standard to a country that
is relatively weak.

Secretary KIsSINGER. Well, of course, as I pointed out, there is the
question of compliance with the U.N. resolution, and I also pointed out
that there is a special obligation and recmsity in dealing with the
Soviet Union produced bv the capacity of both of our countries to
destroy humanity in a nuclear war, amid therefore the need to develop
rules of conduct that would reduce that danger. So in that sense there
is merit in what you say.

RIsIxN Cos"s o" FuE, T-tPowrs

Senator TATMADOE. Now. Mr. Secretary, T have read a number of
articles which state that by the year 1980 even using the old prices for
imported energy before the recent price. increase-we 'would be spend-
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ing something on the order of $20 -billion a year to import fuel in this
cuntry, Frankly, I see no way on the face of the earth that we could

, 'n that much foreign exchange and translating that into present
v ties using increased prices I would assume that would be $60 to $80
b.lion a year.

/- ~ecretary KIssNGER. At least.'
'I nator TALMADGE. Do you concur in the thought that there is no

way ni earth we could ever earn that much foreign exchange?
secretary KISSINGER. I believe that certainly, at present oil prices,

the impact on the world economy is bound to be disastrous. Every
country will have a high incentive to restrict imports and to push
exports, and that by definition is impossible. And that is one reason
we called the Washington Energy Conference. We believe that a dis-
cussion first among consumers and then among consumers and pro-
ducers is absolutely essential, because the present economic structure
of energy will, in the long term, be disastrous to the producers as well
as to the consumers.

Senator TALJMADGE. I applaud the February conference that youcalled of the oil consuming nations to try to do something about this-
I do not know if I can call it by the real name-highway robbery that
the oil producing nations are imposing on us at the present time. Yet,
I see that France seems to be going it separate way to resolve the
problem bilaterally.

How can we deal with them in one way when we are also trying to
get collective action?

Secretary KIssINGFR. Well, as I have pointed out, Senator, the deci-
sion was taken essentially unilaterally. Let me explain this because I
see in the newspapers there is a great debate over whether or not we
were informed. We have now and then leaked documents by subordinate
foreign officials which give us a general picture of what may be
planned, but the U.S. Government cannot take a position on the basis

f a document that is handed to it surreptitiously when there is no
mechanism for consultation.

It is also true that in a very vague and general way we were told some
of the ideas, but between being told an item in a vague and generalway and being given a concrete program a.nd an opportunity to com-
ment on it, there is a very wide gap. We were never shown the com-
munique or told the major substance of it in a systematic way in a time
period when our reaction could possibly affect the decisions. That is
the nature of our complaint. Now, while the decision has been taken
unilaterally, it does not mean that it has to be implemented uni-
laterally, and we will be prepared to engage in consultation with the
Europeans as they pursue a course which affects not only our economic
interests, but may affect also the prospects of stability and peace in the
Middle East area.

If this proves impossible, then we will have to make our own ar-
rangements. But we do not fear for our competitive position in those
arrangements.

We would prefer to proceed multilaterally and in the spirit of the
Washington Energy Conference, and the road to that is still open.

Senator TALMADOPE. I have read articles that indicate the Arabs are
getting something on the order of $50 billion-plus this year for their
oil.
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What are they going to do with all that money?
. Secretary KISsiNGFR. Well, this is one of the subjects that will have

to be discussed either in bilateral discussions or in the multilateral
framework that we have proposed. It is a very serious problem of how

~ they can invest this money, what the impact on international liquidity
and the international financial situation is. And I do not believe that
they know exactly what to do with this money. We would be prepared
in any negotiations, either on a bilateral or on a multilateral basis, to
explore with them means of constructive uses of that money.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett?

NEED FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION OF BrLL

Senator BENNE1. Mr. Secretary, I am going to confine my ques-
tions basically to a couple of sentences in your statement, and I will
read it back to you:

While trade negotiations officially opened last September in Tokyo, they
cannot be conducted seriously until the United States Government has author-
ity to negotiate on the substantive issues. The actual and potential trade
disturbances of the energy situation are urgent, and we need the authority
contained in this trade bill if we are to achieve a negotiated, concerted response.

So I am concerned about the time pattern in which this committee
may operate. I-hear, occasionally, proposals that consideration of the
bill be spun out so that we do not vote on it until after election, or
maybe until next year.

H ow serious would this be?
Secretary KiSSINGER. Senator, I think it would be very unfortunate.

We need this authority as quickly as possible to reach the objectives
that were described in my statement, and I would therefore strongly
urge the committee not to spread out its deliberations.

Senator BEzNIT. Well, can you give us any specific ideas or ideas
of specific damages that would be done?

We have got the Tokyo negotiations. We have got the situation on
oil in the Midldle East.

Can you give us any specifics that would urge us to proceed with
more speed?

Secretary KISSINGER. Well, we are now hamstrung with negotiations
in respect to export subsidies, in respect to some of the trends that
were alluded to in previous discussions, because we do not have the
requisite authority. In our dealings with those Europeans, for example,
who preferred the multilateral pattern to the bilateralism that is devel-
oping, great attention is paid on their part to our ability to enter
these negotiations as soon as possible, And therefore I believe that
these tendencies toward bilateralism, the building of blocs, and the
subsidization of exports, would gain ever more momentum while we
were in a sense paralyzed by the absence of requisite authority.

U.S.S.R. EMIoRATION POLICIES

Senator BNN!rT. Turning to the question of title IV in the bill,
what if any do you think would be the effect on the emigration policy
of the Soviet Union ?
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Would they hold that in abeyance waiting for us to act, or would
ey continue?
Ovr would we in effect provide an opportunity for continuing emi-
ation just simply by holding off action on the billI
Secretary KISSINF.o. I think that the best way to assure the continu-

/ation of emigration is to pass the bill in a forn that makes it possible
to extend most-favored-nation treatment to the Soviet Union, We be-
lieve that this can be achieved by reformulation of the Vanik amend-
ment on which we are prepared to work with the appropriate Sen-ators.

In the absence of this, I believe that emigration from the Soviet
Union would be severely restricted, if not ended altogether.

TOKYO NEGOTIAtIONS

Senator BENNETP. How long after we pass the bill will the Tokyo
negotiations get underway seriously in your opinion?

Secretary KIS8INC&R. My understanding is that within 60 days after
the bill is passed.

Senator BENNTr. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hartke?

JACKSON AMENDqMENT

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Secretary, Senator Long asked you whether or
not you would veto the bill in its present form, and I gathered from
what you said that you were not sure.

Is that a fair interpretation?
I am specifically referring to the Jackson amendment on the most-

favored-nation status.
Secretary KISSINGER. I would suspect that if the President asked

my opinion today I would be inclined to recommend a veto.
Senator HAWTKE. You have earned a reputation for being an effective

/negotiator, and I think you do deserve this recognition. You have been
very successful in formulating compromises in the Middle East and in
Vietnam. Thus, you understand fully the give and take which is re-
quired to successfully bring disagreeing parties together.

Do you think that if artele 4 of this bill, the so-called most-favored-
nation Jackson-Vanik amendment, was modified so as to give the
recipient nations of most favored nation within a specified period of
time, rather than the present amendment which says show me first and
then we will give you niost-favored-natioettreatinent, that such a com-
promise would be acceptable to the administration and thereby not
agitate the spirit of detente and at the same time insure that we would
be living within the framework of the U.S. Bill of Rights?

In other words, to give a balance somewhere between the present
situation, suppose that title IV, section 2 is modified to say that for 120
days the Soviet Union would be given the benefit of the' doubt. After
all, this country has always given the benefit of doubt to an individual
before they say they are guilty. And to find out whether or not we can
proceed on that basis, and then that there is evidence that the countries
which receive the benefit were allowed to emigrate, in such event the
President could proceed in that fashion and if he found out there was
not good faith compliance, then under such circumstance'the extension
of most-favored-nation treatment would be withdrawn. In other

30-20 0 - 74 - pt. 2 - 7
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words, would that accomplish maybe the same purposes that are being)\ attempted to be accomplished by the Jackson amendment, but alleviate
some of the tension that exists at the present time?

Secretary KIssINomR. Senator, first, of all, we will approach our dis-
ussion with the Senate, with this committee, with an attitude of coim-

promise and with the recognition that many considerations have to
be balanced, and with the view also that all of the moral concerns
expressed in these amendments have great validity. So we would be
concerned with the result much more than the procedure.

I have not had a chance to study all the possible compromises that
might be made. At first blush 120 days seems a little short. But, I do
want to say that we are prepared to talk to those who have expressed
their concern in these amendments to see whether we can strike a bal-
ance between their objectives and our needs, and we would do that
with an open mind.

Senator HtARTKE. Are you saying that if we. formulated language
that would preserve d4tenfe yet. would promote tie rights of individ-
uals to emigrate freely as under that l)rescribed by the U.N. Bill of
Rights, you would be willing to compromise on this issue? This would
not be a compromise of principle, but a compromise of approach,
would it not?

Secretary KISSINGER. As long as we can achieve the reality of most-
favored-nation treatment, we would approach this with an attitude
of taking into account the principles expressed in these amendments.

Senator HARTK. Would you be adverse to making a suggestion to
this committee of some approach or language which -could reconcile
granting of MFN treatment and preserving individual emigration
rights?

Secretary KIssroER. Well, I have had some informal talks already
with Senator Jackson, and what I would like to do with the agreement
of this committee is perhaps have some informal talks first with some
of the sponsors of the amendments to see what we could come up with,
rather than have me present an administration position. I would like
to see whether we can come up with an agreed position between the
two sides, and if then the committee would entertain a proposal I would
be very happy to submit it.

Senator J2ARTK. If, Mr. Secretary, you intend to recommend a veto
of this trade legislation because of article IV, then I assert that the
continuation of these hearings would be an exercise in futility unless
we can surmount the impasse. Mr. Secretary, you imply that granting
MFN treatment to the U.S.S.R. is the pivotal factor in maintaining or
recreating a d tente with the Soviet Union and that without detente
we risk the threat of mutual nuclear destruction. I am not as much of an
alarmist as you are. I do not believe that the Soviet Ujnion wants to de-
stroy us and I know we do not want to destroy them. Even if we do
not grant them most-favored-nation treatment, I do not believe* that
they are going to unleash a nuclear war.

Secretary XISSINoE.. I do not think, either, that a nuclear war will
follow from nonadoption of title IV.

Senator HARMPXE. Well that seems to be the implication of your
statement I do not want the public to be afraid-that we would all have
to build bomb shelters again if the Congress does not grant MFN
treatment to the Soviet Union.
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One thing that does concern me is the apparent belief that we can
obtain political stability by making economic concessions. I do not
think that this is a legitimate negotiating technique. What do you
think I

Secretary Kiswsium. I do not believe we can achieve political sta-
bility only by economics. I think we can achieve political stability on
a broad range of issues, which then leave a network of things which
will make it more difficult to upset stability. Economics alone will not
do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis I

AMPIUCAN FARM EcoNoMY

Senator Ct-wris. Mr. Secretary, we are delighted you are here. As a
Senator from a farm State I want to express my gratitude to President
Nixon, to yourself a4nd to Secretary Butz for the trade policies that you
have inaugurated and 'rried out. For many decades the American
farm economy has been behind the nonfarm economy. They have not
shared in the prosperity. Their income has been about 80 percent of the
nonfarm economy. For the first time in all these years for the crops
that have been particularly involved in our foreign exports, such as
grain, sorghum grain, corn, wheat, soybeans, and the like, we have had
the first adequate prices in decades. And it has saved the American
taxpayer considerable money because our budget for agriculture is
way down. It was about 4 percent of the national budget, and this
next year it is going to be less than 1 percent.

I want to be on record as expressing my gratitude for these policies.

Ex-Ix BAix LOANS

Now, you made reference in your statement that the Ex-Im Bank
loans are for the benefit of the United States.

Would you elaborate on that just a little bit?
Secretary KissNoR. Well, these loans make it possible for the U.S.

exporters to compete with the exporters from other countries that
supply similar facilities, and so they are in this sense in the economic.
interest of the United States. They are given on specific terms, they
are evaluated in the case of each loan.

Senator Crrris. Well, is it not also true that the rules and the law
under which the Export.-Import Bank operate provide that the ma.
terials and services which they are financing must be obtained in the
United States?

Secretary KIssINox. That is correct.
Senator CUrrs. The Export-Import Bank was set up not as a credit

institution for other countries, but rather as a credit institution to
promote American exports.

Is that correct
Secretary KisswoR.. Exactly, and not primarily for relations with

Eastern Europe at all.
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Senator CURIs. And does any part of the world get any special
treatment under the Export-Import Bank to your knowledge I

Secretary Ktssixqoz. No.
Senator Cum'xs. Mr. Secretary I followed your statement very care-

fully. I think it is splendid. I will not take time to ask any more ques-
tions because there are many members here this morning.

I have been handed some questions by a Member of the House of
Representatives to submit in writing.

Will that be satisfactory, that the answers might be put in the record I
Secretary KissINGo. Yes, we will submit written replies.

Senator Curns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back the balance
of my time.

[The material referred to follows :]

QUESTIONS SUBIT'rED BY CONGRESSMAN BEN B. BLACKBURN 01 GtOROIA TO
SECRETARY OF STATE HENRY KISSINGER

1. Why is it not the policy of the United States Government to seek cash pay-
ments in either hard currency or gold for sales to the Soviet Union?

(a) Prior to the sale of grain to the Soviet Union of 1972-1973 it was well
known that the Soviet Union prided itself on paying cash to such suppliers of
grain as Canada, Australia, Argentina, and France. With this knowledge in hand,
and recognizing that the USSR was in dire need of grain to avoid hunger or
starvation, why did we not demand the same cash payments as they would have
made to their former suppliers?

(b) Have we made inquiry of the Soviet Government as to their true financial
position? Have we attempted to determine their hard currency reserves, total
gold reserves, gold production and gold consumption. If we have not made such
inquiries, how can we determine their true ability to pay?

2. What inquiries have been made regarding their balance of trade, and bal.
ance of payments during the previous five years? -

S. Why does the Administration not enforce the provisions of the Johnson
Debt l)efault Act, whicli was expressly designed to prevent loans by American
nationals, financial institutions to the Soviet Government, while she is still in
arrears on debts owed to the U.S. Government and her citizens? For example,
Lend.Lease Debts on WW II and obligations of the previous Karensky and
Tsarist Governments still outstanding and unpaid.

4. At a time when we are moving to achieve self-sufficiency in energy, why are
we proposing' to invest billions of U.S. capital goods and technology in the ex-
ploration and production of gas and oil In the Soviet Union?

(a) With regard to present proposals for exploitation of Soviet energy, what
would be the total U.S. commitment, and the total USSR commitment?

(b) What is the current interest rate on loans being made to the Soviet Union
by the Ex-Im Bank of the United States? What intereijt rates is the U.S. Govern-
ment paying on its Treasury Notes, at this time?

5. Is the Export Control Act now functioning to protect U.S. security from the
utility by thi Soviet Government of t.c. technology and good for military
purposes?

(a) If the Export Control Act is in operation, why would we sell the Soviet
Union machinery for the manufacturing of precision miniature ball bearings
manufactured by the Bryant Chucking Grinder Company where 90 percent of the
product of that machinery in the U.S. is used in defense missiles systems?

(b) Why are we permitting the sale of computers to the Soviet Union? Will
you describe the type of computers and the manufacture of the last computers
sold under the authority of the Export Control Act? . i

[The following was subsequently received for the record :]
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April 10. 1974

Honorable Carl T. Curtis
United states Senate
Washington, D.C. 20S15

Dear Senator Curtis:

During Socretary I~saingor's appearance before the
?Lnanco Cotxtittoo on I'arch 7 on tho Trade Proform legis-
lation, you panned to him on behalf of .foproventative
Dan 8. Dlackburn, noveral question3 concerning US-USS3f
trade relations. (opronontative Blackburn's questions
are attached), .%i arot the delay in replying to thuse
questions.

Tho De'partmentlp responses to Roprosontativo Black-
burn's questions are as follows

Oueotions 1 and 2

In return for a co:= 4.tmont by the USqSR to make higher
grain purchase, tho United States agrood, in tho US-
Soviet Crains .roomont of July 8, 1972, to mae:o available,
up to $750 million in credit through tho Corzaodity Credit
Corporation at tho cjoing rato of intoront (which has boon
9 Z/2% since flay 1973), on standard torn (throo year credit
period)* The total amount of CCC credit outstanding at
any one time could not exceed $500 million. Soviet buyers
purchased a total of about $1.2 billion worth of US grain
from US private sales thus paying for the greater propor-
tion of grain imPorts in cash. While the Soviets tiora un-
doubtodly asnistod by the availability of CCC credits to
oovof some of the purchases, they could have made thove
purchases without a govurnmontal agroment.

Loans which have been extended by the Export-Zmport
Bank have boon consistent with the purposo of the Bank,
(as sot forth in its c'nartor by Cozcrroas), to assist in
financing atl fa 4litatinq export sales of United Statos
goods and so6kvicos whon t oro in roa3onable assurance of
repayment on such tales by the foroiqn borrower and the
Bank'o participation in the transaction is nocossary to
obtain the sale for the United States suppliers. The
Bank'o 7.ct al-.o rovu.rcs that it orovido o:xort financinq
support to United Statos cxportors which is .comptitiva
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with the foreign qovornment-supportod export financing offered
b their principal foreign coMPetitors. The torrz and condi-
tions on any 33oport-Inport Bank credits to the Soviots for
their purchases of US equipment are the sae as those provided
on comparablo transactions for US export sales worldwide.

The Export-Import Dank Act of 1945, an amondod, requires
that the Doard of Directors of the Bank be satisfied that each
loan offers *reasonable assurance of ropayimentO. The inforna-
tion furnished by the Goviet Union on ite economy has been ful-
ly adcacuat* to support the present level of lending, which is
not high in cozynarison witil lauding to the USSR by othor major
industrial countries. In the spring of 1973, it wtas explained
to the Soviets that additionallondinq, which would raise their
obligations to the gxport-Im,0ort Dank to a level a significant
amount above tiiat under consideration at that time (approximate-
ly $500 million), would require the USSR to provide additional
detailed information in order for the Dank to be isatisfiod that
each loan offers "reasonable assurance of repayment".,

Quost2on3

The Johnson Act, as amended (18 U.S.C., sec. 955), prohib-
its certain financial trannactions by private persons in the
Unitcd Statoo involving fo.-i±n 'overnnonts waich are in default
in the payment of their oblicyatAona t3 the United States unlo3s
they are meorer of the Intornatlonal monetary rund or the Intar-
national Ban): for Picontruction and Development. The Soviet
Union is not a member of oithor organization. The prohibited
transactiona include the making of loans to, and the purchase or
sale of bonds, securities, or otler obligations of, a foreign
government which in within the statutory category. This includes
the U.S.S.R. since it is in default of debts contracted when
Russia was one of our Vworld liar I allies.

The Johnnon Act, passed in 1934, is not intended to vegu-
late East-Wtost trade but to safeguard U.S. citizono froAi the
sale of securities issued by governn.ents with a history of de-

* faults. T'ho Attorney Goneral has ruled that the Johnson Act
does not prohibit extensions of credit "within the range of
those commonly encountered in conmorcial sales of a comparable
character". lo has aloe stated that the scope of the act should
not be measured in terms of distinctions among the various forms
of financing export trade and dotornined that financing arrange-
ments lie beyond the scope of the Johnson Act "if they are di-
rootly tiud to specific export transactions, if their torms are
based upon bona fido business considerationo, and if tite obliga-
tions to which tloy give rice Onovo exclusively within the rel-
ativoly restricted c annalss of banking and cormorcial credit .'
(42 Op. Atty, Gen. :io. 27).
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Guetion 4 (a)

Discussions have boon underway for sor time batweon a
amber of American firms and Soviet officials to study the
possibilities for largo scale projects to import liquefied
natural gas to the United States from Siberia. The proposals
under consideration include the uorth Star and the Yakutsk
gas projects, both of which would involve the transmission of
natural gas from Siberian gas fields and, following liquefac-
tion, the transportation of WIG to supply consumers in the
southwestern and northeastern United States*

Given the preliminary nature of the neqotiation between
the consortia of us firms involved and the Soviet authori-
ties, major uncertainties oxist with respect to those projects.
The capital requirements have not yet been dotorminode the
price of natural qas has not vet been set, and the noceasary
aproval has not boon solicited from the Federal Power Comn-
lesion. The Export-Import Bank, m.oreovor, has not received ap-

plications to finance export sales for either of these proj-
octs. In the case of Yakutake sufficient reserves have not
yet boon proven, and although thero is a proposal for the
Export-Import Bank to provide part of the financing for the
exploratory stage of the project, the Bank has not =ado any
Ocemitmnt in this case.

Major uncertainties exist with respect to the eventual
oosts of these projects, given the preliminary nature of the
negotiations between the consortia of US companies involved
and the Soviet authorities. ronsortium estimates for the :l.orth
Star project indicate that tho total, cot of the project r ay
rango boteon $7-0 billion, with Soviat costs totaling. a!out
$1.5 billion. since no credit application for the project has
boon submitted by the USSR to the Export-Import Bank, it is
uncertain hott much of t.he project the Bank itself would be re-
questod to finance. Estimates for the Yakutsk project are
even more uncertain, and currently range between $6-7 billion.
Discussions between the US firms involved and the Soviet au-
thoritioes, ho over, relate only to the exploratory phase of
the project, with no comitmont on either side to proceed be-
yond the initial effort to dotermine the gas reserves in the
area. The Soviets have estiratod that the cost of the explor-
atory phase will total some 0400 million# of which $250 million
would be invested by the USqSR, $110 million would be provided
by the US and the remainder by Japan. In this connection the
USSRl on October 29, 1973 applied for a prolininary loan cormit-
ment by the Export-Import Bank amounting to $49.5 million. The
Bank has thus far taken no action on the Soviet credit applica-
tion and has advised the USSR that before it could reach any
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decision on the matter, more information than that which ao-
opanied the application would have to be supplied by tie

Soviet Union*

Onotion 4 (b)

The current interest rate on £xport-tmport Dank loans to
the Soviot Union (ai it is to all of tho Bank's clients) is

~Z 7 percent. h.o most- recently issued Treasury Vote (Pobruary 15,
1974) maturing on robruary 15, 1901, was issued at 7 porccnt
and is currently selling on the secondary market to yield ap-
proximately 7 A/4 percent.

The Export Control Act of 1941 and its successor, the
Export Adninictration Alt of 1069, provide for the denial to
the USSR og any goods or technology that could be dotrirental
to US national security. In the case of machinery for grind-
ing boarinqs, the fact that those machines wore not on the
COCOM stratoqio erobarqo list and that similar machines tere
available front lostern Euro-*oan sources, such as Sweden and
Switzarland, wore rajor factors for approval to the USSR. If
t1ho machincas had been denied, the Soviet Union would have been
able to o~itin similar ccuipment from other Ilostorn suppliers.
Denial, thoroforo, would not have made any contribution to our
national security, but would have adversely affected our ox-
ports*

The United States does not permit the sale to the USSR of
computer or computer production tochnoloey that could be detri-
mental to our national security. Computers that have boon
licensed for sale to the Soviot Union are typos that aro not
specially designed for military use and are readily available
from other free world countrion. In conricderinq license np-
plications for thin equipment, the specific conditions of each
transaction are carefully reviewed by the bepartment of Covoro
in consultation with the Dopartmento of Dofonse, Btato, and
other government aconcios to assure that the equipment is ap-
propriate and suitablo for its stated civilian end-use and will
not be utilized for strategic applications.

We hope the foregoing information will be helpful to
Roprocentativo Blackburn. Please continue to call on us when-
ever you believe we might be of assistance.

Sincerely1

Linwood I11lon
Assistant S crotary for
Congressional Relations
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The CIAMTiAN. Senator FulbrightI
Senator Ft rowolT., Mr. Secretary, I thought your statement was a

very fine statement not only of the trade bill but of the overall policies
which we have been pursuing on our relations generally, especially
with respect to the Soviet Union.

SoVr GRAIN DEAL AND *NTEr

Before I ask my principal question I am prompted by the Senator
from Nebraska's statement about grain and wheat. I notice in the press
there has been a great deal of criticism of the Russians for having
bought our wheat at a low price, and it is said that you cannot trust
the Russians because they took advantage of us, and that detente is a
losing proposition.

What relation does that have to date
Secretary KissiNon. Well, Senator Fulbright, the Soviet grain

deal, whatever criticism may be made of it, had next to nothing to do
with detente. To be sure, it followed the Moscow summit by about a
month. But as it turned out, at the Moscow summit there was next
no discussion of the grain deal because the assumption at that time was
that the amount of purchases would be so low as to not justify the
attention of the two national leaders.

There was some very subsidiary conversation at the fringes of the
summit meeting, and some talk regarding purchases on the order of
$150 million and the issue elapsed. It was then decided that the Soviet
Union woula send a technical mission, and the negotiations were han-
dled primarily in the Department of Agriculture, and by then Secre-
tary of Commerce Peterson. So whatever one may say about the wheat
deal, it was not a part of the detente policy, and whatever difficulties
arose with respect to the wheat deal-and I believe there were sev-
eral-were due first to an intelligence failure in the sense that there
was not an adequate awareness at the high levels of our Government
as to the shortages that existed in the Soviet Union; and second, to
an inadequate exchange of information between the companies and
the Government so that there was no understanding of the scale of
the purchases that were actually being conducted.

But it is not a result of the dtente, and this particular transaction
could have happened at any time.

Senator FUi.BRIOnIT. Well, it is no reason to criticize the policy of
detente in any case.

Secretary KissINoEn. It has no relationship whatever to detente.

SOVIET UNION AND MFN

Senator FtrLmRioT. Now, I wanted to emphasize, and perhaps in-
duce you to elaborate upon your statement about most favored nation,
the denial of most favored nation being a political act. I certainly join,
and I think the general opinion is, that you have done a very excellent
job in beginning the process of the settling of the Middle East conflict.
It has been ongoing now for some 30 years-really, 30 years-ana
Congress could take action directly contrary to a commitment which
you made which is, of course, within our right. But I question the
wisdom of it, because it seems to me that, as a political act, it under-
mines your capacity to continue to move effectively, both in the Middle
East and in the field of negotiation in the trade field.
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The whole climate of relationships in this area, as you mentioned,
raises the question of good faith. I am not sure that is, to me, the right
word, because everyone knows you cannot commit the Congress. But
it raises, in my view, the question that Congress is undermining your
capacity to deal effectively in these areas. It has been my impression
that the cooperation with the Russians was essential to what you have
already accomplished in the Mideast, and it certainly is essential to
any continued progress in the Mideast. And I think it is worthwhile
for you to elaborate a bit upon the significance of this. I am under
the impression it goes far beyond any particular negotiation. It affects
the whole climate under which you will operate as our Secretary of
State in the coming years.

Secretary Kissinoen. Well, I think to answer this question, one
has to look briefly at the history of the most.favored-nation negotia-
tions. Again, as I point out in my testimony, the Soviet Union en-
joyed most-favored-nation status until 1951, and it was then can-
celed as a result of the Korean war and the general confrontation that
existed between the Soviet Union and the United States.

Until 1951, as it turned out, the Soviet Union did not take advan-
tage of its status, because--ironically enough-of the fear of Stalin
that most. favored nation represented an intrusion into the Soviet
domestic system. When we started our policy of negotiation, rather
than confrontation, we were, as I pointed out, under great pressure
to expand East-West trade. We resisted for 3 years, against very
widespread opposition. The argument was made to the Soviet Union
that we could not expand trade until their foreign-policy actions were
consistent with a more normal economic relationship; and we put
forward to the Soviet Union a number of issues that had to be set-
tled-Berlin, restraint in the Middle East, restraint in other parts of
the world.

I remember the first time.we approved a commercial deal, which
was on the order of some $30 million, was in May of 1971, following the
first breakthrough in the SALT negotiations between us and the So-
viet Union. In other words, for a period of more than 2 years, we
told the Soviet, Union that restraint, in its foreign-policy conduct would
lead to an expansion of trade relations with the United States. For
us now to reverse this position, after the objectives we had then sought
have been, in a considerable part, met, would cast doubt--not on the
good faith, so much, of the negotiators, but on the reliability of the
entire process.

Now, it is of course true that the Congress is not committed by
what we may have said to the Soviet Union during these negotiations.
But, we, in the executive branch, at no time had any reason to be.
heve, while we were conducting these negotiations, that the issues
being raised now in some of these amendments would come to the
fore ront. So. while the economic impact of granting most favored
nation would be relatively slight, the political impact of withholding
most favored nation, as a symbol of the possibility of making long-
term arrangements with th United States, and of acting 1 year in
the expectation of U.S. reciprocity some time later, would be very
profound.

And if one looks at the whole sequence of events, we require a
moderate Soviet course in many areas of the world-for example, in
the negotiations in the Middle East which are r. w being conducted.
They could be enormously complicated if the Soviet Union took a
more intransigent position than it has.
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I would therefore urge upon this committee to keep in mind, not
simply the economic implications of the most-favored-nation question,
but the general political and foreign policy context which Senator
Fulbright alluded to.

Senator Fumaiowr. It could even affect SALT, could it not I
Secretary KissxzoEit. Yes; it could.
Senator FULDJoUGT. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin
Senator FANIVN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I am very much impressed with your statement. I

am even more impressed with the results you have achieved and the
optimism you have. I would say that I have had the privilege of being
in the Middle East about the same time you were, and you made
arrangements for us, and we are thankful for you, and we bask in your
glory, in having the opportunity to meet with some of the leaders of
those countries.

EEC's UNILATErAL AcrloNs RELATiNo TO THE ENERGY CuStS

I am concerned, Mr. Secretary, about the energy crisis, and we
were there on a mission referring to that problem. The nations have
been increasingly tempted to resolve the problem unilaterally, and to
make bilateral (eals and impose protectionist measures. The news-
papers yesterday carried the account. of the failure of the EEC to con-
sult the United'States in advance of its offer of long-term economic
and technical cooperation with the Arab nations. This conduct greatly
disturbs me. It comes almost immediately after the energy conference
early in February, which you spoke about. If our trading partners are
going to take unilateral actions so soon after the Washington meeting,
can we satisfactorily negotiate complex multilateral trade and mone-
tary agreementsI

Secretary Kissxioz. Well, what the European Community has done
is to make a decision without what we considered adequate consulta-
tion. In fairness to them, I must point out that they believe they have--
that they did raise some of these problems with us, but if they did,
the subtlety of their presentations was beyond our capacity of asor-
ing them, and we did not feel that we had an adequate opportunity to
understand what they were going to do, much less to express our
reaction.

Nevertheless, this particular communique only ex resses a direction
of what the European community wishes to do. We o not object to the
European community negotiating with the Arab countries, as long as
it is done within a general multilateral framework, and as long as we
have an opportunity to exchange views. We believe that it will be
possible-at least, we hope that it will be possible-that in the evolu-
tion of their policy, just as in the evolution of our policy-an opportu-
nity for consultation will exist.

Above all, we hold the view that for the European Community and
the United States to split apart would be a disaster for all the nations
of the West, and for all of the free peoples everywhere. So, as far as
the United States is concerned, we must make, we have a duty to
make, a major effort to maintain the cohesion of the industrialized
democracies, to conduct our relations, on a multilateral basis, And
for this, we need the tools of the Trade Reform Act.

If it turns out this is impossible, we will be reluctantly forced
to turn to other measures. But we do not believe this will be neces-
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sary. We think this is a transitory phase, produced by the formation
of the European Community, and we wil certainly make, on our side,
every effort to work out a cooperative relationship.

Senator FANNIN. Well, you have certainly been able to carry
through with previous programs and I have great confidence in respect
to what you will be able to do in the future.

Now, as I understand our negotiating position Mr. Secretary, the
problem of trade and monetary systems in NATO and energy are
common problems that can only be solved by joint actions of indus-
trial nations. Now, you refer to EEC, and we know that some of the
nations of EEC have taken a different view, France specifically. I was
just wondering, assuming we enact this trade bill in a reasonable
timel what actions could this nation take to encourage joint policy
making?

Secretary KiiNoEn. We have; for example, the framework of
the Washington Energy Conference is still available. A coordinating
committee that resulted from the Washington Energy Conference
had a preliminary meeting on February 25, and we will have another
meeting next week in Brussels. So that in that field, the multilateral
framework exists. Cooperative arrangements are possible.

In the trade field, this bill, if it is passed, will create a framework
for multilateral solutions. In the political field, we have attempted
to improve the process of consultation, because it is in our view a
tragedy, almost an absurdity, to emphasize nationalism at a time when
the interdependence of nations is not an American preference, but
a fact imposed upon us by reality. So I think we have the building
blocks for a positive world order in which this bill will play a very
important role. But you have pointed out, very correctly, some ob.
stacles and some issues that concern us.

Senator FAN NIN. Well, Mr. Secretary, I have observed that the
Japanese are very active in the Arab countries, and we hear reports
of the contracts they have consummated as we delay action. Of course,
I realize that you are working as rapidly as possible toward the settle-
ment of some'of the problems that face us. But as we delay action on
the trade bill, do you feel that this is a barrier to our being able to
go forward with some of these countries that are involved?

Secretary KissioGFJR. Well, we believe that the trade bill will give
us a framework for discussion, and will enable us to move much
more energetically and purposefully. But we will not, Senator Fannin,
quite candidly, neglect our own national interests if th3 only course
left. to us is to act bilaterally.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator RibicoffI

AMERICAN TRoors IN EUROPE

Senator RiBTior. Mr. Secretary, it seems that in recent months the
European Community seems inclined to go it on its own on oil, and
in many other problems which have been of mutual concern. If this
trend continues, do you see continued justification for the United
States to keep from five to six divisions in Europe, at a foreign
exchantre loss of $1 billion to $2 billion, and at a budgetary cost of
$12 billion to $14 billion? At what stage does the United States tell
the Europeans, we are going to remove our six divisions?

Secretary KissINoR. Of course, the defense of Europe is also the
defense of the United States, and we do not have troops in Europe
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in order to do a favor to the Europeans. Now, the nature of the defense
of Europe, the scale of the defense, the strategy to be adopted, of
course reflects the degree of political concensus that is achieved be-
tween Europe and the-tnited States.

There is, at this moment-as I pointed out publicly in a speech in
London-an incongruity in allied relationships. On the one hand,
defense is considered indivisible and is integrated, and the United
States is asked to consult fully within NAVO on all aspects of its
foreign policy that could affect the common defense. On the other
hand, there is a tendency to withdraw from broader consultation
to internal consultation with the European community on issues
that are considered part of the political construction of the Nine.
We have felt we have not had an adequate opportunity to express our
views on these issues. Now, this incongruity has to be adjusted, and
the United States must be given an opportunity for a reasonable
expression of its views. And therefore it now requires all of our
wisdom to take account, on the one hand, of the fact that the defense
of Europe and the defense of the United States are really part of the
same security problem; and on the other hand, to create a political
relationship between Europe and the United States that is not based
on competition, potential hostility, and on a definition of objective
always in opposition to the United States.

This is the preeminent task we have, to which we are giving a great
deal of our attention. But I do not believe the time can even come
when we can remove all our troops from Europe.

UNILA L AcTins IN EUROPs
Senator RiBicoF. The basis of the trade bill, as I see it, is that

ecopolitics is just as important as geopolitics in the affairs of nations.
Now, how can we reconcile our basic differences with the European
community unless they see the link between the political consider.
tions, and the economic considerations? How would you go about
convincing the European, or how do you go about convincing the
Congress that the Europeans cannot have it both ways?

Secretary KIsSINO.R. Senator, I have tried to tell the Europeans that
the question you have put to me is a question that must be answered.
If is not possible to maintain that ecopolitics goes one way, foreign
politics goes a second way, and geopolitics goes a third way. All of
these must be conducted on the same principles.

On the other hand, we are not prepared to accept, after all these
decades of close cooperation between Europe and the United States
that what has happened is someth; ng other than the growing pains o
a new political structure. We want to make it clear to those Europeans
who know that our interests are essentially indivisible that the U~nited
States is prepared, first, to recognize and respect the European iden-
tity; but second, to do so in a framework of a larger communit of
interests. We are convinced that this problem is solvable, any we
believe, moreover, that the vast majority of the European countries
believe that the problem is solvable. But I agree with you that the
problem must be solved.

Senator RntreOr. Let me ask you-why do you feel that France is
able to throw so much weight around, often against the basic interests
of the other European countries I
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Secretary KIssN.oGE. This is the first public testimony in which I
have engaged since I have been Secretary of State, and if you keep this
up, it maybe my last. [Laughter.]

I think that when you have a group of nations with, perhaps, dis-
parate objectives, but a great commitment to European unity, a coun-
try that has a very able leadership and a very determined bureaucracy
can use the desire for unity of the others to move them, step by step, in
the direction because the others consider that long-term unity may be
more important than any particular issue that arises. But we beheve,
for our side, that, there is no incompatibility of interest, between the
United States and France. We do not see that these disputes that have
arisen are, in any sense, insoluble; and indeed, compared to the over-
ridinf necessities of our period, they must be solved. And we are pre-
pared to solve them with France, as well as with the other Europeans.

Senator Rnico rp. I do not think you answered my question, but
since you are Secretary of State and since you will have to deal with
these countries for many years to come, I am not going to press you on
it. [Laughter.]

The CIAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, I think your statement this morn-

ing was excellent. It certainly has reolved some problems I had in my
mind. I am one of a number'of Senators who has joined with Senator
Jackson from time to time in expressing a sense of the Senate resolu-
tion, and it has been with growingmisgivings on my part that I have
reflected upon my past actions. Your statement, f think, puts into
clear, understandable perspective what should be our goals in trying to
normalize relationships with nations all around the world.

With respect to the trade bill itself, there are those who believe that,
in addition to the great benefits that obviously would flow from a
more peaceful world, there are many other advantages as well, some of
which you have detailed or touched upon in your statement; the ad-
vantages that would accrue to this country having access not only to
markets, but to sources of raw materials as well.

COMPETING WITH CHINA IN THE WORLD MARKET

With respect to China, there has been concern expressed by different
segments of the American economy as to the ability of this Nation suc-
cessfully to compete with a country with as many people, with as many
laborers as China has, given the great disparity between wages and
salaries paid there as compared with those paid in this country. Do

- you look upon this great imbalance between salaries and wages as a
serious block to our growing prosperity in this country, as we make
more available channels of trade around the world?

Secretary KISSINoER. Of course, Senator, at this moment our trade
with China is overwhelmingly in our favor. I think the imbalance is
several hundred millions of dollars in our favor right now. Second,
many exports depend less on labor than on technology. Third, we do
not believe that China will be ready, in the foreseeable future, to com-
pete effectively in our markets, or even that it would want to do so,
given the general relationship that has developed.

Nevertheless, over a period of decades, the situation to wlich you
referred could conceivably develop, and in that case, I am told that we
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have sufficient safeguards in the bill to protect ourselves against that
contingency. FREE TRADE

Senator HANSEN. Different experts to whom I have listened have
extolled the virtues of lowering tariff and trade barriers of all kinds to
the point that they would sometime become nonexistent; contending
that is in our interest, as well its the interest of many other nations of
the world, to have no trade barriers at all, in order that each country
might pursue the production of those things which it would best be
qualified and equipped to produce. I have inferred, from what I have
heard, that this philosophy implies with it a willingness or an ability
to move technology, to move capital, aud indeed, in the final analysis,
ev'en to move labor around so as to balance out the necessary mechanism
in order to achieve the goals of productivity by each nation, reflecting
its relative ability to get that. job done.

Do you think that the UnIted States would be willing to go all the
way in moving technology, capital, and labor in order to make this
philosophy as successful asit could be?

Secretary KissINER. Quite candidly, Senator Hansen, I do not be-
lieve so. I do not recall ever having sat. in on a discussion where this
problem was formally addressed, but, this notion of perfect free trade
has never been practiced on a global scale. It was practiced briefly in
a small corner of Western Europe, where they had comparable social
structures, and even then, you did not have tree movement of labor.

So, one would have to assume that every nation is going to protect
its essential way of life, and its essential social structure, and that
what we are talking about is the lowering of tariff barriers, not their
elimination, and the maximum amount of world trade that is compati-
ble with the essential quality of a nation's life.

AMERICAN INVESTMENT IN FOREIGN OIL FIELDS

Senator HANssN. There has been, changing the subject, a lot of
criticism, as you know better than most, in recent weeks and months,
about the American investment in foreign oil fields. It seems to be
often implied-I get this impression from the press and from the elec-
tronic media-that this has not been in the best interest of this coun-
try; that, rather than to have encouraged the development of foreign
petroleum reserves by American capital and American technology, we
now find that this effort., despite the support that it earlier had from
most of the sections of the country, is now under sharp criticism. And
there are those who propose that we take some very punitive action
against our foreign oil operators.

What is your opinion ? Would the United States be better off if we
were now to take steps to discourage such investment?

Secretary KIssINGER. I believe that the changing political conditions
in most parts of the world, especially in the Middle East, have changed
the character of the operation of tde multinational corporations, and
also, the impact of the negotiations that they conduct as to prices, is
so severe on the economies and even on the way of life of the consum-
ing countries, that it can no longer be considered a purely economic
decision.
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So I believe, and I think the companies would now agree, that the
negotiations as to price must now involve a role for government that
would have been unimaginable a few years ago, as these companies
have now become part o" a political structure that is quite different.

In the recent shortage, I believe that the companies have played a
rather useful role in cushioning the effect by creating a general pool
that obviously became subject to criticism, because no one would
receive everything that he wanted, but without it, the bilateralism
and the national approaches would have become much more acute.

So, in short, I believe that the relationship of the companies to the
Government requires change, but I would not favor punitive action,
vis-a-vis the companies.

Senator HAgsEN;. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator 3yrdI
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

IMPORTANCE. OF MFN F.ATUIRES OF TJIt BILL

Mr. Secretary, am I correct in my understanding of your state-
ments today that the major, the most. important, and the most com-
pelling asp ct of the, pending legislation is title IV, giving trade con-
cessions and credits to Russia?

Secretary KissINoER. No, Senator Byrd, I do not think you would
be correct in drawing this conclusion: We think that the'whole bill
is of extraordinary importance.

The reason thai I have emphasized the amendments that have, been
made to title IV is the consequences of these, amendments on our for-
eign policy would be so severe. But, if you ask me to compare title
IV as it was drafted, or as it was proposed to the Congress, and its
significance to other titles, I would not single it out.

Senator BYnD. Well, I am asking yo to compare it as it exists to-
day, as it is before the committee to ,

Secretary KrSsINotut. As it, is before the committee today, it is the
pat whicll most relquires change. and therefore, I have singled it out
IIn m testimony. It. is the most urgent issue before the committee, in
my view.

Senator ByRn. If it is not the most important, and the most com-
pelling aspect, of this legislation, then why would you recommend a
veto?

Secretary KIssiNmiE. 'Well, when I was asked the question I think :
Senator llartke correctly pointed out that I was in some difficulty;
that I would not recommend a veto very happily and very easily be-
cause I think it is equally compelling, or almost equally compelling.
to create i multilateral trading system. It is going to he a very close
decision which I hope we willnot be forced to make.

I believe that withholding most-favored-nation treatment from
the Soviet Union, after the record that I have put before the commit-
tee, wo.ild have a very serious effect on our relationships with the
Soviet, Union,

Senator B-nn. Well, the fact that you would recommend a veto,
as you stated you would do, certainly suggestss to me that you regard
that part, of the bill as more important than all of the rest ofthe
bill, combined.
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Secretary KIssIwozn. Well, I have every hope that we will not be
faced with this decision and that we can work something out before
I will have to face that question.

Senator BnD. In other words, you feel that you made a commit.
ment to Russia in that regard?

Secretary KissINoF. I feel that we have made a commitment, but
that, I think, is relatively less important because it would be clearly
understood that the commitment would fail for reasons that are out-
side of our control.

I believe that the evolution toward a more moderate international
system, that the prospects of peace, would be severely jeopardized-
not in the sense that a nuclear war would start, but in the sense that
relationships would deteriorate and some of the cold war atmosphere
would return; and that in this resulting atmosphere of tension, there
could be consequences that we would all regret, and I believe it is un-
necessary to risk this.

I believe we can achieve the objectives of the trade act as well as
our foreign policy objectives, and many of the objectives of those who
have put forward the amendments, without driving it to this con-
frontation.

MID-EAST PEACE AGREEMENT

Senator BYRD. An outstanding newspaper-the Richmond Times
Dispatch-had an editorial on Monday-I Just saw it today-in which
it commends your efforts in the Middle East and I certainly concur in
that. You have done a magnificent job. But it conies up in the context
of commitments. The editorial ends by saying that what is known of
the developments in the Middle East is fine for the Arabs and is fine
for the Americans and is fine for the Russians, but the missing ingredi-
ent according to the editorial is what secret commitments, if any, have
been made to Israel.

And the editorial says, Israel very likely is being offered nothing
less than the military protection of the Un cited States. Now my ques-
tion is, have any commitments been made to Israel and has the military
protection of the United States been offered to Israel?

Secretary KISSINGER. No commitments, either secret or otherwise,
of any kind, have been made to Israel, or to anybody else. Every-
understanding that has been reached, has been put before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, and every understanding, written or
implied, has been shown to the chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee and is available to the chairman of the House For-
eign Affairs Committee.

Senator BYRD. Well, there are commitments and agreements?
Secretary KIssiNoR. There were a series of technical understand-

ings associated with this disengagement agreement, most of which
have been already superseded by the implementation.

We were in the position where, on occasion, neither side was willing
to accept a proposal by the other, but both sides were willing to accept
proposals when they were made by us. Sometimes we passed on under-
standings of one side to the other.

There is no military commitment to Israel and no additional com-
mitment except those that are generally known to have been made to
Israel or to anybody else as a result of the negotiations that are now
going on.

30-z$9 0 - 74 - pt. 2 - a
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And I am not hedging. There is nothing-there is no escape clause
in what I am saying. [General laughter.]

U.S.-Sovir OCr. 18, 1973, TREATY

Senator BYRD. Under U.S. law, you are required to transmit to the
Congress, the text of any international agreement, other than a treaty,

-in which the United States is a party, as soon as practical, after such
agreement has been put into effect; and in no event, no later than 60
days.

N ow on October the 18th, 1973, the United States and the Soviet
Union signed a treaty as a followup of summit meetings between the
two countries. It now appears that parts of the trade agreement have,
indeed, come into force and congressional deliberation on granting
credits to the U.S.S.R. have been bypassed by an executive agreement
that extends to a preferred rate to the U.S.S.R.

On February 8, my colleague, Senator Case from New Jersey, stated
that you did 'not transmit this agreement to the Congress and has
asked for an explanation. Would you care to explain this for us now?

Secretary KIssiNGER. We submitted these agreements on Novem-
ber 28, 1973, because the trade agreement was conditioned on the im-
plementation of the lend-lease agreement and the extension of MFN,
and therefore it was not an operative agreement.

With respect to the export-import credits, there is no agreement
that any particular amount would be extended. There were discus-
sions as to the amounts of lending that were conceivable which is
different than a firm commitment that any specific level would be
reached and so we believe that we have been in complicance with
the intent of the Congress.

But I will certainly be glad to review again any new agreements
that may be made to make sure that we comply not only with the
letter, but with the sirit. I believe that the relationship that now
exists in this field, betwNeen the Executive and the legislative branch
makes it certain that you can count on its being submitted.

Senator BYnD. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I have only a couple of questions, Mr. Secretary. I

commend you for keeping track of where you are. [General laughter.]
You are in the United States today, you understand? [General

laughter.]
And we are glad to have you back.

Tin JAcxsox AMENDMENr

I think a great many of us who have cosponsored the so-called
Jackson amendment, of course understand the political realities which
are not necessarily in the same political context to which you relayed
in your statement.

There are other domestic political realities that have a great bear-
ing on that particular amendment. As Senator Hansen has indicated,
your argument is most persuasive, but I am wondering if there is any
change in attitude on the part of certain Americans who are not in
the Congress I
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Is there some change in attitude that might be helpful to persuade
some others to change?

Secretary KISSINGER. Well, I have been meeting regularly with the
leaders of the Jewish community to discuss with them not only
American policy in the Middle East, but the degree to which coopera-
tion between the United States and the Soviet Union in this policy is
important to bring about a moderate evolution.

I have the impression, of course, though they will have to speak
for themselves, that they have listened with sympathy to these argu-
inents and I think that in the context that is now evolving, there is
a possibility-of-getting a hearing for a compromise from the Jewish
groups, but I think they should speak for themselves.

Senator Doy. Does the Prime Minister of Israel-she is certainly
aware of this particular stumbling block? Maybe not a stumbling
block, but does she have any attitude on it?

Secretary KIssINGER. Well, I had the impression in recent weeks
that she has not been able to give her usual attention-

[General laughter.]
Senator DOLE. I think she is better this morning, though, than she

was last night.
Secretary KIssiGER [continuing]. But I have expressed my views

to her.
LIFTiNG OF THE OIL EMBARGO

Senator DOLE. Mr. Secretary, you indicated to Senator Curtis that
it is important that we move along on this bill and not spin it off, or
spin it around, and I do not have any intent to do that. But it seems
to some of us that one impetus might be an announcement soon of a
lifting of the oil embargo and I understand there is a meeting Sunday
somewhere. Will you be there? [General laughter.]

Secretary KIssINGER. I think it is confined to oil-producing countries.
Senator DOLF. But do you see some Optimistic signs?
I notice that the President said last night in his press conference

that an announcement would have to come from that source.
Secretary KissiNGER. The problem is that it is a decision that should

really be taken by the Arab countries and that they should take it in
an atmosphere that does not look to be a reaction to our statements.
So this is why we have been very restrained about making predictions
and expressing recommendations.

But, as the Priesident said, we-are hopeful.
Senator Doix. I do have further questions.

CoMPRoMIsE NEEDED ON THE BILL

Mr. Secretary, I know you are under a time restraint, and I would
just underscore what Senator Byrd may have indicated, there are a
great number of-things in the bill that trouble a number of Members
of the Congress. But I think, at the same time, you properly put your
finger on probably the most emotional and controversial provision,
that being, title IV.

It would seem to me that if that could be resolved at an early time,
it would make it much easier to resolve other differences, at least com-
promise other differences.
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Secretary KISSINGER. From the administration's point of view, and
from my own personal point of view, we will make every effort to
resolve it in a way that takes into account the values of those who
have sponsored these amendments and still meets the objectives of
the bill.

I will personally work on this in the next 2 weeks.
Senator DoL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson?

JACKSON AMENDMENT SEEN INEFFECTIVE

Senator NELSON. Mr. Secretary, on title IV, I was one of those who
did not sponsor the Jackson-Vanik amendment-not because I was
less concerned than the sponsors about the freedom of Soviet Jewry,
but it seemed to me there was a better way to achieve the objective.
Everybody agrees with the objective of extending freedom to every.
body, so I have no problem with the objective of the amendment.

It seemed to me however, that as soon as the Jackson amendment
is adopted, it loses its effectiveness. It says, as I understand it cor-
rectly, that unless there is free emigration there cannot be most-fav-
ored-nation treatment or credit.

Is that the way you interpreted it?
Secretary KISSINGER. That is how I would read it, yes.
Senator NELSON. And in a dictatorship, there is no such thing as

"free emigration" in an absolute sense.
Secretary KISSINGER. There has not been in Russia throughout its

history, so that is an additional problem.
Senator NELSON. I understand your reluctance to present an ad-

ministration position and your desire to discuss the issue with the
sponsors as well as the appropriate members of this committee, but
I would like to raise the following proposition.

It seems to me that there is a position that is stronger in behalf
of tho cause which the sponsors of the Jackson amendment seek to ac-
complish, and I would wonder if you would comment on it.. The
Jackson amendment becomes ineffective the moment you adopt it, be-
cause the Soviets do not have free emigration and they are not going
to reform their country to meet this standard. Would it not be more
effective to accomplish the purpose of the Jackson amendment and not
destroy the trade reform legislation, by providing that the President
could negotiate most-favored-nation status and credits with any coun-
try in the world not now enjoying this status and providing that at
some subseuent date--every year or whatever-that those agree-
ments would come back under the concept of the Reorganization Act.
Either House may then veto any one of those agreements if it decides
that the country receiving most-favored-nations status or credits, is
conducting itself in a way that is offensive. Something like that would
give a greater impetus and support for the cause since all countries
would then realize that at any moment, Congress, which is independ-
ent of the President and his negotiations, may become offended by
the conduct of some country and therefore veto an agreement ? Would
that not be a stronger position in behalf of the cause that we all
seek to accomplish?
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Secretary KISSINGER. Without committing myself to whether
either House or both Houses should have the right; whether it should
be 1 year or 2 years; I think that the concept by which the Congress
can review an Executive determination, looking back for some reason-
able period, is one in which the direction of a compromise might well
move.

And, that it would have the advantage, at one and the same time, of
achieving our objective of being able to grant most-favored-nations
status and achieving the objective of the sponsors of the amendment
by having their goals remain a live pressure on the process rather
than be accomplished on the day that the amendment is signed.

So I agree with your analysis. I have hesitated putting forward a
compromise proposal because I did not want to turn into a contest be-
tween an administration proposal and that of the sponsors of these
amendments because I am very hopeful that we can come up with
something that everyone will agree to.

But the concept you have developed is 6ne that we would look at
very, very seriously. I think it is a constructive concept.

Senator NELSON. You recited some statistics-if my memory is cor-
rect-in the first half, the first 6 months of 1972, slightly more Soviet
Jews emigrated and arrived in Israel than in the first 6 months of
1973.

But, in any event, it was a dramatic increase in the period starting in
late 1971 when average monthly totals have been slightly more than
2,500.

Secretary KIssiNGER. In the last 6 months of 1973, the figure rose, so
that the total figure for 1973 turned out to be slightly larger than 1972.
And this figure was maintained even in the face of the dislocations of
the Middle East.

Senator NELSON. I simply made that suggestion because it seems
to me that it would achieve, the objectives sought by Senator Jackson
with whom I agree, more effectively than an absolute standard as
provided by the present language of the bill.

Secretary KIssINGER. As I said, I find your concept very appealing
and, within that context, we will try to be as forthcoming as is possible.

Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gravel has left to vote-the Senate is vet.

ing-and I personally will miss this vote, because I think this hearing
should continue. Senator Gravel will take his turn as soon as he gets
back and Senator Roth, also.

Meanwhile, I want to turn to another topic, Mr. Secretary.

C.I.F. vs. F.O.B. REPORTING or TRADE STATISTICS

I believe that we can all agree that one objective of our trade
policy should be to achieve a favorable balance in trading because we
need that favorable balance in order to pay for our military commit-
ments such as troops overseas, military aid that we wish to extend to
foreign countries, the Public Law 480 program, other aid programs,
and now also because we will have to pay more for energy. .

Now, recognizing all that, it would seem to me that our facts and
figures should reflect what our true situation in our trading relations.
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Some countries do not keep separate trade figures, they keep overall
figures, on balance of payments rather than on trade, but if we are go-
ing to have a separate trade figure, it seems to me that those figures
should reflect what our situation is and what we are trying to achieve.

Now-on the blackboard there are some figures that appear in these
blue books which have been prepared for us by our committee staff.
The numbers indicate this: That we have been reporting every quar.
ter with official figures which imply that we had a favorable balance
of trade in every year except 1971 and 1972.

But those figures have been kept on an f.o.b. basis. They have left
the freight off of the imports-a practice which the International
Monetary Fund nor 90 percent of the other countries on earth follow
in keeping their trade books. Our books should take into account the
freight and leave out the foreign aid that we are giving away. The
Public Law 480 program, by any standard, is not intended to make a
profit. It is a different type of program; it is one which we hope we can

.afford because we have a lot of money and hopefully a favorable bal-
ance of trade. Delete the Public Law 480 sales, and the soft currency
sales, and the foreign aid, and you have the next column, appearing on
that chart, which is where you stand if you keep your trade figures the
way that 90 percent of other countries keep them and the way the
International Monetary Fund keeps them. So what does that then
show? It shows that instead of making a profit of $6 billion during
that period of time, from 1966 through 1973, an 8-year period, we had
an unfavorable balance of roughly $31 billion.

When you look carefully at the trade figures you can begin to under-
stand why our balance of payments on a liquidity basis, shows a loss
during that period of $65 billion and on an unofficial settlements base a
loss of $60 billion. Or, if you take the basis that some people in your
Department seem to think best, the basic balance which leaves out the
short item flow of capital accounts, we would have a $30 billion deficit.

It would seem to me that we ought to develop a set of figures that
show whether we are making money or losing money in our trade. I
know you did not create this situation-you found it that way-but I
want to ask you, can we have the cooperation of your Department in
helping us to'put those trade figures on a basis where we can see wheth-
er we are making or losing money?

Secretary KISSINOER. Frankly, Mr. Chairman, what you said makes
a lot of sense. And I can promise you the cooperation of the State.
Department in working out some agreement with you. I understand we
are now both using both figures-but what y6u say certainly makes a
lot of sense.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have made some headway on the freight
part of it. We have got two sets of figures l)eing published, so we issue
that good news announcement which really is not good news at all,
we also issue a brutal truth announcement with it that includes the
freight.

But it seems to me that those c.i.f. figures should be further refined
to leave out the aid because that ought to be kept separately. Aid is
something that is a burden on our budget, but it is something that we
undertake for reasons unrelated to trade.

Secretary KissINoER. Mr. Chairman, I frankly do not know what
you have in mind, by "cooperation" from my Department, but why do
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I not have the appropriate officials get in touch with you and let them
work out on a mutually agreeable basis?

The ChAIRMAN. I will need some of your help because you have had
some people down there who for the last 20 years have been giving
out all these good news announcements and many times the good news
is not all that. good.

We have had some years, such as 1973, where they cheered that we
made a profit of $1,700,000,000. All we lost that year was $3,800,000,000.

If we can improve our trade accounting system to the extent that an
impartial person would agree that it is a correct presentation of our
situation, I really think that it will help in negotiating trade agree-
ments and it will also help us in passing legislation that expands our
exports-a goal which I think we should be working toward.

Secretary KIssIvaEoi. I will get my people to work with you and
to be in touch with you. Of course you realize that I, in my 4 months
there, am still trying to get the cooperation of the Department, too.

[General laughter.]
The CHAIRMANI. This did not start with you, AMr. Secretary.
I am just trying to do what I can to correct it in a bipartisan effort,

because this bipartisan deception has been going on for a long time.
I do not know when it started-it started before anybody ever heard
of Henry Kissinger around Washington-but one 'of these days we
ouht to tell the public what the facts are.

In closing, I want to say to you, Mr. Secretary, while I have a chance
to discuss ti matter with you, that as a Democrat I think we owe
it to you to say that you are making a great record as Secretary of
State for this country.

During the 25 years I have served in the Senate, I have had the
privilege of working with some great Secretaries of State, both Repub-
icans and Democrats, and if you can continue to make the fine rec-

ord that you are making in all the time I have been here you will
have been the best. I wish you luck.

Senator Gravel is here to take his turn and next we will come to
Senator Roth when he returns.

AMERICAN TROOPS IN EuRoPE

Senator GRAVEL. Thank you, Mr. Secretary and thank you Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, in response to a couple of questions, you said you were
meeting with ag many leaders as possible and I might commend that
effort because I think that you would find it that much easier in secur-
ing support, here in the Congress for the position you take.

There is an area in which I was not entirely satisfied with your an-
swer, and that was with respect to the amount of money we expend
on the defense of Europe. T do agree with you that the defense of
Europe is the defense of the United States. But historically, on three
occasions, and particularly on two main occasions, the First World
War and the Second World War, we were able to secure Europe with-
out having to hostage large numbers of troops there. I find it difficult
to perceive the type of massive, conventional ground engagement that
now could take place between ourselves, Europe, and the Soviet
Union, that would nt precipitate us into a nuclear conflict.
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So my question is, Would not our nuclear deterrent be adequate
proof to the Europeans of our ability: (1) to defend them, if it came
to that, defend them by mutual annihilation; and (2) if that is the
case, then could we not press the Europeans much more aggressively
than we have for the withdrawal of our troops, realizing again the
economic problems caused our country by continually paying the sup-
port of those troops?

The historical precedents we have established and the commitments
we have made should certainly guarantee Europe that if anything
happens we will come to their aid.

Secretary KIssINGER. Well, of course the historical precedent indi-
cates that if war breaks out and the United States comes in, it does so
only after the war has broken out and as in the last war, only after
the greater part of Europe has already been occupied, this is precisely
the nightmare the Europeans are trying to avoid.

And, therefore, they have asked for the presence of American
forces.

Second, a strategy of nuclear annihilation becomes less and less tol-
erable as the sophistication and power of weapons on both sides grow.
And if one considers that general nuclear war under present circum-
stances would almost certainly mean the end of civilized life as we
now know it, and probably the disinitegration of all political structures
that have any responsibility, then I do not see how the defense of the
West can be based on that as the sole, or even the principal strategy.

The reason that a large, conventional establishment is needed for
the defense of NATO, is precisely because other alternatives are now
required. Now the relationship of American forces to European forces
is something that we have been attempting to discuss within NATO
and that we also sought to raise as part of the exercise that led to
the elaboration of the Atlantic Declaration. The major American
commitment to the-defense of Europe is in our mutual interests.

Senator GRAVF.b. Using your own statement that nuclear war-would
break down the economic fabric and the social fabric, which did
happen in the Second World War as a result of conventional war,
we are now posturing ourselves in a defense policy which is simply
archaic. The damage to Europe of either a conventional or nuclear
war would be astronomical. Furthermore, any confrontation of a
land war between ourselves with Europe and the Soviet Union would
have to lead to a nuclear confrontation. Since that is the case, why
should we pay the ransom to support conventional forces, which is
undermining our economic system to an unbelievable degree, when
we would probably resort to nuclear confrontation anyway?

Secretary KISSINGER. Well, the degree to which any war right now
would lead to an all-out nuclear confrontation is subject to debate.
I have serious questions about the automaticity with which leaders
would resort to nuclear war which they know would involve casualties
be nd the imagination of anybody. .

Re Second World War was a serious blow to Europe, but it did
not lead in fact to the disintegration of the entire political structure
nor is anyone saying that a war like the Second World War should
be fought or could be fought in Europe for an extended period of
time.
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The argument that has to be balanced is whether the absence of
a military establishment on the continent might lead an aggressor
to believe that the reluctance to resort to nuclear weapons gives them
an opportunity for military expansion or even in the absence of mili-
tary expansion, whether tile sense of impotence that could be gen-
erated by the absence of a military establishment might produce
neutralist foreign policies, and therefore a disintegration of the whole
environment that has existed since the war.

On the other hand, as I have pointed out also in my testimony,
this requires a degree of political compatibility between our policies
and those of Europe. This argument cannot be pressed to its absolute
extreme.

Senator GRAvEI. Some of us suspect that every time there is a move
made in the Congress to disengage troops in Europd, the Soviets
will react and really give credence to the argument to keep troops
in Europe. It is almost as if they want to maintain their troops there
in order to force us to do likewise. They make sure that the political
climate is not there for us to disengage ours.

I would like to further discuss the situation at the end of the Second
World War. During the destruction of the Third Reich, had they
had nuclear capabilty they would have used it. The situation exists
today in Europe such that if we started a land war and it evolved
into greater than that between ourselves and the Soviet Union who-
ever was losing would have to take recourse to nuclear capability.
This means we are talking about a nuclear holocaust, and if thit is
the case, why (10 we insist on holding 350,000 troops hostage when
maybe 10,000 in Berlin could do the job very adequately and show
our commitment.

Secretary KISSiNoGE. It is a serious question, whether countries will,
in fact, resort to nuclear holocaust, under conditions of losing, such
as you describe.

Second, one has to balance the likelihood of a war breaking out
against how the war would be conducted.

Third, obviously there has to be great restraint in military opera-
tions if they are conducted, but even greater restraint in the diplomacy
that might lead to military operations, precisely because of the dangers
of escalation to which you refer.

On the whole, the combination of political and military allegiance
which I have mentioned have caused us to oppose a. substantial with-
drawal of American personnel from Europe, and continue to make
us oppose it, and we are now engaged in negotiations for mutual-
balance-force reductions.

On the other hand, I must say that it is not aWceptable to us that
some European countries say that no matter what policies fre pursued
in Europe, the United States will forever have no choice except what
they prescribe for our military strategy.

So, under present circumstances, we are op d to a reduction of
American forces in Europe except through mutual-balanced-force
reduction. But those circumstances include compatibility of foreign
policies.

Senator GRAv-EL. If I could just pursue this one item briefly, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. One more question.
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Senator GRAVEL. Are you saying that if the Soviet Union chooses
not to reduce its forces, we are locked in that syndrome, regardless of
what it will cost in the future?

Secretary KissxlER. We are engaged in mutual negotiations over
balanced-force reductions in Vienna now, and, of course, if the Soviet
Union agrees to a reduction .of forces, we would agree to mutual-
balanced-force reductions in Europe.

Senator GRAVEL. But supposing they do not choose to do that. Will
we then spend ouselves into bankruptcy because of a mistake in their
policy and not something motivated by our good sense?

Secretary KissINGER. Well, actually, we hope that progress would be
made in the mutual-balanced-force reduction talks.

Senator GRAVEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Roth.

CRITCIsM OF DkTENTE

Senator ROTh. Mr. Secretary, I am sure you are aware that in
segrnents of our society and in the press as well there is increasing
criticism about ddtente and its supposed benefits. I think in part this
is because the public has associateddetente with, you might say, cost
instead of benefits, for example, in the case of the wheat deal. Perhaps
more importantly, there is a widespread suspicion that the Russians
have not been helpful in either preventing the Middle East crisis, at
least initially, or the oil boycott from ever occurring.

I wonder if you could tell us whether you have reason to believe
that the Soviets did have foreknowledge of the attack, whether in
view of agreements that we have entered with the Soviet Union, that
there was an obligation for us to be consulted, and whether coopera-
tion at an earlier stage could have prevented the current embargo
situation.

Secretary KIssINGER. I am of course familiar with the arguments
that criticize detente. If you put the wheat deal aside, which is not
the result of detente, and look at the achievements of this period, I do
not find that the United States has come out in a disadvantageous
l)osition. Indeed, one of the reasons we are so concerned about most
favored nation is that if you look at the fact that in this period we
ended the war in Vietnam under terms that we had essentially laid
down, made progress in the Middle East, to which I will come back
in a minute, settled the Berlin issue, you cannot really find that we
have been taken advantage of. Quite the contrary would be the case.

Now, with respect to Soviet actions in the Middle East, our relation-
ship to the Soviet Union is extremely complicated. They are ideologi-
cally hostile to us. They were allied at that time with countries that
were attacking Israel, with which we had certain security arrange-
ments and certain emotional bonds. This created pressures on the So-
viet Union. It created pressures on us.

I am reasonably satisfied, on the basis of many trips in the Middle
East now, that the Soviet Union did not have very substantial advance
warning of the military operation, and second, that both Egypt and
Syria were essentially acting on their own in this operation.

With respect to the embargo, I do not believe that the Soviet in-
fluence in the major oil-producing countries, especially Saudi Arabia,
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is such that their advice would not lead to almost the opposite result
of what they intend.

Now, I am not saying that the Soviet behavior has been impeccable.
Ideological hostilities, bureaucratic inertia, longstanding arrange-
ments, the momentum of established policies will all drive them into
a direction that in certain parts of the world is inimical to our inter-
ests. The problem is not that they are not competitive. The problem is
whether we can mitigate the competition and turn it over an extended
period of time into a healthier relationship.

In this sense, with ups and downs, we have made very considerable
progress, and I believe that if this evolution continues, we may indeed
bring about a situation in which the danger of war is substantially
reduced and entirely, in time, eliminated.

Senator RoTH. Well, Mr. Secretart, I might say my line of question-
ing is not intended to imply that I do not favor this legislation.

CRITICISM OF TRADE WITH RUSSIA

Secretary KissiNGER. I understand that.
Senator RoTH. But another criticism that is coming up in this same

area is that by trading with the Soviet Union we are at least indirectly
contributing to her military power. It is being argued, you know, on
the part of the administration that we must increase strategic weapon
procurement to counter the continuing increases on the part of the
Soviets.

I wonder what your answer to that would be.
Secretary KISSINGER. First of all, the trade with the Soviet Union

today is small relative to the size of their economy. Even under most
favored nation and with the credits that have been extended to the
Soviet Union our trade with them cannot have a significant effect on
the Soviet economy. The credits which have actually been extended
are about $250 million and those under preliminary commitment ac-
count for a further $250 million. But more fundamentally, if you look
at the history of Soviet power, they have always been able to allocate
to the military what they judge to be necessary for their security, and
therefore, if economic relations help anybody in the Soviet Union, it
is not their strategic program but the Soviet consumer and the general
quality of life in the Soviet Union, but even that, only over a very
extended period of time.

And the decision that we have to make is whether by moderating
Soviet, foreign policy conduct, by opening up the Soviet Union to
more outside influences, we cannot bring over a period of time through
a series of agreements a moderation in the arms race, and therefore
a reduction in the strategic programs. This approach will be more
effective than if we attempted to do this through an economic boycott,
which through the whole history of the Soviet system, has never
brought about that result, even when the Soviet economy was much
smaller, and when maintaining their military establishment was much
more difficult.

Senator ROTH. In other words, as you see it, trade will not be so
great that it would significantly affect the industrial capacity, but, it
will hopefully help the relations between the two countries.
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Secretary KIssINGm. And that is the level at which we would intend
to keep it.

Senator RoTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, it may be that if you could stay here

about 45 additional minutes we could conclude your appearance on
this legislation.

What is your pleasure? Would you rather continue or come back?
Secretary KISSINGER. If I could leave close to 1 p.m., I would ap-

preciate it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIs. Mr. Secretary, I will be very brief.

PURPOSES or TRADE WITH RusSIA

What are the purposes of trade with the U.S.S.R. in addition to the
economic benefit that comes to the United States by reason of selling
more of our goods and buying what we want?

Are there other things to be gained by trading with the Soviet
Union?

Secretary KissiNG. The major objective that we seek in obtaining
most-favored-nation status for the Soviet Union is, in addition to the
economic one, political. We are trying to encourage the Soviet Union
to maintain a moderate course in foreign policy, to move step by step
to an attitude of real coexistence with the United States, and to create
linkages between the Soviet Union and the United States such that
whenever a potential crisis arises, there would be at least.enough in-
fluence to put a brake on a conflicting course.

And it is in this context that we have recommended it.
Senator CuRTIs. Just what do you mean by the Soviets having a

vested interest in maintaining peaceful relations with us?
Secretary KISsINoER. If it is a question of national survival, then

of course, no economic link makes any difference. But the greatest
dangers to war right now are when problems in third areas of the
world create temptations either to commit oneself or incentives not
to commit oneself. When that decision has to be taken, it is useful
that there are people on both sides, especially in the Soviet Union,
who would call to the attention of their leadership the risks to an
established pattern of relations they would run if they took the
advice of those who wanted to pursue the more intransigent course.

As these relationships develop, there will be more and more people
in the leaderships of both countries who will have worked together and
that will be working on projects that will take a period of time to
realize. Now, again, in overwhelming cases this will not be a brake, but
in the cases out of which, in fact, most of the dangers of war have
risen, it could make a decisive difference.

And finally, in most of the situations that have recently arisen, or
arisen in the last 2 years, there has been a very intimate consultation
between our President and General Secretary Brezhnev to maintain
this atmosphere of confidence which can regulate relations and prevent
upheavals. It is important that we also normalize economic relations
and not just political relations.

Senator CuTris. Well, are you saving also that if trade is established
with a foreign nation, it is desirable to them, and beneficial that the
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pressures in that foreign nation that come upon their Government arelikely to be in favor of maintaining the relations with the countries so
that trade can continue?

Secretary KISsINoER. Up to a certain point. We should not overdo it,
because if you remember, prior to World War I there was essentially
free trade in Europe, but, nevertheless, this did not prevent the out-
break of a cataclysmic war.

But, up to a certain point and in the context of the fact that many
crises arise that are really unintended by either of the major countries,
in this sense, I would agree that this would be true.

Senator CuRTns. Well, I agree with your premise, but what you are
saying is that in the day to day relationships with such a country in
the small matters, some of which could lead to larger matters, that
trade is helpful.

Secretary KISSINGER. Very much so, and also in medium size prob-
lems, not just small.

Senator Cunris. But you say-
Secretary KIssINO.R. When it becomes cataclysmic, trade is not the

decisive factor.
Senator CuTs. You mentioned the situation in Europe prior to the

war. I think it is also true that we were about Japan's best customer
at the time of Pearl Harbor, too. It was not the controlling factor.

Secretary KSSINoER. In those situations it would not be.

RoLE oF LDC's IN TRADE AND NEGOTIATION

Senator CURTIs. Would you have any comment about the place of the
less developed countries in trade generally, and in trade negotiations?

Secretary KISSINGE.R. Well, the less developed countries, of course,
face a major problem, are facing right now a major problem with
respect to energy. This is not exactly your question, but their vulner-
ability is shown by the fact that they have een the hardest hit, per-
haps, of all countries, by the rising energy crisis, even countries that
really cannot be classed anymore as less developed, such as Brazil.
Brazil's Foreign Minister told 'e a few weeks ago that over half of
their exports now have to pay"'1L' energy imports, which totally dis-
torts their economy.

But the less developed countries want, and importantly need some
access to the markets of the industrialized countries while they are
building up their own industry. And this is one pf the reasons why we
have supported a system' of general preferences with the safeguards
that a're built in. An attempt has to le made to close the gap between
the developing and developed nations, or at any rate, to-bring about
economiA-wogress in the developing nations so that their instability
is not a constant source of tension in international affairs.

And in this sense, the Trade Reform Act could also play a very
useful role.

Senator CURTIS. Well, if preferential treatment is going to be given
to developing nations or less developed nations, whatever term you
use, do you think that we should rely upon a definition of what con-
stitutes a developing nation, or should they be named by name?

Secretary KIssINGF.R. We would rather have discretion and have
a general definition. Of course, we have excluded those countries which
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are not now receiving MFN treatment, and those which are granting
reverse preference.

Senator CURTIS. Well, that is all I have, and I do thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH RUSSIA

Senator FULBRIIIT. Well, Mr. Secretary, you have covered this
somewhat and some aspects of it, but I would like as a matter of in-
interest to suggest some other aspects of detente. For example, when
we are presented with requests for very expensive weapons systems
and for the creation of new bases, it is usually based upon the fear of
Russia.

It seems to me that detente, as you conceive it, would have over
the years great influence upon the arms race, upon SALT, for example,
for which you are also responsible.

To put it another way, if it breaks down, it would be much more
difficult to make agreements on limitations of weapons. Or the con-
verse would be, if didtente is succeeding and things are going well, the
attitudes which includes the spiraling of the arms race, it would
seem to me, would also be influenced. I believe these are all tied to-
gether. That is what I took it to mean when you said the political
aspect of it, and Senator Byrd's question in which he emphasized how
important you thought this section was.

It seems to me it is important far beyond this table, and it would
have an effect. I have suggested another aspect of it in Senator Curtis'
remark, but the point of view is that the Russians and those who have
advocated or supported this policy are negotiating with you. If we
reject, it will likewise undermine and discredit those leaders. It is
bound to and it did in my opinion tend to contribute at least to Khru-
shchev's difficulties, because he made gestures which I think one could
call in the direction of detente to us and got no response whatever from
us.

I would not want to carry it too far, that that was the only reason,
but I think it contributed to the attitude that he was not an effective
leader, just as if you do not succeed in the Middle East or succeed in
your policy of dtente, it will certainly raise questions about your effec-
tiveness. It works both ways, and I think it is well for you to emphasize
the wholeness of this policy. And it is not just the trade bill, in effect.
It is not just one aspect.

Is that not correct?
Secretary KISSINGER. One of the principal objectives of our negoti-

ations with the Soviet Union is to reduce the burdens of the arms race.
This is why we lay such great stress on the talks for the limitation of
strategic arms, both the negotiations that have already been concluded
and the ones that are now in progress. The negotiations for the mutual
reduction of forces in Europe have a similar purpose. All of these are
part of a general desire to reduce through detente the burden of the
arms race.

It is obvious we are not sentimental about this. We are doing it on
the basis of very complete and very precise negotiations. It is also
true that to the extent that political leaders, especially in the Soviet
Union, have committed themselves to this course, that the failure of
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that course will have an effect not only upon the individual fortunes,
which is, after all, not of decisive importance to us, but on the willing-
ness of other leaders at some future moment to pursue this course that
may have led to failure as it is perceived in that system.

So therefore, for all these reasons, we would like to keel) up the mo-
mentum within the framework of very precise, detailed negotiations
and not just an abstract emotionalism.

Senator FruilOu1T. But, it seems to me all of the questions have been
raised by different members about the arms in Europe, the troops in
Europe clearly would be influenced, and if they did develop a genuine
attitude, of course even in the minds of the Europeans there would be
less urgency to keep all of the people there. It is bound to be based on
a degree o a)prehension on their part, and in fact, the apprehension
I would not ti unk necessarily would result in less pressures to keep up.

And I am reminded now, we have been talking about the enormous
number of foreign military bases we have, somewhere around 1,800
or 1,900, and now you are proposing to establish a new one in India
which undoubtedly will inspire thel-ussians to go all out to get one
like it at great expense,. So it just keeps on and on and on unless some
movement to change this attitude, which has been characterized by one
of my colleagues that the Russians are like a burglar going down a
hotel room, trying every lock, and so on. This is not very complimen-
tary to anybody, but this attitude of belligerence and animosity it
sees to me is bound to be disastrous if we cannot do something about
it, and this is one of the small things you can do about it.

Secretary KIssNo R. One of the ultimate objectives of our foreign
policy is first to change actions and then to change attitudes, so that
we can live in a world which is no longer so characterized by fear, and
in which, then, as a result armaments can be mutually reduced.

Senator FIJBRT1OHT. And lastly-I do not want to take too much
time, but it seems to me the state of our own economy, the size of our
deficit and the inflationary pressures ought to be considered also as to
whether or not that, could not be affected by all of these other measures.
But it i.I very difficult to get economists to think about all of these in
one context. Blut I think it is related to all of them; do you not?

Secretary KIsSINoR.. I agree with that.
Senator IFUrLBRonT. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Secretary,

I agree with you. The issue before us is not setting detente against
moral detente; it is basically how best to move from our present situa-
tion to a safer, freer, and more humane world, while at the same time
bringing important economic and political benefits to the United
States.

We have a changing world and we know that the energy crisis has
brought home to us, perhaps more than any other happening, just how
much of a changed world we have. We have to consider lasting trade.
It must be beneficial trade, and now that we have a shortage of so many
natural resources, as I say, we are a have-not nation, not a have nation
anymore.

the problem is making decisions, and certainly I respect your recom-
mendations, and you have made logical and persuasive recommenda-
tions.
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SovIEr ENERGY SUPPLIES

I just wonder. Here we have Saudi Arabia to consider when we are
talking about petroleum products, and we have the thoughts of what
can be done as far as trade and lasting trade with the Soviet Union.

Is it your feeling that we have an opportunity, because of the vast
population of the Soviet Union, to perhaps be 'more advantageously
supplied with LNG or whatever downstream products from the Soviet
Union than we would be with, say, a country with a vast amount of
petroleum available than Saudi Arabia?

Secretary KIssINGER. No; I would not say that. I think, despite all
the difficulties that have arisen in our relations with the Arab countries
and with Saudi Arabia, that there is a great reserve of good will that
still exists in those countries, and in addition, a very important com-
munity of interest with respect to the stability of tde political struc-
ture and the nature of the economic development, which I believe will
enable us to establish a healthy, long-term relationship with Saudi
Arabia.

Nevertheless, I believe that it impossible to have long-term economic
relations with the Soviet Union. In a curious way, the Soviet Union
may be quite restrained in taking advantage of this relationship. Some
of the Arab oil States, not so much Saudi Arabia but some of the
smaller emirates, pay no political price -r putting the economic pres-
sure on the United States because there is no political commensurabil-
ity. But the Soviet Union will have to be extremely careful about ap-
plying economic pressure on the United States because it would jeop-
ardize not just this particular economic enterprise, but the whole nature
of our relationship.

I would not say that we should shift from Saudi Arabia to the
Soviet Union for energy supplies, but we can with some confidence,
look at projects in the Soviet Union without having necessarily to
fear that we could not handle the political consequences.

Senator FANNIN. I should have placed it in a different context. I
feel that we can deal with Saudi Arabia on a subject like crude, but
with a 5 million income population we have a very difficult time to
offset a trade balance, so that my question is we do have advantages
of trading with the Soviet Union on products that can be furnished
perhaps from both countries. But my statement was that because of
the 250 million--or whatever it is--population of the Soviet Union,
we can better afford to work out programs with them.

Secretary KIssINGER. I agree, and as you know we have been looking
at energy projects in the Soviet Union.

Senator FANNIx. That is why I bring that out because I know that
like the fertilizer and anhydroces ammonia and programs like that,
we have had several countries, such as Iran, say that they are going
to have downstream production, and eventually they do not intend
to export one barrel of crude. That would leave us in a perilous posi-
tion, if we were forced to just buy finished products because as a rule
we would be paying about 40 percent more for a finished product than
just crude. And so it is a tremendous problem.

So is it your feeling that--and I think I understand that we could
develop u supplement, the production from the other countries by
having this arrangement with Russia?
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Secretary KissiNGER. We should certainly explore it very seriously.
Senator FANNIN. And the investments that would be involved, of

course, as I understand it, the Russians would want us to make the
investment, or at least to work out the investments in capital for them,
whereas we do not have that problem with, like Saudi Arabia. They
will have the money and may be investing in the Soviet Union. I do
not know what is going to be taking place because with their tre-
mendous reserves building, and the production capacity of 20 milhonbarrels a day--if they decide to produce that much-why, it seems
they will~be able to do whatever is necessary for their own financing
of the project.

But here -we have a project on LNG, which we must invest money
and we expect to get a return on it over a period of 20 to 30 years.

Senator FANNIN. And so, analyzing all of these matters we must
consider that we are going to have, that the gamble is a good gamble,
that we will be able to work with the Russians after that time.

Secretary KISSINGER. Well to the extent that there is a commitment
for large-scale projects of this nature. We have considered it as a good
gamble, obviously, that there will be political stability over this period
of time, and so will the Soviet Union. And this is a good example of
the kind of restraint that would almost inevitably have to be put
on political action, when this degree of interrelationship exists.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I realize that a certain element in whatever
country you are dealing with.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator FULBRIGHT (presiding). Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary-
Secretary KTSsINGR. To find Senator Fulbright in the Chairman's

position is not an unfamiliar position.

U.S. SANCTIONs AGAINST RHODESIA

Sen -'fr BYID. Mr. Secretary, would you agree or disagree with Sak-
harvo's statement in regard to detente in which he said, and I quote,
Detente is when the West in fact accepts Russia's rules of the game.

Such a detente would be dangerous."
Secretary Kssi(ER. Well, Senator Byrd, the relationship between

domestic structure and international stability is a problem that has
fascinated students of history for a long time. Is it necessary to have
democracy in order to have peace? I think it would not be easy to dem-
onstrate from history that democracies are always peaceful. -

At any rate, to make bringing about democracy in the Soviet Union
in the face of 300 years of Russian history followed by 50 years of
Soviet history, a precondition to making peace, would doom us to
decades of struggle, and the outcome would not be foreordained. We
do not approve of the Soviet domestic structure. We do not like its
values. We do recognize, however, that today, and for the immediate
future, we are doomed to coexistence with the Soviet Union.

Senator BYRD. That is what gets me to the next subject that I was
interested in, the question of domestic policy in other nations and sub-
jecting ourselves on other nations. You are here to advocate relaxing
trade barriers with other nations, but you recommended that legisla-
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tion be enacted by the Congress to embargo the purchase of a vitally
strategic material from Rhodesia, which material the United States
has none.

Now your testimony before the Foreign Relations Committee, of
which the present chairman is in the chair, you were then urging an
embargo on trade. Now you are coming here and urging a relaxing on
trade with another country.

AI. Secretary KIssINxoER. First of all, Senator, I mustsay you were very
restrained in your first round of questions. [General laughter.]

I have already been asked substantially this question earlier. Quite
frankly, the foreign policy context of the decisions is somewhat dif-
ferent, both because in the case of Rhodesia, it is tied to the status of the
Government itself, it is tied to the implementation of U.N. resolutions,
and it is related to our relationship with many other countries.

In the case of the Soviet Union you have an overriding, practical
necessity.

Senator BYRD. Do you think our actions toward Rhodesia are just
or unjust

Secretary KissiNoER. I think it reflects the decisions of the inter-
national community and the general conviction about justice.

Senator BYRD. Well, I am not clear whether you regard it as just or
unjust.

Secretary KIssINGoR. Our action? Yes, I recognize it as just.
Senator 1BYRD. You recognize our action in embargoing trade with

Rhodesia as being just?
Secretary KIssINOER. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Do you regard the Soviet Union as being governed

by a tight dictatorship, by a very few persons over a great number
of individuals?

Secretary KISSINGER. I consider the Soviet Union, yes, as a dictator-
ship of an oligarchic nature, that is, of a small number of people in
the Politburo.

Senator BYRD. In your judgment, is Rhodesia a threat to world
peace?

Secretary KISSINOER. NO.
Senator BYRD. In your judgment, is Russia a potential threat to

world peace?
Secretary KIssINGER. I think the Soviet Union has the military

capacity to disturb the peace; yes.
Senator BYRD. In your judgment, does Russia have a more demo-

cratic government than Rhodesia?
Secretary KIssNGO. No.
Senator BYRD. In your judgment, does South Africa have better

racial policies than Rhodesia?
Secretary KIssINoER. Does South Africa have better racial

policiesI
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Secretary Kxsswom. I would not think so.
Senator 3Rym. If it is just to embargo trade on Rhodesia, would it

be equally just to embargo trade against South Africa?
Secretary KISSINo.R. I believe that the embargoing of trade on

Rhodesia is not based on its internal policies so much as on the fact
that a minority has established a separate state, and it does not there-
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fore represent exclusively a judgment on the domestic policies of the
Rhodesian Government but also a question with respect to the legiti-
macy of the Rhodesian g overnment.

Senator BYRD. The staff informs me that the Rhodesian trades ac.
tions were imposed January 5, 1967, before the Smith government was
established.

Well, to get back to-so it is not because of the internal policy, it
is not because of the racial policies--

Secretary KIssiNGER. Not at all.
Senator'BYRD. Well, then does that not then put, you say it is be-

cause Rhodesia seeks to establish her own government. Is that not what
the United States did in 1776?

Secretary KISSixGER. In a different international context.
[General laughter.]
Senator BYRD. I have some more questions, Mr. Chairman, but my

time has expired.
Senator FULBRIHTT. Mr. Hansen. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for appearing.

I have no further questions.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Senator Roth.

JAPAN'S ACCESS TO EUROPEAN MARKETS

Senator ROTii. Mr. Secretary, many people feel that some of the most
significant trade problems of the immediate past have been caused by
the fact that Japan had access to our market and not the the European
market, and they feel that it is very important that if we are truly
going to liberalize trade, that somehow Japan and Western Europe,
as well as ourselves, work this out mutually.

I think, in addition, whether you go to Japan or Western Europe,
there is a tendency for one or the other to think that we emphasize the
other area.

I wonder if any specific thought has been given-I realize that
trade, energy-all of these areas will be involved-on how do you
intend to put across the idea that each has a stake in common progress
by all of us.

Secretary KISSINGER. Of course, the purpose of the legislation is to
reduce- to the greatest extent possible artificial barriers, and to this
extent to open up greater access to markets on a multilateral basis.
Our general approach to economic policy, as to foreign policy in
general, is to emphasize the close relationship between Europe, the
United States, and Japan, and the almost suicidal nature of one of these
areas' attempting to achieve unilateral advantages as against the
others. Even if these unilateral advantages are possible, it will be
only at a cost which will eventually come back and haunt even the
country that did achieve a temporary advantage.

This will be our approach to these trade negotiations and to our gen-
eral relationship between Japan, the United States, and Europe.

Om DiscussioNs

Senator ROTH. In your recent discussions on the oil question, with
Western Europe and Japan, did the question come up as to whether
those countries should become more involved in helping support the
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research and development program that is going to be necessary to
develop alternate sources of energy supply? Did this come up in the
negotiations?

Secretary KISSINGER. With respect to energy questions?
Senator ROTH. With respect to energy, yes.
Secretary KISSINGER. Yes; part of the work of the coordinating

committee will be an attempt to coordinate research and development
WfZ programs and to share them.

DETERMINING DUMPING BY COMMiUNIST COUNTRIEs

Senator ROTH. One question I have, going back to my earlier line of
questioning is how do we determine, when we are dealing with Com-
munist countries, whether they are dumping or not dumping what is
an export subsidy, what is a nonfair trade practice? We have a num-
ber of measures, of course, in the legislation to help retaliate against
such practices. But just taking the puing case, how can a price be
constructed without specific input-output data on the Soviet econ-
omy? Does the Tariff Commission have this kind of information?

Secretary KISSINGER. I can tell you how I would do it, Senator. I
would turn it over to Bill Eberle.

Senator ROTH. I will refer that question later to Bill.

ACCESS TO SUPPLIES OF SCARCE MATERIALS

One final question, Mr. Secretary, and that is when you mention
the problem of access to supply-which certainly is one of the more
intriguing and newer type problems facing this country and the world
in genera--I wonder if you think the legislation is adequate in this
area. I must say I have some questions in my own mind. If you are
going to promote trade, how do you insure, for example, that we get
a supply of oil?

It seems to me--and I do not want to take away from the credit that
you justly deserve for the successes in the Middle East--but it does
seem to me that those countries in the Arab world have been pretty
successful in imposing in large measure their wills through this em-
bargo. And I might say that we have the other side of the coin here
at home. You are well acquainted with the problem of soybeans. How
are we going to deal with this problem of access to supply ?

Secretat KISSINGER. Before I answer that question let me make a
comment about the Arab countries' having imposed their will on the
embargo. That I would reject.

Senator FULBRIGOT. I did not hear that. Would you repeat that?
Secretary KISSINGER. The point was that the Arab countries had

imposed their will about the embargo.
We have done nothing as a result of the embargo that we would not

have done otherwise. What we have done is because of our conviction
that progrniss toward peace in the Middle East is in the interest of
the peoples of the Middle East and in the interest of the people of the
world because of the great potential of a conflict in the Middle East
drawing us in. We have moved toward a concept, and at a pace that
we determine, and that can gain the approval of all of the countries
in the area, including Israel, which certainly has not actually en-
couraged the embargo.
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So, we think we understand why the Arab countries put on the em-
bargo at a period of great emotional tension. We have said publicly
that we do not believe it serves the purpose of influencing our polioy,
and we must maintain this position because a problem may arise with
respect to other raw material supplies.

Now with respect to your basic question of access to supplies of scarce
materials, that is a new problem and it is a very difficult problem
which we are now studying, not only in relation to eriergy but in rela-
tion to bauxite and several other scarce materials. There are some pro-
visions in the bill with respect to that. I cannot really in all candor tell
you whether I think they are adequate at this point because we are
still really trying to understand what can be done and what must be
done.

Senator ROTH. But the latter part of the question, how can we per-
suade, for example, the Western democracies to depend upon us, for
example, for agricultural products. What steps do you think we are
going to have to take in order to give them the incentive to make the
adjustments in their farm prices that they are going to have toI

Secretary KissINGER. I think this is a very important question which
we are now studying because if we are talking about the interdepend-
ence of nations, we must mean it and we must be prepared to practice it
and not just apply it where it is to our benefit.

I cannot give you a conclusive answer now, but it is something to
which we must try to answer.

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Well, the Secretary said he would stay until 1

o'clock. Does the Senator from Virginia have 2 or 8 more minutes he
would like to have.

Senator BYRD. I have three or four more questions. [Generallaughterr)Senator FULBrIGHT. Well, the chairman made a bargain with him.

If lie stayed until around 1 p.m., he would not have him back this after-
noon.

Senator BYRD. But the chairman made a bargain on behalf of him-
self, not on behalf of the committee.

Senator FULBRIOHT. Well, go ahead.
Senator BYRD. My questions are brief and I do not want to hold you

up, Mr. Secretary.
Senator FULBItIOIIT. No. The Senator is recognized.

U.S. SANCTIoNs AGAINsT RHODESIA

Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretary, I am very much interested in this
Rhodesian matter. I have never been there. I have no connection with
it one way or the other. And you have testified that you feel that the
action that the United States has taken is a just action, and you are
entitled to your view, just as I am entitled to my view, and I feel that
it is a very unprincipled action.

Now you have testified, and it is interesting to note, that the then
foreign secretary of Great Britain, Douglas Hume, in an interview
last December, said that while his government supports trade sanctions
against Rhodesia because it had been put on by the previous Labor
Government, he did not think it was the correct policy. And then he
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added "We disagree with the political systems of a number of coun-
tries for example, South Africa. But we trade with them. And by
and iarge, we do not believe in ostracism and a boycott."

Would you care to comment on that?
Secretary KIssINGER. I agree with the general principle that he has

enunciated.
Senator BYRD. And then you have testified that you do not regard

2 Rhodesia as being a threat to world peace.
Secretary KiSSINGEI. That is correct.
Senator BYD. And then you know, of course, that under the United

Nations Charter action can only be taken against a country in regard
to an embargo if that country is judged to be a threat to world peace.

And so my question to you is do you think the United Nations acted
improperly?

Secretary KISSxNGER. I had not thought that the United Nations had
acted improperly, but in the light of what you have said, I would have
to review the particular positions of the embargo.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.

SoUTm AFRICAN SUGAR QUOTA

Now, just, I think, two more questions. The sugar quota for South
Africa will be coming up soon. I only thought about it because I re-
ceived a letter today from Senator Kennedy in which he wants to
eliminate the sugar quotas for South Africa because of its racial pol-
icies. And you have testified that in your judgment the racial policies
of South Africa or Rhodesia--excuse me-South Africa, was no better
than the racial policy of Rhodesia, I think was your testimony.

That being the case do you feel that the sugar quotas for South
Africa should or should not be eliminated?

Secretary KissNGEr. Well, I have not studied the problem of the
sugar quotas for South Africa. As I have said, I have stated the basic
principle here that under oath, and I would like to study the sugar
quota issue more carefully.

We should gear our foreign policy actions of other countries, rather
than to their domestic policies. I already indicated that there might be
limiting cases where the offense to moral sense is so great that that
principle cannot be maintained.

MFN STATUS FOR RUSSIA

Senator BYR. And you feel that that is the case in Rhodesia?
Secretary KissINGER. Well, I feel that this could be the case in

Rhodesia, together with the judgment of the overwhelming majority
of the UnitedNations.

Senator Bnw. But it is not the case in Russia because you are. testify-
ing in behalf of giving, not only not embargoing trade with Russia,
but giving special concessions to Russia.

Secretary KissioER. I think in the case of the Soviet Union, no,
I am not in favor of giving special concessions to Russia. I am in favor
of putting the Soviet Union on the same status that is already enjoyed
by over 100 nations.

Senator BYRD. We will use the exact term now. You favor giving
the Soviet Union most-favored-nation treatment?
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Secretary KissI Noa. Yes, but the phrase, most-favored-nations has
a misleading impression of special treatment. Most-favored-nation
treatment means nondiscriminatory treatment, and I am recom-
mending that we put the Soviet Union on the same level as we do over
100 other nations that already have most-favored-nation status.

Senator BYRD. But do you feel that the people in the Soviet Union
live under better conditions than they do in Rhodesia.

Secretary KISSINGER. It depends upon which people in Rhodesia.
But in any event, I believe that the conditions, with respect to the
Soviet Union, with respect to world peace, have imposed on us this
special requirement that I had described earlier.

PANAMANIAN NFoOTIATIONS

Senator BYRD. I have just one more question, and I want to say,
Mr. Secretary, as you know, I have a high regard for you. We met 5
years ago in the President's office, and I havehad a warm regard for
you ever since then for yourself and for your ability, and in present-
ing their question I just want to understand the issues. These are vital-
ly important matters, and I think it pertains, the matter of Rhodesia,
pertains to something that should be first considered in the context of
this pending legislation. I

But there is one statement that I would like to take exception to that
you made, Mr. Secretary, in Panama. Now you said this in your state-
ment to the Panamanians that you commit the United States to prompt
completion of negotiations leading to the transfer of sovereignty over
the Canal Zone from the United States to Panama. I just want to
get clear whether you can commit the United States to negotiations
leading to giving up the Panama Canal in perpetuity.

Secretary KISSINGER. I can commit the United States to the nego-
tiations. I cannot commit the United States without ratification by
the Congress to the result.

Senator BYRD. That is why I thought that it was unfortunate to
use the word commit. I think tiat might be misleading.

Secretary KISSINGoR. I do not have the text in front of me, Senator.
The intent was to commit the United States to prompt negotia-

tions leading to a result that had already been agreed to in these prin-
ciples. There was no additional commitment involved except to the
prompt negotiation.

Senator BYR. Leading to the transfer of sovereignty.
Secretary KIssINoER. To negotiations leading to the transfer of

sovereignty. This was part of the eight principes that were signed.
Senator BYRD. This has not been agreed to by the Congress.
Secretary KISSINGER. But of course the Congress willhave an op-

portunity to reject it. The commitment obviously extends only to
prompt negotiations and to the content of what we will submit to the
Congress. Cannot commit the Congress to approve it.

Senator BYRD. Well, I hope the Panamanians understand that.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. Well, Mr. Secretary, I think this has been a

very significant meeting, and I hope it will be brought to the atten-
tion of all of our people, as well as the Congress, and I think it is
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very important that our people understand thoroughly how im-
portant to the future of our country is the success of your policy.

These hearings on this trade bill will be adjourned subject to the
call of the Chair, and we are very grateful to you, Mr. Secretary,
for your testimony this morning.

.Senator By=. Mr. Chairman, the committee has several questions
to submit for the record.

Senator FULBRIGIT. Well, it was understood that members who have
questions may submit them to the Secretary to be answered at his
leisure.*

The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]

*See opposite page.
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Hon. George P. Shultz, Secretary of the Treasury

Question 1. Can we afford to regard oil and gas as free trade com-
modities? -Don't we need a variable levy of our own to protect domestic
energy investment? Would you comment on a fixed tariff with a rebate
of some portion of the duty to those importers which increase domestic
crude and refining capacity or investments by certain percentages over
a base period? What approach would you favor-a variable tariff or
a fixed tariff with a rebate? Can you supply us with some details as
to how the approach you favor might be technically drawn?

Answer. Oil and gas clearly cannot be regarded as free trade com-
modities in the traditional sense. There is a distinct geographic con-
centration of reserves due to geological accident and there is an
in-being producers cartel (OPEC). There has also been the recent
demonstration of the Arab states willingness to employ the "oil
weapon".

It is, however, in the interest of the United States to do whatever it
can to try to make oil and gas free trade commodities as much as pos-
sible by diversifying supply sources and trying to limit the effective-
ness of the cartel.

Since the cartel prices are much higher than the cost of production,
they have the capability of lowering prices any time they find it to
their advantage. If Project Independence is to succeed, we will have
to have some means of protecting domestic energy investment against
unfair and unstable price pressures from abroad.-But no determination
has been made as to what is the best form for this protection to take.
It is entirely possible that different forms may be appropriate for the
various types of domestic energy investment.

For example a variable levy, with the tariff rate based on the differ-
ence between the U.S. and foreign prices, would have the advantage
of providing needed protection without having to go through the
process of changing the rate each time there was a change in foreign
prices.

The fixed tariff with a rebate would go beyond simple protection,
and attempt to create an added incentive for increasing domestic re-
finery capacity and/or producing capacity. If such a measure were
utilized, it would, however, have to be closely watched and revised in
response to changes in the foreign price to achieve the same degree of
protection as the variable tariff.

Setting a higher variable tariff rate for oil products than for crude
oil would also a possible method of encouraging domestic refinery
expansion which would retain the advantages of the variable tariff,

Notwithstanding the possible suitability of a variable levy in the
case of petroleum, it is not a device the use of which we would want,
to ;ncourage in general, from a trade policy point of view.

No protection, of course, is needed as long as world prices are higher
than U.S. prices, as is the case at present. Projects for domestic energy
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production should not be pushed to the extent that a very large gap
between U.S. and world prices for energy would develop. 'If this were
done, the consumer costs and the threat to the competitiveness of
U.S. industry in the world market might well outweigh any benefits
from energy independence.

At this time no decision has been made as to the need and form of
any of the approaches mentioned above.

Question R. The Export-Import Bank, until recently, was making
substantial financial commitments with respect to projects undertaken
in the U.S.S.R., notwithstanding the fact that one House of Congress
had adopted legislation which would likely have the effect of preclud-
ing such Export-Import Bank operations in Russia and notwithstand-
ing the provision of the Export-Import Bank Act which apparently

requied-case by case determinations of national interest by the Presi-
dent. What is the legal status of credits so issuedI

Answer. The Export-Import Bank of the United States operates as
an independent agency of the U.S. Government under the Export-
Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended. That Act specifically provides
that the purpose of the Bank is to aid in financing and to facilitate
exports of U.S. good and services.

Sec. 2(b) (2) of that Act prohibits the Bank from financing exports
to the Communist countries unless the President makes a determina-
tion that Eximbank financing is in the national interest of the United
States and reports that determination to the Senate and House of
Representatives within thirty days.

On October 18,1972, the President made a determination that it was
in the national interest for Eximbank to finance export transactions
to the USSR. A copy of that determination is attached. The Attorney
General on March 21,1974 rendered an opinion that the President and
the Bank had acted lawfully in making and following determinations
of national interest on a country basis rather than a case.by-case basis.
The Treasury Department fully concurs. -THE WHITE HOUSe,

Washington, Ootober 18,1972.

PRESIDENTIAL DETERMINATION

I hereby determine that it is in the national interest for the Export-
Import Bank of the United States to guarantee, insure, extend credit
and participate in the extension of credit in connection with the pur-
chase or lease of any product or service by, for use in, or for sale or
lease to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, in accordance with
Section 2(b) (2) of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended.

RICHARD NixoN.

As of this date, the Bank is still under Congressional mandate to
finance exports when there is reasonable assurance of repayment, and
Congress has not taken any action which would preclude such financ-
ing of exports to the USSR. Therefore, all credits which have been
authorized to date are completely within the law.

Question 3. The House bill contains a four year discretionary au-
thority on the use of countervailing duties during the negotiations.
Won't that put an open invitation for other countries to subsidize their
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exports to the hilt on the theory that the U.S. will not use its counter-
vailing duties laws during the negotiations I

Answer. The answer would be yes only if it is assumed that the
Secretary of the Treasury would not act in the best interests of the U.S.

If, as'the question appears to imply other governments were to
seek to take advantage of the four-year discretionary provision by en-
acting new subsidy pro rams, or modifying existing ones to the dis-
advantage of the United States, they would do so at their own peril.
The purpose of this temporary, discretionary provision is to
strengthen, not weaken, the negotiating posture of the United States.
It is envisaged that this discretionary authority would be exercised
in situations where a failure to utilize it might well scuttle all possi-
bility of eventually reaching an international agreement on subsidy
practices with which the United States and its trading partners could
both live. Without such authority, the United States could easily find
itself trapped into a position where, because of the new requirement
in H.R. 10710 that countervailing 'duty complaints be acted upon
within 12 months, it would have to take unilateral action under the
law while the negotiations are in progress, against important programs
which are bound to be the subject of considerable discussion in the
multilateral trade negotiations. If agreement is to be reached on the
more difficult subsidy issues, it is far more likely to be through multi-
lateral negotiat ion, rather than unilateral action by the United States.
The latter should be a fall back authority on which we might event-
ially have to rely only if our trading partners reject a reasonable
multilateral approach to the problem.

Question 4. Under the amendments to the Antidumping Act of 1921,
the Secretary of the Treasury would be required to make his initial
determination as to whether he has reason to believe that the purchase
price or exporter sales price is likely to be less than the foreign market
value of the produce within 6 months after the question has been
presented to him. However, there would be no time limit imposed
upon the Secretary of the Treasury with respect to his final determina-
tion that sales at less than fair value have been made. Why shouldn't
there be a time limit placed on the final determination as wellI

Answer. From the standpoint of defending U.S. industry under the
Antidumping Act against unfair international pricing practices, it is
the Treasury's initial determination which is crucial in the normal
antidumping investigation. Under Treasury's Antidumping Regula-
tions, Which parellel in this respect the requirements of the Interna-
tional Anti-Dumping Code, a final decision must be made within
three months after this initial determination. If Treasury's final deci-
sion (which is issued no later than three months after Treasury's
initial determination) is affirmative, the Tariff Commission is directed
by statute to determine within three months thereafter whether the less
tian fair value sales are causing injury to American industry. Al-
though a final decision of dumping is, in the normal case, made 6
months after Treasury's initial determination that there is reasonable
cause to believe or suspect that imported merchandise is being sold
at less than fair value, dumping duties are normally assessed both at
present and under the provisions of H.R. 10710 as of the date of the
Treasury's initial determination. In short, it would serve no purpose
and would not advance effective administration of the Antidumping
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Act to impose a Treasury time limit on final determinations. Because
it is Treasury's initial determination which is the crucial action, H.R.
10710 imposes time limits within which Treasury must make such a
determination.

Question 5. The Countervailing Duties Statute, even as amended by
the House bill, is a mandatory provision. The statute requires the Sec-
retary to impose countervailing duties when he finds the existence of
a bounty or grant paid or bestowed upon the manufacture, produc-
tion, or export of merchandise imported to the United States. How-
ever, in many cases, the Secretary of the Treasury has refused to find
the existence of a bounty or grant and refused to impose countervailing
duties notwithstanding the fact that such bounties or grants were held
to exist according to the reasonable judgment of reasonable men. Can
you explain the somewhat scattered application of this statute? And,
do you envision that its application will be radically changed after
the passage of this bill?

Answer. In determining the applicability of the Countervailing Duty
Law to particular foreign export assist programs, it must be recog-
nized that we are dealing with a statute that has remained substan-
tially unchanged since its enactment in 1897; also that Congress has
enacted other legislation which can be construed to conflict with the
1897 law. Thus the intent of Congress in the administration of this
law is not so clear as might appear from a cursory reading of the statu-
tory language. Furthermore, the practices of governments, including
our own, in encouraging economic development have become far more
sophisticated and complex over the years. Governments today com-
monly employ subsidies to achieve specific economic and social goals.
If the U.S. were to enforce this statute in the manner some have been
advocating, foreign counteraction would be inevitable, and the result-
ing general increase in trade barriers would benefit no one.

The only realistic solution is through international agreement. We
shall endeavor to reach such an agreement in the multilateral trade
negotiations which this legislation will make possible.

Question 6. The amendments to the provisions of the Antidumping
Act dealing with "purchase price" and "exporter's sales price' are
aimed at tightening up the favorable treatment which has been ap-
Plied with respect to value added taxes rebated on exports of products
rom the European Common Market. Currently such taxes, which

amount to more than 20 percent in the case of certain European coun-
tries, are added back in full to the price of the merchandise. This
results in a reduction or elimination of the margin of dumping on
products from the Common Market. Is it envisioned that the new
language in the House-passed bill would actually result in the exelu-
sion of all or a part of the European value added taxes in determining
dumping margins?

Answer. The proposed amendments to the Antidumping Act would
tighten the existing .guidelines for adding back rebated or remitted
taxes to purchase price or exporters sales price. The proposals would
allow the "adding back of such rebates or remitted taxes' if they are
"imposed ... directly upon the exported merchandise... but only to
the extent that such taxes are added to or included in the price of such
or similar merchandise when sold in the country of exportation." If
it were to be determined in a particular instance that such taxes are
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not directly imposed upon the merchandise or that directly imposed
taxes were not included in the foreign home market prices of such or
similar merchandise they will not ie added to purchase price or ex-
porter's sales price. in such circumstances the amendment in question
would tend to create or increase the size of dumping margins. Apart
from such special circumstances, however, it would not result in the
exclusion of the European value added taxes in determining dumping
margins.

Question 7. In your statement you asserted that deficits arising from
the rising costs of oil imports should not call for action to redress the
trade balance. I am not sure I understand that statement. How do you
anticipate tho Europeans and the Japanese will react to their trade
deficits caused by oil imports?

Was the floating of the French franc a defensive move?
I understand that you favor scrapping of wage and price controls as

soon as possible. Isn't it true that if you maintain wage and price con-
trols in a short supply situation you not only create bottlenecks, but
also make almost inevitable export controls?

Answer. The point I was trying to make reflects the fact that some
of the oil exporting countries presently have a limited capacity to
absorb greatly increased imports into their economies and that for
others the planning and execution of new development projects will
take many months so that it is likely to be some time before their
import expand sufficiently to utilize their export revenues. To the
extent that these oil producing countries do not use their export
revenues to finance imports and thus run trade surpluses, it is impos-
sible for the rest of the world, taken as a group, to avoid trade deficits.
Consequently any attempt by an individual oil importing country to
redress the deterioration in its trade balance would merely worsen the
position of other oil importing countries in the same situation. Such
actions would be likely to prompt counter-actions, setting off an escala-
tion of trade barriers and incentives which would be self-defeating
and destructive of living standards and economic activity throughout
the world. The need- to avoid competitive trade and payments policies
was recognized in the communique issued by the C-20 at the conclu-
sion of its Rome meeting in January. Ministers representing the Euro-
pean countries and Japan endorsed that undertaking.

The longer-term adjustments will involve both reductions in oil
consumption through conservation and development of alternative
energy-supplies, and increases in exports to the oil producing countries
as their economies expand and they begin to draw on past earnings to
finance rising imports. In the short run, however, the deterioration
in trade balances will have to be financed largely through the capital
account.

France's decision to move from the joint EC float to an independent
float of its currency was motivated by uncertainties affecting exchange
markets as a result of the oil price increases and the impact on its re-
serves and economic Ipolicies. While some have expressed concern
that this action was the harbinger of a competitive exchange rate
policy, France's exchange market policies do not provide evidence that
this is the case.

I would also point out that there is a wide measure of agreement
that the floating exchange rates currently employed by a number of
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countries are particularly appropriate to present uncertainties and
unsettled conditions.

In the negotiations for long-term monetary reform, the U.S. has
long advocated that countries have the option to float their currencies
in particular situations. Obviously countries must follow interna-
tionally responsible policies whether they employ a par value or
floating exchange rate.

It is of course true that domestic price controls can increase the
attractiveness of the export market where prices are uncontrolled.
The longer price controls are in effect, the greater the danger that
necessary supplies will be diverted from the domestic market to for-
eign markets. Nonetheless the need for export controls due to price
stabilization programs will depend, on the duration of the program
and the way it is administered. If the United States adopted a perma-
nent policy of price controls irrespective of foreign price levels, paral-
lel export controls would be required.

Q e8tion 8. The authority delegated to the President to deal with
balance of payments difficulties is extremely broad and does not appear
to be adequately defined. Thus, all the President would have to do is
to say the United States was experiencing large and serious balance
of payments and deficits, and then he could impose a 15 percent duty
on most articles imported in the United States. Likewise, the President
could reduce all imported duties by 5 percent ad valorem simply by
declaring that the United States was experiencing a large balance of
payments surplus If you have flexible exchange rates why is such a
broad authority needed? And if so, should there not be a hearing for
those U.S. interests which might be adversely affected by such actions?

Answer. Ample safeguards have been incorporated into the balance-
of-payments authority. As indicated by the Committee on Ways &
Means report on the bill, the circumstances under which the authority
could be invoked are carefully circumscribed and effectively provide
that action would be taken only in exceptional, and thus infrequent,
situations. The scope of the action that may be taken has also been
fixed and the duration limited unless Congress acted to extend it.

A primary U.S. objective in the monetary reform negotiations has
been a system which avoids the prolonged and excessive payments
imbalances which led countries to use trade measures in the past. While
more flexible exchange rates will make a positive contribution to
achieving such a system, they do not eliminate the need for the
balance-of-payments authority that is being requested. The availa-
bility of trade measures as part of a cooperative multilateral effort
could provide 'a useful and effective incentive to ensure that needed
adjustment action is taken promptly and effectively and in conform-
ance with agreed rules. Should alternative adjustment measures,
including exchange rate action, by unavailable or inappropriate, trade
measures could provide a necessary safety net, albeit as a least pre-
ferred alternative. And in rare instances, trade measures may comple-
ment exchange rate action, e.g., to moderate the severe pressure on
reserves during the long time lags when the initial devaluation effects
are perverse and the beneficial impact on trade flows remains to be felt.

Given the circumstances under vhich the authority could be invoked,
a prior hearing would be neither feasible nor desirable. Knowledge
that such trade action was contemplated could greatly exacerbate the
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situation that the action was intended to ameliorate. Furthermore
provision has been made for exempting products from reduction ol
tariffs in the case of material injury and in other specified situations
and from, for example, import restrictions when domestic supplies are
short. The 150 day limit cn the duration of any measures taken with-
out specific Congressional action to a brief period makes it unnecessary
to hold hearings after an action is taken, because the Congress would
be likely to hold such hearings if it considered extending the action
beyond the 150 days.

Que8t on 9. As a practical matter, if trade adjustment assistance is
a check for up to 52 weeks-does it really serve to return workers to
productivity? Isn't the result just the opposite?

Answer. Section 234 of the TRA would require a worker to be
available for reemployment although he is not required to accept the
first reemployment opportunity if it is not commensurate with his
previous employment. The purpose of the adjustment assistance pro-
gram is to help the worker find such productive reemployment, the
weekly trade adjustment assistance allowance being designed to pre-
vent undue hardship to the worker during this effort. Cash allowances
to workers under the current program have been for the most part
retroactive, that is received by workers whose separations occurred
more than a year before certification. To be effective, adjustment assist-
ance must be provided soon after dislocation occurs. This has been
difficult because of delays built into the current program. A significant
time lag occurs between worker separation and the initiation of the
petition process and Tariff Commission investigation to determine
injury. The stringent eligibility requirements and inadequate pro-
visiorn of benefits are additional shortcomings of the cutrentprogram

The new adjustment assistance program has been designed to over-
come past shortcomings. Under the new program workers would not
receive more than several weeks payments on a retroactive basis be-
cause the new program has been designed to overcome this past short-
coming. For example, the certification will only cover workers
separated twelve months from the date of receipt of the worker peti-
tion by the Secretary of Labor. Improved early warning techniques
will enable us to identify trade-related dislocations at it very early
stage, thereby assuring workers ample opportunity to file petitions for
adjustment assistance. Unlike the existing adjustment assistance pro-
gram, which has not been able to achieve the adjustment objective, the
new program has been designed to achieve the adjustment goal of
returning workers to productive employment. The trade-displaced
worker will be eligible to receive job search and relocation allowances
to encourage him to seek jobs elsewhere if none are available in the
immediate area. A modest decrease in the payment levels after the
first 26 weeks will also assist in motivating workers to broaden their
job search efforts.

In addition to counseling, testing, and placement services similar
to those provided under the current law, the new program provides
that the Secretary of Labor shall make every effort to secure sup-
portive and other services to assist trade-displaced workers in their
adjustment. These services shall include, to the extent provided in
Federal law, work orientation, basic education, communication skills,
employment skills, minor health services, and other services which are

30-229 0 - 74 - pt. 2 - 10
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necessary to prepare a worker for full employment in accordance with
his capabilities and employment opportunities.

Finally, because of the new program's procedure with respect to the
petitioning process, determination and certification of injury and the
improved delivery system, adjustment assistance would be provided
to trade displaced workers in time of need thus facilitating rapid ad-
justment to productive employment.

Question 10. Some people argue that it makes little sense to dis-
tinguish between workers unemployed because of trade concessions
and workers unemployed by reason of other decisions of their govern-
ment-say the closing of a military base or the decision not to build an
SST. My question to you is, why distinguish among workers un-
eployed for any legitimate reasons? The Employment Act of 1946
ma es full employment the duty and responsibility of the Federal
Government. When we fail in that duty, why should the victims be
treated differently I

Answer. The Administration believes that the Federal-State un-
employment compensation system, which addresses the fact of unem-
ployment rather than its cause, is generally best suited to alleviate
problems of worker displacement. In April 1973 the Administration
proposed that the general unemployment compensation approach also

applied to trade-displaced workers. However, the House of Repre-
sentatives decided to introduce a special adjustment assistance pro-
gram for trade-impacted workers into the Trade Reform Act in line
with the similar concept under present law. The Administration ac-
cepts that decision at this time.

In the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, Congress determined that it
would be equitable to provide assistance to trade-displaced workers
since their displacement is due to a government policy that benefits
the country as a whole. Trade-displaced workers may be distinguished
from workers who lose their jobs as a result of domestic competition
because the latter usually can find alternative employment in more
competitive firms in the same industry whereas the demand for skills
of trade-displaced workers tends to decrease as a consequence of for-
eign competition.

Trade-caused layoffs also tend to be permanent and concentrated in
localities lacking an adequate industrial base to provide sufficient
growth in alternative employment. The special benefits of job search
and relocation allowances will more effectively aid trade-displaced
workers in the readjustment process. Trade adjustment assistance is
designed to make it possible for workers displaced by trade to take
advantage of the new job distribution and thereby promotes the objec-
tive of productive reemployment. In the long run if adequate Federal
unemployment insurance standards are provided, such distinctions
may not be warranted.

Question 11. A common criticism of trade adjustment assistance is
that it is too little, but more importantly, it is too late. Why hasn't
there been a more serious effort to devise an effective early warning
system which would locate workers and assist them before the damage
was done?

Answer. Efforts to develop an early warning system were under-
taken soon after the Trade Adjustmeit Assistance program became
effective in 1962. These efforts had little effect because workers seeking
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adjustment assistance could not meet the requirements of the law and
were turned down. This early experience discouraged workers from
seeking assistance.

Later efforts foundered on the drawn out petitioning process that
sometimes resulted in delays of over 1 year once a petition was filed
with the Tariff Commission.

It was determined that before an effective early warning system
could be implemented, basic changes would have to be made in the legal
requirements of the program to minimize procedural delays involving
injury determination and benefit delivery to workers. H.R. 10710
makes those changes and we believe we have the makings of an effective
early warning system that will enable the delivery of adjustment
assistance benefits when such benefits are most needed. The Seretary
of Labor must issue a certification of eligibility to apply for adjust-
ment assistance within 60 days after the filing of a petition by a group
of workers. Workers must file a petition not later than 12 months
prior to their layoff. Workers laid off more than a year before the cut-
off date would not be eligible for adjustment assistance.

Question 1. The President is also given unlimited authority to
lower duties and reduce import restrictions whenever he determines
that the supply of any articles are inadequate to meet domestic demand
at reasonable prices. This is an extremely vague standard by which
to govern an extremely broad grant of authority to the President. The
President could only affect 80 percent of total imports at any one time
under this authority. And, if one excludes those articles which are
duty-free and not subject to any other import restrictions, this 30
percent figure would actually be much higher. Can you give us a list
of articles to which this provision might apply today IIs this authority
really needed and should it not be made subject to clearer standards?Answer. The short supply authority, which is contained in the
amendment the Administration has offered to sec. 123 is not unlimited.
The exercise of this authority is carefully circumscribed by a number
of specific limitations. First, the action is limitedto a maximum dura-
tion of one year unless extended by an Act of Congress. This length
of time is necessary in order for any suspension or reduction to have
any real effect. Suspensions or reductions of tariffs or other import
restraints for shorter periods would not permit businessmen enough
time to react. Furthermore, the one year period is necessary to evaluate
the effect of the suspension of duties or increase of imports under a
quota before Congress must act to preserve the duty suspension or
quota liberalization.

Secondly, actions at any one time cannot apply to more than 30
percent of the estimated total of U.S. imports. Specific exemptions
are provided for any article subject to 1) import restraints under sec-
tion, 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, 2) subject to import
relief measures, or 8) subject to national security actions. Moreover,
articles will be excluded if, in the President's judgment, such suspen-
sion or reduction of tariffs or other import restrictions would cause
or contribute to material injury to firms or workers in the domestic
industry, impair the national security or otherwise be contrary to the
national interest. Finally, the President must promptly notify both
Houses of Congress of his action and the reasons for it.
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With respect to your request for a list of articles to which this
provision might apply, we have in mind situations similar to those for
which temporary duty suspensions have been deemed necessary, such
as, primary and scrap aluminum, refined and scrap copper, and ferrous
scrap. In every case a determination would have to be made that
supplies of the article were inadequate to meet domestic demand at
reasonable prices and that the suspension or reduction of import
restrictions would not cause or contribute to material injury to domes-
tic firms or workers, impair the national security or otherwise be
contrary to the national interest.

With these very large restraints, I believe this authority will permit
the President to take swift action to benefit consumers and U.S. pro-
ducers without taking away the sales or jobs of any American
citizens. In view of the present prevalence of tight supply-demand
situations and record price levels in many of the major internationally
traded basic raw materials and foodstuffs, we believe, as do many mem-
ber of Congress, that such authority is necessary.

The Adm inistration has generally opposed legislatively-enacted
criteria because it is almost impossible to devise criteria that would
apply equally well and equitably to all situations. In addition, such
criteria would limit the administrative flexibility necessary to assure
that the actions are taken only when needed to meet the goals of the
short supply authority.

Que8twn 13. The President's authority to reduce duties in order to
restrain inflation is limited to periods of 150 days, unless extended by
an act of Congress. However, what is to stop the President from
"turning over" inflation actions by reducing duties with respect to
new items immediately following the termination of duty reductions
on articles covered under prior proclamations I

Answer. The purpose of section 123 as presently drafted is to pro-
vide an effective additional tool, through temporary reductions of
import barriers, to ensure adequate supplies to meet domestic demand
at reasonable prices for the consumer. The approach of section 123 is
inicroeconomic not macroeconomic, that is to authorize action with re-
spect to particular articles. The authority does enable the President
to reduce duties for up to 150 days on new items covering no more
than 30 percent of estimated total t.S. imports following termination
of duty reductions on other items covered by a prior proclamation
within the same or a previous year. It would be sound economic policy
to reduce temporarily import barriers on other articles in a subse-
quent proclamation which are, in fact, in short supply as a partial
relief measure for American consumers.

However, such actions must be during a period of sustained or rapid
price increases following a Presidential determination that the articles
involved are in short supply in relation to domestic demand at reason-
able prices. It should be noted that such actions cannot apply to arti-
cles for which it would cause or contribute to material injury to firms
or workers in the domestic industry or impair the national security.
Articles subject to section 22 import relief, or national security actions
are also exempt. The President must also report his actions and the
reasons for them to the Congress, which must take positive action to
extend any reductions beyond150 days.
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It should be noted that the Administration had suggested amending
section 123 to deal more adequately to short supply situations, as re-
flected in Ambassador Eberfe's testimony submitted for the Senate
record.

Hon. Frederick B. Dent, Secretary of Commerce

Quetum 1. Why was trade adjustment assistance for firms not
proposed in the Administration's original trade bill, H.R. 67671

Answer. It was originally felt that the easier access to escape clause
relief in the Trade Reform Act would be sufficient to overcome prob-
lems of American manufacturers arising from import competition.
Further, the experience with adjustment assistance under the Trade
Expansion Act was generally unsatisfactory because injury criteria
were so formidable that proving eligibility was long drawn out and
costly, and assistance was not provided in time to be fully effective.

The Administration now feels however, that the program provided
in the draft bill passed by the Pouse removes the major obstacles to
effective adjustment assistance for firms, and we in the Department of
Commerce will do our utmost to make it work efficiently.

Qu8tim 2. What was the experience under the Trade Expansion
Act of tax relief adjustment assistance for flrms? Instead of eliminat-
ing tax relief adjustment assistance, has the Administration consid-
ered expanding it-for example, in the form of an increased invest-
ment tax credit for affected firms or for investment in heavily im-
pacted communities?

Answer. Under the Trade Expansion Act only 5 firms qualified for
and received tax assistance through additional refunds, and all em-
ployed the funds for working capital needs. In the case of three firms,
no additional financial assistance was provided.

Investment tax credits, like accelerated depreciation, are beneficial
only when a company is generating profits, and our experience under
the Trade Expansion Act is that profitable companies generally do
not qualify for adjustment assistance. Consequently, the Administra-
tion does not believe that investment tax credits would meet the needs
of the program.

Question 3. Did the Administration consider making certain forms
of adjustment assistance available to impacted -communities, as well
as workers and firms? Why wasn't such a provision included?

Answer. While the Administration considered extending trade ad-
justment assistance to impacted communities, the idea was rejected
for reasons of budgetary cost and overlapping with assistance to im-
pacted communities provided by the Economic Development Adminis-
tration (EDA) in the Department of Commerce. Because EDA re-
sponds to community unemployment or underemployment, it deals
with the effect of an adverse impact on a community no matter what
the cause. In addition, the Administration's proposed Economic Ad-
justment Act (S. 3041, H.R. 12942) can be used to assist in solving
the problem and I recommend the proposal to your attention.

Que8tion 4. Why not provide adjustment assistance for workers
and firms affected by foreign country trade restrictions as well as
those affected by trade concessions? Isn't the principle the same?
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Answer. While the principle may be similar, in practice it would
be most difficult to link adjustment assistance to foreign trade restric-
tions. Evaluating the effect of our tariff concessions on domestic firms
under the Trade Expansion Act is no easy job'in itself, and to attempt
to delineate and evaluate the effect of overseas restrictions on our
trade--some very subtle in their application-would seem to us to
pose almost insurmountable problems.

Question 5. Under the House bill, direct loans or loan guarantees
could not be provided to a firm unless the firm demonstrated that it
did not have reasonable access to capital from the private sector. Yet
at the same time, no loans or guarantees could be provided unless
there was reasonable assurance of repayment. How could you deter-
mine them was reasonable assurance of repayment on any loan to a
firm if the private sector (banks) did not see fit to loan any money
to the firm? In other words, how can a firm be "bankable" and "non-
bankable" at the same time?

Answer. "Reasonable assurance of repayment" is not judged uni-
formly among all lending institutions. For example, a mortgage lender
looks to collateral as well as earnings for assurance of repayment and
can lend at a relatively low interest rate. A factoring concern does
not have the same degree of repayment assurance, but judges "reason-
able" in the light of the high interest rates it charges.

Under the Trade Expansion Act, the Office of Trade Adjustment
Assistance in Commerce judges assurance of repayment in terms of
program goals. Under the statute the firm must look first to the private
sector and other government agencies for assistance. OTAA can pro-
vide funds only to cover any shortfall.

Qiwstln 6. Firms would not be certified as eligible to receive ad-
justment assistance unless sales or production had decreased and a
significant number of workers had become separated. Why should
worker criteria be added to the standards for certification for firm
adjustment assistance? And conversely, why should firm criteria be
relevant in determining whether workers should be certified under
Section 222 of H.R. 10710 ?

Answer. Admittedly, the twin criteria of actual or threatened un-
employment or underemployment of the workers and a decline in
sales or production of the firm apply both to firm and worker eligi-
bility. Unlike the second criterion for firm applicants however, worker
appli cants may also qualify if the subdivision of the firm in which
they are or were employed shows a decline in sales or production. It
seems to the Department that in the face of significant import pene-
tration both criteria would be present. it does not appear unreasonable,
therefore, to require that both elements be present in order to make a
finding of eligibility. Further, to require both criteria in cases of
worker and firm eligibility will work in the direction of greater dis-
cipline and consistency in the administration of the program by the
Department of Commerce and the Department of Labor.

Hon. Peter J. Brennan, Secretary of Labor

Question 1. Just lost month the Administration sent to Congress a
legislative proposal for a new U'special unemployment compensation
act" which would provide additional unemployment benefits in areas
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of high unemployment. You proposed this measure as an alternative
to the proposal in the energy bilf which would target its benefits spe-
cifically to workers displaced because of governmental actions.

Why should special unemployment benefits be based on a direct
causal linkage between government policy and individual unemploy-
ment in the trade area but not in the energy area ?

Answer. The Administration believes that, as a general rule, the
C; Federal-State unemployment compensation system is best suited to

cushion the effect on workers and the economy of shifts and disloca-
tions in the demand for workers. The system responds to the fact of
unemployment, rather than to the cause. Exceptional situations can
sometimes be met without doing violence to this basic approach, as
was done in the Administration's special compensation proposal which
temporarily provides increases in duration and coverage.

It will be recalled that in April 1973 the Administration proposed
a general unemployment compensation approach for trade affected
workers as well as workers affected for other reasons. The House of
Representatives decided against this general approach in the trade
bill, and introduced the special adjustment assistance program for
import caused unemployment, following the precedent of the 1962
Trade Expansion Act. The Administration accepts that judgment at
this time, partly because the trade adjustment assistance program, in-
troduced in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and in H.R. 10710, is a
narrowly focused response to job displacements imposed on specific
groups of workers by government trade decisions that benefit the entire
country. When government moves to secure the benefit of expanded
trade, it is appropriate for government to provide special benefits for
those who are displaced. In this much more limited area, it is possible
to set workable criteria and for the Secretary of Labor to apply such
tests equitably to the groups that apply.

Unfortunately many trade-caused layoffs are localized. In those
cases where a firm, or an industry, closes as a result of import com-
petition, many displaced workers cannot expect to -be rehired by the
old employers after a brief spell of unemployment and must move into
new occupations. When the adversely affected firm is concentrated
geographically, workers must turn to new localities and different in-
dustries to find jobs. In such circumstances a special benefit program
is useful.

The proposals that have been put forth for linking increased com-
pensation solely to job losses caused by energy shortages and related
government actions are inherently unworkable. Such a program would
generate a massive flow of applications, since the suggested criteria-
which have varied in different versions of the proposal-am such
vague and undefined economic concepts that they might conceivably
apply to almost any job displacement occurring dung a time of
energy shortage. State unemployment compensation offices would have
to make individual determinations as to cause of unemployment in
each case. They are not equipped to undertake such complex economic
judgments, with such inadequate standards to apply. The inevitable
result would be wide variations in application: A program both
inequitable and inefficient.

queti o B. Can you tell me why there is a time limit on the certifi-
cation of eligibility for a worker to get adjustment assistance but no
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time limit between the time he files his application for assistance to the
time he actually gets his allowances. I refer you .to the charts on Pages
40 and 41 of the staff bluebook. There is a 60-day limit on the pro-
cedures described on Page 40 but no limit on the procedures described
on Page 41.

Answer. Under the procedures described on Page 40 of the staff
bluebook, the Secretary of Labor must make an investigation and
reach economic conclusions (see § 222, H.R. 10710) before certifying
a group of workers eligible to a pply for assistance. H.R. 10710 simpli-
fies this task as compared with the Trade Adjustment Act of 1962, and
the 60-day limit formalizes the requirement that it be concluded speed-
ily. The procedures for determining eligibility of an individual within
the group certified by the Secretary are carried out by State unemploy-
ment insurance offices, applying simple factual criteria (see § 231, H.R.
10710). Precisely to avoid delay in this determination, H.R. 10710
makes these criteria similar to criteria the same workers must meet

for State unemployment insurance payments. Workers now receive
unemployment insurance checks promptly-allowing for variations
of State law, usually in the neighborhood of two weeks after making
application. We would expect a similar schedule to prevail for trade
displaced workers.

(Jue8tion 3. On Page 5 of your prepared statement, you indicated
that regular unemployment insurance programs are designed to deal
with displacement from "normal seasonal or cyclical factors, or of
shifts in technology or of domestic competition."

Could you explain in just what ways these regular unemployment

programs are inappropriate for meeting displacement caused by non-
domestic competition?

Answer. For many workers increased domestic competition has
meant more or better job opportunities. Workers displaced by domes-
tic competition have used regular unemployment programs to main-
tain themselves for short periods of time while they search for other
employment opportunities. Since domestic competition rarely involves
large-scale elimination of job opportunities in an industry, it is nor-
mal for workers displaced from one domestic firm having competitive
difficulties to obtain employment in another more competitive firm in

the same industry.
Workers displaced by import competition are often in industries of

diminishing employment opportunities precisely because imports are
supplying larger shares of the domestic market and causing problems
for both competitive and less competitive domestic manufacturers.
The latter may not be able to maintain employment levels, and workers
laid off by the less competitive firms tend to have more difficulty
finding alternative employment with the more competitive domestic
producers.

Import-caused layoffs are often of longer duration and jobs avail-
able in other industries infrequently utilize the special skills of the
import impacted worker. Many import impacted workers are older,
more specialized, and less mobile than other workers. These character-
istics make them less attractive prospects to employers in other
industries.

It is because of the lack of demand for their specialized skills and
their lack of mobility that special adjustment assistance for trade

displaced workers has been designed.
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Hon. Earl L. Butz, Secretary of Agriculture

Que8tion1. The agricultural community has always appeared to me
to be schizophrenic on foreign trade. We have had witnesses from
agriculture come in and tell us that they want to eliminate any pro-
tection in the manufacturing sector but at the same time tighten up
on dairy import quotas when dairy imports were less than 2 percent of
domestic consumption. Agriculture has been protected by price sub-
sidies, import quotas and export subsidies for years so it s somewhat
hypocritical for them to sing the praises of free trade. Now, if protec-
tion is good enough for the American farmer, why is it so bad for the
American factory worker? If it's not good for the farmer then why
do we have so many subsidies and quotas in agriculture for so many
years?

Answer. To the extent that import quotas and export subsidies exist
in American agriculture, they are primarily means to ensure the ef-
fective administration of domestic farm programs designed to give the
American farmer a fair return compared to workers in the rest of the
economy. The objective of Section 22 quotas, for instance, is to prevent.
imported surpluses from interfering with, or threatening to render
ineffective, the domestic price support programs. Their purpose is to
ensure that imports do not add to domestic surpluses which the gov-
ernment would be required to purchase.

We have sought to achieve a market-oriented agriculture through
our domestic farm programs beginning with the passage of the Agri-
cultural Act of 1970. The Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of
1973 took several steps further in the same direction. Except for a few
crops, we are now set on a course of full production to be sold at com-
petitive market prices. It has taken the government out of the business
of making production choices for the farmer, and we think that is good.
At the same time, the target and loan provisions provide assurances
to the farmer that he will not be the victim of drastic declines in -his
income.

A basic tenet of our trade in all products should be the exchange
of goods in which we have a comparative advantage. We have a strong
comparative advantage in most agricultural products, and -the U.S.
farmer has demonstrated his ability to produce at low coAt for world
needs. Our objective is to free up world agricultural trade so that
there is no need for quotas and subsidies on a permanent basis. We feel
these are valid, objectives for all sectors of our economy.

Question 2. On Page 5 of your statement, you indicated that the
authority. contained in this proposed bill would enable the United
States to free up international agricultural trade and guarantee suf-
ficient food supplies. Also, this authority would help us to deal with the
proliferation of special trade preferences and to rationalize the maze
of nontariff barriers. What actions (deeds) of the European Common
Market give you any grounds for believing that these goals would be
achieved through negotiations?

Answer. We believe the EC indicated its sincerity by joining the
United States and other countries in the Tokyo Declaration last
September in agreeing to tackle the many agricultural barriers that
proiferate in the world trading system. The EC and the United States
alonPg with Japan were the initiators of efforts that began at tthe Smith.
sonian meeting in December 1971, resulting in joint declarations to
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negotiate that were ultimately endorsed by the GATTr membership.
The Trade Negotiations Committee now making preparations in Gen-
eva for the formal negotiations include a sub-group on agriculture.
This does not mean that agriculture is being separated from industry
in the negotiations--iboth will be considered in the context of overall
reciprocity, which the EC has agreed with us should be an objective
of tihe negotiations.

Even though there is indication that the EC will bargain hard about
agricultural issues, there is disenchantment about the CAP within the
E-C, especially among the British and the Germans. We think EC
concern about inflation, rising food prices, and supply shortages could
provide the necessary incentive for them to negotiate meaningfully.

We 'think we will see more evidence of a constructive upproadh by
the EC to the negotiations once the Trade Bill is passed andit becomes
clear how strongly the U.S. Government as a whole is committed to
them.

Qu .8tin 3. Why are we the only country inthe world not controlling
wheat exports? The Europeans and the Canadians both have official
marketing agencies which control exports. Should we also control our
wheat exportsI

Answer. We don't believe that our wheat should be marketed through
official systems like those of Canada or ,the European Community. The
United States has always conducted business on the basis of minimum
government involvement. To set up a national marketing agency would
mark a clear divergence from this position. The United States has
become the world's largest exporter of grains without such devices and
we believe the accumulated experience and expertise in the private
sector serve us well.

We do not favor export controls on wheat because they are unneces-
sary. Production is the only true solution to shortages. The United
States is currently pursuing that policy under current farm programs
and .we fully expect a record wheat crop this year. Our longer term
interest is in persuading other countries to lower import barriers to our
wheat and other farm commodities. This means we should be extremely
cautious in taking any actions which would cast doubt on our relia-
bility as a supplier.

Question 4. We have had a rash of shortages, price increases followed
by price controls and export controls and more shortages. It is fair to
say that if you control the price of domestic product below its inter-
national price, you inevitably are forced to adopt export controls?

And, is it not also true that if you control the price of chickens but
not the cost of feed you end up creating an incentive for farmers to
drown their baby chicks? So the lesson that I derive from all this is
that our whole wage-price control system has been a failure and the
best thing we could do in the Congress is to end the whole program. Do
you agree?

Answer. It is not inevitable that export controls are likely to follow
price controls in the circumstances described. However, such domestic
controls do introduce distortions into the economy which can create'
pressures for export controls.

Indeed, we should have learned an important lesson from last year's
experience. That lesson is that controls can create as many ,problems
as they solve. However, a number of other faotors-including weather,
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worldwide inflation, and the export control practices of some foreign
countries-were more responsible than price controls for the sup) y
shortages, erratic production decisions, and gyrating prices which
affected our agricultural markets in 197a.

As for the purely domestic effects of price controls, there too we
have had problemss where controls broke into and disrupted the food
chain. I do agree that designing a foolproof price control system which
would work effectively over the long term would be a virtual impos-
sibility.

Hon. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State

Question. In your testimony you stated that Title IV of H.R.
10710 may prevent extension of non-discriminatory treatment to
the Soviet Union as well as "several other countries." To what other
countries do you refer? Given the individual circumstances of these
countries, should Congress proceed to grant MFN on a cases-by-case
basis$

Answer. Title IV would authorize the extension of non-discrimina-
tory tariff treatment under certain conditions to the products of any
country which is not now eligible for such treatment. The reference
to several countries other than the Soviet Union as being caught by
those provisions of Title IV preventing extension of such treatment,
was designed to underscore the fact that we do not intend to extend
MFN treatment to all the countries in question and that we intend to
negotiate the extension of non-discriminatory treatment on the merits
of the individual situation in accordance with the provisions of Title
IV. We believe that granting of non-discriminatory treatment on the
basis of a negotiated agreement, pursuant to which concessions may be
obtained which will be of value to the United States, is preferable to
legislative action unilaterally granting non-discriminatory treatment
to those countries.

The approach called for in the Bill, which includes a Congressional
veto procedure, requires a case-by-case approach. It should thus in
effect permit the Administration in cooperation with the Congress to
deal with the granting of MFN on an individual basis.

If the Congress gives the President the authority requested in Title
IV, we would envisage commercial negotiations with several Eastern
European countries. We contemplate beginning with Romania. At ap-
propriate stages in the development o our relations, we would con-
sider opening such negotiations with Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and
Bulgaria.

Question. Regarding the Jist of countries which would be specifically
excluded from receiving preferential treatment under Title V of the
bill: Although, Czechoslovakia and Hungary would be excluded from
receiving such treatment, Bulgaria and Romania become eligible for
such treatment if granted most favored nation treatment under Title
IV of the bill. Are these latter East European countries so economi-
cally different from Hungary and Czechoslovakia that any or all
should be subject to different treatment under Title V? Further-
more, if North Korea or China were to be granted most favored
nation treatment under Title V of this bill they would also be-
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come eligible to receive duty-free treatment on their imports.
Thus, the products of these countries could become reduced all the way
from column two rates down to zero rates of duty. Cuba could also
become immediately eligible for most favored nation or preferential
treatment under this title. By what criteria were the countries listed
in Title V specifically excluded, and have any of the issues which I
have just raised with respect to certain Communist countries consid-
ered in the adoption of this list?

Answer. Czechoslovakia and Hungary are included among the 26
countries mandatorily excluded by name from possible beneficiary
status under Title V because they, like the other 24, are generally rec-
ognized as being so highly developed economically as to exclude them
from consideration for less developed nation designation. The fact
that a country does not appear on the list set forth in paragraph 502 (b)
does not imply that it necessarily will be included in our list of GSP
beneficiaries.

Bulgaria and Romania have requested beneficiary status under a
number of the GSP arrangements of other countries. Both are desig-
nated as beneficiaries by Japan, Australia, Austria, Finland and New
Zealand. The European Community extends limited beneficiary status
to Romania. Neither Hungary nor Czechoslovakia have requested bene-
ficiary status under any system currently in effect.

Under the proposals contained in Title V of the Trade Reform Act,
countries wil have to meet certain criteria in order to be designated.
The bill provides that generalized preferences may not under any
condition be extended to (a) Communist countries not eligible for
most-favored-nation tariff treatment and (b) countries which grant
preferential treatment to other industrialized countries unless they
indicate that these "reverse preferences" will be eliminated by Jan-
uary 1, 1976 (at least some Communist countries may be excluded
under this "reverse preference" criteria). In addition, when desig-
nating a beneficiary country, the following factors are to be considered:
Whether the country has expressed a desire to be so designated; The
country's level of economic development; Whether other industrialized
countries extend generalized preferences to the country; and Whether
the country has nationalized property of a United States citizen or
corporation without the payment, of prompt, adequate and effective
compensation.

As the bill is now written, the President would be able to take into
amount all U.S. and domestic foreign policy interests before desig-
nating any country a beneficiary. The Administration has no present
intention to grant generalized preferences to any country not now
receiving most-favored-nation tariff treatment. Both Houses of Con-
gress will be notified in advance of the considerations on which the
decision to designate any country is based. .

Economic differences also appear sufficiently great to justify dis-
tinction. Generalized preferences benefit mainly manufactured exports
and Czechoslovakia and Hungary have been more successful in ex-
porting manufactures to the industrialized West than Romania and
Bulgaria. The following table compares exports of manufactures per
capita by these four countries to the member countries of the Organiza-
tion of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). All non-
communist GSP donors are OECD member countries.
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Manufactured export8 to OBOD countries
DoUt~r.

Country: per oaptta
Czechoslovakia - $40.2
Hungary 81.9
Romania - ------------------------------------------- 16.3
Bulgaria ------------------------------------------- 11.4

4?tu6#tia This bill would give the President authority to grant
China the most favored nation treatment. Furthermore, Title V allows
the President to extend 10 years of duty-free treatment to China as a
developing country. As you know, Chinese labor wages are very small
compared to our own. Under what conditions would you favor grant-
ing most favored nation or other preferred treatment to China? Don't
you see a danger for many high-labor content U.S. industries-textiles,
electronics, footwear-by granting duty-free access to our markets
from such countries as China? (The market disruption provisions of

- the bill for Communist countries are very difficult tests to meet.)
Answer. There are a number of difficulties to be overcome before

the United States considers the possibility of extending MFN tariff
treatment to the People's Republic of China.

The Shanghai Communique, issued at the conclusion of President
Nixon's visit to the People's Republic of China on February 28, 1972,
called on the United States and the PRC to "facilitate the progressive
development of trade" and to develop "economic relations based on

-equality and mutual benefit." In this connection we began by seeking
Chinese agreement on a means of settling private claims of American
citizens for compensation of property taken from them by the PRC
after 1949. Agreement in principle was reached in February 1973 and
negotiations on details of a settlement agreement are continuing. How-
ever, we have no way of predicting when final agreement will actually
be reached. We have taken the position with the Chinese that once a
claims settlement agreement has been concluded we will be prepared
to enter into discussions leading to the extension of MFN in return for
comparable concessions by the PRC.

The People's Republic of China does not benefit from any of the
existing systems of generalized tariff preferences. To our knowledge it
has not requested these benefits. The Administration does not intend to
_use the proposed authority in Title V of the trade bill to extend prefer-

\ential treatment to the PRC.
Queston This bill would give tariff preferences to "developing

countries", including oil-producing nations. I for one don't believe
that we should give preferential treatment to countries which embargo
exports to the U.S. In fact, I don't believe they should be given "most-
favored-nation" treatment in our market. Why should we give "non-
discriminatory" treatment to countries which discriminate against us?

Answer. Passage of Title V as now drafted would not automatically
lead to preferential treatment for the oil-producing countries or, for
that matter, any country. It is true that the major oil-producing coun-
tries would not'be excluded by any of the mandatory criteria in the bill.
The bill, however, provides ample authority to provide or deny general-
ized preferences to any country if it is in the U.S. interest to do so.

Que8tum. Why don't we bargain with the Soviet Union and request
that they pay for our proprietary commodities with gold?
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Answer. The USSR has in fact been-using its gold to help finance
imports from other countries, including the United States, by selling

omod in international markets to obtain foreign exchange. In 1973 alone
it is believed that the USSR sold over $1 bil ion in gol to finance such
imports. Part of this gold was sold to licensed users in the United
States.

However, U.S. exporters would be placed in a difficult position if we
insisted on payment in gold for exports of proprietary goods or serv-
ices rather than partially financing these sales through cidits. Under
such circumstances, producers in other industrialized nations would be
able to offer the Soviets far more attractive terms than our own. Under
present arrangements, however, our Export-Import Bank terms are
competitive with those of other major exporting nations allowing
American exporters a reasonable opportunity to sell in the Soviet mar-
ket. If the American exporter were to insist on a cash or gold payment
for an export to the USSR, the USSR could secure both the goods and
satisfactory credits from these other countries and the American
company would lose the export. Furthermore, since a private Ameri-
can person cannot hold gold, it would be illegal for an American com-
pany to trade goods for gold without a special Treasury license. It
would otherwise be unrealistic to expect the USSR to sell gold to the
Treasury at the official price, when the price on the free market is
several times higher.

In any event, we want to see trade with the USSR develop into a
normal pattern whereby countries pay fur the bulk of their imports
by the foreign exchange they earn through exporting. This does not
mean that trade should be balanced on a bilateral basis; a trade deficit
with one country can be offset by a trade surplus with another.

'U.S. SENATE,
COmMTrI'rE ON FINANCE,

March 20, 194.
Hon. HENRY A. Kxssnlqr ,
Secretary of State,
Department of State,
Wa8hinfgton, D.C.

DEAR MR. SEcRETARY: In my letter of March 15, 1974, on behalf of
the Committee on Finance, I directed to you five questions with a re-
quest that you provide brief written answers for inclusion in the record
of our hearings on the Trade Reform Act of 1973.

In addition, I would now like to request that you comment on the
validity and significance of recent reports that the Soviet Union earlier
this month broadcast programming to the Middle East urging the
OAPEC nations not to lift the oil embargo against the United States.
I refer to your attention the attached clipping entitled "Soviet Radio
Beamed to Arabs Backs Those Favoring OI Ban," which appeared in
the New York Times on March 13, 1974, and which includes a wire
service report by United Pros International containing the following
direct quotation from the Soviet broadcast:

"If today some Arab leaders are ready to surrender in the face of
American pressure and lift the ban on oil before those demands are
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fulfilled, they are taking a chance by challenging the whole Arab
world and the progressive forces of the whole word, which 'insist on
the continued use of the oil weapon."

I would appreciate receiving your comments on this matter at your
earliest convenience.

With every good wish, I amSincerely,

RUSsELL B. Loxo,

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Wa8hington, D.C., May 1,1974.H/on. RUSSELL B. LoNG,

Chair an, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Secretary has asked me to respond to
your letter requesting our comments on the validity and significance
of reports that the Soviet Union had broadcast programs to the Middle
East urging the oil-producing nations not to lift the oil embargo
against the United States.

Soviet press and radio commentaries have supported the Arab
oil embargo, although Soviet broadcasting to the West and Soviet
domestic treatment have been milder in tone than Moscow radio
broadcasts in Arabic. The most extreme rhetoric has appeared in the
Arabic language broadcasts of Radio Peace and Progress-a facility
characterized by Moscow as "unofficial." The material from which you
have quoted was broadcast by Radio Peace and Progress on March 7.

Although the USSR has given public support to the Arab oil
strategy, there is no evidence to suggest that it had a hand in plan-
ning or implementing the oil embargo, which was an Arab initiative
undertaken by the oil-producing states themselves. Several of these,
particularly Saudi Arabia, do not have diplomatic relations with the
Soviet Union. Additionally, I might note, the USSR actually in-
creased its own exports of petroleum products to the US during late
1973.

In the broader context, while we do not approve of all Soviet actions
in connection with the Middle East crisis, the fact remains that the
Soviet Union has demonstrated responsible behavior in the Middle
East on several occasions-in working with the United States to
achieve the cease-fire and to establish the Geneva Conference and in
contributing to a positive atmosphere at Geneva when the Conference
opened. Secretary Kissinger has indicated that we will deal with the
Soviet Union in the Middle East as long as its actions contribute to the
stabilization of the situation in that area.

I hope that this information has been responsive to your inquiry.
However, if you have any further questions, please let us know.

Sincerely yours,
LIwwooD HoLTON,

Assistant Secretary for Congressiona Relatios.
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Office of the Special Trade Representative for Trade Negotiations

Question 1. When the European Common Market was changed from
six to nine countries, we claimed they owed us $1 billion in compensa-
tion; they offered us $130 million. When do you expect this issue will
be settled I

Answer. There are various ways of assessing the trade coverage value
of U.S. exports which are harmed due to the entry of the United King-
dnm Denmark, and Ireland to the EC. The EC claims that the benefit
to U.S. exported products on which tariffs will be lowered by the en-
largement more than offsets that of products on which tariffs will be
raised to conform to the EC common tariff schedule. The U.S. has a
different view and demands compensation under the provisions of
Articles XXIV :6 and XXVIII of the GATT. The parties are not in
agreement either as to the interpretation of the relevant GATT obli-
gations in this case, or as to the amount or quality of "compensation"
which is due. Nevertheless, the differences have been substantially
narrowed during the course of the negotiations. At their meeting of
April 2, 1974, the EC Council of Ministries has approved further ne-
gotiations which could lead to some additional compensation. We will
know more about this in a few days. Hopefully this matter can be re-
solved in the near future. More than this would be inappropriate to say
publicly at this time. We will be happy to give you a report as develop-
ments occur.

Question 2. Given the current international crisis facing the Euro-
pean Common Market, do you think it is possible to carry out long-
range negotiations? How do you think the resurgence of the Labor
Party in Britain-with its relatively negative Common Market bias--
will affect the situation?

Answer. The Common Market has on several occasions indicated its
desire for international trade negotiations. For example, the EC Coun-
cil declared in December, 1971: "the Community is ready . . . to take
part in overall negotiations on the basis of mutual advantage and
reciprocity and requiring an effort from all the participants."

Similarly, in their "Joint Declaration" of February 1972, the Coin-
munity and the United States confirmed that it was their intention
"to begin, and give active support to, wide-ranging trade negotiations
of GATT . . . conducted on the basis of mutual advantage and a
mutual commitment involving overall reciprocity."

The Community position was confirmed at the European Summit
Conference held in October 1972 by the heads of state or government
of the nine EC member states. the Community subsequently gave
full support to the Tokyo Declaration in Septenber 1973 and is now
an active participant in the program of preparatory work underway
in Geneva.

Concerning the policy of the United Kingdom, that country has
traditionally been a strong supporter of multilateral trade negotia-
tions. The new British government, in its policy pronouncement, has
emphasized the desirability of finding multilateral solutions for prob-
lems, the importance of the Atlantic relationship, and trade liberaliza-
tion. I think we can count on the new government as a strong sup-
porter for the forthcoming negotiations.



As the EC Commission indicated in a statement issued by its Pres-
ident on January 31, the European Community is presently facing
a number of serious problems in its efforts to make further progress
towards economic unity. The nei Labor Government in Great Britain
has increased the problems of the Community because of its announced
intention during the election campaign and earlier, to renegotiate the
terms of British entry once it took office.

The nine members of the Community are making a determined effort
to meet their problems cooperatively, however, and we do not at
present see any likelihood that the Community would become unable
to function effectively in international economic negotiations such as
the multilateral trade negotiations under the GATT.

In his opening speech to the House of Commons on March 19 and at
the EC Council meeting of April 1-2, new British Foreign Secretary
Callaghan made it clear that Britain is not seeking a confrontation
with the other member states, and will try to achieve its objectives by
working within the EC institutional framework.

Que8tum 3. (a) Can you tell us who will be the top three on the U.S.
neotiation team?

(b) What prior experience do these people have in industryI
(c) What in your view is the role of representatives of private indus-

try and agriculture in the U.S. negotiating system?
Answer. (a) The chief trade negotiator would be the President's

Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, as provided under
section 141 of the Trade Reform Act and as he is currently under sec-
tion 241 of the Trade Expansion Act. He has two Deputies with the
rank of Ambassador. These three persons will head the team for
U.S. trade negotiations. At the present time, William D. Eberle is
the President's Special Trade Representative and Harald B. Malm-
gren is one of his Deputies. The other position of Deputy is currently
unfilled.

(b) With respect to prior experience in industry, Ambassador
Eberle was President and then Chairman of American Standard,
Inc. from 1966 until his government appointment in 1971. From 1960
to 1966, he was Vice President of the Boise Cascade Corporation. He
was also formerly a director of PPG Industries and Hewlett Pack-
ard, Inc. He was a partner in the law firm of Richards, Haga and
Eberle in Boise, Idaho from 1950 to 1960. He was a member of the
Idaho House of Representatives from 1953 to 1963, serving as a
Majority Leader in 1957, Minority Leader in 1959*and Speaker in
1961. He received an A.B. degree from Stanford University, an
M.B.A. from Harvard University Graduate School of Business, and
an LL.B. from Harvard Law School. Since his appointment, Ambas-
sador Eberle has participated directly in numerous domestic and for-
eign trade policy issues involving specific industries and agriculture.
As provided under section 135 of the Trade Reform Act, he will be
the Chairman of the Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations and
has already held, in conjunction with the Secretary of Commerce, sev-
eral meetings with industry representatives in the context of the in-
dustry-government liaison mechanism established in preparation for
the trade negotiations.

Ambassador Malmgren, an economist, has engaged in many indus-
try-related activities, including as an economic consultant from 1971
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to 1972, as a consultant to the President's Council on International
Economic Policy, the President's Commission on International Trade
and Investment Policy, and the National Association of Manufac-
turers. He was also a member of the Business-Industry Advisory
Committee to the OECD and the Trade Policy Committee of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. As a former Assistant Special Repre-
sentative for Trade Negotiations from 1964 to 1969, he was involved
in many issues relating to specific industries and to agriculture, par-
ticularly in conjunction with the Kennedy Round of trade negotia-
tions, and led several U.S. delegations in international trade meetings.

(c) Close liaison between the government and the private sector is
critical. The Administration intends to get the necessary inputs from
each industry and agriculture sector. A great deal of thought has
already gone into structuring the liaison program and there appears
to be overwhelming support from the private sector for this effort.
Besides ensuring that the negotiators are aware of the desires and
concerns of various individual sectors, the liaison function will include
effective communication by the negotiators back to the private sector
during the trade negotiations so that the progress of the negotiations
as they relate to particular industrial and agricultural interests is
well understood, including the problems and counterproposals neces-
sary in any negotiating process. The final approaches are still being
discussed with the various sectors as to how best to assure our common
objectives.

However, final decisions concerning the negotiations must be made
by the government in pursuit of the overall objective of the Act and
the national interest of the United States. Under section 135 of the
Trade Reform Act, the Special Trade Representative must explain
,to the advisory committees and to the Congress why any particular
recommendations or advice from the private sector advisory groups
were not accepted. We intend for there to be a close relationship in
our liaison efforts so as to obtain the understanding of the industries
affected as the negotiations proceed.9Quetion 4. Have any studies been conducted projecting the impact
of Title V on our balance of trade and payments? If so, what Were the
results?

Answer. In early'1973, the State Department estimated-necessarily
on the basis of various assumptions--the overall effects of generalized
tariff preferences (GSP) on the U.S. balance of trade. The results
suggest that these effects are likely to be quite small.

The study assumed that the three major systems of generalized
preference§--those of the U.S., the European Community of 6, and
Japan-had been in operation throughout 1971. The product coverage
of the U.S. system was assumed to be all manufactures and semi-manu-
factures except textiles, footwear, watches, certain steel articles, pe-
troleum and petroleum products. The competitive need ceilings were
taken into account. Potential beneficiaries most likely to be affected.
by our "reverse" preference condition were excluded (e.g., Spain,
Greece, Turkey, Israel and Portugal). All other potentially eligible
countries were assumed to benefit from our GSP for the purpose of
these estimates. The study was a short-run static analysis and it did
not take into account new productive facilities which might be estab-
lished in beneficiary countries.
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It was assumed that three things will happen when tariff reductions
are granted to some but not all U.S. trading partners: (a) U.S. imports
will increase overall because tariffs are lowered; (b) some imports
from the beneficiary countries will displace imports from other devel-
oped countries because of the new price relationship; and (c) increased
earnings by beneficiary developing countries from each of the GSPs
will tend to flow to a substantial degree back to this country in pay-
ment for U.S. exports.

These effects are shown in the table below:
Overall effects of major generalized tariff preferences siaftems on the U.S. balanoe

of trade
[Millions of 1971 dollarsI

1. Additional U.S. Imports Due to Lowering of Tariffs ----------------- 218
2. U.S. Exports Replaced by LDC Exports Due to (WPs of Other Countries - 88
3. Expanded U.S. Exports to Developing Countries ------------------ +205
4. Overall Effect on U.S. Balance of Trade ------------------------- 1

The benefits derived by the developing countries from generalized
tariff preferences include not only the overall addition to US. imports
(estimated above at $218 million) but also those U.S. imports from
developing countries which would have come from other developed
countries but for the preferences (not shown above but estimated at
$206 million). In the latter case, only the source of U.S. imports not
the level would shift and there would be no change in the U.S. balance
of payments. The existence of the other GSPs, however, mean that
some U.S. exports to Europe and Japan are being displaced by exports
from the developing countries (estimated above at $38 million). When
calculating the amount by which U.S. exports to developing countries
can be expected to expand (estimated above at $205 million), the over-
all benefits in terms of increased foreign exchange earnings to develop-
ing countries-both new trade and displaced trade-from the GSPs
of the EC and Japan were taken into account as well as U.S. general-
ized tariff preferences.

There are several additional points which should be considered when
looking at these results:

Current statistics on the EC and Japanese systems of generalized
tariff preferences which would be needed to update these estimates are
not available. The EC promised to make such data available to the
OECD later this year. We have no indication of when Japanese data
will become available.

The 1971 and 1973 world-wide currency realignments probably low-
ered the share of manufactured exports which enter the U.S. market
from developing countries and should, therefore, reduce any adverse
effects of generalized tariff preferences on our balance-of-trade.

The EC has changed the base year of its GSP tariff quotas from
1968 to 1971 with the result that the ceilings limiting preferential
imports from GSP beneficiaries are on the average 40 percent higher
than they would have been under the old method of calculation. Thus,
more LDC goods should flow to the'.EC increasing the amount of for-
eign exchange available to LDCs for purchases in preference-giving
countries including the U.S.

Many developing countries face substantially higher energy costs
and thus they will tend not to spend as much of their increased export
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earnings in the industrialized countries. This is likely to have an ad-
verse balance-of-trade effect on all preference-giving countries includ-
ing the U.S.

There are other long-term effects which can only be considered in a
qualitative way. To the extent additional investment is stimulated by
generalized tariff preferences, both U.S. exports (of capital goods) and
U.S. imports will increase. On the other hand, over time, as LDCs

S develop, the competitive need ceilings will probably trigger a return
to ordinary rates of duty with increasing frequency.

While there is no way to estimate precisely the effects of these addi-
tional factors, it is likely, however, that the overall balance of trade
effects of generalized tariff preferences on the U.S. will be relatively
small.

Question b. Under Title V, duty-free treatment would not be ex-
tended to the country if more than $25 million of the products were
imported into the United States or if they exceeded 50 percent of the
value of the today imports of such articles into the-United States dur-
ing any year. Does this so-called competitive need test have any mean-
ing when one considers the number of article classifications--running
into the thousands-in the Tariff Schedule of the United States I All
an importer would have to do is make minor alterations in the nature
of his product in order to avoid the application of the competitive
need formulas in the bill. Should not the term "article," therefore,
be more broadly defined or should not the Congress actually legislate
a list of those articles or sectors which could receive preferential treat-
ment under this Title in order to solve this problem I

Answer. Generalized tariff preferences (GSP) will not be granted
initially or would be withdrawn subsequently with respect to only a
particular article from only a ptrtiular country which supplies $25
million of that article or 50 percent of the total value of U.S. imports
of that article during a calendar' year. However, the competitive need
test is designed for all articles designated eligible for GSP, however
defined. Consequently, if an importer made minor alterations in a
product to avoid applicatioof the formula with respect to one article,
such imports would count toward the ceilings applicable to the modi-
fied article.

If an article is broadly defined, then it will be easier to trigger the
$25 million limit, but less likely to trigger the 50 percent of total im-r
ports criteria. Likewise, if an article is narrowly defined, it will be less
likely to trigger the $25 million limit, but easier to trigger the 50 per-
cent test. For purposes of easier administration as well as to avoid dif-
ficulties in defining articles, the House Committee on Ways and Means,
as indicated in its report on H.R. 10710, thought, it best to rely on the
five-digit tariff line items of the U.S. Tariff Schedule, with some ex-
ceptions allowed if necessary to ensure that an article is a coherent
product category.

In this connection, in the great majority of cases, it is not possible
to change the five-digit classification of an article simply by making
minor alterations. Efforts were made when drawing up our tariff
schedule classifications to reduce such possibilities to a minimum.

The possibility of minor alterations in the nature of products would
not necessarily be avoided by Congress legislating the list of articles
which could receive GSP. Furthermore, as in the case of MFN tariff
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reductions in the context of international trade agreements under sec-
tion 101, it will be useful to have, as provided in the present bill, the
advice and information provided under the renegotiation procedures
(Tariff Commission and Departmental advice, public hearings) cur-
rently applicable under Title V in order to assess the potential effects
on domestic industries prior to the designation of specific articles for
GSP treatment.

Question 6. Would it be possible under Title V of this bill for the
United States to grant tariff preferences to China I

Answer. One of the specific conditions under Title V for designat-
ing countries as beneficiaries of generalized tariff preferences (SP)
is that the country must receive nondiscriminatory (MFN) tariff
treatment from the U.S. in order to be eligible. Since the People's
Republic of China (PRC) does not receive MFN treatment, it would
not currently be eligible for GSP.

If the PRC were to receive MFN treatment sometime in the future,
the criteria under section 502 of the bill to be taken into account in
designating any beneficiary country would then also apply in deter-
mining whether to grant GSP to the PRC. These criteria include a
desire by the country to be designated a beneficiary, its level of eco-
nomic development, whether or not other major developed countries
are extending GSP to the country, and whether or not the-country has
expropriated-U.S. property. Countries granting "reverse" preferences
to developed countries are ineligible unless they provide satisfactory
assurances to eliminate such preferences before January 1, 1976. To
date, the PRC has not requested beneficiary status from the U.S. and
has not been granted GSP by any other donor countries.

Question 7. Why is the authority of the President to act ag inst un-
reasonable actions to be taken only with respect to the particular coun-
try maintaining such foreign practices whereas the President would
be required to act on an across-the-board basis against the products
of all countries where the offending country was maintaining unjusti-
fiable import restrictions which would be considered illegal and would
likely be more serious than unreasonable import restrictions. In other
words, if a country acted illegally with respect to the United States,
the President would be required to retaliate against all countries?
This does not make much sense.

Answer. Under section 301 of the Trade Reform Act as drafted,
U.S. reaction against unreasonable foreign trade practices must be on
a selective basis; U.S. reaction to unjustifiable foreign trade practices
may be either on a selective or on a nondiscriminatory basis. There
is no strong reason to differentiate between unjustifiable and unrea-
sonable foreign trade practices for the purposes of U.S. retaliation.
In both cases, it would be preferable to allow retaliation either on a,
nondiscriminatory or selected basis, provided that the U.S. considers
and gives due weight to its international obligations. (This latter stip-
ulation does not impose a limitation on the -legal scope of the Presi-
dent's authority to take action in the national interest; it does,
however, indicate a marked preference for action consistent with U.S.
international obligations). An amendment to section 301 providing
for such a solution has been proposed by the Administration and sub-
mitted to the Committee in Ambasador Eberle's testimony for the
Senate record.
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There are persuasive reasons for allowing the President to retaliate
either on a selective or on a nondiscriminatory basis in response to
both unreasonable and unjustifiable trade practices. On a nondiscrim-
inatory basis, retaliation can be tailored to materially affect only the
offending country by withdrawing or suspending concessions on arti-
cles of particular interest to such country. While this might entail a
minor impact on other countries, it would greatly simplify customs
administration and preserve the pattern of nondiscriminatory treat-
ment which lies at the heart of an open world trading system. More-
over, authority for retaliatory action under U.S. international obliga-
tions may, in certain cases, require nondiscriminatory withdrawals or
suspension. On the other hand, in certain cases, effective retaliation
might require action limited to the offending country. The authority
to fit the U.S. response to the particular case should be available.

It should be pointed out that the question posed misstates the effect
of the present section 301(b) of the Trade Reform Act. Contrary to
the implication in the question, in response to an unjustifiable foreign
trade practice, the President is not required to act on a
nondiscriminatory basis, but may do so.

Question 8. Section 124 of the bill would give the President author-
ity to negotiate and implement duty reductions in order to compen-
sate countries whose trade was adversely affected by import relief
actions taken under Title II of this bill. Import relief actions under
the bill could only remain in effect for five years, or for seven years if
extended. However, duties reduced under this section would remain
at the lower level. Should there not be a provision requiring that such
duty reductions bounce back up to prior levels as the import relief
actions are phased out and/or terminated?

Answer. There is no objection to inclusion in the Trade Reform Act
of a provision requiring that any compensatory duty reductions be
restored to prior levels as the import relief is phased out or terminated.
Authority to restore prior duty levels would exist under the termina-
tion authority of section 126 of the bill however, but is not manda-
tory. Some flexibility would be advisable for the following reasons:

Compensation claims can be very simple or very complex and on
occasion two or more can be under negotiation at the same time. When
selecting items for compensation two criteria have been followed in
the past: First, to select items wIhich are supplied entirely or chiefly
by the countries due compensation so that unrequited benefits are not
bestowed on other countries; second, to select items which are not
currently or in the foreeable future subject to severe import
competition.

After such items are selected, it is in the best interest to get the most
mileage out of the reductions being offered as compensation. Thus,
there is a need for flexibility as indicated in the following examples:

1. If the U.S. is negotiating on two separate claims which arise
from two escape-clause actions of differing duration, then it would
not be possible to make the maximum use of the compensation until
both escape-clause actions had terminated.

2. The circumstances may be such in a compensation claim that it
is difficult if not impossible to determine the amount of compensation
which is owed or even claimed. On occasion such complex cases might
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be settled by the granting of permanent compensatory concessions
on noncontroversial items, under other authority in the statute.

3. The U.S. could transfer the compensation granted in one case as
complete compensation of a new case,:thereby avoiding the procedures
of entering and concluding a negotiation.

Quetwn 9. The bill would give the President broader authority
to retaliate against foreign import restrictions and export subsidies
than he currently has under the Trade Reform Act. Under the bill,
the President could act under a nondiscriminatory treatment or other-
wise. Yet, the President would also be directed to consider the relation-
ship, of actions under Section 301 to an international obligation of the
United States. Does this mean that if the GATT required most-
favored-nation action, the President could not act against specific
countriesI

Answer. Under the present law (section 252 of theTrade Expan-
sion Act) the President must have "due regard" for international
obligations in taking retaliatory action against "unreasonable" re-
strictions. Under section 301 of the Trade Reform Act the President
must "consider" the relationship to international obligations in all
cases in determining what retaliatory action to take. As the provision
is currently drafted, in the case of "unjustifiable" foreign trade prac-
tices or acts, the President could act either on a most-favored-nation
basis or only against imports from the offending country. In the case
of "unreasonable" but not "unjustifiable" restrictions, the President
must act only against the offending country.

The requirement to "consider" U.S. international obligations is not
a limitation on the legal scope of the President's authority to act in
the national interest. A GATT determination would not be required
before -the President could act, nor would the President be prohibited
from acting inconsistently with such a determination and U.S. inter-
national obligations. However, to act inconsistently or in, non-
compliance with international obligations is a very serious matter,
dictating that as a matter of practice the President would resort to
inconsistent action only on a matter of important principle and in the
national interest, for example, only if effective international proce-
dures to deal with the problem are not available or after he determined
that all other possible measures consistent with international
obligations would be inadeciuate to remedy the problem.
- Question 10. If the Congress is to carry out its role in shaping trade

agreements and implementing language, do you think that a provi-
sion should be made for Congressional participation well in advance
of the date of entry of the particular agreement? There is a provision
for consultation with the Senate Committee on Finance and the House
Was and Means Committee, but there are no requirements as to the
timing of such consultation or the subject matter thereof.

Answer. The Trade Reform Act contemplates Congressional par-
ticipation in shaping trade agreements and their implementing lan-
guage. By providing for Congressional representative to the trade
negotiations (section 161) and for consultation with both the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Finance Committee
before any trade agreements under section 102 is entered into (section
102(d) ), the framework for a continuous and ongoing process of con-
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sultation between Administration officials and the relevant Congres-
sional committees and their staffs has been developed.

No formal time limit requirements have bein included in section
102(d) because a mandatory lengthy period between consultations
with the committees and entering into an agreement might unneces-
sarily delay negotiations. In a case where there were no substantive
differences between committee views and Administration views, it

~ would be in nobody's interest to have such a delay; where differences
existed, consultations would necessarily be more involved and by
operation of the consultative procedures the result might very well be
a longer period between the beginning of consultations and entering
into an agreement. Moreover, because of the scope of the negotiations
the Administration envisions a more or less continuous process of
consultation as the various agreements are considered, wich would
not be easily subject to specific time limitations.

The veto procedure, when utilized for implementing a nontariff
barrier agreement, also contains a requirement that at least 90 days
before entering into such agreement the President must notify the
House and Senate of his intention to enter into an agreement and
publish a notice of such intention in the Federal Register.

Reference is also made to the answer to Question No. 11, which
describes the purpose of the consultation requirement.

Question 11. There is much concern in the Congress as'to the degree
of authority which would be delegated to the President with respect
to nontariff barrier trade agreements. Part of this concern is due to
the uncertainty as to how and when the authority to negotiate non-
tariff barrier trade agreements would be utilized. Would you indi-
cate the circumstances under which the President would negotiate
nontariff barrier trade agreements not requiring a change in U.S. law
which would, therefore, not be subject to the Congressional veto pro-
cedure under Section 102 of the bill?

Conversely, would you also indicate the type of nontariff barrier
trade agreements which would require a change in U.S. law and
which would be subject to the Congressional veto procedure? In this
regard, are there not many U.S. nontariff barriers which could be
amended simply through a change in regulations without amending
the current statute? In other words, could the procedure under Title
I of the bill be used in such a way as to eliminate Congressional re-
view with respect to the reduction or elimination of U.S. important
nontariff barriers negotiated thereunder?

Answer. It is contemplated that Section 102 of the bill would not
change in any way t.e question of what authority now exists in the
Executive Branch to negotiate or implement nontariff barrier agree-
ments. If there were no bill, there, would be some, albeit limited, au-
thority to negotiate and implement NTB agreements.

To attempt to define with any degree of particularity those areas
in which the President could now negotiate and implement an agree-
ment on nontariff barriers would require an exhaustive study of exist-
ing legislation and regulation, and would undoubtedly introduce diffi-
cult legal questions. In certain cases, a reasonably straightforward
identification of the type of agreement that would not require further
Congressional action can be made (e.g., an agreement related to paper
work requirements of customs or other areas resulting from adminis-
trative procedures). Likewise some that would require Congressional
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action can be identified (e.g., international agreement on the wine
f allon/proof gallon basis of assessment, on the American Selling

rice system of valuation, or on standardization of marks of origin
requirements). On the other hand, in many cases, the answers may
only become apparent as negotiations proceed and the nature of pro-
posed agreements becomes clear. For this very reason, a provision has
been included in the Trade Reform Act requiring consultations with
the House Ways and Means and the Senate Finance Committees under
section 102 is entered into (Section 102(d)). As noted in the Ways
and Means Committee report on H.R. 10710 (pages 22-23) :

"The principal purpose of these consultations is to assess the ways
in which domestic statutes or regulations would be affected by an
agreement and consequently whether or not further Congressional
action will be required before the agreement can be implemented."

Because, under such procedure, determination will be made upon
concrete proposals, it has clear advantages over any attempt to define,
in the abstract, which types of agreements may be subject to the veto
procedure or other Congressional action and which may not. As a final
point, it should be noted that any decision to try to implement an
NTB agreement in domestic U.S. law will be subject to judicial review
through normal court processes.

Thus, it can be categorically stated that the procedure under Title
I of the bill cannot be used in any way to eliminate Congressional
review with respect to the reduction or elimination of U.. impor-
tant nontariff barriers negotiated thereunder.

Question 12. What is your view of the provisions of the House bill
which requires that negotiations be conducted on a sector-by-sector
basisI

Answer. The Administration views on this provision are summar-
ized on pages 37-43 of the testimony submitted-by Ambassador Eberle
for the Senate record. Our basic concern is that the provision or its
possible interpretation, particularly with respect to the method for
conducting the negotiations, could limit the sope of the negotiations
and their achievement of the overall goals of the Trade Reform Act
under section 2. This Administration would welcome an opportunity
to discuss and work with the Committee on possible revisions.

Question 13. To what extent will other parties to the GATT be
willing to engage in reformation of the rules of the agreement as con-'
templated by section 121 of H.R. 10710?

Answer. In a number of cases, particularly relating to conditions
of trade not presently covered in GATT or relating to other nontariff
barriers (e.g., government procurement, subsidies), it should be pos-
sible to work out codes or other separate supplemental understand-
ings which would be subscribed to by key GATT countries but not
necessarily the full GATT membership. Prospects are also good for
developing an improved international safeguards mechanism and pos-
sibly a revised provision recognizing import surcharges as a means
by which industrial countries may handle balance-of-payments defi-
cits. However, in view of the international procedures involved and
the mixed composition of GATT membership, it will be difficult to
write and get ratification for changes in the provisions of the General
Agreement itself. We believe it would be advisable for section 121 to
be cast in flexible terms, giving guidance to our negotiations on what
should be achieved as far as pomile in the netgotiating situation.
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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF H.R. 10710-THE TRADE
REFORM ACT OF 1978

Introduction

The Trade Reform Act of 1973, passed by the House of Representa-
tives by a vote of 272 to 140 on December 11, 1978, would delegate to
the President greater tariff and trade authorities than the Congress
has ever delegated before to any President. Under Article I, Section
8 of the Constitution, the Congress has the plenary constitutional au-
thority to "lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts," etc., and to "regu-
late trade with foreign nations." Since 1934 Congress has periodically
delegated specific and limited trade agreement authority to the Presi-
dent for the purpose of negotiating reciprocal tariff and trade con-
cessions with foreign nations. The last major delegation of authority
to the President to negotiate trade agreements was contained in the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

Six long rounds of multinational negotiations have taken place in
the post World War II era. Without question, these negotiations
have whittled down tariff barriers to the point where, in most com-
modities and for most countries, tariffs are nQt considered to be the
most significant form of protection. A comparison of tariff levels
among major industrial countries is provided in Appendix A.

Since the end of the Kennedy Round the term "nontariff barrier"
has been very much in vogue. A "nontariff barrier" or "distortion," as
the more sophisticated experts term it, literally refers to any trade
barrier or trade distorting device other than a tariff. Thus a quota
would be a nontariff barrier (NTB). But the term is so broad, it can
be construed to include automobile emission standards, health and
safety codes, licensing and distribution systems, investment restric-
tions, competitive bidding procedures and restrictions, discriminatory
taxes and a whole host of government or private actions which affect
trade and investment. Each nation literally has thousands of practices
which other nations consider "nontariff barriers." A summary of
major tariff and nontariff barriers appears in Appendix B.

The Subcommittee on International Trade, following the lead of the
full Committee in the stillborn TradeAct of 1970, requested the Tariff
Commission to do a complete study on nontariff barriers by sector.
That study is now available. It appears to be the most thorough study
of its kind ever undertaken in this country.

SThe next round of multinational GATT negotiations are intended
to attack nontariff trade barriers. Unquestionably,' this is an am-'
bitious undertaking as the negotiations are bound to get-into the
domestic laws and regulations of major nations which bear littler no
relation to international trade. Any law or regulation which may affect
trade (even though they might deal with an environmental or health

(1)
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matter) could be an object for negotiations Thus the House bill grants
authority to the President to modify U.S. laws and regulations as part
of any trade agreement, subject to a congressional veto procedure.

As of this date, there seems to be little consensus among the major
trading nations as to what the major nontariff barriers are or how
they should be negotiated. The GATT secretariat has completed an
inventory of nontariff barriers based on each member country's sub-
mission of complaints against other members. There was an attempt
to categorize the complaints into five broad areas- (1) government par-

ticipation in trade; (2) customs and administrative entry precedents;
(8) standards; (4) specific limitations on trade; and (5) charges on
Imports. Each category is so broad it covers a multitude of practices
deemed to be non-tariff barriers. Negotiating in sensitive areas will
be slow and difficult.

The European Community still seems preoccupied with internal
problems and has not shown much enthusiasm for the GAT r talks.
The French have suggested that the trade negotiations should await a

satisfactory renegotiation of the XMF rules, a twist on the U.S. posi'"

tion that a change in the monetary rules would be incomplete without
a change in the trading rules. Thus, the negotiations may be very slow
in getting off the ground. Based on previous rounds, one can expect a

long period of jockeying for positions in the inner councils of govern-
ments with the critical tradeoffs coming in the last hours of the nego-
tiations. There was an original hope that the round may finish by 1975
but few feel this is still possible.

In the two or more years that have transpired since the Trade Re-

form Act was conceived by the Executive and considered, amended, and

passed by the House of Representatives, the world economy has suf-
fered severe shocks. There have been two official devaluations of the
American dollar, a new international monetary system (or nonsystem)
of fluctuating exchaige rates and an energy crisis that threatens the

economies of the western world as well as the political cohesion of the
major nations.

Traditional trade problems have usually been associated with rising

imports and their effect on industries, firms and jobs. Such "tradi-
tional" problems often were caused by oversupply. Current trade prob-
lems are more typically due to shortages-food and fiber, energy,
metals and many others. We have moved into an era of resource
scarcity and accelerated inflation--an era in which producing countries
are increase" Iy tempted to withhold supplies for economic or polti-
ca1 reasons. It's a totally new bal game, which was not envisaged in
the planning and conception of the Trade Reform Act.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN WORLD ECONOMY

The U.S. and world economies have passed through several phases
since the lact large grant of trade negotiating authority was delegated
to the Executive in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. During the early
1960's the U.S. economy moved from stagnation to respectable growth
without significant inflation. Beginning in 1965 a deep rooted infla-
tionary trend developed which has not abated. Indeed inflation in the
United States has reached unprecedented proportions in peacetime.
Underlying this inflation have been the largest budget deficits since
World War II. The endemic inflation led to extraordinary balance of
trade and payments deficits between 1970 and 1972 which in turn
created massive runs against the dollar. After the U.S. could no longer
maintain a fixed parity between the dollar and gold, the fixed exchange
rate structure collapsed on August 15, 1971. Several dollar devalua-
tions have occurred since that date. By making imports more expensive
and exports relatively less expensive, the dollar devaluations probably
added significantly to the inflationary pressures in the economy, cre-
ating shortages of raw materials and leading to the imposition of ex-
port controls on those products* for which we had the largest compara-
tive advantage (e.g. soybeans). Unquestionably, the imposition of such
controls complicates the U.S. negotiating position in the forthcoming
round of trade negotiations. While the last returns on the effects of the
dollar devaluations are not yet in, there are some signs that the U.S.
trade performance is improving. In 1978, U.S. exports buoyed by large
agricultural sales reached $70.8 billion while U.S. imports (f.o.b.)
were $69.1 billion. Since the second quarter of 1973, the dollar has
gained strength in the foreign exchange market in relation to the
yen, the deutche mark, the French franc, and the British pound. It
is now valued at close to the parities established at the Smithsonian
agreement. A historical statistical overview of the U.S. trade and bal-
ance of payments performance is provided in another staff briefing
document.

As the U.S. economy underwent significant internal changes during
the 1900's and early 1970's, the U.S. economic position in the world
economy declined vis-a-vis Western Europe and Japan. The European
Community, born in 1958 under the Treaty of Rome, has become the
world's most important trading bloc, with exports and imports ex-
ceeding $800 billion. The Community's share of world GNP, world
trade and world reserve assets has grown markedly since the 1960's and
this trend has accelerated in the 1970's.

, . ..... 3
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Japan's growth on all fronts has even outstripped that of the Euro-

pean Community. Real growth in Japan grew at the phenomenal rate

of 10.5 percent a year for the period of 1960 through 1972, as com-

pared with 5.0 percent in Italy, 4.5 percent in West Germany, 4.1 per-

cent in the U.S. and 2.7 percent in the United Kingdom. In almost

every international economic indicator of growth, Japan has been the

leader. In terms of military or tax burden, however, Japan is at the

bottom of the list. Yet the achilles heel of the Japanese economy-its

overwhelming dependence on foreign oil-may rupture the record of

remarkable growth of the Japanese economy. Japanese economic

planners are now forecasting a real economic growth rate of only 2.5

percent for the coming year.
Less developed countries as a whole have done fairly well in terms

of economic growth, and trade and balance of payments performance.

Between 1960 and 1972 real economic growth in the "LDC's" averaged

over the 5 percent target set for the "decade of development.' By the

fall of 1978, these countries had accumulated $4.0 billion in inter-

national reserve assets compared to $10 billion in 1960. Of course, these

overall figures mask wide divergence in performance. Some so-called

LDC's--the Arab oil producing nations-are now in effect holding

the Western economies at bay through selective boycotts and massive

price increases. One of the most serious and challenging facts facing

the world is that at present consumption levels, world imports of

petroleum will jump from $45 billion in 1973 to about $115 billion in

1974, or by about $70 billion. Oil exporting countries' revenues will

increase in 1974 to nearly $100 billion or three-and-a-half times the

1978 levels. Other LDC's sitting on other important mineral resources,

may be tempted to form their own producers' cartel to seek a maxi-

mum rate of return on their assets. This bill does not deal with the

problem of raw material shortages, export embargoes and price

gouging by producer cartels. Rather, it grants LDC's "general tarff

concessions" to improve their competitive position in manufactured

goods.

INTERRELATIONSHIPSt TRADE, AID, INVESTMENT, MILITARY

There is a large body of opinion in this country, as well as abroad,

that trade issues cannot be divorced from monetary, energy, and in-

vestment issues which have been considered by various subcommittees

of the Senate Committee on Finance. For example, "multinational

corporations" are the largest and most powerful force in the internal.

tional movement of goods, services, money, technology. In short, they

gelierate national wealth. Each nation seeks to maximize the advan-

tages of having these corporations operate within its borders and miniW-
4
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mize any dislocations created by the shifts of capital, goods and tech-
nology or thealleged disadvantages of foreign ownership and control.
Such corporations are both coveted and condemned according to -

whether they meet the goals and rising expectations of the multiple
nations in which they operate.

National conflicts have occurred and are likely to continue to occur
when the multinational corporation satisfies the demands of one nation
at the expense of another, or when the national policies of the sovereign
nations themselves are at variance. For example, the United States
forbids any of its citizens--including U.S. corporations operating from
a U.S. base or a foreign subsidiary-from trading with certain nations,
such as Cuba. We also have certain restrictions over the ex-
portation of technology which is considered important for our national
security. A conflict will develop when a U.S. foreign subsidiary, which
may be jointly owned by a foreign person or state, has to satisfy U.S.
laws and foreign laws when the laws themselves are in conflict. This is
but one of the many issues raised by multinational corporations oper-
ating in a nation-state system. This document does not pretend to
describe the other complex issues arising out of multinational corpora-
tions. That has been done in other documents published by the Senate
Finance Committee and its subcommittees., The salient point raised
by H.R. 10710 is that the ground rules established as a result of a new
multinational trade negotiation will determine how the players of the
game will operate, and that means jobs, money flows, balances of trade
and-payments et aZ. for all countries.

Trade flows cannot be realistically divorced from money
flows and investment. Nor can they be totally separated from
military and aid burdens. Some would suggest that the assymetry
between economic and trade growth on the one hand, and military
and aid burdens on the other has been fundamentally responsible for
the persistent structural imbalance in the world's monetary and trading
system. The nd government account deficit in the U.S. balance of
payments since 1950 has been $185 billion, about equal to the growth
in foreign country monetary reserve assets over this period. Thus,

ic trade reform, monetary reform and burden sharing of aid and defense
costs are interrelated issues which must be dealt with in a oordinate4
and comprehensive manner. The Trade Reform Act is intended to give
the Executive authority to negotiate structural changes in the world
trading system, which will be related to negotiated changes in the
international'monetary system. Presumably, there is, or will be, high.
level planning within the Administration on the coordination of
trade, monetary aid, investment and military goals.

U.S. Senate Pnanee Committee. Subcommittee on international Trade, "The Multi.
national rloration and the World Economy", Washington, D.C., February 26, 19Th.

5
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DIFFERING PERCPTIONS OF US. AND WORLD ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

At the heart of the disagreement between th Administration
and large segments of organized labor concerning the nature of trade
legislation is a fundamental divergence of views as to what changes
are needed in the present structure of world trade and investment.

The views of the Administration and of organized labor, respec-
tively, are best characterized by the Trade Reform Act on the one
hand and the Foreign Trade and Investment Act (Hartke-Burke)
on the other.

The Administration's view, which is by and large reflected in the
House bill, is that the President needs broad-scale authority in the
trade field to negotiate for an "open and equitable" world economic
order. This view recognizes that major structural changes have taken
place in the world economy which have made existing institutions
somewhat inequitable and outmoded, but is optimistic in its outlook
that trade and monetary negotiations can right the inequities that
exis

Organized labor's view, as reflected in the Hartke-Burke proposal,
appears to be that, through the encouragement of a transfer of capital
and technology by multinational corporations and through erroneous
trade policies, we are responsible for the structural distortions in the
world economy as well as for our own domestic employment and in-
flation problems. Since we are responsible for our own problems, their
solutions, according to this view, lies in changes in our own trade and
tax laws. Thus, this view is pessimistic in its assessment as to whether
trade negotiations, without changes in U.S. laws governing trade and
investment, can right inequities that exist in the world economy.

Before analyzing this bill, it may be useful to consider what the goals
of a new round of trade negotiations should be.

Should it be simply another tariff cutting exercise like the
Kennedy Round? If not, what should be the objectives of the
new negotiation?

Has the time come to negotiate a reform of the GATT.-4he
nstltutibnal framework for trade relations which many feel is
outdated and ineffective?' If so, how should institutional reforms
be negotiated?

How should non-tariff barriers or "distortions" be dealt with
In a trade negotiation? Is the sector approach to negotiations
feasible?
,U= U of0 17 "lft du 111 IR MPane Coymttee #tat document pub%
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Should the Congress grant the Executive authority to
negotiate changes In US. law, subject only to a Congressional
veto procedure?

Should there be changes In U.S. tax laws governing trade and
Investment? If so, what changes and how can they be brought
about without placing U.S. interests at a competitive disadvan.
tage vis-a-vis their foreign competitors?

How should the Congress provide temporary protective relief
to those Industries, firms and workers which are Injured or
threatened by rising imports? Who should decide these questions
and under what criteria? Should such decisions be solely up to
the discretion of the President even after a fact finding agency
has determined that serious Injury exists?

What constitutes "unfair' foreign trade practices and how
should they be dealt with?

Should the Congress extend moat favored nation treatment to
goods of nonmarket economies (the new phrase for communist
nations), and If so, under what conditions?

Should the United States continue to adhere to an "uncondi-
tional" most favored nation principle in the face of gross viola.
tions of that principle by other nations? Under what circum-
stances should deviations from this principle be permitted? How
can the U.S. persuade other nations, particularly those of the
SC, to eliminate discriminatory preferential trade arrange.
ments and reverse preferences?

Should the United States provide tariff preferences to the goods
of less developed countries and, if so, under what safeguards?

How should the Congress oversee these negotiations?
What role should business, labor and consumer organizations

have in the negotiations?
How should the current problems of raw material shortages

and export controls be dealt with in a trade negotiation?
Should there be international sanctions against countries

which use their economic wealth as a political weapon against
other countries?

Does the United States Itself have a consistent policy In this
regard?

Answers to thee. questions will enable members of the Committee
on Finance to make their own judgments on R. 10710.

7
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General Description of the Bill

TITLE I. NEGOTIATING AND OTHER AUTHORITY

A. Trade Agreement Authority (Chapter 1)

The bill would provide the President with five year authority to enter

into trade agreements with foreign countries for the purpose of modi-

fying tariffs and nontariff barriers, within specified limits and subject

to Congressional veto in the case of changes in nontariff trade barriers
requiring legislation.

1. TARwr AuTOwr (SwrroNs 101 AND 108)

Section 101 would authorize the President to enter into trade agree-

ments with foreign countries and to proclaim modifications in duties

pursuant to such agreements whenever he determines that existing
duties or other restrictions of any foreign country, or of the United

States, are burdening and restricting U.S. foreign trade.
The President would be authorized to negotiate and proclaim

decrease. in rates of duty below the July 1973 level, within the follow-

ing limitations:
If existing duties are:

(i) 56% ad valorem or below-no limitations;
(ii) between 5% and 25% ad valorem-60% reduction;
(iii) more than 25% ad valorem- 75% reduction, except that

no duty currently above 2-5% ad valorem could be reduced to rates

below 10% ad valorem.
Pursuant to'negotiated trade agreements, the bill would permit the

President to iswreaes rates of duty to a level 50% above the rates exist-

ing on July 1, 1984 (50% above the column 2 rate) or 20% ad valorem

above the rate existing on July 1, 1978, whichever is higher. Section 101

would provide the President with similar but broader authority than

he had under the Trade Expansion Act, where both duty increases and

decreases were generally limited to 50% above 1984 rates and 50%

below 1962 rates, respectively.
8&agi4W Requiremnen.-Negotiated duty reductions could not be im-

plemented at a rate exceeding the greater of 3% ad valorem or 1/15th

of the total reduction per year, except that no staging would be

required in cases of total reductions amounting to less than 10%.

Furthermore, no reduction would take effect more than 15 years after

the date of the first proclaimed duty reduction.
(9)
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NegotiatingAg.emnt Authority
1. Limits on tariff decreases
If existing duty is-

/5% or less

between 6m 25%

25% or more

Tariff may becut up to-

S. t00%1

2. Limits on tariff increases
Tariffs may be increased to the hher of-

*150% of 1934 rates, or
020 percentae points above

1973 rates
10

L

60zi

(but noot WowI 0 r40% tow rate)
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Stgng Rquirements

Annual tariff reductions may not
exceed thegreater of-

o 3 percentage points inte
tariff rate, or

o A,5 of the total reduction

No staging requirement where
existing tariff is reduced
10% or less

11
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2. An~iourr Wrr' Rsno To NowrAm Bwamum (Szmol 102)
G ener 4utAorit.-ection 102 would authorize the President,

during the five-year period beginning on the date of enactment of the
bill, to negotiate trade agreements with other countries providing for
the reduction or elimination of nontariff barriers and other distortions
of international trade. The President would be urged to achieve equiv-
alent reductions in each product sector for manufactured goods and
within the agricultural sector as a whole. The President would be
required to report to the Congress on the extent to which the objective
is achieved.

No specific limits would be placed upon the President's authority to
negotiate modifications in nontariff barriers and, in fact, no such bar-
riers are delineated anywhere in the bill. It is understood that, except in
those areas where the President has inherent international as well as
domestic authority to negotiate and implement changes in nontariff
barriers without legislation, any trade agreements negotiated under
this section would be submitted to Congress along with any imple-
menting proclamations and orders. What is not clear is precisely
which alleged U.S. nontariff barriers would the President feel he has
authority to change without submitting any agreement to Congress
Most alleged U.S. nontariff barriers are laws or regulations drawn
to implement congressional intent. Under this bill, the President
could negotiate changes in these laws and regulations subject to a
congressional veto procedure described below.,

(onversion Autkority.-It is contemplated that in most cases the
nontariff barrier agreements would directly reduce or modify the non-
tariff barriers concerned. However, section 102 would also authorize
the President to convert nontariff barriers into rates of duty which
provide substantially "equivalent" tariff protection and to negotiate
the reduction of these "converted" rates of duties independently from
the reduction limits on staging requirements applied to tariff agree-
ments under section 101. The Tariff Commission would be vested with
the responsibility for determining the rate of duty which affords& "sub-
stantially equivalent protection" to the barrier being converted.

(7onutaion Proce r.e-The President would be directed to con-
sult with the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and
Means Committee before entering into any trade agreement for the
reduction or elimination of a nontariff barrier. According to the House
report, the purpose of the consultation would be to determine whether
or not legislation would be necessary to implement the reduction of the
nontariff barrier. However, the bill would leave the final authority to
determine whether legislation is required with the President. In cases
where legislation is required or in cases where the President decides to
submit the agreement before the Congress even when not required,
the bill would establish a specific procedure which must be followed
if such agreement and implementing orders are to take effect.

12
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Nontariff Barriers
* Congressional intent:

President should take all steps to
reduce or eliminate bade barriers

i-To extent feasible, balance should
be sought for major product sectors
within industry and mining

#Where no change in U.S. law is
required (as determined by Fresident),
President could negotiate and implement
nontariff trade agreement

#Where change in U.S. law is required
(as determined by President)
Congressional veto procedure followed

18
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Veto Pro.ed-ree-The President would be required to submit, not
less than 90 days before the day on which he enters into any such trade
agreement affecting nontarift .barriers notification to the Senate and
House of Represen natives of his Intention to enter Into such an agree-
ment Thereis no requirement in the bill that the notice include a sub-
stantial description of the proposed agreement itself. After he nters
into the agreement, the President would be required to deliver to
the Co n s for appropriate referral, a copy of the agreement, acopyof he inmplementing proclamations and orders within explana-
tion of how they would arifect existing law and a statement as to how
the agreement serves the interests of the United States and why each
implementing order is required to carry out the agreement.

The agreement along with any implementing orders, would enter
into full effect, with respect to U.S. domestic law as well as internation-
ally, 90 days after submission to Congress, unlse within the 90 day pe-
riod either House adopts by an affirmitive vote of the majority of those
present and voting, a resolution of disapproval with respect to the
agreement. Sections 151 and 152 stiPulate the procedural rule ac-
cordin towhioh such resolution would be introduced and dealt with in
each House of Congress. The rules would be quite strict. If the commit-
tee to which the resolution had been referred has tot reported it at the
end of 7 days, it could be discharged of the resolution or of any other
resolution which has been referred to the committee. There would also
be strict limits on debate and amendments to the resolution.

Conr essional Veto ProcedureINotification of Congress 90 days
prior to entering agreement I

90days

Agreement signed and sent toI . .co.ress
9Odys..

Agreement becomes effective
unless rejected by resolution

of either House
14
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The authority to negotiate and implement agreements on nontariff
barriers would be by far the greatest delegation of authority which the
Congress has ever made to any President in the trade area. Although
the President did have the authority to negotiate agreements on import
restrictions other than duties under section 201 of the Trade Expan-
sion Act, it was never utilized, nor intended to be utilized, to the extent
contemplated under section 102 of the proposed bill. Under this section,
the President could negotiate agreements with respect to any and all
nonduty measures affecting trade. Such measures could include, for
example: (1) ASP; (2) marking provisions; (8) standards codes; (4)
wine gallon/proof gallon; (6) final list; (6) health and sanitary
requirements; and (7) customs classifications, etc.

8. OTaw AuTHOwrr--OJAPrW 2 (Szoos 121-18)

GATT Reorm (seeotion 101).--Secton 121 of the bill provides that
the President would, as soon as practicable, take action necessary to
Ring trade agreements into conformity with principles promotingthe
Development of an open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic
system. Specific reference is made to reform of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in the following areas: (1) the revision
of decision-making machinery; (2) the revision of the safeguard

GATT Revision and Authorization
President shall renegote GATTarticles
dealing with:

*decision-making machinery weightl voting)
* import relief
#un ir trade practices
# international fair labor standards
o border taxes
4 balance of payments measures

Authorizes appropriations for e>4sting
GATT 15
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provision, Article XIX to take into account all forms of import re-
straints used in response to injurious competition; (8) extending the
articles to cover matters not presently covered in order to move to-
ward more fair trade practices; (4) the adoption of international fair
labor standards; (5) revision of the GATT's treatment of direct and
indirect taxes with specific reference to border tax adjustments; and
(6) revision of the balance-of-payments provision of the GATT so as
to sanction the use of surcharges, during periods of balance-of-
payments difficulties.

Section 121 (b) would authorize for the first time the appropriation
of funds to pay the United States share of the expenses of the con-
tracting parties to the GATT. There is no provision requiring annual
contributions to the GATT to be submitted to Congress for its authori-
zation and approval.

Baaw'e-of-Pay Wnt8 Authority sectionn 122) .- This section would
authorize the President to impose temporary surcharges (not,exceed-
ing 15% ad varetm) or quotas on imports in order: (i) to deal with
large and serious United States balance-of-payments deficits; (ii)
to prevent imminent and significant depreciation of the dollar-in
foreign exchange markets, or (iii) to cooperate with other countries
in correcting international balance, of payments disequilibria. In the
latter case, such measures could only be taken when allowed or recom-
mended by the IMF. It is contemplated that joint actions against
noncooperating countries maintaining unreasonably large or persist-
ent surpluses would be sanctioned by the IMF in the latter cases.

Quotas would be imposed oniy where permitted pursuant to inter-
national trade or monetary agreements (e.g., Article XiI of the
GATT) and only to the extent that the fundamental imbalance can-
not be dealt with effectively by a surcharge. In other words surcharges
would have to be used first, and only if other nations agreed formally
under GATT proceedings, would quotas be used for balance-of-pay-
ments purposes.

Import restricting actions would be applied on a nondiscriminatory
basis (MFN), except where the President determines that the purpose
of this section would be best served by selected action against one or
more countries having large and persistent surpluses. Quotas would be
applied on a basis which aims at distribution of trade with the United
States approaching that which foreign countries could have expected
in the absence of such restrictions. Under section 122, the President
would be urged to seek modification in international agreements pro-
viding for the use of surcharges instead of quotas as a balance-of-pay-
ments adjustments measure.

16
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Balance of Payments Authority
.When U.S. has large deficit:
*Impose import surcharge of up to 15%
and/or impose temporary quotas (only
with IMF approval)

#150 day limit

2. When U.S. has large upjus.

* Reduce duties by not more than
5 percentage points

* Reduce or suspend other import
restrictions
150 day limit
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Import restricting actions would also be required to be applied on a
broad and uniform basis with respect to product coverage except whore
the President' determines that certain articles or groups of articles
should be exempted due to the needs of the U.S. economy. Quotas would
have to permit the importation of a quantity of articles equal to that
i mported during the most recent period which the President deter-

fines. to be representative of such imports, taking into account any
imcrese in domestic consumption since the end of the representative
period.

The bill would also authorize the President to reduce duties (by not
more than 0% *d valorem) or to increase quotas on imported srticles
in order:' (1) to deal with large and persistent United States balance of
payments surplUses or (ii) to prevent significant appreciations of the
dollar in -foreign exchange markets. Whenever the President deter- -
mines that such measures could cause injury to firms and workers in a
domestic industry he would be given authority to exclude articles of
commerce from actions under section 122.

Balance of payments measures implemented by the President could
not remain in effect longer than a period of 150 dayiunless such mes-
ures were extended by an Act of Congres The President would have
the authority to suspend, modify or terminat any balance -of payment
measure in effectduring the initial 150-day perod or during anysub-
-sequent period when extended byiCogres. .

Section 122 would prohibit the President from-using his authority to
terminate trade agreement, proclamations in order to impose ur-
charged. The, Presidient, in the proclaman imposing the 1971 sur-
charge, relied in part on the termination provision of the Trade Ex-
pansion Act of 192 as authority to impose the surcharge.

At~tkr $a, toBwpentd import "Bar . to R~hrai% &#t"
(edionl).--The bill would provide the President with authority to
reduce duties and increase quota retrictions when he determines that
supplies of articles subject to such import measures are Inadequate to
met domestic demand at reasonable prices. btiasures taken under this
section could not affect more than 80% of tUnited States imports during
any one period. o Imits on duty reductions or quota increases are
provided. Provision is made to exclude the application of, measures
taken under this section to any articles where such action could result
ininjury to firms or workers or to any articles.subject to proclama-
tions under section 22 of.the Agricultural Adjustment Act. (The
President currently has authority under econ 22 to modify import
restrictions imposed thereunder, but ScoVding to standards different
than those specified in section 123 of the bill.) Actions taken under
this section with respect to any article could not remain in effect longer
than 150 &ajs unless a longer period is speoificaly authorized by an
.A44 o ongress.,Articles subject to, such acton toulMI not be mad thesubject of ubequsntactlon under thsatuntilonyerhszrd

aftr t. trmiato fh a 'prior acton.
is30-3s)0 6 14' 04 1' 13
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Anti Inflafo Authoa iy

o Atithoraies lPreidrrt' to reduce or'
suspend duties ,mnd/or"incroaotlevel.
of imports subject to quotaS

.Cowrm . limits tdo)30% of U.S
imports dmg mny 150odoy p

SExcludes artic e 'to sec22 of
the Agricultural- Adjustmient -Act
.(grIcultural. relief pvi)orsue
to import restrictionsunder natIal
security provisions or su jct to import
relief actions
: - .19
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(hom mmeneagon Autar/ty (eotiOm 194).--The President would'be
authorized to enter into compensation agreements with foreign coun-
tries whom imports to the Unite Stte are restricted by impOrt relief
measures taken pursuant to section 208(b) of this bill. This authority
could not be utilized until after the expiration of the five-year periodprovided ftr the negotiation of trade agreements. Nor .ould any rateof
duty be decreased to a level lower than 80% below existing rates when
such authority becomes exbrcisable. lNo provision is made for reversing
compensatory duty, reductions once the. import relief measrs-
which cannot remain effect more than' I years-are terminated,

Countries imposing import relief measures re required under Ar-
9le XIX of the GATi'Jo ffer compofttioij inthe ,o of tariffcones sio-to countries whose reports, are adversely atedby the

i mport relief Ieasre. Suchforeign c tseauthorized to take
retaliatory-measures'of their own if.the country imposing import re-
liet measures was not able to, or did not) offer concessions to balance
out aiy .inju caied by. the increase in tarlY or nontariff restric-
tions made for the purpose of import relief. 4

The pra _ ica.ectof section VA 4is t give statutoryrecgitionto a procedure whichh has existed or may years under (A ,I.e.,
whenever im por.reiief isrtedny .indu tryt ed o itred
byincreased import on, productt bound by a negotiated igrece.
ment, the country must oftea, Conipeio y Wotaidctimof iouily
equivalent *aiu;t the countries~who arodU are affected ha other

Wcts qwetngohrindur" e

Renegq*iO~ AtQJ Thwio 9). pis, ce o t~bl
would irovide'the ?resident with jinited "clean-up' authority tonegotiate and implement trade agreements for a two.year period f61-
low ng the termination of the primaryfive-year period during which
agrement may be6 entered into under, section, 101. Agreements, nego-
tiated under. 160hi A.setincould uo& seafetw tasminXg oMore
than 2-% Uitsd Sts tmports4in either-oft.*twooueyea periods

whiduriwhch it wil!be' m effeoL Nodutioscoqilbadecressed-mome thun
20% under this sction, nor could they be reduced w a rat oter or,

~highe A t A ha whchould,1 ha been acopihed thr"Ug "the use,
of the aiu uhrt granted under, section 101 of t ebl0 Sothori 20
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graphs- (a) and (b) of this provision are identical to section 255 of
the Trade Expansion Act. Pa.rraph (a) would provide that trade
agree"nnts entered into under thi# title shall be subject to termination
or withdrawal upon due notice at the end of a period (not longer than
three yers from the date on which the agreement becomes effective)
specified in the agreement. Following the end of this initial period,
any such agreement shall be subject to withdrawal or termination
upon not more than six months' notice Patagraph (b): would authorize
the President to terminate, in whole or in part, any proclamation made
under this TItle.

Paragraphs (o) and (d) of, section I2 represent new law. Para-
graph'(c) would provide the Presdent with authority to raise duties in
order, to exse~se the right. or fulfill 'the obligatons of the United
States whenever it tadraw# or suwpend. any obligation with respect
to the trade of any foreign country pursuant to its rights under that
trade agreement. Duties may not be increased to a level of 50 percent
above 1984 duties or 20 percent ad valorem above 1973 duties, which-
ever is higher. It is not clear whether it is Intended under the bill that
the President have the authority to impose rates at any intermediate
level between the concessionary level and-the upper limits specified in
paragraph (d).

Paragraph (d) would provide that upon'the termimina of any
trade agreement, duties or other import restrictions proclaimed pur-
suant to that agreement shall remain in effect for a period'of one year
following such termination, unless the President specificall proclaims
that such rates shall be stored to the level they would have reached
were it not for such agreement (i.e.' the statutory column 9 rate),

.Within 80days of any such termination, the President would be re-
quired to transmit to the Congress his recommendations for the estab-
lishment of new appropriate rates, which would then have to be estab-,
lishe4 pursuantto legislation.

Actions taken to terminate trade agreements rates under paragraph
(b) or to- increase duties in connection with the exercise of tUnited
, Statsrghts.under any trade agreement under paragraph (o),ooild

only be taken after public hearings had been provided.
The withdrawal authority provided underparagraph (c) is intended

to give the Uite States levnag to persuade contracting, parties o

thOAT to .modify or eliminate practices Which the Uitdw States
felt *iolated our rights under this agreement.
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Other Autites D #eae o ~sdn

Compensation for import relief mm ures
*Authority available after 5, years
,Tarftfs m be cut up to3 3.
#No provision for increasing taoef once
import relief measures are terminated

Renegotiation of duties (clean-up"
authority)

.year authority after 5-year trade
agreement authority expires

020% tariff reduction permitted, subject to
general tmde agreement limits

*Coverbo limited to2% of U. S. imports
National security provisions
* Articles excluded from any action reducing duties

or other import restrictions where such action
would threatm national security

*Articles subject to national security or
import relief actions excluded frDm
negotiations, and anti-inflation and
compensation actions
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Termination and Withdrawal
#Trade agreement must rniude provision

permitting termination or withdml within
3 year, and werefte upon 6 mmt notice
SPreident may at any time terminate tariff
reduction proclaimed pursuant to negotiated

*In order to exercise rights nd obloations
under any trade greemnt, President gven
specific autHty to upend appction of
wr agreenta and proclaim duty incras

*Trade agreement tariff rate my mrenain in
effect 1 year following termination of tiude
agreement; President submits irecmNi
for new tartff rates to Conru within 0
da- after terhuination

28,
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Nodmeo,*a4n oW Tt d4 actionn 197).-This section of the bill is
essentially identical to the MFN provision contained in section 251
of the Tramde Expansion Act. It would provide that, except as otherwise
provided, all actions taken under Title I of the bill would have to be
applied to the products of all countries, i.e., on a bM basis. The term
"nondiscriminatory" trade has been used synonymously with the term
most favored nation ("MFN") treatment. The United States extends
MFI treatment (i.e., column I or concessionary rates negotiated pur-
suant to trade agreements) to all of its trading partnersother than
most communist countries (Poland and Yugoslavia do receive nondis-
criminatory treatment). Thus, MFN treatment is presently the norm
for the United States and does not constitute preferential tariff treat-
ment. It is not, however, the norm for common markets, free trade
areas and other regional trade-bloc arrangements. Specific excep-
tions from the nondiscriminatory treatment requirement would be
provided at the discretion of the President in the bill in such areas as:
nontariff barrier agreements negotiated under section 102, balance of
payments measures, retaliation against unreasonable and unjustified
foreign trade restrictions, and for countries which might qualify for
preferential tariff treatment under Title V.

R vala of Artkoe for Natoa &outity and Othor Reaeo
(eeotoR 198).-Paragraph (a), which is equivalent to existing lan.
guage in section 282 of the Trade Expansion Act, would provide that
no procl~cti 6M may be made pursuant to the provisions of this Act,
reducing or eliminating the duty or other import restriction on any
article if the President determines that such reduction or elimination
would threaten to impair national security.

Paragraph (b) of section 128 is also comparable with existing law
and would provide that articles subject to national security or import
restrictions shall be reserved from negotiations contemplating the re-
duction or elimination of any duty or other import restriction. The
President is also authorized to reserve any other articles *vhich he
determines to be appropriate after taking into account information
and advice made available by the Tariff Commission, Executive Do-
partments, and through public hearings.

Paragraph (o) would require the President to submit to the Con-
gress an annual report-on section 282 of the Trade Expansion Act
(import actionsto safeguard national security) and to notify Congress
within 60 doys of the taking of any action under that section. No com.
plaint procedure or time frame for &decision on a petition made under
the national security program arprovided,
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4. HzARiN;s AND Aiwicz CONCERNING N=OTIATIo---CIAIZ'TR 8
(SrxN5 181-185)

Tariff Oommleelon Advioe.--Section 181 of the bill would require
the President to publish and submit to the Tariff Commission a list of
articles for which duty modifications may be put into effect pur-
suant to his authority to negotiate trade agreements, as well as un-
der his compensation and renegotiation authorities. Articles to be
made the subject of nontariff barrier negotiations would only be
submitted to the Tariff Commission where the particular NTB was
to be converted into a rate of duty affording substantially equiva-
lent tariff protection. The Tariff Commission would be required to
submit to the President within 6 months its advice as to the effect
of such duty modifications on the major U.S. economic sectors, in.
eluding conmumers. The Tariff Commission directed to study speci-
fied foreign and domestic factors influencing the effect of duty modi-
fications on the U.S. economic sectors and to hold public hearings.
The President, if he ohooaee, could also request the Tariff Commi-
sion to investigate and report on the effects of modification of non-
tariff barriers (not Involving conversion to rates of duty) on do.
mestic manufacturers and purchasers.

Hosutive Dspartment Advloe.-Section 182 is comparable to exist.
ing law and would provid. that the President shall seek advice from
appropriate executive agencies and other sources before entering into
any trade agreement. The Special Representative for Trade Nego.
tiations is included in the list of agencies for the first time.

Pusblio Hs4r g.--Setion 188 would require the President, through
public hearings, to provide an opportunity for the presentation of
views by any interested parties concerning any matters relating to
proposed trade negotiations or compensation agreements.

Prerequist for Offliao.--Under section 184, the President would be
prohibited from entering into any trade agreement or making a com-
pensition offer affecting duties until after he has received the Tariff

V. Commission report under section 181 and a summary of the public
hearings under section 188. These prerequisites would not apply with
respect to offers in nontariff agreements not affecting duties.

AdviwT (6mnitte (Private Seotor A, lo).--Section 185 would
provide for the establishment of various private advisory groups rep.
resenting labor, industry, agriculture, consumers and the public, which
are to provide policy and technical advice on the trade negotiations.
Specific provision is made for the creation of an overall Advisory
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Committee, appointed by the President and chaired by the Special
Trade Representative, composed of not more than 45 individuals rep-
resenting the Government, labor, industry, agriculture, consumer
interests and "the general public". Technical advisory groups in par-
ticular sector areas would also be established upon the President's
initiative or upon that of representatives of the various sectors them-
selves. Informal opportunities for the submission of views from any
other private organizations or groups would also be provided.
6. Omon ow mm 8wuw Rw nu Tv Y*R TwAD NsomiAzoNs--

Cnarmn 4 (Snoro 141)
The bill would continue the existence of the Special Representative

for Trade Negotiations, and two Deputies, all of whom would be given
the rank of Ambassador. The bill would provide a statutory listing of
responsibilities for the office of the Special Trade Representative, and
would guarantee the existence of this office as a focal point for the plan-
ning and implementation of trade policy. It does not deal specifically
with the relationship between the office of Special Trade Representa-
tive and the Council Qn International Economic Policy which also has
statutory authority and recognition.

8. CONORSSIONAL VZr PROoMUrW-CUAra 5 (SwroNRs 151-152)

The bill would provide rules governing the consideration of resolu-
tions disapproving the entering into force of trade agreements on non-
tariff barriers negotiated pursuant to section 102, The 90-day Con-
gressional veto procedure would also be made applicable to:

(1) the imposition of quotas and orderly marketing agreements to
provide import relief (section 208),

(2) the imposition of tariff increases or quotas in response to un-
fair trade practices restricting U.S. exports (section 801), and

(8) the initiation or continuation of nondiscriminatory treatment
to countries not currently enjoying such tariff status (section 408).

There are no Congressional overrides when the President refuses to
grant any import relief after an industry has been found to be seri-
ously injured by imports.

Sections 151 and 152 stipulate the procedures which would be used
for Committee referral, consideration, and discharge, as well as Floor
consideration of the resolutions of disapproval. The bill would put
severe time limits on Committee consideration of a resolution (7 days)
and on deb ate (10 hours), and would establish a closed rule (no amend-
ments) on the resolutions after Committee consideration.
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*~~~ C#rsonIVeto P-ocedur Appfles:
* to non tariff barrier trade

submitted to Congress
*to escape clause, quota, or orderly

mrketng relief
*to retaliation *ainst unfair trde
*practices
*to cxc~nsion or continuation of

nondiscriminatory t r
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OPERATIONAL FLOW CHART
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to House and Senate.

House or Senate
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7. CONGuSSIONAL IAA1OX A" PVOXrTs-OFu 6 (SuooNS 161-
168)

Oongrekin Advtore.-Section 161 provide that 10 members of
Congress (five members from the Finance Committee and 5 from the
Ways and Means Committee) would be accredited as "offloisl advisors"
to the United States delegation to international conferences and ne-
gotiations with respect to trade agreements. The delegates would be
selected by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives. Since the President of the Senate is actually the
Vice President of the United States, the bill would have a member of
the Executive branch choosing the Senate delegates to the trade nego-
tiations,

Delegate would be chosen to serve during each regular session of
Congre, and individuals could be reselected to serve for more than
one session. No provision is made for Committee staff oversight of the
negotiations or their accreditation to the negotiations.

Tmnm~wion of Agrem#ntU and Reporte.-.Section 162 would re-
quire the President to transmit trade agreements to Congress as soon as
practical after they have entered ipto force with respect to the United
States. The President would also be required under section 168 to sub-
mit annual reports to the Congress on the Trade Agreements Program,
covering essentially all major actions taken under the authority of the
bill. The Tariff Commission would also continue to submit annual re-
ports to the Congress giving a factual account of the operation of the
Trade Agreements Program.
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TITLE IL REIUII FROM INJURY CAUSED BY IMPORT COMPETITION

A. Import Relief (Chapter 1)

The bill would make major changes in the import relief measures
provided in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Under the TEA, in-
creased imports have to be in major part the result of trade agreement
concessions. Under the Trade Reform Act, no link to concessions is
requitd. Furthermore, under the Trade Reform Act increased imports
would have to be a substantial cause of serious injury or the threat
thereof ("substantial cause" is defined to mean a cause which is "im-
portant" and not le than any other cause) and no longer the major
cau*e (generally assumed to mean a cause greater than all other causes
combined) of such injury, as currently required by the Trade Expan-
sion Act.

1. 1xv3foAToio; By TAsUw Coxmsix (Swoiow 201)
The bill parallels existing language with respect to the initiation

of Tariff Commission investigations. The Tariff Commission would
undertake such investigations following receipt of import relief peti.
tions by industry and labor groups representative of an industry, or
requests by the Committee on Finance or the Ways and Means Com-
mittees as well as the President, the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations (new provision) or the Tariff Commission itself. Specific
economic factors would be taken into account by the Tariff Commission
in making its determination as to whether increased imports are a sub.
stantial cause of serious injury or the threat of serious injury to domes.
tic Industries producing like or directly competitive articles. With
respect to serious Injury these factors would Include:

(a) significant idling of productive facilities;
(b) inability of a significant number of firms to operate at a

reasonable level of profit; and
(c) significant unemployment or underemployment within the

industry.
(81)
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ImPort Relief: Crria for RIndngof j)ury
Current law

Tariff Commision finding within 6 months; ineed.
imports must be the mao cause of series injury mid
must result In major part from tariff concesonS

nduetry.-Tariff Commission driMiN within 6 month;
increased imports must substAntial cAuse of serious
injury (Anot leethan any other cause)
Workers.- Secretary of Labor dteniation in 60daplht

04 sinifcant number or proportion of workers have
berbime ttally or partially separated

ossles or producton have decreased, and
,incresWd import contributed lb dedine in sales or
production tib separation of workers

Firms.- Seaetry of Commerce determination in
60 days; same criteria as worker injury
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With respect to the-threat of seriousinjury the Commission would
consider whether there has been:

(a) a decline in sales;
(b) a higher and growing in inventory; and
(o) a downward trend in production, profits, wages, or employment

In the domestic industry conceived.
With respect to substantial cause, the Tariff Commission would take

Into account whether there has been:
(a) an increase in imports (either absolute or relative to domestic

production) ; and
(b) a decline in the proportion of the domestic market supplied by

domestic producers.
New provisions In the "escape clause" section of the bill would re-

quire the Tariff Commission to investigate and report on efforts by
firm and workers in the industry to compete more effectively with
imports and to determine whether or not increased imports may be
attributable to circumstances under the Antidumping Act of 1921,
the countervailing duty law, or under other remedial provisions deal.
ing with unfair trade practices. In the latter case the appropriate
agencies which administered the relevant provisions would be notified.
If the Tariff Commission does find injury, It shall include In its report
the amount of duty increase on imposition of other import restrictions
necessary to prevent or remedy such injury.

2. PRrswDzNTjAL AorioN Arm INvTIOATION (SwoTIoN 202)

After receiving an affirmative finding from the Tariff Commission,
the President (1) muet consider the extent to which adjustment as.
distance has been or could be made available and (2) may decide to
provide import relief. He would be required to make this decision
within 60 days after receiving the Tariff Commission report. In decid-
ing whether or not to provide import relief, the President would be
required to take into consideration many factors, including the possi-
ble effectiveness of import relief as a means to promote adjustment,
the effect of import relief on consumers, the impact of such relief on
industries which might be affected as a result of international obliga-
tions to provide compensation, and the economic and social costs
which would be incurred by taxpayers, communities, and workers, if
import relief were or were not provided.
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Once the President determines to provide import relief, he would
be required to proclaim such relief within 15 days after the date of his
determination. The nature of the relief would be at his discretion. If
within that period the President announces his intention to negotiate
one or more orderly marketing agreements, the taking effect of any
other import relief measures would be withheld for a period of 180
days or until the entering into effect of such orderly marketing agree-
ment. While such agreement is in effect, the.other proclaimed import
relief measures may remain in a suspended status.

Unlike current law, the Congress would have no authority to over-
ride a Presidential determination zot to provide import relief in the
face of an affirmative determination by the Tariff Commission. In such
cases, the present bill would require the President only to submit a re-
port to both Houses 6f Congress stating the conclusions on which his
decision was based.

3. ImpoarT RELIEF (SEcTION 203)

The bill would authorize the President to impose one or more of the
following import relief measures in a preferred order of preference as
follows:

(a) duty increases;
(b) tariff-rate quotas;
(c) quantitative restrictions, and
(d) orderly marketing agreements.

The authority to impose duty increases' would include the authority to
suspend items 806.30 and 807.00 of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States. The President could also exclude articles from reviving prefer-
ential treatment granted under Title V of the bill to imports of less-
developed countries. These latter two measures could only be used to
provide import relief when the Tariff Commission specifically recom-
mends such action.

Whenever the President selected a method or methods of import
relief, he would be required to report his action to the Congress. The
report would include a statement as to why he selected a particular-
method of import relief rather than adjustment assistance and rather
than each method of import relief which ranked higher in preference.

Duty increases under this section could be imposed up to 609 ia
valorem above the existing rate, a higher ceiling than under existing
law. Quotas and orderly marketing agreements would-have to allow
the impotation of a quantity or value of the article not less than
that imported into the United States during the most recent period
which the President determines is representative of imports of such
article.
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4. CoxoRmiONAL Vrro or QuotAs (Swo 204)

The imposition of orderly marketing agreements and quantitative
restrictions (quotas) would be made subject to the Congressional veto
procedure. Thus, either measure would cease to be effective, if within 90
days from the submission of the proclamation of such measure to the
Congress, either House adopts a resolution of disapproval. No such
procedure exists if the President decides to do nothing after a Tariff
Commission finding of serious injury.

5. LImrrs oN Ipoirr RsLar

The bill would provide a 5-year time limit on the duration of such
relief on the theory that import relief should be a temporary measure
aimed at providing time to adjust to increased imports. Import relief
measures shall normally terminate after 5 years, but could be extended
for one 2-year period. Under present law, import relief measures
remain in effect for 4 years, but may be re-extended for any number of
additional 4-year periods. Provision would also be made for the phas-
ing down of import relief measures which are initially proclainlhd
for a period longer than 3 years.

B. Adjustment Assistance for Workers (Chapter 2 of Title I)
(Sections 221-250)

1. DEmEMINATIzo BY SEREARY oF LABOR

The bill would simplify the procedures for applying for worker ad-
justment assistance and would also apparently liberalize the criteria
conditioning the provision of such assistance. Under section 221, peti-
tions for worker adjustment assistance shall be filed directly with the
Secretary of Labor, who has full authority to determine whether or not
such assistance should be extended. The Tariff Commission would no
longer be directly involved in adjustment assistance determinations.

Under* section 222 a group of workers would be certified as eligible
to apply for adjustment assistance if the Secretary of Labor deter-
mines:

(1) that a significant number or proportion Of workers in an affected
firm have been or threaten to become totally or partially separated,

(2) that sales or production or both of such firm have decreased
absolutely, and

(8) that increased imports have contributed importantly to such
total or partial separation or threat thereof and to such decline in
sales or production.
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These tests, particularly, paragraph 2, may not be as easily met as its
drafters may have intended. However, unlike the Trade Expansion
Act, the separations and the decrease in sales or production would not
have to result from increased imports caused in major part by trade
agreement concessions. The present bill would eliminate the require-
ment that there be any causal link between tariff concessions and
increased impacts. Increased imports would only have to "contribute
importantly" to azny separation or decline in sales or production.
Under present law, increased imports must be the major cause of un-
employment or underemployment of the workers.

Section 223 of the bill would require the Secretary of Labor to reach
the decision on eligibility not later than 60 days after the date the peti-
tion is filed.

2. S ErTARY or LABOR STUY ON ADiUSTMENT AsSIsTANCE IN RELA-
TION TO ESCAPE CLAUsz CASES (S roN 224)

The general preference for adjustment assistance as opposed to im-
port relief consistently maintained in the bill is reinforced by the
provision in section 224 which would require the Tariff Commission to
notify the Secretary of Labor any time it begins an investigation under
the import relief sections of the bill. Whenever the Secretary is so noti-
fied, he would immediately begin a study of employment conditions in
the industry and the extent to which such import competition may be
facilifA ir6ugh the use of existing programs. The Secretary would
be required to report his findings to the President not later than 15 days
after the Tariff Commission reports its import relief determination
under section 201 of the bill.

8. SUBCHAI'IU B PRooRAx Buwam (SanoN 281-288)

.The bill generallyofollows the framework for worker adjustment
assistance contained in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. However,
qualifying requirements for workers would beslightly liberalized and
the weekly trade readjustment allowances would ie increased from 65
to 70 percent of the worker's average weekly wage for the first 26 weeks
of assistance. The percentage would be reduced to 65 percent, as under
existing law, for the subsequent weeks (generally 26) of entitlement of
trade readjustment allowance. Provision would also be made for em.
ployment services, training, and health insurance, as currently pro-
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vided by existing legislation. New provision would be made for job

search and relocation allowances to facilitate efforts made by workers

to obtain new employment within the United States when such op-

portunity did not exist within their commuting areas.

4. SusctMRA C GENERAL PROVIsIONS, COOmRATIOw WITH STATE
AGENcIis, ESTABLISHMENT OF A TRUST FUND

Worker adjustment assistance would be carried out where possible

with cooperating State agencies, as provided in existing law. Pro-

grams carried out under the bill, either on the Federal level or by

cooperating States, would be funded from a new adjustment assistance

trust fund (see. 245) to be financed from customs revenues. The bill

would also establish an Adjustment Assistance Coordinating Commit-

tee consisting of the Deputy Special Trade Representative and appro-

priate officials from the Departments of Labor, Commerce, and the

Small Business Administration. This Committee would coordinate

adjustment policies and programs in an effort to promote the efficient

and effective delivery of adjustment assistance benefits.

C. Adjustment Amistance for tin (Chapter 8 of Title I) (Sections 251-2*4)

1. DM INATox By SE CRTARY OF CommmR

The bill would simplify.and liberalize the current provisions of the

Trade Expansion Act dealing with adjustment assistance for firms.

The Secretary of Commerce, would be given total authority to

make determinations concerning assistance under this chapter of the

bill. Petitiuns for firm adjustment assistance would be sent directly to

the Secretary of Commerce.;The Secretary, and not the Tariff Com-

mission would make, within 60'days after a petition is received, deter-

minations as to certification of eligibility for adjustment assistance.

Firms would be eligible for adjustment assistance, Under the same cri-

teria as that applied to workers with respect to worker adjustment

assistance. Accordingly, increased-importswould not have to be linked

to trade agreement concessions and would only be required to con-

triute importantt/y to worker separation.and decline in sales ox: pro-

duction.
39



TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS PROPOSED
UNDER TRADE REFORM ACT -- OPERATIONAL FLOW CHART
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2. AmnovrxzN or Axrowzr T PsorosAts (Swrtoxi 258)

After a firm is certified eligible for adjustment assistance, it would
have two years in which to file an application for adjustment assist-
ance. Thus, even if certified, a firm would not automatically receive
adjustment assistance. The firm must submit an application containing
a viable adjustment proposal. Furthermore, a firm's application would
only be approved if the Secretary of Commerce determines that the
firm has no reasonable access to financing through the private capital
market and that the firm's adjustment proposal is reasonably calcu-
lated to contribute to the economic adjustment of the firm, provides
adequate consideration to the interests of the workers in such firm,
and demonstrates that the firm will make all reasonable efforts to use
its own resources for economic development. The Secretary of Com-
merce would be authorized to terminal a firm's certification of eligi-
bility for adjustment assistance whenever he determines that the firm
no longer requires assistance under the bill.

8. TOHNXOAL AND FINAaCIAL ASsI ANcz (SxzaioNs 258, 254, 255)

Adjustment assistance for firms would include technical assistance in
developing and implementing proposals for economic adjustment, as
well as financial assistance, subject to limitations somewhat more lib-
eral than those in existing law. Financial assistance would be extended
in the form of loans and guarantees, for acquisition and modernization
of plants, equipment and facilities and for such working capital as may
be necessary. As indicated arlier, no adcjutew as*ietatw of any kind
would be provided unless the Secretary of Commerce determines that
a firm does not have reasonable access to private financing. Further-
more, no fitwanW ateietance of any kind would be provided unless the
Secretary determines that the funds required are not available from
thellrm's own resources and that there is reasonable assurance of repay-
ment. In other words, the firm would have to be nearly broke but with a
reasonable chance of recovery if the'loan is to be made, a difficult com-
bination. The Trade Expansion Act provisions for tax auistancein the
form of extended loss carrybacks have been eliminated since they were
found to be of little value to the types of firms applying for adjustment
assistance.

.48
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The Secretary of Commerce could delegate his functions under the
bill to the Administrator of the Small Business Administration with
respect to any firm considered to be a small business within the mean-
ing of the Small Business Act. The bill also provides for the admin-
istration of financial assistance, and contains sections on protective
provisions, definitions, penalties, lawsuits, and other provisions com-
parable to the Trade Expansion Act.

The.Tarift Commission would be required to notify the Secretary of
Commerce whenever it begins an import relief investigation under sec-
tion 201 of the bill. Upon such notification, the Secretary of Commerce
would be directed to make a study of the number of firms which have
been or are likely to be certified as eligible for adjustment assistance
and the extent to which adjustment of such firms to import competition
may be facilitated through the use of existing programs The Secre-
tary would be required to report to the President concerning its study
not later than 15 days after the Tariff Commission makes its injury
determination report to the President.
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TITLE L. RELIF FRO* UNFAIR TRADS RACFICES
Whereas Title II deals with providing relief from injury caused by

"fair" albeit injurious import competition, Title III deals with "un-
fair" and "illegal" trade practices affecting U.S. exports or foreign
imports into the United States.

A. Foreign Import Restrictions &d Export Sulidies, Chapter 1 of T mtl I
(stions 30-40)

1. RwurATox AuTforrY

The bill would broaden existing authority to retaliate against "un-
reasonable" or "unjustifiable" foreign import restrictions adversely
affecting United States exports. The authority would continue to be
wholly discretionary in the hands of the President. There is no com-
plaint procedure, with time frames, to force a decision on any unfair
foreign trade practice of foreign governments described in section 301
of the bill. But, if the President decides to act against unfair foreign
trade practices he would have to hold a hearing for any interested per-
sin. In general, section 801 would authorize the President to suspend
concessionary treatment for, and to impose duties or other import
rw'trictions on, the imports of any foreign country which maintains
unjustifiable or unreasonable tariff or other import restrictions, dis-
criminatory or other acts-or policies or subsidies on its exports to third
countries which burden or discriminate against United States exports.
Under the TEA, the President has full authority to impose duties and
other import restrictions only when acting against "unjustifiable"
(which has been interpreted by the Executive to connote an illegal act,
i.e., a violation of GATT articles) foreign import restrictions aimed
at U.S. agricultural exports Section 801 of the proposed bill would
extend this authority to cover unreasonable as well as unjustifiable
foreign acts which adversely affect any U.S. export, "unreasonable"
acts are not defined.

The President would also be given authority to act against countries
which provide subsidies on imports to the United States, which have
the effect of substantially reducing sales of competitive U.S. products
in the United States However, the President could only act in such
cases if: (1) the Secretary of the Treasury finds that the country does
provide subsidies, (2) the Tariff Commisi on finds that the subsidized
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imports do reduce* sales of competitive U.S. products, and (8) the
President finds that the Antidumping Act of 1921, and the Counter-
vailing Duty law are inadequate to deter such practices.

In acting under this authority, the President would be required to
consider the relationship of such action to the international obligations
of the United States. Actions must be undertaken on a non-discrimina-
tory treatment basis (MFN), except that the President could act
selectively with respect to specific countries which maintain unreason-
able as opposed to unjustifiable restrictions.

Section 801 would require the President to provide an opportunity
for the presentation of views concerning the kinds of import restric-
tions dealt with in this section. The bill also contains a new require-
ment that the President provide an opportunity for the presentation of
views and for appropriate public hearings prior to the taking of any
action under section 801. The President could also ask for the views of
the Tariff Commission as to the probable inipact on the U.S. economy
of the taking of any action under this section.

2. CONOIIONAL Vuro P xROOM
Section 80 would subject any measure taken under section 801 to the

Congressional veto procedure Thus any such action would remain in
effect only if, before the close of the 90-day period following receipt
of the Presidential document setting forth such action, neither Rouse
of Congress by an affirmative vote of a majority of those present and
voting has adopted a resolution of disapproval with respect to such
action.

B. Antidumping Duties, Chapter I of Title m (metioan #I)

1. Tm Lars A"D Poout ni

Section 821 would make several iifcant proedurl changes in the
present antidumping statute. In the first place, the Secretary of the
Treasury would be given a time limit in which to make his findings as
to whether there have been sales at les than fair value (generally sales
at prices below those in the home markets of the exporting country).
The Secretary would make such findings within 6.months or, in more
complicated investigations, within 9 months after the question of
dumping has been raised or presented to him, in accordance with
regulations to be issued by the Secretary.

As under existing law, the Secretary upon making an affirmative
finding of sales at less than fair value, would be authorized to order the
"withholding of appraisement" of merchandise entered or withdrawn
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from warehouse not more than 120 days before the question of dump-

ing was raised by or presented to him. The bill would allow the Secre-

tary, even if his initial determination were negative, to order the with-

holding of appraisement within 3 months of his published notice of

negative determination, if within that time period he had reason to

believe that there might be sales at less than fair value.

New provision would also be made in the bill for the holding of

hearings by both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Tariff Com-

mission, which must make a finding of injury following the Secre-

tary's finding of sales at less than fair value. Any interested party

may be allowed to appear. However, only foreign manufacturers,

exporters, and domestic importers of the foreign merchandise in

question would have an automatic right to appear at such hearings.--

Thus, U.S. manufacturers of the articles in question would be required

under the bill to show good cause before they could present their

views. Any determinations made by the Secretary of the Treasury or

the Tariff Commission at such hearings would be published in the

Federal Register together with a statement of findings and conclusions

and reasons thereof.

2. Dzio~i1CH oG

Certain substantive change in the, antidumping statute would also

be made by the bill. Under the 1921 Antidumping Act, sales at less

than fair value are defined as occurring when the purchase price (in

the United States) or the'exporteriV led ptice isless than the foreign

market value generallyy dsened to the price in the domestic market of

the country of export). If the purchase price or exporter's sales price

is les than the foreign mprke vale and if the T ariff Commission

finds that the importation of such product results in injury to, or pre-

vents from being established, a United States industry, an antidump-

ing duty shall be levied in an amount equal to the difference between

the foreign value and U.S. price (dumping margin). The bill would

make certain amendments with respect to the sections of the Anti-

dumping Act which define purchase price and exporter's sales price so

that the dumping margin, if, any, will not be. artificially reduced or

-distorted through an,improper treatment of .foreign export taxes and

indirect taxes affecting suchproducts. Provision wouldalso be made to

coordinate this section with the countervailing duty law so that im-

ports which have already been made subject to countervailing duties

as a result of & finding of export subsidy would not be doubly penalized

under this Act.
In orderto determine the foreign market value of a particular prod-

.uct, the Secretary of the Treasury is directed to consider the pries at
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which that product has been sold in its home market or in the repre-
sentative third country markets. However, if a manufacturer were to
mak foreign sales at prices below the cost of production, it would be
inappropriate to use such prices as a measure of foreign value. Accord-
ingly, the bill would direct the Secretary, where he determines that
sales have been made at prices les than the cost of producing such
merchandise and that certain other requirements are met, to construct
the foreign market value according to section 206 of the Antidumping
Act. Under Section 206, the foreign market value is constructed by
addir g together the estimated coats, expenses and profits which would
be incurred in producing such merchandise. A similar provision would
be added in the case of State controlled economies (ie., the communist
countries). If the Secretary deAtMines that the economy of a country
is state-controlled to such an extent that sales of merchandise do not
permit a demination of foreign market value, he would determine
such value either on the basis of the prices at which such or similar
mercandise is sold by a non-tt-controlled economy country for
home . or to third countries, or on a eomtructed value basis.

Section 321 of the bill would also make certain other technical
changes in the 1921 Antidumping Act relating to the comparison of
foreign and US. prices of the same manufacturer and would provide
transitional proviimos regulating the phasing in of the -mmdments to
this Act.

C. Caservwall Datti CtWer of Tide MI (seis 51)
Section.303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 requires the Secretary of the

Treasury to impose countervailing duties upon imported merchandise
whoec manufacture, production, or export has been benefitted directly
or indirectly by a bounty or grant (subsidy). Section 881 of the bill
would make major procedural as well as substantive changes in the
countervailing duty law.

1. Tun. Lnm

Under subsection (a) of the revised countervailing duty statute,
the Secretary of the Treasury would be required to make determina-
tios as to the exitenoe of bounty or grant within 12 months after
the date n which the question was presented to him. No time limit is
eaained in the prueent law.
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2. ExmzNsIoN To Noz-Dvn m" ITzms

Furthermore, under subsection (b) the countervailing duty law
would be extended to cover non-dutiable items. However, in the case
of such items, the bill would require an affirmative determination by
the Tariff Commission that a United States industry is being, or likely
to be, injured or prevented from being established as a result of the im-
portation of the subsidized non-dutiable merchandise. The injury re-
quirement would not apply to dutiable items. In the case of non-
dutiable items, the injury requirement would be required only so long
as the international obligations 6f the United States (GATT Article
XIX) require such a determination.

If the Secretary made an affirmative finding that a bounty or grant
exists with respect to a non-dutiable iinport, he would be authorized to
order the suspension of liquidation witl" respect to such merchandise
entered or withdrawn from warehouses on or after the 80th day after
publication of such determination in the Federal Register. If the Tariff
Commission then made a positive injury determination, it would take
effect as of the date of the original subsidy determination by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, as in the case with dutiable imports.

8. AwncLu SuDJEOT To Quors

Under new subsection (d), the Secretary of the Treasury would be
authorized to refrain from applying countervailing duties, even if a
subsidy were found to exist, to an article already subject to import
quotas or to voluntary restraint agreements if he determined that such
limitations were an adequate substitute for the imposition of such a
duty.

4. DISCRETIONARY MORATORIUM WHILE NE uOTIATIONS An Ic PRocuss

Subsection (e) woufd add a wholly new concept to the unfair for-
eign trade statutes. During a 4-year period following the date of en-
actment of the bill, the Secretary of the Treasury would have di eretion
to refrain from imposing a ootmtervailing dutyi where he deter-
mimd tht tsh action would 8eriott Jeopardie the 8atilfaoory
completion of trade negotiation contmplated tnder Title I of this
bill. The Secretary's discretion would only remain in effect for
one year following enactment of the bill in the case of articles
produced in facilities owned by or controlled by a developed country
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where the investment in, or operation of, such facilities was subsi-
dize This whole subsection appears to say the law does not mean what
it says while we are negotiating, It may be considered an open invita-
tion to subject U.S. industry to injurious subsidized imports.

Apparently, the discretion provision was designed to provide the
Executive Branch with the opportunity to negotiate internationally
agreed-upon rules with respect to export subsidies during the 5-year
period of trade agreements authority (5 years discretion is provided by
adding the 4 years of discretionary authority to the 12-month period
in which the Secretary must make his determination).

5. JUDIOIA Rzinw Roim

Section 831 of the bill would also amend section 516 of the 1980
Tariff Act in such a way as to provide American manufacturers, pro-
ducers, or wholesalers, the right to seek judicial review of negative
countervailing duty determinations by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Under existing law, judicial review can only be had after the Secre-
tary makes an affirmative finding of bounty or grant and levies counter-
vailing duties. Thus, the present review system is only of benefit to
importers and others adversely affected by countervailing duties. The
bill would amend section 516 of the 1980 Tariff Act so that manufactur-

-ere and others could petition the Secretary of the Treasury to recon-
aider his determination that countervailing duties should'not be levied
in a particular case. There would be no time frame for the Secretary to
reach a decision on the merits of the complaint by the petitioner.
However, if the Secretary decides that his negative countervailing
duty decision is correct the petitioner could serve notice that he will
contest in the Customs Court and thereby initiate the process of judicial
review.

D. Unfair Import Practices, Chapter 4 of Title III actionn 841)

Section 837 of the Tariff Act of 1930 authorizes the Tariff Com-
mission to investigate alleged unfair methods of competition in the
importation of articles or in the sale of imported articles in the United
States. It has been most often applied to articles entering the United
States in violation of U.S. patent laws. If the Tariff Commision finds
the effect of such methods is to destroy or substantially injure an indus-
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try efficiently and economically operated in the United States, to pre-
vent the establishment of an industry br to restrain or monopolize trade
or commerce in the United States, the articles involved may be excluded
from entry into the United States by the Secretary of the Treasury
at the direction of the President.

1. TAinr COmmiSSION POWER To EXCLUDE AirriCLES IN PATENT
INFRINGEMENT CASES

Section 341 of the bill would amend section 337 of the Tariff Act
of 1930 to authorize the Tariff Commission, itself, to order the exclu-
sion of articles involved in unfair methods of competition based upon
violations of United States patent laws. In the case of patent viola-
tions, the President would be removed from any responsibility under
section 337. The bill would not alter the existing roles and authorities
of the President and the Tariff Commission with respect to unfair
import practices not involving .patents.
*Under the proposed amendments to section 337 of the Tariff Act,

whenever the Commission has reason to believe that any article en-
tered into the United States in violation of United States patent laws
would, in the absence of exclusion, result in immediate and substantial
harm, it would so notify the Secetary of the Treasury. The Secretary
would then exclude-such articles from entry until an investigation by
the Commission could be completed. Such articles, however, would
be entitled to entry under bond. If the existence of such unfair method
wee established to the satisfaction of the Commission, such article
would be excluded from entry into the United States until such time as
the Commission found that the conditions leading to such refusal
of entry no longer existed. No lesser remedies than outright exclusion
would be provided. [An exclusion order is equivalent to a cease and
desist order with respect to articles entered or sold in violation of
patent laws.]

2. HzAPaNos AND JUDICIAL Rxvnw

Any order entered into under this section would be made on the
record after opportunity has been made for a full hearing. Any person
adversely affected by an action of the Commission or the refusal of the
Commission to act would have the right to seek judicial review.
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TITLE IM. TRADE RELATIONS WITH COUNTRIES NOT ENJOYING
NONDISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT (SECTIONS 41-40/)

Title IV of the bill would authorize the President, under specified
conditions, to extend nondiscriminatory or column 1 concessionary
tariff treatment to countries whose imports into the United States do
not currently receive such treatment. The term "nondiscriminatory"
has been used in the bill as a substitute for the t6rm "most favored-
nation" treatment. The only countries not enjoying nondiscriminatory
treatment today in the U.S. market are the Communist nations, with
the exception of Poland and Yugoslavia whose products do receive
such treatment.

1. AUTHORITY To EXTEND NONDISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT

Under section 231 (a) of the Trade Expansion Act, the President is'
precluded from extending nondiscriminatory or column 1 treatment
to Communist, countries not currently enjoying such treatment. The
Trade Reform Act would authorize the President to extend this treat-
ment to any such country which enters into a bilateral or multilateral
trade agreement (The GATT) with the United States, Since Czecho-
slovakia, Romania, and Hungary are already members of the GATT,
they would be automatically eligible for column 1 treatment under
this Title. Nondiscriminatory treatment would remain in effect only so
long as the relevant trade agreement remained in force with respect to
the United States and the country concerned. The President, how-
ever, would have the authority to suspend or withdraw the application
of column I treatment to any country at any time.

If the President chooses to enter into a bilateral agreement for the
purposes of this Title, he would be required to determine that the
agreement would promote the purposes of the bill and would be in
the national interest. Any bilateral agreement would be limited to an
initial period not exceeding three years. Thereafter, an agreement
could be renewed for additional periods, each of not more than three
years, providing that a satisfactory trade balance had been main-
tained and that U.S. reductions in trade barriers had been reciprocated
by the other party.

Bilateral agreements would be required to include provibions 1or;
(1) suspension or termination for reasons of national "security, (S)
safeguards against disruption of domestic markets, (8) protection of
patents if the other party is not a member of the Paris Convention
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for the Protection of Industrial Property, (4) settlement of com-
mercial disputes, and (b) consultations for reviewing the operation
of the agreement and relevant aspects of relations between the United
States and the other party. Bilateral agreements- could, in addition,
include arrangements for the protection of industrial rights such as
copyrights, promotion of trade, and other commercial arrangements
promoting the purposes of thebill.

2. FreDOMx or Ex=oateoN ix EAsr-WzsT Tswu

Title IV would lay down several conditions with regard to the
extension of nondiscriminatory treatment, which are aimed most
directly at the Soviet Union. Section 402 would provide that no
country shall be eligible to receive nondiscriminatory tariff treat-
ment or U.S. Government credits, credit guarantees or investment
guarantees if the President determines such country:

(1) denies its citizens the right or opportunity to emigrate,
(2) imposes more than a nominal tax for emigration or on visas

on other documents required for emigration, for any purpose or cause
whatsoever,
or

(8) otherwise imposes more than a nominal tax, levy, fine, fee or
other charge on any citizen as a result of his or her desire to emigrate.

A country would become eligible for nondiscriminatory treatment
under this title only after the President determined that it was not
violating any of the above conditions and submitted a report to that
effect to the Congress. Any country which was found to be denying its
citizens the right to emigrate would also be prohibited from receiving
any U.S. government credits, credit guarantees, or investment guaran-
tees. This prohibition would have the primary effect of cutting off
U.S. Export-Import Bank credits and guarantees to the Soviet Union.

Under section 408 the application of nondiscriminatory treatment
with respect to any country which had entered into an agreement
with the United States concerning the settlement of lend-lease debts
would be limited to periods in which the country was not in arrears
on its obligations under the agreement. The U.S.-Russian lend-lease
settlement agreement, on the other hand, conditions Russia's fourth
and all subsequent lend-lease settlement payments upon the extension
of MFN treatment by the United States.
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3. MA m Dumm-row (SzorroN 405)

Section 406 applies the concept of market disruption to imported
articles receiving column 1 treatment under this Title. Under this
provision, the President could impose import relief measures if the

STariff Commission determined that imports from a Communist nation
were causing market disruption and material injury to industries
producing like or directly competitive articles. Market disruption
would be deemed to exist whenever such imports were substantial,
increasing rapidly, absolutely and relative to domestic consumption,
and were being offered at prices substantially below those of com.
parable domestic articles. If the Tariff Commission finds in the
affirmative, the President could inipose any import measures under
section 208 (duty increases, quotas, etc.) with respect to only those
products coming from the country in question. The President could
also impose import relief measures with respect to the products of
all countries under the market disruption formula, providing that any
portion of the products receive column 1 treatment as a result of
Title IV.

4. PRoowrwuR FOR CONOYMssONAL DxSArROVAL or EMrrNSION OR
CoNTINuAoE OF NOmiscimuNATORY TEATMENT

Under section 406, before a proclamation extending nondisorimina-
tory treatment to any country can enter into effect, the President would
be required-to submit to the Congress the proclamation along with the
agreement pursuant to which such treatment is to be extended, as well
as his report stating that the country does not restrict emigration in
violation of section 402. The proclamation would not enter into effect
if, within 90 days from the receipt of the proclamation, either House of
Congress votes to disapprove it by the affirmative vote of a majority
of those present and voting.

The President is required to report on a semi-annual basis concern-
ing the emigration policies of any country receiving nondiscriminatory
treatment pursuant to this Title. Congress, following receipt of the
December report, could apply the congressional veto procedure to dis-
continue nondiscriminatory treatment for any country receiving such
treatment pursuant to this act.
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TITLE V. GENEALIZED SYSTI OF PREFERENCE
(SECTIONS N0-M)

Title V of the bill would provide the President with general au-
thority to extend duty-free trsatmnt to products imported into the
United States from eligible developing countries. The authority would
be complementary to that already exercised by Japan and the EC
countries pursuant to the 10-year GATT waiver authorizing general-
ized preferences for developing countries. The Japanese and European
preference schemes, however, are wholly different from the plan pro-
posed in the House bill.

In determining whether or not to provide duty-free treatment to
any product from any country, the President would be required to have
due regard for the effect of such action on the economic development of
the countries, the extent to which other developed countries have
extended comparable preferences, and the impact of such action on
U.S. producers of like or directly competitive products.

1. Bziw cxY D wrzmo Covwrm (SzroN 502)

Beneficiary developing countries would" be designated by Executive
order under section 502 of the bill. The President could terminate the
designation of any country as a "beneficiary developing country", but
only after he notifies both Houses of Congress of his intent at least
thirty days before such termination goes into effect. The bill lists 27
specific developed countries which would be prohibited from being
designated as beneficiaries under this Title. Countries which do not
receive nondiscriminatory tariff treatment (Title IV) and -ountries
which do not agree to eliminate reverse preference to other developed
countries would also be precluded from receiving duty-free treatment.
It is not clear whether, once communist nations not now receiving
MFN treatment were granted such treatment under Title IV authority,
they would be eligible for tariff preference treatment. Conceivably the
People's Republic of China could qualify for tariff preference treat-
ment under this bill if it'were granted MFN treatment.

In determining whether to designate any country a beneficiary under
this Title, the President would be directed to take into account the
country's expression of desire to become a beneficiary (self-election
procedure), its level of economic development, whether it receives
preferential treatment from other developed countries, and whether
it has expropriated property owned by U.S. citizens without provision
for prompt, adequate, and effective compensation.
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2. ELIoLE Aimcues (Szmo 508)

Title V would lay down no specific guidelines as to the product or
class of products which may or may not be given duty-free treatment
pursuant to Title V. The administration bill originally specified manu-
factured and semi-manufactured articles, but did not preclude the
extension of duty-free treatment to other products. However, the bill
does require that in order to be eligible, the article must be imported
directly from the beneficiary developing country into the customs terri-
tory of the United States and that it satisfy certain local cost require-
ments. Specifically, the cost of materials and processing originating or
carried on in the particular country would be required to equal or
exceed a specific percentage of the total value of the article at the
time of its entry into the U.S. customs area. This percentage, which is
to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, must be greater
than 35 percent but not more than 60 percent. In practice, a 50-percent
requirement would mean that a country would have to double the
value of any product introduced into its territory for processing.

Articles which were the subject of import relief actions under Title
II of the bill, would not be eligible for duty-free treatment. Upon the
specific recommendation of the Tariff Commission in a Title II (im-
port relief) proceeding, the President could also terminate duty-free
treatment for any product otherwise eligible under Title V. Under
section 504, the President would be required to terminate the eligibil-
ity of an article imported from any one country if the imports of the
article from such country exceeded $25,000,000 or 50 percent of the
total U.S. import of such article in any one calendar year. However
he could continue to designate any country as a beneficiary if deter-
mined it was in the national interest to do so. It is not clear how the
President would define "article."

3. Tim Lxmrr; ComnHmNosmV Rxnmw

Duty-free treatment extended pursuant to Title V would cease to be
in effect 10 years after the date of enactment of the bill. This time
period coincides with the 10 year Auratioh of the general GATT
waiver on generalized tariff references. The bill would require the
President to submit a full and complete report on the operation of
this title within five years.from the date of enactment of the bill.
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ITLE VL GENERAL PROVISIONS

Title VI of the bill contains standard general provisions covering
definitions, relations to other laws, changes in the tariff schedules to
reflect actions taken under the bill and separability.

Section 603 would authorize the Tariff Commission to take certain
procedural actions--such as preliminary investigations and considera-
tion of proceedings-in order to facilitate the carrying out of its func-
tions under the bill.

Section 606 would direct the President to embargo trade and invest-
ment, public and private, with any nation which does not take adequate
steps to prevent narcotics and other controlled substances from un-
lawfully entering the United States Any suspension of trade and in-
vestment would continue until the President determined that the gov-
ernment of the country had taken adequate steps to carry out the
purposes of this section.
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APPENDIX A-

COMPARISON OF TARIFF LEVELS AMONG MAJOR INDUS-
TRIAL COUNTRIES: A REVIEW OF THE PROBLEMS OF
COMPARISON AND OF RECENT DATA ON TARIFF AVER-
AGES

There is no simple, straightforward method for comparing tariff
levels among countries. Even a direct comparison of duties on.did-
ual items may be ambiguous, due to differences in product specifica-
tion, methods of valuation, preferences, ete. This ambiguity is com-
pounded when we attempt to compare tariff levels for groups of items,
or to calculate a single figure which can meaningfully represent a whole
tariff structure. Tariff level comparisons must proceed from an under-
standing of these ambiguities. -They must include several kinds of
tariff averages, with full cognizance of the limitations on the meaning
of each average. This paper will initially address itself to some of the
pitfalls of tariff level comparisons, and summarize some of the results
of a major comparative tariff study undertaken by the GATT
secretariat.

1. CUSTOMS VALUATION

The first problem of comparing tariffs concerns customs valuation.
An ad valoAem tariff is levied on the value of an imported item. There
are, however, several ways for determining this val-ie. A major study
of this problem, with recommendations for adoption of a uniform sys-
tem, has been published by the U.S. Tariff Commission., In consider-
ing very broad tariff level comparisons we may ignore most aspects of
Valuation practices. But one variation in customs valuation must be
considered. It is important to know whether tariffs being compared
are levied on a f.o.b. (free on board) or a c.i.f. (cost, insurance, freight)
basis.

Neither f.o.b. nor ci.f. are unambiguous concepts, but the main dis-
tinction between them can be clearly stated. The former decrees that
the value of an import on which a duty is levied shall be the value of
that good at the point of exportation, exclusive of subsequent costs
incurred in transporting it to the point of importation. According to
the ci.f, method, the value of an import shall be its value at the point
of importation, inclusive of insurance, freight, and transportation
costs.

The Tariff Commission supports the f.o.b. method, though neither
method is obviously superior, and good arguments can be made on

'U.S. 'arilff Commission Customs 'Vlvatiom. Published as a committee print of the
Senate Finance Committee. §I3d Congress, 1st Sesslon. March 14. 1973.
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behalf of each.' It, is desirable to have trade statistics based on both
methods of valuation, as each method is appropriate to different kinds
of economic analyses A comparison of tariff levels should, ideally, be
based on the same method of valuation, either f.o.b. or ci.f. Two
countries may have the same nominal tariff rate, but the country with
c.i.f. valuation will exact a tariff pa~'ment higher than that demanded
by the countrT with the to.b. valuation. Direct comparison of nominal
tariff levels will suffer from this distortion unless the nominal rates are
adjusted to reflect the actual tariff burden.

In order to transform U.S. trade statistics from an f.o.b. to a c.i.f.
basis, the International Monetary Fund adopted the rule of adding
10 percent to the value of U.S. import& This estimate of the average
cost of freight and insurance was generally supported by past studies
of the U.S. Tariff Commission. The Office for Vpecial Trade Negotia-
tions reports that a sample of imports in 1971 revealed an upward
adjustment of about 6 percent would be required to transform the
f.o.b. values into e..f. values Any direct comparison of U.S. nominal
tariff levels with those of ci.f. countries implcitly umines, therefore,
that the dutieatually paid on U.S. imports are around 6 to 10 percent
higher than they really are, that is, by the margin by which c.i.f.
valuation exceeds f.o.b. To render average U.S. nominal tariffs directly
comparable to the tariffs of c.i.f. countries, the U.S. tariffs should be
reduced by about 6-10 percent. '

There are, however, some qualifications to this adjustment rule. It
is required only when the U.S. valuation is substantially f.o.b. It
could not be invoked for those tariffs levied on the "American Selling
Price" I And it would be justified only for average tariff levels cal-
culated for very broad groups of imports The 5-10 percent upward
adjustment required to switch from f.o.b. to c.i.f. valuation is the
average additional cost of freight and insurance for all imports. This
average permits no conclusions about the degree of adjustment required
for iWdividual items, or for narrowly defined groups.

The GATT comparative tariff data reported below are not adjusted
to remove the distortion inherent in a comparison of ci.. with f.o.b.
tariff levels. (The tariffs of the U.S. and of Canada are levied on
an f.o.b. basis, in general, while those of the other countries are gen-
erally on a c.i.f. basis) The magnitude of the distortion is not serious
enough to warrant the considerable effort required to achieve greater
preciion, at least not for the purpose of comparing entire tariff struc-
tures. It could, however, assume greater significane in the comparison
of tariffs on items whose transportation costs substantially exceed the
5-10 percent average differential between f.o.b. and ci.f. valuation&

n. WEIGTNG AND AVERAGING

A more serious problem in comparing tariffs arises with the selec-
tion of an appropriate weighting method for cakulating, tariff aver-
ages. We are concerned not with a comparison of tariffs on individual

a For a summary of tee ma tl see 131-141 of Osetemo Valsut4s. At
(etth: U.K. uttbe the f, method. wtt tb variation that the dutlahle value
part t t "rt.Incpal maet" value witbia the country of export. not at the
pot of eert. Is py~t~acte th "Principal market" valve mass the east of the
" at the fartery. VXrluliV of anrsprtati, n e*ts to the port of estiort.Vese re1vaueo reports that duties in 10.) were levied oLvordtag to the A.LrP onless tas I Permet Of imports. (P. 71)
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items, but with the comparison of tariff structures for large groups of
imports. It is necessary to calculate an "average" tariff to represent
the entire tariff structure. Even if the calculation of "the" average
poses no problem, to use just one figure for interpreting the signifi-
cance of a whole array of figures is inherently ainbiguous. The dis-
persion of the figures about the average the value of the hihst and
lowest--such considerations may invalidate the use of "the average
for different kinds of comparisons. This is a quite familiar problem,
however, as it pertains to the analysis of all forms of data. The prob-
lem peculiar to the analysis of trade data arises at an earlier stage,
namely, the choice of methods for calculating various kinds of aver-
ages.

The first choice is whether or not to weight the tariffs. If each
tariff within a tariff structure is of equal importance, "the" average
may be calculated in the straightforward manner of summing ill
tariffs and dividing by the number of tariffs. But we generally want
to accord greater importance to some tariffs; namely, those which have
greater impact on trade. Tariffs which fall on items of great impor-
tance to a country's trade should obviously have greater weight in the
calculation of "the" average than tariffs on items of trivial importance.
Ve must, therefore, select a factor by which to weight the tariffs.

The value of imports under each tariff is the obvious candidate.
Weighting by value of imports raises further problems. The ideal

procedure would be to weight each tariff by the value of goods that
would have been imported in the absence of any tariff. Weighting by
the value of goods actually imported is potentially subject to distor-
.tions as severe as those connected with non-weighting. The more effec-
tive tariffs are in curtailing trade, the k88 weight they will have in the
calculation of the average. Weighting by the value of actual imports
could produce the absurd conclusion that, if the tariffs were high
enough to prohibit all trade, the average tariff would be zero I Since
the purpose of tariffs is protection against imports, we need a tariff
average that conveys some notion of the actual restrictive impact.
This requires at least an estimate of the amount of trade that would
have occurred without tariffs. Such estimates are usually difficult to
make, especially when tariffs have been in place for some time. None
of the averages reported below are weighted by the trade that might
have flowed.

m. THE OAT' sTuDY

Faced with the necessity of using actual trade data, the only recourse
is to calculate several averages, each designed to correct the most pro-
nounced distortions of the other. The most ambitious and comprehen-
sive effort at computing and comparing tariff averages has been Under-
taken by the GATT secretariat. The President's Office for Special
Trade Negotiations has furnished the Economics Division of the Con-
gressional Research Service with one of the'documents resulting from
this study. According to that Office, the data in this document reflect
the tariffs in effect a&ter completion of the Kennedy Round, but they
are weighted by 1967 trade figures. Averages weighted by more recent

'The document is entitled Saoic DocUmeutdtfo for tAe Toriff Study, htpplww~tary
ITabu, GATI, oeneva. July 1970.
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trade figures have reportedly been compiled by GATT, but, accord-
ing to the Office for Special Trade Negotiations, they are restricted to
the member governments and are not yet to be released to Congress.

The GATT study contains four kinds of tariff averages. They are
calculated for each item. in a comprehensive list of import categories,
and for very broad groupings of categories. Averages for the broad-
est groupings, defined a llindustrial products" finished manufac-
tures," Isemimanufacturers," and "raw materials" are calculated on
the basis of all items within the group, and on the basis of dutiable
items only. The results are:

TARIFFS

[Definitions and explanations of averages are found on pp. 12-14 in text

On all items (average) On dutiable items

All Inlustrial products No. I No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 *No. I No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

World...................................... 6.7 6.7 5.3 6.5 10.5 9.4 9.6 9.2e e ... . .......... .. . 6.9 6.0 3.9 6.0 7.5 8.0 8.0 .1
nited 10.9 7.1 6.1 6.2 11.9 9.0 8,5 8.2

Canada ....... ..................... 9.2 6.4 6.4 6.9 15.2 13.0 14.1 2.6
)span ............... ............ 10.1 9.7 5.7 9.6 11.1 11.5 10.7 11.6
FinisWOd manufacture. 10.1 8.6 7.7 8.6 12.0 10.7 10.4 10.3

Ec ............: ............... 7.8 8.7 8.0 8.6 8.0 9.0 8.3 9.0
United States.....................12.8. 8.1 8.4 7.2 13.4 9.0 9.2 8.1
Canada ............................... 10:6 9.2 6.6 9.9 16.1 15.3 14.3 14.7
Japan ............................. 11.4 12.0 12.0 12.5 11.7 12.2 12.3 12.8Semimanufactures:
World ................................. 7.9 7.1 5.4 6.6 9.3 9.2 9.0 8.9EEC .................................. 6.7 6.2 4.7 6.3 7.1 7.8 8.5
United States .......................... 9.5 8.3 5.1 6.9 10.4 10.4 8.3 95
Canada ................................ 7.5 6.2 9.4 7.4 13.3 11.3 14.0 11.4
Japan:.: ............................. 9.5 9.3 6.2 8.2 10.4 10.5 7.6 9.9

Raw materialS:
World ..... ...................... 2.5 2.5 1.4 2.1 6.3 4.0 6.2 3.7
EEC ........................... 1.6 .6 .3 .4 3.9 1.3 3.4 1.4
UnitedStates.....................4.5 3.8 2.7 3.3 8.4 4.7 5.7 4.5
Canada ...... ................... 3.4 1.2 .4 .3 11.0 1.7 6.4 1.2
Japan ............................. 2.5 5.5 3.2 5.2 8.0 9.5 11.2 8.4

Note: The OATT document alsol ncludes averages for Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Switzerland, Austria, and
the United Kingdom. Denmark and the Unied Kingdom are now harmonizing their tariffs with those of the EEC.

Tariff averages calculated on the, basis of all imported items will
always be lower than those calculated only on the basis of dutiable
items, as long as some imports are duty free, While tariff averages on
all times are the best reflection of the tariff structure as a whole, since
recognition should be given to zero tariffs, it is necessary to compare
them to the averages on dutiable items only. A large discrepancy can
call attention to tle, possibility of a sigificant degree of tariff protec-
tion despite rather low averages on al imported items. Effective pro-
tection often requires tariffs which exceed some critical level, below
which a tariff may be a nuisance to foreign producers, may somewhat
reduce their profits, but will not really prevent them from penetrating
the domestic market. If low tariffs of this nature are abolished, while
tariffs high enough to afford effective protection are retained, the aver-
age tariff on all imports may be very low, but the degree of meaningful
protection as' reflected in the averages on dutiable items, can still be
rather high. "

Thbi averuges are not easy to interpret. Average No. 1 is simply
the unweighted average: each tariff is of equal importance in its calcu-
lation. Goods imported at low tariffs, as are many raw materials, tend
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to fall under a few-comprehensive tariffs, whereas high duty goods are
covered by a larger number of tariffs, each covering an import category
of mh fner-definition. The summation of all tariffs wil1 likely con-
tain aglarge number of high duty tariffs, even though the bulk of trade
may flow under the lower tariffs. If this is the case, average No. 1 will
be significantly inflated. It could be expected to be the highest of the
averages.

Average No. 3, on the other hand, could be expected to contain a
strong downward bias. It is calculated by weighting each tariff by the
value of imports entering under it. High tariffs which effectively re-
duce imports do not, therefore, receive a weight proportionate to their
importance. One could expect average No. 3 to be the lowest average.

These general expectations are not, however, uniformly satisfied by
the data.-hen they are, the difference between average No.1 and No.
8 is often not striking. Averages calculated for each of twenty-three
industrial product categories also refute the general expectation: in
40rpnt of the cases, average No. 3 exceeds average No. 1. This can
ocetir only when a disproportionately large amount of trade is flowing
under tariffs which are higher than the average, unweighted tariff for
that product category. In these cases, larger trade is associated with
higher tariffs. Analysis of these cases, as reported in an addendum
to the Basic Documentation, produces two general explanations. A ten.
dency for average No. 8 to exceed average No. 1 is associated with
labor-intensive products, and with the most specialized or technologi-cally advanced products. These are complementary, not contradictory
generalizations. In the first instance, it appears that the industrialized
countries are at an increasing disadvantage in the production of labor-
intensive goods, so that the most labor-intensive items within a general
category of products will be imported in disproportionately large
amounts-despite duties on them higher than the duties on other items
in the category. Despite higher tariffs, these goods can still be price-
competitive. The second explanation refers to goods that do not com-
pete on the basis of price with equivalent products. Because of their
exceptionally high quality, or very advanced international specializa-
tion in their pr0auction they do not face much competition or equiv-
alent products of similar quality or special refinement. These are
goods of which there are ony a few suppliers in the world, or, if the
general good is widely produced, a few particular suppliers dominate
the high quality, specialized variations on the general good. High
tariffs will not necessarily impede their importation.

Averages No. 2 and 4Nvere calculated to moderate the distortions
normally characteristic of averages No. I and 3. They employ a two-

sgewightig procedure. The GATT study utilizes the BT( (Brus-
menclature) system for classifying traded commodities.

The BTN system consists of a list of tariff "eaings", each of which

groups together a set of individual tariff "lines." In the first stage, anaverage is calculated for the tarifflines within a BTN heading, produc-
ing an average tariff for each BI2N heading. For average No. 2 thereis no weighting of the tariff line. It corresponds, at this stage, to aver-
age No. 1. For average No. 4 eadh tariff line is weighted by the value ofthe nation's imports under that lie. It corresponds, at this stage, to
average No.3. In the final or age an average for the entire group is
calculated from the averages for the BTN headings within the group.
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Both averages No. 2 and 4 employ, in this final stage, a common weight-

ing scheme. The tariffs for each BTN heading are weighted by the

value of world imports under that heading. Weighting by world im-

ports in the second stage should, for average No., ten-d to remove the

distortion of no weighting in the first stage. Weighting by world im-
ports should, for average No. 4, tend to remove the distortion of weight-
ing by national imports in the first stage. As a pair they should rep-
resent a better. measurement of "the" tariff level than averages No. 1

and 3.
Weighting by world imports is not, however, without its own dis-

-torting effect. The rationale for averages No. 2 and 4 is that the dis-
tortions of the second stage offset the distortions of the first stage. But
some skepticism concerning such beneficial offsetting is warranted.
Weighting by world imports implicitly assumes that, in the absence
of trade barriers, the composition of each nation's imports would
roughly conform to the composition of world trade. Were that true,
this method would be the best practical procedure. But it cannot be
true, for it would contradict the basic rationale of trade; namely, that
different countries have comparative advantages in the production of
different goods1 so all can benefit by each exporting those goods it pro-
duces most efficiently, and importing those it can only produce ata dis-
advantage. With international specialization, the composition of each
country's imports would be markedly different from the cortposition
of world imports. Weighting by world trade is distorting because it
places undue emphasis on tariffs covering goods which other nations
import in large amounts. The virtue of weightin by world trade is
to restore a needed emphasis on those tariffs wlch are genuinely
protective. IV. INTERPRETATION

Since no tariff average is very satisfactory the only recourse is to
examine several of them, keeping in mind their limitations, and to
venture generalizations about comparative tariff levels only when a
consistent pattern can be discerned. These figures can support several
generalizatonsi In the industrialized world, tariffs on raw materials
are, as one would expect, very low. (The difference between tariff
levels on manufactured goods and raw materials assumes considerable
significance when one attempts to compare "nominal" with "effective"
tariff levels, as discussed below.) Tariffs on finished manufactures
tond to be higher than those on semimanufactures. Among countries,
Canada's tariff structure is not, as a whole, exceptional, but it- clearly
emerges as the highest structure when only dutiable items are con-
siderid. Japan has the highest tariff level on all finished manufactures.
but is second to Canada on dutiable finished manufactures. Despite her
lack of domestic raw materials, Japan has high tariffs on dutiable raw
materials, though the discrepancy between dutiable and all items in-
dicates that a large portion o Japanese raw material imports are duty
free. The U.S. appears to have somewhat higher tariffs than the EE,
though some of this difference would disappear if the comparison were
adjusted to remove the f.o.b.-c.i.f. distortion. This would leave the U.S.
at approximate equality with the EEC in industrial goods, though
U.S. tariffs on raw materials would remain higher.

Tariff averages of this nature can provide a useful overview, and
point to any gross differences among countries. One must stress, how-
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ever, their limited validity. Aside from the difficulties of calculating a
meaningful average, any average can conceal the impact of very high
tariffs on a few strategic items. The larger the dispersion of very high
and verylow tariffs-around an average, the less reliable that average
as a meaningful interpretation of the tariff structure. In addition to
pure averages, therefore, one should have some measure of this
dispersion.

The GATT study contains data on the frequency distribution of the
individual tariff lites. Wec caii emistriict u comparison of the per-
centage of tariff lines within varims tariff ratigio';:

DUTIES

Les than 5to"0 1 lOto IS 15to20 Over 20
All industrial products 5 percent percent percent percent percent

world ............................... 42 28 14 9.0 7.0
tEC ................. 31 56 11 1.6 .4
United States......................... 32 30 14 12.0 12.0
Canada ........... 42 13 16 24.0 S.0
Japan .............. .. 18 49 2 7.0 4.0

This reveals that 32 percent of all U.S. tariff lines carry duties of less
than 5 percent, 30 percent of the tariff lines have duties between 5 and
10 percent, etc. The United States and Canada have the larger portion
of tariff lines in the higher ranges, where tariff protection is more
effective. European and Japanese tariff show less variance from their
"average" tariffs. This evidence suggests that, although U.S. tariff
averages are, on the whole, very close to those of our major partners,
the more dispersed American (and Canadian) tariff structure may
be more restrictive of trade.

The divergence of tariffs can also be judged from data on the highest
and lowest average tariffs (weighted by OECD trade) in each of
twelve industrial sectoi-s accounting fof 85 percent of OECD non-
agrkultural imports. These averages, as published in the Report of
the President's Commission on International Trade and Investment
Policy, are:

IIn pWcent!

Highest Lowest Porn
Industrial secr avrage v e - sr

Min" Panp... ................................... 7 12.5Or nt afes.. ............................................... 17.7 ,.
'65 44.1 2.4

Noella, mair.................................. 10. 44 2. .

.lectrcal Mache.y............ ...................... 115 7 3.7
Troasport equipo ....................................... '814.0 . 60 9.0-eo.e...................................... .. ,. I '1 12.2Furnit......re .......................................... u4. 3 9.0

*Caeaude.

'J:ohn C. Enmner, "National Reetriettons ou Intesnatior¥ll Tade," Undt~ed Sta~ea
L ~ ma! / 'elno g. Las am,' J tr;pmnea .wwr', Compemumlwflof -PApede
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Consideration of this spread, in conjunction with data on tariff dis-
tribution similar to those we presented, tends to confirm the view
expressed by John C. Renner, that "The close grouping of the general
average tariff rates of the major industrialized countries disguises
considerable differences in the sectoral tariff rates... the level of tariffs
is higher and the spread is greater than generally supposed."'

V. NOMINAL VERSUS EFFECTIVE TARIFFS

The difficulties in interpreting the restrictive impact of tariff levels
do not lie solely in the computation of appropriate averags. A real
measure of the effective protection afforded national industries by

tariffs should take account of the difference between tariffs on imports
used in the manufacture of finished products, and tariffs on f nished

products. Domestic industries utilize raw materials, and semi-manu-
factures, in the production of finished manufactures. Some of those
raw materials and semi-manufactures are imported. Tariffs on these
imports increase the cost of production for domestic industry, and
thus influence their competitiveness with foreign industries. Tariffs
on imports may operate to offset the nominal protection afforded by
tariffs on finished manufactures. Effective protection could be con-
siderably reduced.

In practice, however, tariffs on raw materials are usually much

lower than tariffs on finished manufactures. In this case, "eiectivel
protection is g,, tly enhanced. To understand the difference between
"effective an "nominal" tariff rates one must understand just what

is being protected. A tariff on a finished manufacture is protection for

the "vilue added" in the process of transforming imported raw (or

semimanufactured) inputs into finished outputs.
An example can clarify the explanation. Assume a simple case in

which a domestic industry imports all the materials it uses in the

manufacturing process. These imports are duty-free, but there is a 10

percent tariff on the finished product. Assume the competitive world

rice of the materials required to manufacture one unit of output is

60. Assume the competitive world price of the finished good is $100.

Businesses in foreign countries which export the raw materials face a

choice: to export the raw materials for $50,?r to manufacture the

finished product themselves and export it for $100. The raw materials
will be duty-free, but the finished good will bear a duty of $10. Assum-

ing that, to compete with the domestic manufacturer, the foreign

manufacturer cannot raise the price of his export, his revenue from

exporting the finished good will be $90. compared to a revenue of

%sfl from exporting the raw materials. He has earned $40 from -the
'value added" by his manufacturing process. But the domestic manu-

facturer, who bears no tariff on the $100 price of the' final good, earns

1450 from the value added in the domestic manufacturing process.
This "effective rate of protection" enjoyed by the domestic manufac.

turer is the ratio of $10 to $50. or 20 percent, not the nominal tariff

rate of 10 percent. The "effective rate of protection" can be defined as
"thei maximum proportion by which the value added per unit of out-

put by primary resources employed in the domestic industry can exceed

aIbid.
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the value added per unit of output by primary resources employed in
the foreign competitive industry." "

This example illustrates the theory of effective rates in the simplest
form. In practice the calculation of effective rates can be very difficult.
It requires accurate data on the value added in the manufacturing
process, and on the proportions of various material inputs into the
manufacturing process.

Despite these difficulties, a meaningful comparison of tariff levels,
with the purp of judging the relative degrees of protection they
afford manufacturing industries, should be based on effective, not
nominal, tariff rates. This is particularly true when the question con-
cerns preferential treatment to less-developed countries. The nominal
tariff rates on finished goods in which they might bepble to, develop
a "export competitiveness may appear deceptively lowLvhile the effec-
tire rate which provides the real barrier against their exports is none-
theless prohibitive.

We have not been able to uncover any recent attempts to calculate
effective tariff rates. The most recent figures at our disposal are calcula-
tions of nominal and effective rates in 1962. Though these obviously
have no validity today, we include a few examples solely to illustrate
the degree of divergence possible between nominal and effective rates;

NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE TARIFF RATES, 1962

U.S. CEO Japan
CommOdity Nominal Eflective Nominal Effective Nominal Effective

Textile fabrics ...................... 24.1 50.6 17.1 44.4 19,7 48.

Clothing ........................ 25.1 3. S 25.1 25j2 42.4
Metal manufactures................ 14 5 10 25. 16. 27.7Automobiles ....................... . . 5. 115. 5 3. 35.9 76.

THE 1962 OVERALL WEIGHTED TARIFF AVERAGES

Country Nominal Effective

United Stat ...................................................... : ............ 1.United King dom ........................... ......................................eeS. S
Japan.................................................................... ..:..

Source: Bela Balssa, "Tariff Protection in Industrial Countries: An Evelualion," Journal of Political Economy (Oember
1965).

o0iorglo BHaevi "The United States Tariff 'Structure: Estimateg of B6fcttS v Rates
of Protection of United States Industries and Industrial Labor." The Review of Bco.
uowimf and statistkca (May 1966).
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VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, DUTIES COLLECTED. AND RATIO OF DUTIES 7O VALUES. UNDER THE
TARIFF ACT OF 1930,1930-72

IDollar amounts In thousandsl

Impofts for consumption Duties collectedI

Free Dutiable Ratio to values

Free and
Dutiable dutiable

Percent Percent imports sports
Year Amount of total Amount of total Total Amount (percent) (percent)

1930(Jure 18-
Dec. 31) ......... $979,016 69.5 $429 063

1931 .............. 1,391 66.6 696.762
1932 ............. 85. 5 66.8 439,557193 ............... 903.547 6.1 .46
1934 ............. 1, 161 6. 682
1935 ............ 1,0 8 59.1 9
1936 ........... 1384,937 .71 1, 0401937 ............ 1,765,248 5.6 1,244.04
193 ........... 1 182 69 60.7 766,9 28
1939............. 1, 397, 61.4 878, 819
1940 ........... 1, 68 965 64.9 891,691
141 ............... 2030,919 63.0 1,191,035
192 ............... 2 63.8 1,00,M
1943 ........... .1 702 .7 1197,249
1944 ........... 2,717.986 69.9 169,504
1 ........... 2 749345 67.1 ,340 756
194.ON... .. , 4.955 60.8 1,89944
194 ........... 454.647 61.0 2211674
194 ........... 4,174,523 58.9 .917.509

199....... 3,883, 186 58.9 2,708,454

I:-...... 4. 756778 $4.5 ,7.0
. 5,993, 442 $5.4 4,823,9001952............ 6,2K690 58.2 4,49,546193 ............... 5,919,501 54.9 4'. 4

1954........... 6667,904 55.4 4.5714613
1955 53............. 5,22 A9 54.2 5,300.153

19544001 49.8 6,281,233
1957 03, 46.6 69.691
jar........5341.561 41.9 7,397,168

199....... 5,821.729 38.8 9,16,346

1960............ 6,142,076 . 8,871,
1961 ........... 5,922.298 4.4 734,599
1962 ........... 6 224,850 38.3 10,026,213
1963 ........... C2650 .33. 10739.791
196 ............ 7 0.056 37.8 11,568,138
1965........... 7,434,414 34.9 13$7.0
1,6...... 9,343,899 36.8 1S. 022.6S5

1967........102A3.47 38.2 16,528.817
196.......... .12,266 825 37,2 20.724,900
1969 ........... 13,061.617 36.4 22,808,742

1970 ........... 13,87,26 34.9 2$.890.412
1971.......... 15,309317 33.6 30,263.575
1972 ........... 1,911.796 34.2 36, 370,512

30.5 $1,408.079 $192 52833.4 2088,45 5 370:771
33.2 1.325,093 259600
36.9 1'433.013 293.681
39.4 1.63 ,003 301,168
40.9 2.03& 905 357,241
42.9 2.423 977 408. 127
41.4 3,009,852 470. 50)
39.3 1,949,624 301,31
38.6 2.276,099 328,034
35.1 2,540,656 317,711
37.0 3,221,951 437.751

3 2:769,285 320,117
.3 3.9.951 392 2$4

30. 1 3,887403 382, 109
32.9 4,098. 101 391,476
39.2 4,824,902 4. 001
39.0 ,686,321 445,3 M411 70.3 417,401
41.1 6, 591, 640 374.291
45. 5 8,743,0g2 52.621
44.6 10. 17,31 6
41.8 10.77
45.1 10 778.905 597 760
44.6 10, 239, 517 .939
46.8 11,336,787 579
50.2 12,515,747 7 228
53.4 12,950,606 776884
$8.1 12,739.429 832,155
61.2 14,987075 1,01 ,53

09.1 1, 013910 1, OK61Is
59.6 14656,897 1.062,702
61.7 16,4.1,063 1,234.921
63.2 17,004,887 1,2621I56
62.2 1t613.193 1.371. 265

61.8 2732, 294 201 421
62.81 32,991, 725 341, 068S636 3 $70, M 2 51,174
65.1 39.767,674 2.584092
66.4 4S,5$45,892 2.767, amQ
65. 8 55,282,310 3,.,1 M

Note: The ratio of dutlies collected to the valu of Imors oetimes referred! to as the 'average ad Valorem equif a-
lent") shold be usedwi grat rgeservto as a measure of the 'heght" of a countrs tariff o of the tar f's testuce

tiveness of Import such a ratio for the schedule of duties as a whole (or even a ratio fW meat individual tariff categories)
Is eavi l weighted by imports that enter either free of duty or at low unrestrLiive rat. It is weighted less by imparts
tot e41e( at hi restrItive rates and not at all by imports that are precluded from entry. Morewer, an upward or down
wad trend In the "ratiD" of duties collected may reflect altuations in the vat of duty apled, chas i the. ompdsl-
lion of Imports from year to year, or changes In the prices of ImporteOd commodity.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. March 1973.
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44.953.2
59.1
53.6
46.7
42.9
39.3
37.639.3
37.3

35.6
36.8
32.1
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32.7
29.0
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20.114.3
13.8
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12.5
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12.3
12.2
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11.8
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12.2
12.1
12.3
11.8
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11.7
12.0
12.2
11.3
11.2

10.09.2
8. 6

13. 817. 7
19.6
19.11
18.4
17.8
16.5
15.5

125
13.
11.6
11.6
9.89.6

10.3
7.9
5.9
5.7

6.1
5.6
5.3

591
0,071

7.27.2
7.6
?.47.4

7.6
7.6
7.57.1 .
7.1
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6.1
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VALUE OF US. IMPOMTS FOR COISUMPTION, TIES COLLECTED, AND RATIO OF DUTIES TO VAJUIM UNDER
SPECfWIEO TARIFF ACTS, 1801-1930

OAK ,10mn"ts Is aemdA

RatIo to values

Free Dutiable Free and
Fiscal years 1891-1918; Dutid dutaMe

c1eMadr years 1919 Percent Percet ots
and succeeding years Amount of total Amount of total Total Amount (jpiscent) (wcht)

McKINLEY LAW

Elective Oct. 6. 1890:
191 ................ $379 028 44.8 $466,455 55.2 $845,483 $215,791 46.3 25.51 8.. . 448, 771 55.8 355.527 44.2 104.298 1,006 48.7 21.61 9 3 ............... 432,405 51.9 40028 48.1 02, 1 73 3 4.6 28............... 37462 F0.1 257.646 40.9 6.0106 128, M 00 20

Mc40&lw.. 86178 92.4 890.978 47.6 7781,165 179,88 4&4 23&0

WILSON LAW

ElfectIve Aug. 28, I89:
189$.............376.890 51.6 354,272 48.4 731,162 147.01 41.8 20.2
186 ............. 368,896 48.6 3@0.07 51.4 159,664. 156,10s 4 . 10.6
1897............. 381,902 48.4 407,49 51.6 78;,51 171,779 42. 1.

W, oa. 375.97 49.4 384,13 506 76.03 156.96 41.3 209
DINCLEY LAW

Elective July 24, 1897:
180......291.5 4 9 .620 4 5617,154 1 24, S. 24.6

19.".... .20.6: 43.7 3 S. 42 .1 29.3I90............. 366760 44.2 463,7"9 rM 2 -52901 ............. 3,3.093 42, 41.670 i 0 ,763 w641 49.6 9
10.........396.542 44.0 r3.252 66. 89j.20550 40.8 211.0
193......437,201 4&, lO0660 In6.6 1,-7 27.76 8i. 0 27.81904 ........ .... 454153 46.3 527,669 3.7 0,. 2b 1 48. 23

1905 .......... 617.073 47.6 50046 .4 1.0118 2 46.2 2'38
1906 ............. 48,696- 45.2 664722 54.6 1,213,418 5 44.2 24.2
1$07............641,953 46.5 773,449 64.6 1:416.402 291 42.6 23.3190............. 525105 44.4 667,416 5.6 1,21 82.3
1909............. 9" .376 46.8 482.266 53.2 1,281,642 2M:377 43.2 23.0

Annual average,
Dinsley law ...... 451,487 45.2 546.942 54.8 998 430 254,252 46.5 25. b

PAYNE.ALDRICH LAW

Effective Aug 6, 1909:
1910 ............. 761,353 49.2 785,756 60.8 1,547,109 3M,562 41.6 21.1
19i ............ 776,964 50.8 750.981 49.2 1,527,945 309,966 41.3 20.3
1912 ............ .881,513 53.7 759210 46.3 1,640,723 304,899 40.2 18.6
1913 ................ 986,972 55.9 779.717 44.1 1,766,689 312,610 40.1 17.7

Annual average,
Payne-Aldskh
law ............. 851,701 52.6 768,916 47.4 1,620,617 313,484 40.8 19.3

UNDERWOOD LAW

Elective Oct. 4,1913:
1914 ................ 1.152,393 0.4 754, 008 39.6 1.,06,400 283,719 37.6 14.9
1916 ........... 1. ,032,863 62.7 615,523 37.3 1,648,386 206747 33.4 12.6
1916 ................ 1,4S,881 6.6 483,153 31.4 2,170,035 2M,726 30.7 9.6
1017 ..... ...... 1,852,531 0.6 $14,680 30.5 2,667,220 221,650 27.2 8.3
191$ ........... . 1175 - 73.9 747,339 26.1 2,864,04 8,50 24.2 6.3
1918 (1) - 79.1 30,079 20.9 1.464961 M864

1919 ............ 711. 70.8 1,11221 29.2 3, 63 237,46 3 .2
1920 ........... 3.116,9568 61.1 1.9M,865 8.9 S.101,823 86646 16.4 6.4' ........... 1,54,28 61.2 fz 51 3.8 g 2 397 20.4 11,4
1022t............ 1,96240 61.4 1,18,583 38.6 3.073, 35 38.1 14.7

at laW.. 1,003,28 6L3 6,211 33.7 2.871,479 261,279 27.0 9.1

See footnotes at end of table.
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VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, DUTIES COLLECTED, AND RATIO OF DUTIES TO VALUES, bNOL,

SPECIFIED TARIFF ACTS, 101-1930--Continued

IDollar amounts in thousands

Ratio to values

Free Dutiable Free and

Fiscal years 1891-1918; Dutiable dutiable

calendar years 1919 Percent Percent imports imports

and suceeding years Amount of total Amount of total Total Amount (percent) (percent)

FORDNEY-McCUMBER
LAW

Effective Sept. 22 192: 7 A 36.2 1S.2
1923............$2, 165, 148 58.0 $1.566.621 42.0 $731,76 $58M 6 3( 2 1

1924 ..... ...... 2.118,168 59.2 1,.56,943 40.8 ,575,111 532, 3S 14.9
192 ........... 2,708 ,828 6 7.390 35.1 4.176.218 551.814 37.6 13.2
1926...........2,8107 66.0 1',49.9 34.0 4. 408076 590,045 39.3 13.4
1 ............ 6 2 8, 64.4 1.483,.31 35.6 4, 163,00 674,W 38.: 13.81927 .... ... 2.67633 65.7 1,399,304 34.3 4,077,937 542.27 3.1 13 8
1929 ........... 2,880,12$ 66.4 1 .458,444 33.6 4,338,572 584.837 40.1 13.5

1930(Jan. 1-June 17). 1,102,107 64.6 603,891 35.4 1,705.998 269,357 44.6 15.8

Annual average,
Fordney-
McCumbe law... 2,565,490 63.8 1,4580,00 36.2 4,023,570 561,615 38.5 14.0

i The Erg Tariff Act became effective on certain agricultural products on May 28, 1921, and continued in effect
ntiw Sept 22;,1922.

Note: The ratio of duties collected to the value of imports sometimess roefeed to as the aver ae ad valorem equiv.
alent) should be used with great reservation as a measure ott~he jit. of a country's tariff or of the tariff's restric-

tiveneass of Imports. Such a ratio for the schedule of duties as a whole (or eve a ratio for most individual tariff categories)

is heavily weighted by Imports that enter either free of duty or at 161 unrestrictive rates, it is wtiglited less by imports

that enter at high restriie rates and not at all by imports that i precluded from entry. Woover, an upward or down-

wodtedi h rta fdteclotdmy(le alternatioisin the rteol duty applied, changes In the composition

of Imports from year to year. or changes in the pis of imported commodities.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission.
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APPENDIX B

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL TRADE BARRIERS*

This summary is based on an extensive study of trade barriers made
by the U.S. Tariff Commission in which U.S. producers, exporters
and importers were requeAe to report obstacles which they encoun-
tered in international trade. Ranked in the order of-the number of
their responses to the Commission, the areas of concern to U.S. traders
are: Quantitative restrictions and similar specific limitations on
trade, nontariff charges on imports, government participation in trade,
tariffs, requirements on product and other standards, and customs
procedures and administrative practices. "

Complaints submitted .to the Commission named most countries of
the world, but were almost evenly divided between developed and
developing nations, although less than one-fourth of U.S. trade is
with the less-developed countries.

The eight countries making up the former European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) were the object of about 13 percent of the
complaints against tariffs. The European Community (of six coun-
tries as constituted before enlargement) received about 9 percent 9f
the complaints; Canada and Australia, each about 5 percent; and the
United States and Japan, each about 4 percent. Less developed coun-
tries (a large number were named) were the object of 53 percent of
the complaints against tariffs.

With respect to nontariff trade barriers, the European Community
(of six nations) drew 14 percent of the complaints. Countries for-
merly making up the EFTA drew 12 percent; the United States 8
percent, Japan about 6 percent, and Canada about 2 percent. Less de-
veloped countries in Latin America drew 22 percent of the complaints;
in Asia, 9 percent; in Europe, 10 percent, and in Africa, about 9
percent.

About 80 percent of the complaints were concerned with practices
affecting industrial products, 20 percent with agricultural products-
a division that roughly corresponds to the distribution of U.S. trade.
In industrial products, the largest number of problems seem to be
encountered in the following product sectors: Transport equipment;
chemicals, nonelectrical machinery; electrical machines and appara-
tus; ores, metals, and metal manufactures; and textiles. The largest
number of complaints in the agricultural sectors were in beverages
and spirits, foodstuffs, and animals and ainimat products.

Tariffs

Customs tariffs of the large trading nations are extremely complex.
It is virtually impossible to summarize them meaningfully in any
manner that correctly reflects the actual impact of the various duties

*Pepared by the Tariff Commisalon at the request of the Senate Committee on finance.
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upon the flow in trade. When comparing national tariffs, the basic
difficulties are further compounded by differences in product defini-
tion and methods of customs valuation.

Calculating average duty levels for aggregations of different prod-
uct classifications is the only practical method for making such com-
parisons, even though it is almost universally conceded that there
is no satisfactory method for averaging rates of duty.

When the GATT contracting parties set out to assemble data on
the post Kennedy Round tariffs evels of the larger members, they
realized agreement could never be achieved on a single type of aver-
age as the "fairest" indicator of a country's tariff level. Thus, four
averages were calculated:

1. A simple arithmetic average;
2. An average weighted by "world" imports;'
3. An average weighted 'by each country's own imports: and
4. Average number 3 weighted a second time by "world" im-

ports.1
It is generally assumed that the simple arithmetic average (average

number 1) has the strongest bias upward, since it gives equal weight
to each line provision and national tariff nomenclatures usually are
more detailed in competitive product areas, where higher rates are
found, and less detailed in noncompetitive products which frequently
are duty free. The average weighted by a country's own imports
(average number 3) is assumed to have the strongest bias downward
because it minimizes the importance of high rates which deter trade
and emphasizes the importance of large trade items which are likely
to be products with lower rates of duty. The purpose of weighting
is to moderate the bias of the two extremes: so presumably. averages
2 and 4 could be expected to fall between the levels of the arithmetic
and own-trade-weighted averages. The avernaps which were calculated
were found not always in conformance with these assumptions.

AVERAGE MFN INDUSTRIAL TARIFFS

Average MiFN tariffs on industrial products are shown in table
1-A for the European Community and 12 other industrialized na-
tions. The rates of duty used in calculating the averages were M*,FN
rates scheduled to be in effect after Kennedy Round concessions were
implemented. Japan, Australia. and Canada have made further tem-
porarv reductions in manv of their rates in the nast two vears which
would significantly lower averages shown for those countries. Find-
ings from a comparison of the averages are quite different, depend-
ing upon whether all items in a tariff are under consideration or only
dtiable items, as well as which method of averaging has been
employed.

'World" Imports in this instance were total imports of the 18 developed countries for
which tariff data were being assembled.
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TABLE I-A.-IND, ' IAL PRODUCTS: AVERAGE MFN TARIFFS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES I

Average" weighted by-

Simple COunrys
Arithmetic World Country s own andCoebY awrag trade om trde wed trade

All products
Al countries. average .......................... 9.0 7.3 5.9 7.1

Unitedates ...................................... 11.1 7.3 6.8 6.3
Cna4daI ......................................... 9.3 6.8 6.6 7.3
Japan ....................................... 10.1 10.1 6.3 10.1European Community ..... ............... 6.9 6.4 4. 5 6.5
United Kingdom ............................... 9.2 7.8 6.2 7.3
Demark ................................ ... 4.5 3.5 4 .2 1
Autra ..................................... 10.8 10.4 11.0 11.3
fded . .... ......... ...... ......... 8. .L6 5.4 4.6 .,3Norway L3 5.5 4.5 5.1
Sweden .................................... 5.8 4.4 4.6 4.3
Switelan... ................................. 4.3 3 2 3. 0 3.0
Australa ................................. . 18. 5 IS.5 13.1 14.5
New Zealand ............................... 25. 2 21.1 14.6 It0

Dutiable products
AN iouNtrl4 aveaP ......................... 10.7 L4 98 8.1

UnltedStates .................................... .12.1 8,1 6.8 7.1
Canada I .......................................... 15.2 1.S 14.1 11.0
Japan ..................................... 11.2 10.81 11.6 10.7
EuropeanCommuity............................... 7.5 6.7 1 6.I
United Kingdom ................................ 10.5 , S 10.2 _ 1
DeaMSk ......................................... 8 .3 4.3 8.5 4 6
Austria .................................... 13.S 11.4 16. 3 1. 3
Filand ................................. ........... 13.3 6.4 9 s8 4Norway ........... 11.4 7.6 11.0 7.2
Sweden ............. "" 7.7 4.8 7.3 4.1Switz eand ............... ........ 4.4 3.S 3.4 3.Australia .. 22.1 23.0 20.7
MW zh a" ...............: .: ..... : 32.3 24.1 23.4 20.3

' The aerages shown were calculated using 1970 import data and MFN tariff rates scheduled to be In ai~ec alter imple"
mentati of K.nedy round tariff concessions. Sinca these aveagm woe alculated, however. Japan. Australia. aed
Canada have made sgniant fMrther temporary reducAins in their tarifs. For Japan. about 80 percent of the rates were
reduced by 20 percent. about 2 percent were made duty free. and about 6 percent wm cut by amounts ranging from 101t
95 r cent Australia has reduced all rates by 25 percent. Canada has ma education on a wide range of products, partic-
uary consume goods. by an uage of 5 percent points.

.The Implicit weicht ontained in a simpleaverae is the number of tariff lines In the schedule; thus, the avea Is la
fact weted by the degree of detail withn the tarif schedules.

Aflae for Canada. Japn and Australia were calculated from rates higher than tise being applied in 1974 (see

Source: Basic documentation for the tarif study. GATT.

AVERAGE MFN AGRICULTURAL TARIFFS

Similar calculations were carried out for agricultural product tar-
iffs of the United States, Canada, Japan, the Europea Community,
and the United Kingdom, and the results ar shown in table 1-B. It
was not possible to reflect in these calculations the variable levies
applied on a wide scale by the European Community and on a much
smaller scale by the U7nited Kingdom. Consequently, these two aver-
ages (and especially that of the Community), are not really satis-
fictory indicators.
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DISCRIMINATORY TARP 'TR gATMENT

Customs unions and other regional trade groups and preferential
trading arrangements have proliferated throughout the world in the
past 15 years and created significant discrimination against products
of countries outside those arrangements. Even a modest duty can fore-
close participation in a market if other competing foreign suppliers
are permitted free entry. In 1955, almost 90 percent of imports by
GATT contracting parties paid MFN rates of duty; by 1970, this
figure had declined to only 75 percent.

TABU I-fl-.. IURCLTURA PIRIT: AVEU M TAIFS FOR SMTM COURTlESt

Am
me OWN trade

Wied SteL ...................................... I.I 4.8
Ca ...................................................................... L 5.I
Jaw s ..................................................................... . 4L.6 27.4
Enrep.. Com .u ..... ...... . ................................... U. 84

K i ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.8 5.0
Dulll ro

UtdSls................................. . ...... 148 5
CaU d a....................................................................,
Cana ..................................................................... 44.2 3L7

..nl ..... ............................................................ .. 14. 1.I
Uli lql<.m~ -............................... ............. 1IL.7 & 9

a Ter W mcdalated asin troadn datfor 1970, ad rAns of de swoduled to be in el f WmW.
tj"allo ra=ns PN Io c -wee used n e*-A Jaatihonse. has made sigailiwt fur%*( toerary redectlms in abea

4 offt W vch m nd I Owcalsisies than O half the ruductinus werJoy 20 petrnet and mst of the
remained wore by amouns absn fkm 33 eet to complain enmv of IMe duty.

'Th Umplicit weigh centlndi a simpl aveng is Soe mnber eOtN Uen in the schedul hu the averafe Is Is
fadt weihted by the dee of d&tW withi the tas scheseL

Avenges he Japa w caciated usit fes which were higher otan those being and I 1974 (see fo 1)
#16a honfr the ForOPoa CoNmunit rflect ied teis ol aNd- d* net var~ abl eis

to a wide raneo of akrvfrtd Vp ta. If data w available to reioct the vaiale levWy " dgn the awod be

" r~etls shnwZth United Elnardo reflect Alnd WarMf ny ad do set reflect ariable levies appllcablWe ton md
Asmbe of prots: in the peer Is wch the msale wm were ated.

Soaw": om from naw"na twsts ad ta statItics

TARIFF DISPARITIES

A common complaint received by governments from domestic
producers seeking to export their products is that higher tariff rates
are encountered in foreign countries than are charged on imports into
the producer's own domestic market. U.S. producers have made Sich
complaints most. frequently against tariff rates ol Canada and Japan.
This isa common complaint heard in the European Community against
the United States.

Significant tariff disparities are most likely to be found when a
country has a wide range of rates applicable to a category of products.
This situation occurs more commonly in the U.S. tariff than in the
.vhedules of most other nations. A "ctudy of duty rate ranges and
own-trade-weighted averages for leading itenms of export from the
United States to Canada and ,Japan and leading items of imports from
these. countries into the United States indicates that characteristically
the United States has the greater ran.0e of duty rates and the greater
likelihood of having the disparate hhrh tariff. On own-trade-weighted
averages, U.S. and Canadian rates divide fairly evenly between higher
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and lower; but in the case of Japan, there are more situations where
U.S. rates are higher than Japan's than vice versa.

In an exhaustive study of "possible" disparities at a more disaggre-
gated product level and without regard to whether trade is occurring
under the particular categories. Canada has markedly more dispari-
ties vis-a-vis the United States than the United States vis-a-vis Can-
ads, but the United States has more disparities vis-a.vis Japan and
the European Community than vice versa.

Quantitative Restrictions and Similar Specific Limitations
on Trade

quantitative import and export restrictions, the most obvious and
easily identifiable nontariff barriers to trade, appear in three basic
elemental forms: Embargoes, where trade is prohibited; absoute
uotae, where a specified maximum amount of trade is permitted in a

given period; or icena kg systems, under which administrative officials
have discretionary authority to permit trade. Other indirect, -more
sophisticated and subtle quantitative restrictions include: Exokange
eontroli, where foreign exchange to pay for imports is limited and al-
located by kind, quantity, and source of goods; Zocal coWen and Mia-
int regulations, where specified amounts of local products are required'
with consumption of a unit of a foreign product; minimum or maxi-
mum price controls, permitting trade only. above or below stipulated
prices; restritivs business practices, under which cartels or similar
arrangements control market access; and dicriminatory bilateral
agreements, where two countries agree to purchase specified amounts
of given products from each other before purchases are made from
third countries.

Nearly one-third of the complaints against all trade barriers sub-
mitted in the Commission's investigation dealt with these types of
restrictions, and the three basic elemental forms draw two-thirds of
the complaints in this area. 'V ie largest number were against licens-
ing requirements, while embargoes and quotas were next in number
of complaints.

U.S. quantitative restrictions drew more complaints than those of
any other single nation, but less than the total of complaints against
either the European Community or EFTA countries. Over 60 percent
of the complaints were against developing nations. Complaints against
developed countries primarily concerned quotas, while licensing prac-
tices were the object of most of the complaints against LDC's.

The pattern of actual restrictions contiasted sharply with the dis-
tribution of complaints received by the Commission. For example,
the countries of the European Community represent about half of the
counted Testrietions but received only 27 percent of the complaints.
The United States and Japan, on the other hand, each had about 5 per-
cent of the restrictions, but accounted for about one-fifth (each) of the
complaints. About 80 percent of the complaints were in the industrial
sector; only 20 percent coixcerned agricultural products, where some
of the more significant restrictions are found.

Conclusions reached from an analysis of quantitative restrictions
in 16 major trading countries indicate that France exhibits the heaviest
use of such measures, followed by (in this order) Italy, the United
States, West Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, Netherlands,
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Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, Austria, Norway, Portugal, Switzer-
land, Denmark, Ireland, Sweden, and Australia. The study indicated
that among the countries, quantitative restrictions tend to be found
on similar products. When tle restriction count is weighted by the
level of trade, the high concentration of quantitative restrictions in
agricultural products is apparent, as well as their heavy use in cer-
tain industrial areas by some countries. The six product sectors having
the heaviest concentrations of quantitative restrictions are foodstuffs;
coal, petroleum, and natural gas; animals and animal products; grains;
boveraes and spirits; and textiles. These sectors account for 10 per-
cent of the tota l trade- weiglited restrict ions.

A few countries (e.g., France, Italy, Norway, and Sweden) tend
to use quantitative restrictions to complement tariffs, but evidence
generally indicates that such restrictions do not substitute for tariffs
on a broad product sector basis.

VOLUNTARY EXPORT RESTRAINTs AND OTHER EXPORT CONTROLS

The use of "voluntary" export restraints has become increasingly
important as a barrier to trade in recent years. Eleven countries have
registered complaints against their GA'TT trading partners. stating
that such limitations are resorted to only as a meins of avoiding the
unilateral application of more stringent import restrictions. Restraints
on textiles and steel have received the most publicity in recent years,
although exports of a wide variety of commodities have been re-
stricted from time to time..

Exports are sometimes controlled for military or strategic reasons,
or to conserve domestic supplies, or for pol itical purposes. The United
States has employed major restrictions on its export trade with the
Communist countries for over 20 years. The Export Administration
Act of 1969 began to relax these U.S. restrictions. In February 1972,
the list of items for China was liberalized and made the same as that
for the Soviet Union. Several countries have restricted exports of
products in short supply. The recent limitations on oil exports from
the Middle East has had worldwide attention.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS

Another type of widely-used trade barrier is a system of restric-
tions on the payments and/or financial cycle of a, trade flow. Types
of financial barriers include: Multiple exchange rates; prior import
deposits; allocation of exchange only to holders of import licenses;'
and various other types of restrictions to conserve foreign exchange.

Under the rules of the International Monetary Fund and the GATT,
countries are generally expected to maintain convertible currencies
and no payments restrictions. If a country faces a deficit situation,
however, it is, granted.a period of transition in which exchange restric-
tions are allowed while they undertake policies to correct the deficit
situation. Developing countries have most often been granted this
temporary' relief, the removal of which' is sometimes slow when they
again return to satisfactory financial positions.

Some countries tend to exert stronger financial restrictions than
are needed, given their'financial situation. There-is an indisputable
link between balance of payments difficulties, poor international credit
ratings, and financial barriers to trade.
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REfRMCrIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES

While attention has been focused on trade barriers erected by gov-
ernments, and efforts to dismantle them, private organizations have
been creating barriers of their own. The development of methods to
deal with these problems have been of a limited nature.

International restrictive business practices are usually of two types:
(1) those engaged in by the collective restraint of competition by inde-
pendent organizations (cartels), and (2) restrictions resulting from
concentration of economic power or control in one organization (multi-
national corporations). However, international trade may also be re-
stricted by single firms if they have a dominating position as suppliers
or purchasers of the commodity involved. Certain types of business
discrimination engaged in by governments (e.g., flag discrimination
in shipping) and labor unions have also cause some concern.

DISCRIMINATORY BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

Bilateral trade agreements are .frequently concluded between coun-
tries to facilitate trade between them by granting special advantages
to each other. They are implicitly discriminatory against third coun-
tries. Discriminatory sourcing is one type of bilateral arrangement
which favors specific countries as sources for certain imports. Such
arrangements are often tied to economic assistance programs

Nontariff Charges on Imports

In most countries, imports pay a variety of charges in addition to a
customs duty. Some of these charges, such as the variable levies found
in Europe, are protective devices used to restrict imports, while others,
such as U.S. excise taxes or value-added taxes in Europe, are collected
to equalize the tax treatment of imported goods with that of domestic
output. Some charges, such as port taxes, are levied in payment for
services. Sometimes import "surcharges" are levied by countries with
serious balance of payments deficits. Among these various charges are
found some of the greatest barriers to world trade.

VARIABLE LEVIES

Variable levies are charges on imports in lieu of, or in addition to,
normal custom duties. The levies vary far more frequently than normal
customs duties, sometimes daily, and are used to raise the cost of im-
ports to stipulated minimum tries. They have most commonly been
used with domestic agricultural support programs,

Variable levies have risen to great prominence in the past decade
because the European Community made the variable levy an essential
element in its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The variable levy
thus affects a large segment of world trade and is probably the most
i .rtat a measure adversely affecting U.S exports. Variable
lies exclude imports from price-competition with domestic products,
amn redce imports to the position of a residual supply. Some shippers
And the variable levy even more onerous i i: ri import quotas because
of the uncertainty for traders caused by the '.requent-changes in rates
and consequent changes in the amounts i imports which are able
to enter.
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Variable levies are found in several countries outside the European
Community including Austria, Finland, Greece, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, and Switzerland.

Under the European Community's CAP, details vary by product,
but in general, the amount of the variable levy is the difference be-
tween the lowest offer price on the world market and an internal
Community support price. The level of the tax is determined so that
the lowest cost unports cannot undercut the highest cost producers
within the Community, and thus tends to increase prices of imports
above those for domestic goods. Examples of ad valorem equivalents
of variable levies range as high as 480 percent. ,

Devices used under the CAP-including variable levies to limit or
exclude imports, support of internal prices at high levels, a general
absence of production controls, and export subsidies to remove excess
production- have produced a continuing rise in EC agricultural
prices, impressive increases in EC agricultural production, and an
increasing necessity to subsidize the disposal of excess production in
the world-market.

The impact of the EC variable levy and its companion measures has
been significant. From 1981 to 1976, the value of U.S. agricultural
exports to countries outside the Community grew more than twice as
much as exports to EC countries. For U.S. export commodities affected
by the levy in 1971, the growth of exports from the 1959-61 period was
less than one-fourth that of commodities not subject to the levies.

For variable levy products, the U.S. share of the EC market declined
in favor of increased trade among HC member countries. If the growth
of agricultural exports between 1961 and 1971 bad followed the same
trend as in the 1954-61 period (before the introduction of the CAP),
EC imports of U.S. agricultural commodities would have increased
150 percent (instead of less than 50 percent).

As the CAP is extended to the new EC members (the United King-
dom, Ireland, and Denmark), the severity of the impact on U.S. agri-
cultural exports will undoubtedly increase. U.S. and other third coun-
try agricultural exports to the United Kingdom are expected to decline.
The United Kingdom could become self-sufficient in beef and veal and
might even achieve a small surplus in grains through entry in the
Community. CAP incentives could make the United Kingdom a net
exporter of pork, poultry, and eggs.

BORDER TAX ADJUSTMENTS FOR INTERNAL TAXES

Border tay adjustments are any fiscal measure which enables im-
ported products to be charged with a tax charged in the importing
country on similar domestic products, and which enables exported
products to be relieved of a tax charged in the exporting country on
domestic products sold to consumers in the home market. Thus, "bor-
der" tax adjustments include taxes on imports not only at importation
but also at any subsequent point in the distribution oiannel. Virtually
all countries, including the United States, make some border tax ad-
justments on their imports and exports.

Under fairly longstanding international practices, which were in-
corporated into the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade when
it was drafted, taxes on products (usually referred to as indirect taxes
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or consumption taxes) are- considered eligible for border tax adjust1
nents, while direct taxes such as-income taxes, profits taxes payroll

taxes, and social security charges are not regarded as eliglS
Foreign countries rely much more 'heavily than the United States

does upon indirect (consumption) taxes for government revenue. In
foreign tx systemS, the major consumption taxes are generally types
whie ,.ith respe tom rts, arolleted whether oods enter the
country , rath er tn at 'atr "m of distribution. Therefore, im-
ports are immediately assessed with taxes which are both substantial '

and highly conspicuous. Moreover, products exported from these coun-
tries are shipped abroad at prices substantially below the internal
domesticc price by virtue of the fact that the consumption tax is not
collected on the exported goods .

On the other hand, ver few products imported into te United
States are subject t a border tax adjustment a the time of entry. Most
U.S. border tax adjustments are found later in the distribution Chan-
nel, and oceur principally as state and local retail sales taxes

A large percentage of U.S. businessmen.regard this situation as un-
fair to them in their efforts to corn ete with foreign producers both,
in markets abroad and in the United States. Their general com-
plaint is that when selling abroad they bear the burden of the sub-
stantial U.S. direct taxes (corporate profits taxes, etc.) jlus the si
nificant indirect taxes of the foreign country; when se h Me
United Statee the imported product of their foreign competitors has
been relieved of a substantial part of its nationaltax burden through
the border tax adjustment process, and bears none of the U.S. direct
taxes

Economic apalysts argue that the-situation in which border tax, ad,
justments may discriminate against imports or act as an aid to exports
is muoh more complex than Indicated by the traders views; and so
long as the same rate is applied to imports and domestic products any
discriminatory price effects would not equal the border tax rate ite
(as businessmen assume), but would be only a small percentaee of th
rate. Moreover, the discriminatory effect would be confined to the
short term, because in the long run other counterbalanoing economic
forces come into operation and negate thediscrimination.

General border tax adjustments, such as those for the value-added
tax widely used in Europei under certain economic conditions, can
affect trade in a manner similar to aa exchange rate change. Changes
in tax rates and accompanying border tax adjustments can theoreti-
cally disturb trade over short periods of time. . .

The U.S. proof-gaon,/we gallon 8yetem.-A special situationn in
the application of border taxes-which has had much attention for many
years is found in the manner in which the U.S. excise tax on distilled
spirits is assessed, I distilled spirits are below 100 proof at the time
the tax is assessed, they are nevertheless taxed as 100 proof; if above
100 proof, * proportional incremental amount of the basic 100 proof
rate.is applied. U.S. producers can arrange-their production process
so that the tax is always assessed when proof is 100 or aove and
before the beverage has been cut to normaI bottling-strength. Foreign

VT Prane, for example, a standard efetive rate ot s2.41% oeret apples to met ods

in West Germany, mo t ood arc taxed at tate o11 percent.
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proers may also do this if they ship their product in bulk to the
United States and bottle it after entry. If it is bottled abroad, it will
bear the additional revenue burden resulting from tax assessment alter
the proof has been cut to bottling store gh.

Thq:effect of this so-called wine-al /proof gallon method of tax
assement is that imported bottle spirits pay a significantly higher
tax than domestic products and imp bulk products. Foreign pro-
ducers of distilled spirits have described this stuatioh as one of the

major U.S. nontariff trade barriers.

OTHER CHARGES

There are numerous other nontariff charges on imports. The better
known are consular fees, stamp taxes, statistical taxes, port charges,
and import surcharges. Some, such as port fees or import surcharges,
are levied solely on imports. Others, in effect, apply only to imports
because there is no domestic production. In complaint to the Tariff
Commission, automobiles, motion picture films, and alcoholic bever-
ages were stressed as products subjected to unusually heavy or dis-
criminatory taxes or charges in many countries.

All ports charge fees on vessels and/or cargo using the port. In some
developing countries, the charges are found to run as high as 12 or 15
percent of the c.f. value of the shipment.

Prior import deposit systems require importers to deposit a percent-
age of the value of an import (usually in a noninterest bearing ac-
count for a fixed term.) Since World War II, such systems have been
increasingly used to retard the flow of imports by countries with
balance of payments difficulties. Countries without such difficulties
have sometimes used such systems for control or surveillance of trade.
In either case, the cost of imports is increased by preventing alterna-
tive productive uses of deposited funds.

C consular fees or charges must be paid on exports to many cowit'ies
(principallv developing nations), usually in relation to the i.iuance
of a consular invoice or other required" documentation. Complaints
against such charges as hivh as 7 percent of the c.i.f. value of ship-
ments were raised against 2 countries. larplv in TAtin America.

"Stamp taxea" are excise taxes paid through the purchase of stamps
which must be affixed to articles or documents before they may be law-
fully sold, purchased or used. The proceur is' a common method for
collecting, taxes on tobacco or alcoholi.u lvera es or asetsing taxes on
the transfer of documents. In the Commission's survey, complaints

were received against stamn tax requirements in over 20 developing
countries, andhi France and Italy. , * .

"Surcharms" on imports are taxes or leries applied in the famemain-
ner as customs'tariffs, but in addition to the normal import duty, col-
leted as a percentage of the normal duty. Nominal surchar'S are
sometimes cllectid for-such- purposes akq 'ort fees, statistical taxes,
administrative taxes, etc. Substantial surcharges are usually applied

Denmark, the United Kingdom and the United States have resorted
to temporary use of import surcharges for balance of payments rea-

$on in4 recent years.'
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Government Participation In Trade
Governments participate directly and indirectly in trade in several

ways. Various forms of government monopolies are found in almost.
every country. The- significance of government procurement in the
market place increases daily. Virtually all governments, to some de-
gree, give financial or other assistance to doestic industries which
may result in subsidized exports or the displacement of imports in the
local market. Some of the most sgnificant trade distortions result
from government participation in trade. Problems in this area are also
the most deep rooted and difficult to deal with.

Complaint. submitted to the Tariff Commission listed subsidies and
other aids as the major concern in this area, followed by government
monopolies and state trading, and government procurement. Seventy
percent of the complaints were against practices of developed coun-
tries. About one-fift involved members of the European Commumty,
16percent were against EFTA countries, 18 percent against Japan,
an 8 percent agaifist the United States.

The industrial area received 82 percent of the complaints, with the
largest number going to nonelectrical machinery, toxtileAelectrical
machinery, and transport equipment. Agrcultural sectors where com-
plaints were concentrated wete alcoholic beverages and grains.

SUBSIDIES AND OTHER AIDS

International trade can be distorted by government aids designed
explicitly to stimulate exports, but also bygeral government ub-
sidies given to domestic producers. Subsidzed domestic producers ob-
tain an artificial competitive advantage in export markets and are
given a special advantage in their competition against imported prod-
ucts. In contrast to export aids, general subsidies have as their prime
objective some desirable domestic goal such as regional development
or national defense; the competitive advantage conferred upon omes-
tic producers in foreign markets or-in the domestic market maybe only
a secondary consequence of the subsidy program . . _

Under certain conditions subsidies may alsoserve to counterbalance
distortions.of international trade caused by some other factor. For ex-
ample, a country with a grossly overvalued currency. may find it- im-
possible to export without subsidies. For:this reason, export subsidies
are more widely applied by less-developed countries than by developed
nations.
I A wide range of government activity may constituted subsidy. How-

ever, the print c pal forms subsidies May tak a.re ene~aly:. .
(a) Explicit cash payments (cah subsidies)
b Implicit. payments through a reduction of a specific taxliability ( 'axsubsaidied),, i,- -. ' .

(c) Implicit parents by mes* ofloansatprefiuntial intev-
eat rates (credit subsidies.

(d) Implicit payments through provisions of goods and servw
ices at prices or. fes below mrke value. (beneflt-in-kind sub-
sidies).

(e) Implicit payments'through government purchases of goods.
and services above market price(purchase subsidies)
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Export subsidie.-Export subsidies are designed exclusively with
the ifntent to stimulate export& Agricultural exports are principally
subsidized by direct cash payments on exports (cash subsidies), or
through direct sales by the government at world market prices of prod-
ucts the government formerly purchased at higher prices front the
farmer (purchase subsidies). Such subsidies on certain farm exports
are employed for example both by the United States and the European
Community. Governments rarely admit to the granting of direct ex-
port subsidies on industrial products. They, however, sometimes admit
to actions which, while not explicitly export subsidies, have an export-
promoting effect.

Government aids to export financing (credit subsidies) constitute
probably the fastest growing area of subsidization in recent rears.
Such assistance occurs prpaly in the provision of direct loans,
guarantees of loans made by commercial banks to foreign buyers of
the country's exports, insurance and guarantee-of credits extended
by exporters. The purpose of these operations is to finance exports that
would not otherwise be purchased. _ h

The United States and most U.S. trading partners have similar
arrangements for export financing aids. U.S. assistance is handled
through the Export-Import Bank of Washington. Concessional financ-
ing by the U.S. government of agricultural exports under various laws
is especially significant. Medium-term and long-term export credits in
F1nrace are financed by private companies but then refinanced by spe-
cial government-controlled credit institutions. The Export-Import
Bank of Japan also directly finances long-term export credits charging
significantly lower interest rates than commercial=nks. The Japanese
Government insures exporters against a wide range of risks; 6ven
against the risk of tariff Increases in export markets.

In the United Kingdom,-the Export. Credit Guarantee Department
(ECGD) provides credit insurance to exporters, guaranteed rates
of return to banks, and refinancing of b.knk credit in order to keep
export credit rates on a low level.Several governments give special tax advantages (tax subsidies)
to exporters.

Cod and petrqoleun subsidiesi.-The coal and petroleum industries
are widely subsidized by governments that wish to sustain indigenous
energy resources In the European Community, in 1967, the total
average subsidy of bituminous coal amounted to $7.56 per metric
ton, i.e., over 40 percent of the price. Under a new system of reduced
subsidization established in December 1969, the member States were
authorized to grant production aids not exceeding $1.68 per ton to
undertakings, that deliver coking coal for the iron and steel industry.
"Disposal aids" on deliveries to destinations within the Community

"far away from the-coal basin were additionally authorized to be ap-
plied uider specified conditions.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, federal and state assistance
to coal production and consumption is substantial.Various subsidies,
including tax concessions, amounted in 1972 to approximately| DM1.2
billion. Subsidies included grants to encourage the use Of to; coal
instead of imported oil in the electrical industry.

U.S. coal exports may have been adversely affected on the markets
of JApap and the United Kingdom by subsidization of the coal
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industry in thosecountries, and on the Japanese market, also by the
aids to the c al industry in Canada. Canaa subsidizes the tmnsport
costs ofcoal that is exported to the Far East, competing thereby more
effectively with U.S. coal exports to Japan. The Japanese govern-
ment has aided its coal industry by providing long-term interest-froe,
loanm In the United Kingdom, a p program announced in December,
19Th allocated about $8 billion assistance to the coal industry over
the next five years.

The U.S. government aids the petroleuin industry by an oil deple-
tion allowancefrom the tax ]iability of producers, and other write-
offs. The industry in other countries receives direct grants in some
countries and special tax privileges in most..
- Eectronio 4roduok stbidiu.--Electroncs, -as a growth industry

and standard bearer of technological 'progress, receives government
aids in a number of industrial countries In recent years France and
the Federal Republic of Germany provided low interest or interest-
free loans to firms in the industry. In 1972, the federal budget of the
FRG provided subsidies of D 43 million for "promotion of elec-
tronic data processing." The United Kindom and France support
their private computer industries by significant grants, and also par-
ticipate directly in the industry.

JAapan's aids to electronics appear most. damai,ng to U.S. interests.
In the framework'of its export promotion policy,.and under laws
enacted in 1957 and 1971, the Japanese government has provided the
electronics industry, especially in.the area of research and develop-
ment for computers and sophisticated industrial products, with maw-
sive financial assistance in the form of low-interest loans, grants and
tax incentives.

The complaints of U.S. electronic manufacturers regarding Japa-
nese subsidization of the electronic industry are challenged by the
Japanese, as well as interested U.S. importer. These claim that over
the years U.S. assistance to the domestic electronics industry has been
incomparably higher than the Japanese government's assistance to-
its own industry, if research and development subsidies of the. U.S.
government totT.S. producers are considered. Although a large por-
tion of the U.S. subsidies have been allocated for defense a~n space
objectives, they have provided the technological foundation for many
industrial and consumer electroniC- products.i enjoys government aids
to production, distribution, ex ion andexports in ..ou .co.mbina-
tions ini different countries. The United States does not subsidize the
industry but all major U.S. trading partners and many other countries
doU.. interests are hurt predoninantly by subidies granted by the
United Kingdoni, Italy and Frane. HoweverAmercan film com-
panies frequently qualify to share foreign subsidies; therefore, they
are, ttracted by hem (in addition to other factors), to prod c abrbo,
with concomitant adverse effects on the U.S. domiciled film industry.

kippin, skipb/ding.--Shipping and shipbuilding is widely su
sidized-owing to the relationship of these indu-stri6s to foreign trade,
the sapeific -problematic nature of the shipbuilding industry, and the
fact that these industries relate to national defense, Some countries
suppot shipbuildingto the potM where it can meet the deman5Uof
a itional merchant hwine and navy, and make no attempt to export

-- 89.
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third markets. Principal examples are the United States, Canada, and
Italy. Important exporters of ships (Japan and to a smaller extent
West Germany),subsidize their exports wi e preventing at the sametimeimportof foei shipL

Otw ,ndust"r -,.--In addition to the aforementioned few,
other manu industries receive government aids which may-
affect international trade. A well subsidiied gwth indust , besi s
electronics, is the aircraft industry. The best known exam"pe in this
field js.t)o subsidization in France and the lite4--gom qf te
supersonic commercial aircraft. Moreover, the RB-211 engines, 0o
production of which the United Kingdom supports heavily, are ex-
ported at this time exclusively to the United StatS..

Xsmmcountie steel and the paper amid pulp industries are ub-.
sidized with concomitant effects on international trade. As a generally
depressd industry, the textile industry obtains government aids in

S eje'aadvancedindustrial countries.
Establishments in almost any industry can obtain government aids

in some countries if they relocated in so-called, development areas
(principally EC countries and the United nom) or exampye.
the aluminum industry of the United Kingdom obtains massive n-
vestment grants and low interest loans on grounds of regional eco-
nomic assistance programs.

In most advanced countries several industries receive government
aids for purposes of research and development. U.S. subsidies ar
devoted principally to atomic-, space-, defense-related and medical
research, whereas in other countries R&D subsidies ma act as stimu-
lators to exp orts or import substitution in the subsidized industry.

oAgg wnal product ubsei.-Subsidies are generally applied
in agriculture In the framework of their agricultural policies, the
governments of most industrial countries aid their domestic agricul-
ture materially, protein it, at the same time, from import com-
petition princiPlly y various other nontariff barriers. Sub dization
may take the orm of direct pa ts to the farmer per unit of acre-
age, output or exports, or purhase by the government.of surpluses
at supported prices, or a combination of both. In addition to direct
aid-, governments aid agricultural production and exports in a num:
ber of indirect ways. Heavy subsidization of production and exports
in ,many t -tntiei has led to *orld~ide sOinpluses in, certain t
products such as grains and dairy products.

GOvuNMNT PROCUR BM3NT PRAMC S
SMoSt governments favor dometio soppliers over foreign ei

their procurement of goods This is evidenced by the fa that -the
share of imports to totil putt , the. pubic M016 j * mPal#
ef. thaa ii pxj a t 4n ,isw tse V ~p p~cas. of

mtnaionalty traed omm di n ,e.tI e h er, they rn.
to domestic producers oqustitute a sifi~antidimntonter-
national trae. In several countries, a o , movementt below te .60
tional level are known to engage in preferential procurement prcti.esP, e eoord .4 s ,k ~sup ripa y by , incoworated in
published laws and regulations, 0ut n most oestey. are of-
fected through a wide variety of, pM*wanpoegtrwl- Under

0
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the o-called Buy-American Ae of 1988 the Federal Government of
the United States openly favors domestic suppliers in its procure-
ment. On the other hand, in Europe and Japan,laws and published
regulations providing for discrimifatory practices are rare, nonethe-
less discrimination against foreign suppliers exists and is practiced
In a number:of. ways generally surrounded by secrecy.

The principal preatices that inhibit foreign participation in gov-
ernment krocuroment are insuffcient publicity m the solicitation of
bids and in the disclosure of the criteria on thebasis of which con-
tracts are awarded., Most trading partners of the, United States, such
as Japan, the United Kingdom and most European Community coun-
trien: Predominatly the selective, and -4e tender bid procs-
dures It is .en.rally.recognized that these lend themselves.much
better to disciminatory'prakicea against foreign Aupplieft than pU
lie tendering.' c a f s a

Foreign suppliers can also be suppresed through specific conditions
of bidding which put them at a disadvantage, such as certain admin-
istrative requirements or inadeuate time allowed for submission: of
bids. Moreover, purchasing authorities may specify technica requre-
mente in advance collaborations with domestic suppliers limiting there.-,
by the competitiveness of the foreign bidder. In some countriesonly
resident firms may undertake government contracts of ceftin types

COMMENT MONOPOUUS ANIU STATE TRADING

Most governments in market economy countries maintain monopolies
of the manufacture or sale of certain goods In several countries such
monopolies have been traditionally instituted for. fiscal purposes or
social ones, such as guaranteein .a stead .. pply ofa.product and
keeping the p prices at a desiredevel. Tradition, productt area fon
state monopolies are salt, tobacco and alcohol, State monopolies are
organized in different ways, such as branches of government or public
orprivatecorporations.

State import monopolies may also serve the objective of proteetig
domestic producers against foreign competition. T.herefoe, when tho
State handle, the imports of a produ(t it may discriminate *it
foreign suppliers restrictiniports by anih y.srat4vU mqans, or b
charging An unduly high marktp on the landed price of the imported
product. State import monopo "es may .alo. d1,iminiate against cer-
tain freigns he s trOlywo yio iter on

State export" monopolies ma~hv~ebetv~a ciiatn
export sales, and their operations may interfere on third country mar-
ke0*itktlW." i eopoit. Wcounes, which dciot vintin x.

pb~tn~pdie~.~po*monoolifs-inaY -t i d ine s again* -
certi-bolMpi douhtfles only ih allocating exors 11 ' I.;I

100An i ll kn~ oeh i hiaefe t~ik~ttitaiva b ti.-

96#0 4~dhopolm

Prancd-obabcoan ojJrouctsi, eespi; W
~rodmi,i~l oahtri~' 4 ' .
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Japan-Tobacco,&alohol2 rice, wheat, barley, delhy produotO
United Kingdom-Cal iron and steeL
Uited Statia.-AlcohohcebevergeeL

STANDARDS AS TECHNICAL &ARtM8 TO TRADE

Standards are laws, regulations, specifications, or other require-
ments with respect to the properties of products or the manner, con-
ditions, or-circumstances uhWidwhich products wre produced orlmar-
keted. These requirements usually deal 'ith: A products quality$
purity, component materials, dim enonsi level of performance or
other Important characteristics; the heath, sanitary , safety, tech-
nical, or other conditions or uustarc ces, under which a product
is produced or marketed'; and the product's packaging or labelling.

Standards perform an extremely constructive waid necessary rol
in commerce and trade, but they sometimes un pede international trade
and can be used as protective devices against import competition. Ob-
stacles to trade arise because of differences among national standard
and diverse requirements for testing, production, inspection, and cer-
tification. Inspection rents during production are often.
especially troublesome to foreign suppliers end can amount to a vir-
tuil embargo. Regulations can particularly hinder trade if they are
exesve to comply with, are based on characteristics Pear to a-
tional production, -oster uncertainty as to the . .edty of mer-

chaniseareadmiinistered in a discriminatory fashion or cause extra
dely' In spte of several cases of itrimiati pha a-
ards are not presenty classed among the serious Wbialr to trade.
Nevertheless, they hold the potential for becoming one of the great
of trade barriers if appropriate steps are not taken internationally to
prevent such a development.

The types of standards which have given rise to complaints as
hindrances to trade have been: (1) industrial and product standards,
(2) labelling and maketmig requirements, (3) health and sanitary
standards,. and (4) pharmacutic and veterinary standards.

INDUSTRIAL AND PRODUCT STANDARDS

Industrial and product standards relate principally to -weights,
measure, container sizes, nomenclature, quality, -product content,
production oroesses, safety, ecology. and environment. Industrial
regltionsh been-,greatly ex pendig in virtually all countries,
particularly in the areas of environment and product safety. Elec-
trical and electronic equipment and automotive products, two sectors
which are closely regulated by virtually all countries and which are
of particular importance for U.S. exports, illustrate this develop-
Ment.II

A Buropean orgAzation called the Multipartite Accord for Asmms-
ment and Certification of Electronic Components, including all of the
larger European countries, establishes stafidards and inqcton proce:
dures for electrical components The Accord is now administered
through the EuroMn Committee for Coordination or Electrical
Standardization (ENEL). As the art initially developed,
it held the probability of virtually excluding U.S. products-from the
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European market. However, members of the Accord approved a tL&
reque for i-emberihip in 1971, but the U.S. Government has not

established the necessary administrative =Ainery for partiicp
tion.

Motor vehicle safety and emission laws hay been enacted inereas-
ingly both in the United States and other wontries. Specifications
vary widely, a fact which adds to production costs in compliance. For
U.S.,exprters, the newstandards are often difficult to meet and inspec-

b~ crrtif abrqd, rther Qotk'unty has underthken
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a~~%~~bgv ot ~n tztfdoexrsm u;. Sedr ero ha ve eneuntered 13tob.ehim ingt
seeds approved for nrtation 0 kCommiuy Wine iadard
recently, instituted winl inhibit U.S.'WA wiex I*ort

COomplai _" of standard hinder u.S. exports t individual
members of theCommuntyconcrnd te followui prodicta: gld
jewm]ryin 1ceand It. y;cota er- board liners And- a rcra ,
France ad Germany; hdware in Germsiy and the netherlands;
spirits and press= vessels in "ranc,.Oerih ''and Italy steam

ing ment in Frances Gernany, sny alaft; g apl -
angpesandiiybid seedsin Frac6 ; and film, welding 94d cuUitngieu p
zpentand scientific opparatusinm West Germany.,

Oad,.--StnArds- in Canada for electrio-ri-g" necessitate re-
en4enrmg of U.$. product. The number of c sized 16r

of certain foods is restricted, and Ifve stadr US. can' ea
proh litd. U.S. fruit and veketablea wich (o not peot tdea
quality standards of any' US.. mrktiopirei p1n4t b3 imported
from the United States but may. be entered frim n her 4nt-. i f

Usmiled~~~~~ Sae-oplitsains..inautia saxnoerds wer
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industrial associtin coer~ ~9ct5 uho lg~nhaig
an4 flre,-flghfn equipmentlje, pesr veselbies niatrisl fanpbicy e. and stee .Ls 9f, ssthepe orga !itm"---- ---havetbi

for its failure to adopt the metric y , i accep

of. U,.. 9 i, ., *.L( , .--, : ,: , " , .1 :.
,.Otb _ --Th~oao w U. o mt. wee saidto .met inii ri d prodnoctttey_ ;Q a. ers other mjor

-coutries: letraleqpment or electrcal appliances e
fits f-l.Ntrway and Swede; atrm-r in tse ,Unied Kindom,
to mea~aiad Japs'Aroducls er~eco a tlwteUie

Elgdn, wdetzerlad ud rpn.ited I t n the nz
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United Ki-oz and Japan; fertilivast in Finland; shoes in Norway;
lawn mowers in Sweden; canned food in Australia; and c d
food,medical and clini apparatus, and m p aicsupplies in Japlzm

LABING AND MARIG AU
The growing concern for consumer protection is bringing an in-

cresing number of products under l requirements and ex-
njmding information required on labels. The cost of compice may
become 6igra'ct, epecMlly if information required is e Nddier cos'derably f country to the next.

Mos industrialized nation and many developing country hove
extensive lists of commodities which must be i to show the
country of oriim "Maks f rement ane probably the
mntuavemilycriiedf all Seguraions.-
trzies have f=al complaned U qu irenat areezsmeve
and more difficult to meet than those of most countries. The metod
required for marking the origin, can significant tly affect the cost of

= lyin with, the regulation. Francs, for linstaic, -euie the
o orgM~~ for some caned foods to be emboused on the end of the

In many cowtruis, labelling requirements for alcoholic be
and pharfimaetica products an e.PecMy c px and Costly to
cosuply with. U.S. exports of wine to WesternXrp aren vrl
inhabited by appellation of origin requimmntsf which restrict ue
of m st as "champag" or "chianti" to wines from specific
ars of EoropM

mELTH AND SANITAY SrANDARMD

Laws to pr6tet the health of humans, l ad plants exist in
all countries. Th health and unitary t of many counties
(including the United-Statm) were the subject of complaint. Most
of the complaints concerned regulations on the use of food additives,
regulations governing umt, poultry and seafood, and ph topaniary
requirements for agricultural products. A number of complaint con-
cerned the spreading ban on the use of DDT. Comm complaint
were that trade was-hampered by different regulations among coun-
tries concerning.food additives and pesticides -r tW inspection r-
quirements wee costly, repetitive, or impssible to meet. In a num-
ber of ases, there are blankst prohibits against importatimn of
products of certain countries or area.

PHRM(ZTIA" N W~IR STAMM*

CompkMis Unkai.t the Widen of gader

Papg r i en psesly were citd as ft = ua4
amiable~~~~~~ dea an Ires Severalitries do act tevldt

ofte~n aIro by the U.9Food and Drua .
French regular i rtal xcuemslMA6W tl
does imct recognm forign tests. Japanes testing requireminut dier
frork thaOef tbUnitid States.

9'
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.Both U.S. *ad foreign firms complained against several U.S. re-
quirements, including compulsory inatetion of plants in the country
R exploration byUS. inspecs and petition in the United Statls
of research and tests.

Pharmaceutical regulations in developing countries cause problem
to tradere because, of lan agemrequirement for documentation,, con-
formance to any of a variety of harmacopoeia, certification require-
ments, and ro~rictions on. distributs, Soe countries only permit
importation of products no4,prbodced d0nesticoy...

customs Proeedure -and Administrative. Practices

Administrative procedures and customr mabiers other than rates
of duty. Irequently impinge upon the free fbw of trade. Obstacles eanbe found in tiff elasi&ation system vluton, docunen-
tation requirements, consular foifiaities, antidumping practices and
other administrative practices connected-with e international-er-
ohange of goods. In the Tariff Commission survey, about onethird of
the complaints ist this area, dlt with customs.vuluation pmctices, and
one-fouit with documentation requirements;

CUSTOMS VALUATION

value of imports ve developed countries te (t United a,
Australia, New.Zealnd, iZ~routh Afr88 an e salntions
app dutie, on the Lo.b. v e 0f imports. y cotea t th,
cex.f. *Itaie opeate" with the so-calle humels Defiition of Vi.hus
Other countries have their individual valuation sy9stemwhich usi-
ally are more complexthan the Br els sy emn.

By far the most numerous complaint against -valuation re-
ceivid in the ,auf Commim1ion'$tade barrie became fromUS.
exporters who objectedto the, prevalent use of dt.L vaues, for ous~oms
purp oe in most, other countrie. Because- U.Si import duties ae
hiefy on tu fo.b. basis (which. ar ower sth &-e.L value because

they.do notinclude ,freightand "nsurauc charges)' 'U&,roduee r,
A exp ot apelookgu.,

ot~e~ ouitrip a inerently unfair.
Serl. countries-asess duties.oi the,."domest vilue o!f, mer-'

olpaI~ 'Ag4it Caaa ustr"li,j.X6*ZeaaId4-an& South Africa
A, largi unber or developing rie. were ii eiNd for1

"arbitrary" values for asessment of duties; Severalof these use,"od-:
oial values" set by the govermmet,:rather than some fort.of ..commer-
cial value, for customs purposes. Particula ed out for riti.

belte d uent sniport o r thi h ihitisa 9&44
betwestm inde6pendent ulliehted WOries Mos64 ntisajs ip~vr

the ~wo~e *Jes o ~uh' iapb~e t~stalisl thec~Stn rawA
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noni-rm-length transactions iscormonly referred to as "up-
Fei," =i ally inlnt M-wthe" Iraw els iefinition of value.
Japan, the United Kingdom, France, and Italy were particularly men-
tio-ned in complaints to the Commission concerning uplift procedures.

The American selling price valuation method used by the United
States for four products (benzenoid chemicals, rubber footwear, low-

priced wool knit gloves, and canned clams) has long been a major
target of criticism. The complexity of the U.S. valuation system, which
operates with nine different standards, is also strongly criticized. Five

of these standards apply to 1.015 products which have come to be
referred to as the "Final List." Many objections have been made to
the Final List valuation standards, which employ as the primary
standard "foreign value" or "export value," whi&hever is higher.

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS AND CUSTOMS FORMALITIES

Every country requires some form ofdocumentation to be submitted
on products crossing its borders. A serious detriment to trade in terms
of costs to the exporter or importer is.recognized to exist in the cost of
complying with documentation requirements which are excessive in
terms of quantity, complexity, formality, and the time consuming
procedures associated with obtaining or clearing the documents. A Me
cent study found that an average international shipment' requires 48
different documents in about 860 copies requiring 64 hours of prepara-
tion and processing time..

Several nations, among which are Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, the United States, and a number of South American
countries, require a special customs or consular invoice on merchandise
shipped to them. Some nations also require these invoices to certified
at a consulate.nearst- the port of shipment of the -argo. Venezuela
recently equated the revenue it received from consular invoices to a -

tariff of 8.5 percent ad valorem.

CUSTOMS NOMENCIAT RE

The customs classification systems of the major trading, nations
each contain a few thousand product categories. The growing com-
plexity of these systems led to a world-wide movement to a stand-
ardized customs nomenclature. The majority of nations today classify
their imports according to the Brussels Tariff N.omenclature. Canada
and the United States are the only major trading nations which do
not use this system. Because the classifiLation nomenclatures of these
two countries differ substantially from the widely used standard sys-
tem, they have been criticized as constituting barriers to trade.

ANTIDUMPINO PRACMES
For several years, the manner in which nations respond to the un-

fair competition of.foreign dumping, in their domestic markets has
been the subject of international discussion. Laws and regulations to
discourage the practice Vroibbly exist in most nations. However,
Canada and the United States take antidumping actions far more
frequently than any other major trading country. The frequnoy of
these actions and some of the related procedures are often criticized
as trade baers. &
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- Dlserimlnatorr Oen Freight Rate
ManyU.S. producers -"d exporters reported to the Tariff Commis-

sion that discriminatory treatment in ocean freight rats. greatly weak-
ens their abilit: to' compete abroad and enlances the competitive
strength of foreign industries in tho U.S. market. Fr example ocean
freight rates on many commodities from the United States to JPan
areigher thai the rates *rom Japan to the United States on .the
same products. The differences frequently are large, ranging rowm 20
p rc t~o well.qgvei, 100 pere'u Moreover, since mostr.oreign tariffs

are appled on a 0.L. basis, and most foreign consumption taxes .poh
as thQ value-added taxes in Europoand the comodity taxqs..in, ?-'an,
are applied on a landed duty aa ie-iwsofteOs
t ory rate t reat ioent aemi ipna 'Y re..Ont the: basis of a series of -hearings from -1068, 19!651 the Joint.

Economic Conmittee of the U.S. Congress issued this Inding:
Tie International ocean freight rate structure is Welgted against U&. ex-

ports. Our exports bet most of the cost of vesSel operation, even In trades where'
imports approximate exports In value and quantty.- Goveramnt studies reveal
that on trade Oetween U.S.- Pacifle. coast and the Par .Vast, eighth. rates 9,5
American exports exceeded rates on drrespodilng jbports on 80 percent of the
samled -Items.. This same. discrimination prevails on 70percent of the products
shipped by meriCan exporters fromt UVS. Atlantic 'andglf. ports to the far
OW and on 60 pemcet' of the commodiUes shipped nom'the Atantuc cas to
Westerenlftope.'

97

Z
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APPENDIX C

THE GENERAL AGREEMENT 'ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
(GATT)*

INTRODUCTION

The Committee on Finance directed its staff to prepare a memo-
randum on certain provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade whieh appear to discriminate against U.S. "cormere, or
which appear to be inadequate guides for he establishment of fair
and reciprocal principles for governing the expansion of world trade.
This memorandum is-not an exhaustive treatment of all the GATT

rinciples. Rather, it attempts to highlight some of the issues raised
by the GATT which the staff feels are important.

GAT -AND THi INTERNATIONAL TiAim OtOA -isATiON

The collapse of international trade in the 1930's and the resulting
political and economic effects led some world leaders to conclude that
new international, economic institutions were essential for inter-
national cooperation in international trade and payments matters.
The ultimate goals envisaged for such imstitutions-were the. prevention.
of war and the establishment of a just system of economic relations.

D~iring World.War II preparations were underway for the establish-
nent -of them institutions. The Bretton Woods Conference In-9

resulted in the emergence of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

and the .Internationial Slaxk for. Reconstruction -ana Developmient
"IBRD). But iteas recognized that an international og-anizato to-,
regulate trade- was a necessary complement to the IMF and the
I RD During the war years, the U.S. State Department had pre-
pared a draft charter of an International Trade Organization. .

At the first session of the United Nations, we Wconomi. and Social
Council, resolved that a conference to draft a charter, for an ITO
should be called. Four conferences were held. The last of thee con-
ferences was held in Havana from November 21, 1947 to March 24,
1948.

The ITO never came into bei Many of its provisionswere con-
.zideredWo extreme. 'Tbey would Ue amounted -to. a .irtualtdelg
tiofn of congrinal.i setting and trade regulating powers uer

the Constitution tothe Executive.,To fill the gap:oaus4 bythe death tothe ITO, many of tecla

in the drafts of the ITO harder were taken and put ito'a oument
called the General-Agreement on Tarifts and Trade (GATT).

'The &ettoo Woods Conference resolved*: "Complete attii..t'of *'A
Ipoaes and objeotiv tof the -MF * cannot beachieved through-th,

seek s gmemt -"to reduce obstacles to ihitelzatioul n sii d4t ii tjr wy
promote mutually advanrtageous international comtnerolal,:reO1ato~*."." U.S;' State Department Dtlment 9411, DeJember.sO -94 . ; .

*This document was -published, by the Committee on. inonce, in Decem~ei,
to"0. Although thate have been many ranges VincS~~lO~efh
it is - tWl relevant to any discusono Institiloal reform of, 0ATz
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The basic GATT agreement was completed in 1947 but it has never
been submitted to the Congress for its study and approval. It is being
ob.,v~d by.-he United States through a: 'protocol -of provisional
application."

The 'protocol of provisional. application" stated that the eight
governments who signed it would undertake "not later -han Novem-
ber 15, 1947, to apply p ovisionally on and afterJanuary 1, 1948:

(a) Parts I and- III of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, and ,

(b) Part I of.,that Agreement to the -fullest extent not itcon-,sistent with. existing legislation."'
This protocol is still in effect, although the GATT has been amended

a number of. times and affected by other protocols, including some
that are not in force themselves Thus, the basic, treaty is a complete
set of instruments, applying with- different rigor to different countries.'

In spite of the fact that the GATT has never been specifically
approved, by the U.S. Congress as a treaty or otherwise, the executive
branch trade spokesmen tend to view GATT as "the law." Whenever
the. Congress contemplates taking any action to, protect, a domestic
interest, the Executive pointedly reminds it of the "international
commitmentsWof- the Ufnited Stateg.It is not clear however that
the executivebranch demandA the same reslpot for,, adhering to
"international conmitmetits"V from other signatories of the Agreement
asit demands of itself.For example, Japan has imr quotas ont 98; commodities without
any finding of, serious injury ritain imposed-a "surtax" 'on imports

'The. eight signatures some .with reservations, were, Australia, Belg~ium,
nad ia, iance, Luzembourq, The Notherlands, United Kingdom, au thetnlt~l Stites., I .. . . . . .. "1
t Por example, the- GATT proviiions regarding?#ubsidles apply tosome coun-

tres, but not to, others. Even the fundamental; pulnoiple'of .GATT-ndl4
rimnaton-has been, compromised by- numerous exceptlopr in' recent yeas.

The GATT proviions h ve not, prevent the widepre use Of nontariff pArriers-
1in recent years as substitutes fortariff prmtioneet

6 'the "prospect of "retaliation" against U.S. reportss if the United Stat -ap-
Dlied unilaterall" restrictions to foreign Imports; was discued by Secretary of
State Dea Ruskbefore-the ComyWttee oni Finge in thee 1erVo, . .

"Retaliation would simply, be What Is permltted-by the rules of the same asthat game Is now pr'act d, .by some. seventy countries acouting o+abotit, 85S
percent of wo~dtrade;, I'nzfe&; 0f-46urse; tO the GenojOA046tfient, on Tariffs
and Trade-the GATT.

"e QATT. Is epeatiallya 09(Iof oonduat for fair lay blnt national trade
ThetW Unted States played a m ajor role 'in iFs ,q d7X5§!'1t' I 1 1 otn 601the rSeat initiative of the early gpst-World Wgr II days' tefle ie g cgnvct n

tl~t~utre1 -U-1& bette *#,ka %corganb*e *sftaiRbanad ee
the*w ,-a the breoedng decde&.4f self.centered flialism,'.n theatre of

lntrntin~4d*po~iy.G W ent -i att v t.pqets iek
tion of-sofie.of the econoiiio blufiders the- 19s.+ "The+GATT.dees this by. establishing, a egs&Jfmeworh,1or the at4bility of
trada onesisa nogtjated In good fath. auong sqver ignqcouptree ,We, d.
athert *Acoa .dn.maetriw raturinfor'th6 rigbt *L,6wjq 0o

Action Afe tvuflable ene the +GATV' Wee iWs-6W sd p r', r: etiis nut-
import barrleri-on other produtequ'vslentilard e ttoitprpdqen'
cession or the. foreign country can withdraw cncesos afeoting ar equ~valet+

e vale for Amertan exports In the foreign market. TIS may souna bit€ t 91i~t~l iat/gusbof, the OATT J[is mftchuiore complicted -but ,
the .idew is-eare It ts+ taltata-.byg e ent .,nong. .partlee, !L..p vane
tbat:etritiv.mpetiu.bo .a*&t+'+l+ssmm m p , .... +++

l 4 i"t tocupcsaer .. • .:-(snh-l en••
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and an "import deposit scheme," in violation of OATT i the Conti-.
nental Europeans, hayv entered into "special commercal -arrange--
ments" on citrus fruits and other products in violation of GATT
MFN principles, and its common agricultural policy is sign fi tly
more protectionist than the previous individual country restrictions
on agricultural imports, another violation of GATT prin p leg. Outside
S of complaining the United States has done nothing. to demand 'cor..
pensation or to retsiate against these violations of GATT principles.

The, GATT, 'wa 'Wais-o-6 , th tn.: 0, k t & s time
Europe and Japsn; were in ruins and, the N A ' il ''Mp

dominated world trade as well oa other' matters. Iirthe tear in whibhGATT. -was :negotiatedf 1 1947, ,th&,* United, Sttwhi'&, 4$10 %iffibn--w,.

tradwatniolds: *Jttdo mf~U l~~~Ititrl~i Wa&
one Miisvibtth 4he' ,we~lth. e
.Marshall plan aid program and later ona teehlneal assianerprogmm.
U.S. officials were worried about the so-called "dolar gapV 'eaing
that tIoi'eig couttres did not-hav enough dollars .tpchase neeal" d
imports. ;Itd i omewhat understawndable that under these cistances,'the (,AT'w'eon tair'erta , provisons dosid t o ftb '

Euroe'ancountries tandJapai. -.
Conditions in.1970 are wetly different from those in 19047: kAt'tlI

point, the GAT'Taliotild be kedra*n to take out the inequitable prdvi-
sioniwhich effeetuilly diicmincte against certain countries, minly-,
the.Unit -dStatea, and t6-put in new p Kovisions'to cope Wjth ine
condti sin the world -botiy ony.

Nondiscrimination-is intended to be the cardinal 'principle of OGATT.-
It is embodied in. atifcle LWhat you give to one you give to alh This _
principle is aimed at making anathema discriminatory bilateral trade .
agreements, prefernoes. and special, commercial relationships,.

However, the GATT. sanctions the departure. from uticonditional
MFN treatment in, the, case of customs unions and free trade areas
(article XXIV, certain exceptions in article XIV and the existence
of certain prefirences in article I, paragraph 2. These !exceptions"
effectively idlow European countries to depart from M.'N treatment'
when it suits their commercial interests.,

The- United Siates* generally- observes the unconditional MFN
principle althqugi ii.xeeent ea s the United Stateshas compromise
onits rigid adherence-,to this GATT pinciple0 This -is- partioulakly

or 146" ea','*ftU'-'t~$,tb-'t;itdut11b~,en at'"d;-'*' eto, a 4. ~
favored-nation principle, inder' which we w d eXtend tariff andotet i
benefit negotiated With'oti party to Anotholw*r hly if the latter, dfete r .
benefits. Under.ooo1o00t41 N, n6ob woudgt ae t hei
......ouh i~ lonmm in th 8e ilpb Othee to 5ee41tiW9P

mwah daWerew Wd~ b aI~

abroad for markets.

C. Under the Tariff Act of 1922, the President was authorized to impose
additional duties on the whole or on an pjrt of the commerce of any country
which discriminated against Ameriean commerce. Consistency, therefore,
required that we not Initiate distminatory rates.

101
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evident in the U;S. request for a GATT waiver on -the United States-
Canadin automobile pact and the Presidential announcements in
favor -f a system, of special "generalized tarff preferences" for less
developed counties. I r

One of.the provisions of article XXIV in definmg customs unions
was that such 'formations were required to "facilitate trade between
the parties" by eliminating regula*ns of commerce tI "substantially
all tradl. b ewenonstiment territories of the union.. In fact, how.
ever twws'*lte4 i9~I~ el air.f-ifl ttp

the skthe Kr"WoMI-8i6nd-Stwt 0tiy:o -P 0oo rao re"o,.

steel, irn ore, and scrap in a:sngle.market without lnternatifratier
baem-Tie OATT. coneiered 4isi project um limited to oneasectftr.

of ~ nysd~tefox~t ~vere blepr.Visioe relatt46t
CUBin tigh of .the) ct.thatihe EC8C
-wod ve bee agreed to by the px with or-without GATT approval,
the 4TT sraed iverPto, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembou," 5 .d Th
No tldaignedin -1:9 jl etrea y of Utoe, estab-hingthe
Euope .conoiio omrnunity, a, common market agroemest, The,
legal question of whether the- Rome Treaty is cos stent with..Otile.

of the LIME has, 'nveen edbut obviouyesdei.,
Sincehe Comma AWt of 26 . was estab ein 198, other-
impOostAit tvrekMO Jm 0 IoudIhb oter county" of.
JEurop "e stbiild ltld Asoeaation In t .The
countries of sioar 19mi0io , 'm a m Trea _mot

mx~nKthe alk wlads Am (LAJIA), os freo tre
association s t, hfAw i ..4 S. A common market
among the Omkd Amiow muntries is in exstence and now, at
Puntb lel Este -* iot ba bet eased to mteeretethe Central
American C omvu,Mwke tm tin A Awerican Free Trade Area
into &Latl a e mm kat.: $if" is currently m cserng
the establah a , .-a-- Am , "t tmsa VC common .ma rke.'wit
Australia and New Lealead4* _dveadyhavea free trade. area
between themselves) hoping that t -Q later include Canada and the
United States.-

Thereare also tariff pr1 es, i"revere prfn sad special
commercial arr - uents aprutw up. all over .the world.,

In Asia, A rw has uilaterallyiolat.ed. MEN-by granting prsf.
erene'tb loes developed oats.There. is growmg.eitiinent, of a

Paci~re Trade rea pmngAa, Austr-ai &i Nw- Zealand.
The Brtish .Commonwealth -r eteren syetem viol&tes tie M ON
principle. In short there are very fe country ife lny, wh observe
uncon~$za 3Mf treatmnt, v/out Oiceptiole."

-TeHW o preferencesmake rhe "F Prinepl 6 &moe~eryk.f~h. _ e ttpeec,

for iWD 11 forne4 Afiean colonieSVhiOhin turn give "reverse pO"er-, -

Turkey 1 Samn a and Morocco. Applications for nienber.
shi with the care, bemni considered ftot' ts.in,

Irelnd,~3r~ Brt~ d oheI. A'",i~.lv no

030- 0-7 4 - Pt. Is
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Tariff preferences are by nature discriminatory, and yet the whole
developed world see to have accented this as a necessary concession
to the demands of the less davelopedpountries. In short ihe principle
of nondiscrimination is being observed more and more in the breach,

It concerns us to see developing the world a situation in which
more and more trading patners of the United States are being incor-
porated in regional trade blocs which do not adhere to the uncondi-
tional most-favored-nation clause. The United States has eschewed
joining a, free traie are with North Atlantic countries mainly because
of it oonern for dividing up the world, into competitive regional

bloqs.. nut, we have actively supported- the participation of other
countries in regional trade blocs, which threaten to .ccomplish the
same *unwanted reult.. In addition, as more countries enter into

regional trade blocs-the U.S. competitive position is bound to suffer
from the inherently discriminatory 4ture of these arrangements.
This fact has important ramifications in determining a futur ....
trade policy.

(ATT PrOVzISONOB ON SU8DsiDIZS -ND BOROIRlt TAXie

Another important area in which- GATToprinciples are both inade-
quate, and discriminatory concerns subsidies and border tax adjust-
ments.

In essence, the GATT provision on subsidies and border taxes
have been int ted , pnthe ob of .u'irt taxes (such

as value added or turno.r taxes)' on. e ort. ,i4e AImposi of
such takes on imports, bui , deny qulvlent tr t4ent. or "direct

txs"such, as fi taxes

TAX BWTfliG AS8UKT10?8 I~0t'r

The entire border-tax adjustment theory, and practice is based on
the assumption that -'indireotd axes", are always a an& wholly shifted
forward into the final price Of a product and that direct taxes" are
always apd wholly shifted backward to the factors ot production:.

The distinction between direct and indirect taxes on the basis of
their prfsumed different i meidenc. though giea accepted two
Renertions ago is now wdy questod AM tate on busuneui are

mcrasngl~ hoght'of as costs, !itfrin effot addiffere6ntial
impacts depen on ,their form, butm one way or another con,

stitutiog, 4 Oost oh ustU he:0vf fo utner swo
supolv the ent4rprs is urnve. Iniet taxes, aleas
in-4. s o&ttm, V iarl~sotbpd by the mafactler tiend-

0nuo ~ 4 co~foin mfb arwkets sndAi the i *kets
aor hiA w~ ow1eor
tax are shifted forward t the price of t duct sold ocosumers
to the extent that market conditions allow. Well known ecofismiitsand fica ex hit A*r .9 ,

prt ut trogs ore no y shiftl' b- tUe
t1opment', w Sptember 198,-rsead: t oowing co Usos

(>"IN pracie, inidimet, taxes am, not fuly shift into- -prgad

t08
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prices.. ." and, (2) "Certain direct taxes, and particularly the cor-
lrate profits tax, may be partially shifted into product prices:
idthough the degree of shifting-may vary from country country."

Businessmen " ,ate with target rates bf return in mind ana ill
pass-on all mts, mIchItding taxesinto the prce structure of their prod-.
ucts to the extent that price elasticity of demand in the market will
permit. Thus, modem economic theory suggests that the distinction
in the GATT treatment of direct and indiret taxes is an extreme and
arbitrary assUmption which does not stand the test ofecoioniic reality.
The Basiness aYd Industry Advisory' Committee of the O)w
(BIAC) in a report on the problem of tat shifting stated: "In a strongly
-competitive situation the prices obtainable-sad hence the degted of
tax shift are substantially determined by the market itself." In
shori the GATT-on border taxes &e not "trade neutral." , .

Actually, the distinction between "direct" and "indirect" taxes is
itself somewhat arbitrary: and appears to be based more ou prevailing
practice than on reason. The distinction is, in fact, not made explicit
in the GATT provisions, but flows from interpretations of, and
amendments to, various provisions. For example; value added taxes,
according to GATT classification are considered to be indirect taxes.
However, value added taxes fall on both costs and profits of the pro-
ducer (value added being defined as' the difference between the value
of a firm's purclases nd, sales) and to the extent that they faU on

Profits how &A they:1di t *'- hed from a profits tax in effect?
Corporate rr tlaifie. by CAw as direct" fallin
Croely 6n jt.S ieafl, if corrate taxes were reduce,
enirel shQ M V! UWXX x thalt tx reductions stimula t.e

increased spending and demand, they could stimulate prwie imcreases.
For examp e, there is go evidence that 0rporate tax reductions i
1964, led to price i'dudttoi. * ....

.,,IX5TOaT I, GAT' -DISTIrNcrION,soT os A:,~ m'ro

The provisions ii GAT Me.iit'to b~der taxes and subsidies,
basically articles II III, and XVI, are d&awn from the Havana
Charter of the 1940's. These provisions were themselves either a com-
promise (for example, article XVI) or were adapted fromprovisions,
of numerous biliatral trade treaty, including especially the United

States-Caadarmpo trade' acre'e'nentoa the midthirtiesY The lack
of precie or coiceintrate4- th.km about the border tafproblem is

2 llustodb the absence ofe exAllIct d~fintions of key cocets
Therm, is io unified section oft 'the' GATT which dealexclusively

with I1d r ,taxes and is quite oar that the proi ins G A
which d' cove border tijaljustnienta were not the product of
fully reasoned tlher or o experience molded in the crucible of exten-
siveusg. -

40 ftat. gm6 1VU) . weatt" U 0
4For_ 1%ii. the meaOIAf Of= to hootbarge at the border with'

"'ohs J p '*1p d, dirtol, ot Is , to Uke domestic products" Is not
% IWOq.

- I"
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When the present GAT lnu was drawn up more than two'
decades ago the question of border taxes did not appear to be a

major one. Levels of indirect:taxeavwre muc lower. Under these

circumstances, overlying sidple and sweeping, assumptions about tax,
shifting seemedt aeptble, and already existmg prabetiow were incor-

porat in very general terms without searching examinaton.

IMPORT EQUALIZATIONN" CHARGES;'

B.irder wux adjustments on the import side, i.e., imp Pt allzaton

charges,, are permitted under Article II and III of thep GATbut only
for "indirect taxes." Article 11 "(Schedules of Cloncessions) provides

that its terms shall not prevent any contracting partly from imposing

charges "equivalent to an internal tax imlosed consistently with the
provisions of paragraph 2 of Article III in respect of the like domestic

Product or in respect of an article from which the imported product

has been manufactured or produced in wholeor in part". This exemp-

tion of indirect taxes gives a GATT blessing to the Eur an -ractice
of imposing "equalization" charges at the border. Article I (National
Treatment- of internal Taxation and Regulation): provides in para-

graph 2 thereof that "products of the territory of any contracting
pary r p.orted into theterritory of any .other contracting party

shallnot b subject, directly or idirectly, to internal taxes or other

internal charge of any kifid in exess of those applied, directly or

indirectly, to like domestic- products." Tlis -ertcle is apparently
being ignored by European countries whih4impos6 discriminatory
road taxes against larger 'merican cars. Japan and othercountries
also discriminate against American cas through their tax system.

EXPORT RE~BATES

Article XVI, adopted in 1955 deals with the question of border tax

adjustments for exports in the following terms:

The exemption of an exported product from duties or teo bonme by the like

product when destined for domestic consumption, or the remission of -ch duties

or taxes in amounts not in excess of those which have accrued shall not be deemed

to be as subsidy,

This Article contains many vague sterns -which need clarification.
For example, what is meant by "borne by the like product when des-

tied for domestic consumption" or "remission of sUch duties or taxes
in amouhtW not in excess of those hich ave accrued"? These term
seem to be an attempt to apply the "destination, pr4nciple" t indirect

tax§s, but the.meaning of Wdirect taxes itself isnot atiall clea...

6 This prineir.le states that internationally traded commodities should be subject

to some specified taxief. of the mporting country and exempt from similar taxes

of the exporting country in order to avoid double taxation. The principleontrasts

with (a) the origin principle, as applied to other forms of taxation on traheations

(bincome'taxesa levied according to source ot Ineome or domicile or residence i
the taxpayer, And (e) property taxes imposed according to the situs of the taxable

object.
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In 1960, the contract ig parties adopted a Working.Party Report
which listed a number of- practice eonstared to -be Sbi dies.-Among
these were the remission of direct taxes or soaI wOfNare charges on
industrial or commercial enterprises and "the exemption in respect of
exported goods, of ch arges or taxes other than charges in connection
with importation or indirect taxes istwid at one or seio stage on the
same go& if sold for internal consumption. The implications of
pra ties listed in (b), (c) and (d) of footnote 10 below were not
lly appreciated by the United States. They, in effect permitted the

Buropean countries to impose border taxes on imports and rebate
indirect taxes on exports in accordance with their value added or
cascade turnover taxes.

In the late forties and early fifties it is not surprising that U.S. trade
officials were willing to incorporate existing commercial practices on
border tax adjustments int6 the GATT agreement. There were much
larger problems in international -trade than border tax adjustments,
which at that time were low-in the range of 2-4 percent and limited
to around one-sixth of the goods traded-and then only in the case of a
few nations. The United States and a $10 billion trade surplus in 1947
which must have had an effect on our negotiators' attitudes.

But the failure to appreciate the consequences of excluding the so-
called "indirect tax" rebates in 1960 from the general prohibition

16 Point 5 of thereport adopted on 'November 19, 1960, dealing with subsidies
stated:

"The following detailed list of measures which are considered as forms of export
subsidile by a number of contracting parties was referred to in- the p ropowa sub-
mitted by the Govetament of France, and the question was raised whether it was
clear that these measures could not bo maintained If the provisions of the first
sentence of paragraph 4 of Article XVI were to become fully operative:

"(a) Currency retention schemes or any similar practices which involve a
bonus on exports or re-exports;

"(b) The provision by governments of direct subsidies to exporters;
"() The remission calculated in relation to exports, of direct taxes or social

welfare charges on industrial or commercial enterprise;
"(d) The exemption, in respect of exported goods, of charges or tae., other

than charges in connexion with importation or indirect taxes levied at one or
several stages on the same goods if sold for internal consumption; or the payment,

in respect of exported goods, of amounts exceeding those effectively levied at one
or several stages on these goods in the form-of indirect taxes or of charges in
connexion with importation or in both forms;

"(e) In respect of deliveries by governments or governmental agencies of im-
ported raw materials for export business on Afferent terms than for domestic
business the charging of prices below world prices;"(f) In respect of government export credit guarantees, the charging of pre-
miums at rates which are manifestly inadequate to cover the long-term operating
costs and 1oSes of the credit insurance institutions;

"(g) The grant by governments (or special institutions controlled by govern-
ments) of export credits at rates below thos which they have to pay in order to
obtain the funds so employed;

' (h) The governmet bearing al or part. of bceoastsiiAcurred by exporters in
obtaiinng -redit."The Working party agreed that this list should not be considered exhaustive
or to limit in any way the generality of the prvisons of Paragraph4of Article
XVI. It noted that the governments prepared to accept the declaation contained
in Annex A agreed that, for the purpose of that declaration these practices gen-
erally are to be considered as subsidies in the sense of Article VI:4 or arecovered
by the Articles of Agreement-of the International Monetary Fund. The represen-

,tatives-of govermnt which wer not prepared to accept that delrto ,were.
•-not able to subscribe at this Juncture to a precise interpretation of the term 'sub-

sidies,' but had no objection to the above nterpretation being accepted by thefuture parties to that dleclaration for the purposes of its application."
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against ex.rt subsidies while including a specific prohibition againstr-bating 'Mdirect taxes", was a major blunder. The United States by

that time had run into serious balance of payments difficulties. Western
Europe had become a prosperous "third force." Gi ig away commer-
cial advantages to prosperous Europe for the sake of tieir own internal
tax harmonization objectives was an unwise and costly move, in which
vague political objectives out-weighted clear commereid considerations.

BOA, BM C-oF-PAYMNT8 SAFEGUARDS

Balance-of-payments considerations have exerted and will continue
to exert a powerul influence on major countries' dispositions to deal
with trade matters. Recent history shows that countries will adopt
whatever measures they. deem necessary to protect their balance 'of
payment- irrespective of GATT. The British imposed an import
deposit scheme to control imports and prior to that and the Cana-
diana adopted import surcharges to protect their balance of payments.
The French subsidized their exports even beyond what the inequitable,
GATT rules allow. In developed as well as the less developed countries
quantitative restrictions and licensing arrangements are legion.

The GATT r that member countries may have to protect
their balane of parents and -iternational.reser' positions and
to this end Article XII sanctions theuse, of 'quantitsive restrictions
(quotas). Export, subsidieitokimporipimrhirges are Wltlowed under.
GATT rules as balance-ofpayment. adjustmen .iech"anisms; import
quotas are. This ri W. theGA .sii ki a of other pro-
iisiontof the GATwhioll uier"W. 'lAi id available op.
tons, to quotas is lnconistent~witi -thenainnphks of GAItP:
to elbinate quotas as a trade protective device.-

It is also difficult to understand why, if quotas are sanctioned by
GATT as a balance of payments "feguard, the United States would
be violating either the letter or the spirit of the agreement if it imposed
quotas for balance of payments reasons-a position that has been
stated by administration spokesmen. The -United States has experi-
enced- dificits in its balance of payments in- every year since 1950,
with two exceptions, and its international reserve position has dete-
rnorated subtantially. This would appear tofully justify the application
of Article XII quotas for the Uniied States. Member countries in
GATT should fie up to the lack of flexibility in Article XII, and.
decide whether quotas should be the& only recourse available to a
country suffering from chronic balance of payments problems. In-
facing this issue, the member countries should consider that in recent

ears m~any countries have not hesitated to use whatever means they
eemed necessary to restore equilibrium notwithstanding the GATT

CoNcLuslow

In a number of areas the GATT is deficient and discriminatory.
Its exceptions to unconditional MFN treatment favor common mar-
kets and free trade areas,.and threaten to bea up the trading world,
into competitive regional blocs' Recent bilateral commercial Arrange-
ments involving the Europes ,Common Mitrket and other countries
do not even pretend to ijutify -their existence under. artide XIV..
The United States could- gradually become isolated -as. a. trading
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nation if it continues to adhere to a policy of enoour other nationsto i n re, *on s trade blo cs w hic vi o te N O W pr dpe. while
eschewin j .S. participation in such arrangements nder theoryOf "smultilatwalim.1

The GATT treatment of subsidies and import charges discrimin-
ate against countries relyM principaly on one form of tax structure-
direct or income taxes-rn favor of other countries whose revenues
are derived from a different sjstem-such as value added taxes.

The GATT safeguard on balace of payments is an anachronism
and is inconsistent with other principles i GATT. Furthermore, mi
recent years major countries such as England aid France have un-

d inport etrictons for balance of payments reasons in complete
ain of GATT principles.

The GATT does not even pretend to be a guide in agricultural trade
which is now heavily controlled and subsidizid, especially in the Euro-
pen Community.

In short, as presently constituted, the ATT is not a gui.e to fair
trade. Its rules are often inequitable and outdated. It was written at a
time when the United States held a virtual monopoly over production
and trade and when the rest of the world suffered from an acute short-
a. of dollars. Trade at that time was mainly between unrelated pWc-
ties at arms length transactions. Today, trade is increasngly becoIn
a movement of-goods within a multiingtional budness complex. The
drafters of GATT may not have forseen all the postwar eoonomic and
structural chges. But no one can claim that world conditions have
not changed sufficiently to require a new look at the GATT. It is the
view of "he staff that the GATT should be redrawn to provide for
principles of fair and free trade before the Congress, approves its
proviMons.
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ARTt6LZ I
G1NZRAL MOST-FAVOURED-NATION TRfATMENT

1. With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind imposed
on or in connection with importation or exportation or imposed on
the international transfer of payments for imports or exports, and
with respect to the method of levying such duts and charges, and
with respect to all rules and formalities in connection with importion
and exportation, and with respect to all matters referred to in para-
raphs 2 and 4 of Article III any advantage, favour, privilege or

immntiity granted. by any contracting party to any product originating
in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately
and unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for
the territories of.all other contracting parties.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 ovthis Article shall not require
the elimination of any preferences in respect of import duties or
charges which do not exceed the levels provided for in paragraph 4
of this Article and which fall within the following descriptions:

(a) preferences in force exclusively between two or more of the
territories listed in Annex A, subject to the conditions set forth
therein;

(b) preferences in force exclusively between two or more
territories which on July 1, 1939, were connected by common
sovereignty or relations of protection or suzerainty and which
are listed in Annexes B, C, and D subject to the conditions set
forth therein;

(c) preferences ini force exclusively between the United States
of America and the Republic of Cuba;

(d) preferences in force exclusively between neighbouring
countries listed in Annexes E and F.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to preferences
between the countries formerly a part of the Ottoman Empire and
detached from it on July 24, 1923, provided such preferences are
approved under paragraph 5 of Article XXVI which shall be applied
in this respect in the light of paragraph 1 of Article XXIX.

4. The margin of preference on any product in respect of which a
preference is permitted under paragraph 2 of this Article but is not
specifically set forth as a maximum margin of preference in the appro-
priate Schedule annexed to this Agreement shall not exceed:

(a) in respect of duties or charges on any product described
in such Schedule, the difference between the most-favoured-nation
and preferential rates provided for therein- if no preferential rate
is provided for, the preferential rate shall for the purposes of this

Pndl t tr Into force of the Protocol Ameling, Part I and Ar1es XXIX and XXX this ref
a~~enceto"U rmeaI "ub-prga 16() f Artlele X "athouhprgal sn

loadvedf to sub-n phs (). (b) Sto i was Wnirly thecat. Tiese-t tow. iaa I
WON fonnel 1u2-peragtpI oa)Of ftto xV.
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paragraph be taken to be that in force on April 10, 1947, and, if
no most-favoured-nation rate is, provided for, the margin shall
not- exceed the difference between the most-favoured-nation and
preferential rates existing on April. 10, 1947;

(b) in respect of duties, or -charges on any -product not de-
scrbed in the appropriate Schedule, the difference between the
most-favoured-nation and preferential rates existing on April 10,
1947.

In the case of the contracting parties named-in Annex G the date

of April '10,, 1947, referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) 'and (b)- of,;this
paragraph shall be replaced by the respective dates set- forth'in that
Annex.

AacL1 ft

SCREDULBS OP. CONCES1ONs

1. (a) Each contracting party shall accord to the commerce of the

other contracting parties treatment no less 'favourable than that
provided for in the appropriate Part of the appropriate Schedule
annexed to this Agreement.

(b) The products ddscribe4 in Part 1 of the Schedule relating to
any contracting party, W¢hich are L1t products 'of territories of other

contracting parties, shall,' on their portatii.i into the territory to
which the Schedule relates, 'ad Atitie t to' the'terms, cnitions or

qualifloations" set- foith:'in that Schbidilebe' eenIpt from ordinary.
customs duties in excei-f, those 4d' 'forth and provided for therein.
Such products shall also be exempt from- all other duties or charges
of any kind imposed on or in connection with ilijiortatftb in excess of

those inposed on the date of this Agreementt or those directly and

mandatoRily required. 't6dbe imposed theeter by'le~islationInforce
in the importimg territory.on that dae.

(c) The pro4&tAedescribed in Part I of' the Schedule relating to

any contracting party which are the products of territories entitled
under Article I to receive preferential treatment upon importation into

the territory to which the Schedul r'elates shall; on their importation
into. such territory, and subject t' tle'terms, 6onditiotns or qualifica.
tions set forth in that Schedule, 'be" exempt from 6rdinary'customs

'duties in excess of those set forth apd provided for in Part II of that

Schedule., Sich producti shall a44 bb exempt fkin. 0, l'other duties

or charges of pny kind imposed n 'or in connection with importation
in xss o t-ose 'i.msed, oh thi date of this Agreeient or those,

m s ,ct 4 tns aY. . irequirdt be imposed theeaft1 b* leisla-
tin force intheipotU-ig ,trri t.at d . othi in -this

Is"i le' 'shall prevetn co it# tig AaiTyefen nn its
-~ e iting 0t -f, t~ofhi t st 'thelgibli

O rdreaie of&l'
V,' h;" 1  r & t iy tn rtin at

o0 xip08 t any time on the hn dtatioil Aksfcy, any probt:
a W , eq iasnt to, tn toi m swoitotl

with the povisionts of, parW hpi 2 ole hiX in t. rscof.

the like dometi prduct or mn rtspetof i itcefo which
hA& Imunit~ A ne 0~ *&eVxnnfctie'oikdu4

tit "
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(b) any anti-dumping or countervailing duty applied consist-
ently wth the provisions of Article VI;(6) fees or other charges commensurate with the cost of serv-
ices rendered.

3. No contracting party shall alter its method of determinin
dutiable value or of converting currencies so as to impair the value o
any of the concessions provide for in the appropriate Schedule
annexed to this Agreement.

4. If any contrating party establishes, maintains or authorizes,
formally or in effect, a monopoly of the importation of any product
described in the appropriate Schedule annexed to this Agreement,
such monopoly shall not, except as provided for in that Schedule or
as otherwise agreed between the parties which initially negotiated the
concession, operate so as to afford protection on the average in excess of
the amount of protection provided for in that Schedule. The provisions
of this'paragraph shall not limit the use by contracting parties of any
form of assistance to domestic producers permitted by other provisions
of this Agreement.

5. If any contracting party considers that a product is not receiving
from another contracting party the treatment which the first con-
tracting party believes to have been contemplated by a concession
provided for ir the appoprit hedule annexed to this Agreement,
it shallkbring ittrd... - 't'the at ffion of the other contract-
ingparty. th),a haTr¢ i 5 6 treat'pent co ntemolated was that
clamed. by. the s,c pty b0t cares that such treat-
mont cannot, q d e 1 ,cour other proper authority
has ruled t;t tb ,~oduct ipvoved cannot be classified

,under, the , J w' a f .sc ,zitrSctanq 4rty soas to permit the
treatment con04.ecd i fis greem it, the two contracting
parties, togethe6jwii T t h cobtractiiig parties substantially
Interested shall eprqWpy it. furte negotiations with a view

to a compensatory adjustment i f t e o.Mater.
6. (a) The sp c$ c duties n ares included in the Schedules

relating to contrq ; parties rmbers: of: the International Mone-
ty Fund 'and margins of preference in specific duties and charges
maintained bi, such contactin; parties, pro expressed in the appro-

riate currency at the par, value accepted or provisionally recognized
,y the Fund at the date of this Agreement. Accordingly in case this

"par value is 'redued cqnsit.etly with the Artides of . woeement of
the International MonetarFdti p by more tan twenty *'r centum,
such specific duties and charges and margins of preference may be
adjusted to take account of such reduction;-Prov 'd thathe Con-
tractinga Parti e., the p9fitracting parties' acting jointly a provide d
for in Artcle concur that such adjustments l hot impak t
value of th6 concessions provided for in the appropriate Schedide or
e ere e'i s 'A due a64ouit being tiken of llfactord

'(b) SWiatar,ptqyasioisp apty t'h eractin p , tyinot a
member f e Futnd as from dthe dt onwch such contracting
party becomes a memier fthe Fund or enters into a speca 'exchange
agreement , pruance ofArticle X "

7.eo 1'in p, to isAreeti, eey ea

a *i'
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ARTICLE III

NATIONAL TREATMENT ON INTERNAL TAXArIOKf AkV noFULArtON

1. The contracting parties recognize that internal -taxes and other
internal charges, and lawso regulations and requirements affecting, the
internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution
or use of products, and internal quantitative regulations requiring
the mixture,*.processmg. or use of products in specified amounts or
proportions, should nov be appl)ied to imported or, domestic products
.so as to, afford protetiia ,to domestic production".

2. The products of the territory of any, c6ntractin' party imported
into the territ6r, of any other contracting party shall not be subject,-
directly- or indirectly,'to internal taxes or othbr internal charges of
any kind in excess of those applied, directly or indirectlyi to like,
domestic products. Moreover, no contracting party shall otherwise
apply internal taxes or other internal charges to imported or domestic
products in a manner contrary-to the principles set forth in paragr phl,

3. With respect to any existing tax which is incdfisistent with the-
provisions of paragraph 2 but whictris-specifically authorized under a
trade agreement, in force on A 47, in which the import duty
on the taxed product is bound AgaLnstliidrease, the contracting party
imposing the taxshall,.be,490 tpospne th applicetton..'f, the provi-
sions of paragraph 2 to such tax until such timne asiit can obtain release
from the obligations. of aujoh trade. agreement, order -to pornit the
increase of, such duty., t; the extent necessary ti-compensate for the
elimination of the proteotiveelement of. the tax.'

4. The products of the territory of any contractih, farty'imported
into the territory of any other contracting, party shal be, accorded
treatment no less favoturable thon :that aceorod to. like products of
national orin in respect of .al! lal ;, regulations' and requirements
affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation,
distribution or use. The provisions of this paragraph shall not prevent
the application of differential internal transportation charges which are
based exclusively on the. economic operation of the means of transport
and not on the nationality of the product. t a

5. No cootracting partyI shall establish or maintain any internal
quantitative regulatin relating to the mixture processing, or use of
products. in, specified -amounts or proportions which requires, directly
or indirectly, that' any specified amount or proportion of any product
Which is the subject of the regulation must be supplied from domestic
sources. Moreover no contracting party shall otheiWise apply internal
quantitative regulations in a manner contrary to' the principles set

forth in paragraphs."
6. The provisions of- paragraph 5 shall not appl to any inteirial

quantitative regulation tn force in' the territory of any: contracting,
party on July 1, 1939, April 10, 1947, or March 24, 1 48, at the option
of that contracting party' Ptvided that any such regulation wichis
contrary to the provisions of pqagraph 5 shall not"beiodifiedttthe
detriment of imports: and'shall'be treated m a customs dity for the,
purpose of negotiation.

7. No internal quantitative rQeWation relating to' the mixture
processinOr useOf produots.in specified amounts or proportions shall
be apple in such manner as to allocate any such amount or propor-
tion among external sources of supply.

w 13
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8. (a) Theprovisions of this Article shall not apply to laws, regula-.tAons,. or,- requirements governin the -procurement.- by goqveramintal

agencies of products purchased for governmental purposes and not with
a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the production of
goods for commercial sale.

(b) The provisions of this Article shall not prevent the payment of
subsidies exclusively to domestic producers, including payments to
domestic producers derived from the proceeds of internal, taxes or
charges applied consistently with the provisions of this Article and
subsidies effected through governmental purchases of domestic
products.

9. The contracting parties recognize that internal maximum price
control measures, even though conforming to the other provisions of
this Article, can have effects prejudicial to the interests of contracting
parties supplying imported products. Accordingly, contracting parties
applying such measures shall take account of the interests of exporting
contracting parties with a view to avoiding to the fullest practicable
extent such prejudicial effects.

10. The provisions of this Article shall not prevent any contracting
party from establishing or maintaining internal quantitative regu.la-
tions relating to exposed cinematograph films and meeting the require-
ments of Article IV.

ARWioL XII

RFSTRiCTIONS TO SAFEOUARD TiE fIALANC OF PAYMENTS

1. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article XI
any contracting party, in order to safeguad its external financial
position and its of.payments, may restrict the- qutAntity or
value of merchandise permitted to be imported, subject to the pro-
visions of the following paragraphs of this Article.

2. (a) Import restrictions instituted, maintained or intensified by a
contracting party under this Article shall not exceed those necessary:

(i) to forestall the imminent threat of, or to stop, a serious
decline in its monetary reserves, or I _

(ii) in the case of a contracting party with very low monetary
reserves, to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reserves.

Due regard shall be paid in either case to any special factors which
may be affecting the reserves of such contracting party or its need for
reserves including, where special external credits or other resources
are available to it, the need to provide for the appropriate use of such
credits or resources.

(b) Contracting parties applying restrictions under sub-paragraph
(a) of this paragraph shall progressively relax them as such conditions
improve, maintaining them only to -the extent that the conditions
specified in that sub-paragraph still justify their application, They
shall eliminate the restrictions when conditions would no longer
justify their institution or maintenance under that sub-paragraph.

3. (a) Contracting parties undertake in carrying out iheir domestic
policies, to pay due regard to the need for maintaining or restoring
equilibriumin their balance of ayments on a sound and lasting basis
aid to the desirability of avoiding an uneconomic employment of
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productive resources. They recognize that in order to achieve these

ends, it is desirable so far as possible to adopt measures which expand
rather than contract international- trade.

(b) Contracting parties applying restrictions under this Article
may determine tY incidence of te restrictions on imports of different,
products or classes of products in such a way as to give priority to

the importation of those products which are more essential,
(c) Contracting parties applying restrictions under this Article

undertake:
(i) to avoid unnetessary: damage to the commercial or economic

intrsts of any other contracting party;
(iiY ndt to a ply restrictions so as to prevent unreasonably the

importation oM d ription of goodsin minimum commercial
quantities the exclusion of wiWoh would, impair regular 6hannels
of 'trade;and

(ill) not to apply restrictions which would prevent the impor-
tation of commercial samples or prevent compliance with patent,
trade mark, copyright, or similar procedures. -

(d) The contracting parties recognize thiat, as a resultof domestic

policies directed towards the -achievement and, maintenance of full and

productive employment or .towards the development of economic re-

sources, a contracting party mayIexperience a high level, of demand
for imports involving aithreat to itis iionetary -resves of the sort

referred to in paragraph )'of _ thisAtl& Af l; a contract-

in Arty. otherwise comlilyifigswith o'provisio5'Of i is:'Artic~hl
bo e uired to withdiiWIo"otr 1stI0W6ih6 grondshatl

a oilangeln- those polipfos, rW~iilrend~r, unnceastryffregttlctions- which,
itis applying under thid,4AtiCle-' ' ' • '"

4. An *contracting, -Oarty applying newiremttiY°io i or raising

the- general level of its eisting.restrictionsfbY &bnbstantial intenifl.
cation of the a d underdth e Attlcl:shall immediately
after instituting or in ialying-suho#IstrlotiS (orjA" circumstances
in which prior- eonzsultatibo ik 1padtidable, b Woreo 4oing so)'" consult
with the, Contracting Parties as to the nature of its balance of pay,-
ments difficulties, 'alenative.cor'etlvomeasuraewhih may lbe avail-

ablejand tho jpssible effect of t.-restriotions oaI the economieswof

(b) On a-date to be, determined; themp the.Cntracting Parties
shal rev w all restrictions Still. bp1ied under-this Article on that
date. Beginii one yearatrbtdt ~toig~tea~yi
i"'ortt eistious i nder thlsAxtle shdlI'enterinto- eonsulbesiof'h;of
the type provided for in sub. paw p- (a); of 'th paragap wit'
the Co kotif*g Parties annuXii ". "

(o) (iao Iftihe he courseeooi *Itationx witha contraotin patty
under sub-paragraph (a) or. (b) above, the Contracti Parties find

that the restrictions, are not.Consistnf with the provsions of this

Article' or with those of' t~lq T Cf gtbj ect to-.the provisions of
Article XI), they shall indicate the nature of the mon mstecy and.

may advise that.the restriotion. bsmtably, modified.
a. wI~oatrilt of the -consulttiOnS ,_ t.oPntFacting
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is caused or threatened thereby, they shall so inform the contracting
party apply~ig the restrictions and shall make appropriate rom
mendations for securing conformity with such provisions within a
speified period of time. If suchcontrocting part does not comply
with these recommendations within the specked period the Con
tracting Parties may release any contracting party the traQe of which
is adversely affected by the restrictions from such obiations under
this Agreement towards the contracting party applying the restrictions
as they determine to be appropriate in the circumstances.

(d) The Contracting Parties shall invite any contracting party
which is applyig restrictions under this Article to enter into con-
sultations with them at the request of any contracting party which can

stbsha *vim Jce ae that the restrictions are incoisatent within
the provisions of this Article or with those of Article XIII subjectt to
the provisions of Article X1 and that its trade is adversey afeted
thereby. However, no such invitation shall be issued unless the Con-
tracting Parties have ascertained that direct discussions between the
contracting parties concerned have not been successful. If, as a result
of the consultations with the Contracting Parties, no agreement is
reached and they determine that the restrictions are being applied
inconsistently with such provisions, and that damage to the trade of
the contracting party initiating the procedure is caused or threatened
thereby, they shall recommend the withdrawal or modification of the
restrictions. If the restrictions are. not withdrawn or modified within
such time as the Contracting Parties may preacribe, they many release
the contracting party initiating the procedure from such obligations
under this Agreoment towards the contracting- party applying the
restrictions as they determine to be appropriate in thecir.umstances.

(e) In proceeding under this paragraph, the Contracm Parties
shall have due regard to any special external factom adversely affect-
ing the export trade of the contracting party aping restrictions.

(f) Determinations under this paragraph sTai be rendered ex-
peditiously and, if possible, within iixty days of the initiation of the
'consultawons.

5. If there is a persistent and-widespread application of import
restrictions under this Article, indicating the existence of a general
disequilibrium which is restricting international trade, the Con-
tracting Parties shall initiate discussions to consider whether other
measures might be taken, either by those contracting parties the
balances of payments of which are under pressure or bythose the
balances of payments of which are tending to be exceptionally favour-
able, or by any appropriate integovernmental organization, to re-
move the underlyig causes of the disequilibrium, On the invitation
of- the Contracting Parties, contracting parts shall participate in
such disu*sions.

AxTioma XW'
3XCUfPTKQN, ?O'r u RWAB OF NON-VIsCB1MJAT10

1. A contracts pat hich lies restrictions under Article XII
or under Section%' of Ar*w'cle XvrmI , ay In the application of such
restrictions, deviate from the provisionsf Article = in a manner
having equiaet efecto, tstrctions on payments and transfers

lTet as moond" Feb. Is. i04 *n *Wheb dfte Ann" J Wee delted.

-It
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for current international transactions which that contracting party
ma t that time apply under Article VIII or XIV of the Articles
of A-reement of the International Monetary-Fund, or under analogous

proving of a special exchange agreement entered into pursuant to,
paragraph 8 of Article XV.

2. A contracting party which is applying port restrictions under
Article XII or undAer Section B of Article XVII may, with the consent
of the Contracting Parties, temporarily deviate from the provisions
of Article XIII in respect of a small part of its external t*ade
where the benefits to the contracting party or contracting parties
concerned substantially outweigh any injury which way result to the
trade of other contracting parties.

3. The provisions of Article XIII shall not preclude a group of
territories having a common quota in the International Monetary
Fund from applying against imports from other countries, but 'not

themselves accordance with the provisions of

Article XII or of Section B of Article XVIII on condition that such
restrictions are in all other respects consistent with the provisions of
Article XIII,

4, A contracting party applying imvort restrictions under Article
XII or under Section B of Article XVIII shall not be precluded by

Articles XI to XV or Section B of Article XVIII of this Agreement
from applying measures to direct its exports in such a manner as to

increase its earnings of currencies which it can use without deviation
from the provisions of Article XIII.

5. A contracting party shall not be precluded by Aridcles XI to XV,
inclusive, or. by Section B of Article XVIII, of this Agreement from

applying quantitative restrictions:
(a) having equivalent effect to exchange restrictions authorized

under Section 3(b) of Article VII of the Articles of Agreement of

the International Monetary Fund, or
(b) under the preferential arrangements provided for in Annex

A of this Agreement, pending the outcome of the negotiations.
referred to therein.

Au mLU XVI
BUBIDIU8

&ctiot A-Subiie in Gonwral

1. If any contracting party grants or maintains any subsidy, in-

cluding any form of income or price support,, which operates directly
or indirectly to increase exports of any product from, or to reduce
imports of any product into, its territory, it shall notify the Contract-

ing Parties in writing of the extent and nature of the subsidization, of

the estimated effect of the subidizat'on on the q iantity of the affected
product prodroducts imported into or exported from its territory and
of the circumstances making the subsidization necessary. In any case

in which it is determined that serious prejudice to the interests of any

other contracting party is caused or threatened by any such subseidi-
zation, the contracting party granting the subsidy shall, upon request,

discuss with the other contracting party o parties concerned, or with

the Contracting Parties, the possifiity of limiting the subsidization-
117
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Section B-AdditioW Provion on Export Subsiies

2. The contracting parties recognize that the granting by a con-
tracting party of a subsidy on the export of any product may have
harmful effects for other contracting parties, both importing and
exporting, may cause undue disturbance to their normal commercial
interests, and may hinder the achievement of the objectives of this
Agreement.

3. Accordingly, contracting parties should seek to avoid the use
of subsidies on the export of primary products. If, however, a contract-
ing party grants directly or indirectly any form of subsidy which
operates to increase the export of any primary product from its ter-
ntory, such subsidy shall not be applied in a manner which results
in that contracting party having more than an equitable share of world
export trade in that product, account being taken of the shares of
the contracting parties in such trade in the product during a previous
representative period, and any special factors which may have affected
or may be affecting such trade in the product.

4. Further, as from 1 January 1958 or the earliest practicable date
thereafter, contracting parties shall cease to grant either directly or
indirectly any form of subsidy on the export of any product other than
a primary product which subsidy results in the sale of such product
for export at a price lower than the comparable price charged for
the like product to buyers in the domestic market. Until 31 Decem-
ber 1957 no contracting party shall extend the scope of any such
subsidization beyond that existing on 1 January 1956 by the intro-
duction of new, or the extension of existing, subsidies.

5. The Contracting Parties shall review the operation of the pro-
visions of this Article from time to time with a view to examining
its effectiveness, in the light of actual experience, in promoting the
objectives of this Agreement and avoiding subsidization seriously
prejudicial to the trade or interests of contracting parties.

ARIcLE XXIV

TERRITORIAL APPLICATION-RONTIER TRAFFIC-CUSTOMS UNIONS AND
FREE-TRADE AREAS

1. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to the metropolitan
customs territories of the contracting parties and to any other customs
territories in respect of which this Agreement has been accepted
under Article XXVI or is being applied under Article XXXII or
pursuant to the Protocol of Provisional Application. Each such
customs territory shall, exclusively for the purposes of the territorial
application of ths Agreement, be treated as though it were a con-
tracting party; Provided that the provisions of this paragraph shall
not be construed to create any rights or obligations as between
two or more customs territories in respect of which this Agreement
has been accepted under Article XXVI or is being applied under
Article XXXI1 or pursuant to the Protocol of Provisional Ap-
plication by a single contracting party.

2. For the purposes of this Agreement a customs territory shall
be understood to mean any territory with respect to which separate

118
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tariffs or other regulations of commerce are maintained for a sub-

stantial part of the trade of such territory with other territories.

3. The provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed to

prevent:
(a) advantages accorded by any contracting party to adjacent

countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic;
(b) advantages accorded to the trade with the Free Territory

of Trieste by countries contiguous to that territory, provided

that such advantages are not in conflict with the Treaties of

Peace arising out of the Second World War.
4. The contracting parties recognize the desirability of increasing

freedom of trade by the development, through voluntary agreements,

of closer integration between the economies of the countries parties to

such agreements. They also recognize that the purpose of a customs

union or of a free-trade area should be to facilitate trade between the

constituent territories and not to raise barriers to the trads of other

contracting parties with such territories.
5. Accordingly, the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent,

as between the territories of contracting parties, the formation of a

customs union or of a free-trade area or the adoption of an-interim

agreement necessary for the formation of a customs union or of a

free-trade area; Provided that:
(a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agreement

leading to the formation of a customs union, the duties and other

regulations of commerce imposed at the institution of any such

union or interim agreement in respect of trade with contracting

parties not parties to such union or agreement shall not on the

whole be higher or more restrictive than the general incidence of

the duties and regulations of commerce applicable in the constit-

uent territories prior to the formation of such union or the adop-

tion of such interim agreement, as the case may be .

(b) with respect to a free-trade area, or an interim agreement

leading to the formation of a free-trade area, the duties and other

regulations of commerce maintained in each of the constituent

territories and applicable at the formation of such free-trade area

or the adoption of such interim agreement to the trade of con-

tracting parties not included in such area or not parties to such

agreement shall not be higher or more restrictive than the corre-

sponding duties and other regulations of commerce existing in the

same constituent territories prior to the formation of the free-

trade area, or interim agreement, as the case may be; and

(c) any interim agreement referee to in sub-paragraphs (a) and

(b) shall include a plan and schedule for the formation of such a

customs union or of such a free-trade area within a reasonable

length of time.
6. If, in fulfilling the requirements of sub-paragraph 5 (a), a contract-

ing party proposes to increase any rate of duty. inconsistently with the

provisions of Article II, the procedure set forth in Article XXVIII

shall apply. In providing for compensatory adjustment, due account

shall be taken of the compensation already afforded by the reductions

brought about in the corresponding duty of the other constituents of

the union.
7. (a) Any contracting party deciding to enter into a customs union

or free-trade area, or an interim agreement leading to the formation
S119
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of such a union or area shall promptly notify the Contracting Parties
and shall make available to them such information regarding the pro-
posed union or area as will enable them to make such reports and
recommendations to contracting parties as they may deem appropriate.

(b) If, after having studied the plan and schedule included in an
interim agreement referred to in paragraph 5 in consultation with the
parties to that agreement and ta *ng due account of the information
made available in accordance with the provisions of sub-paragraph
(a), the ContractinF Parties find that such agreement is not likely to
result in the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area with-
in the period contemplated by the parties to the agreement or that
such period is not a reasonable one, the Contracting Parties shall make
recommendations to the parties to the agreement. 'he parties shall
not maintain or put into force, as the case may be, such agreement
if they are not prepared to modify it in accordance with these recom-
mendations.

(c) Any substantial change in the plan or schedule referred to in
paragraph 5 (c) shall be communicated to the Contiacting Parties,
which may request the contracting parties concerned to consult with
them if the change seems likely to jeopardize or delay unduly the
formation of the customs union or of the free-trade area.

8. For the purposes of this Agreement:
(a) A customs union shall be understood to mean the sub-

stitution of a single customs territory for two or more customs
territories, so that

(i) duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce
(except, where. necessary, those permitted under Articles XI,
XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XX) are eliminated with respect to
substantially all the trade between the constituent territories
of the union or at least with respect to substantially all
the trade in products originating in such territories, and,

(ii) subject to the provisions of paragraph 9, substantially
the same duties and other regulations of commerce are
applied by each of the members of the union to the trade of
territories not included in the union;

(b) A free-trade area shall be understood to mean a group of
two or more customs territori s. in which the duties and other
restrictive regulations of commerce (except. where necessary,
those permitted under Articles XI, XII, XII,*XIV, XV and X1)
are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the con-
stituent territories in products originating in such territories.

9. The preferences referred to in paragraph 2 of Article I shall not be
affected by the formation of a customs union or a of free-trade area
but may be eliminated or adjusted by means of negotiations with con-
tracting parties affected. This procedure of negotiations with affected
contracting parties shall, in particular, apply to the elimination of
preferences required to conform with the provisions of paragraph 8 (a)
(i) and aragraph 8 (b).

10. The contracting parties may by a two-thirds majority approve
proposals which do not full comply with the requirements of para-
graphs 5 to 9 inclusive, provided that such proposals lead to the
formation of a customs union or a free-trade area in the sense of this

Article.
120
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I1. Taking into account the exceptional circumstances arising out

of the establishment of India and Pakistan as independent States and

recognizing the fnct that they have long constituted an economlo

unit, the contracting parties agree that the provisions of this Agree-

ment shall not prevent the two countries from entering into special

ar ements with respect to the trade between them, pending te

estab lunent of their mutual trade relations on a definitive basis.

12. Each contracting party shall take such reasonable measures as

may be available to it to ensure observance of the provisions of this

Ageeraent by the regional and local governments and authorities

within its territory.

ARTICLE XXX

AMINDMNTh

1. Except where provision for modification is made elsewhere in

this Agreement, amendments to the provisions of Part I of this

Agreement or to the provisions of Article XXIX or of this Article

shall become effective upon acce.tance by all the contracting parties,

and other amendments to this ment shall become effective, m

respect of those contracting parties which accept them, upon accept-

ance by two-thirds of the contracting parties and thereafter for each

other contracting party upon acceptance by it.
2. Any contracting larty accepting an amendment to this Agree-

ment shall deposit an instrument of a n th the Secretary-

General of the United Nations within such period as the Contracting
Parties a s y. The Con trting Parties may decide that any" k ay sp4 nt •ra ev-,-.--

amendIment made effective under this Article is of such a nature that

any contracting arty which has not accepted it within a period
ifi track g Parties shall be free to withdraw froms ied by the M-unrcing 

to

this Agreement, or to remain a contracting party with the consent of

the Contracting Parties.
121
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TABLE I.-U.S. TRADE AND BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS DEFICITS
[In billions of dollars]

U.S. trade position Trade balance

1960 ...............
196 1 ..................
1962 .......... ......
1963 ..................
1964 ..................
1965 ..................
1966.............
1967 ..................
1968 ..................
1969 ..................
1970 ..................
1971 ..................
1972 ..................
1973 4 .................

Exports (X)

Minus
foreign

Total aid

* 19.6 17.9
20.2 18.3

* 21.0 18.7
* 22.5 19.9
. 25.8 23.1

26.7 24.3
* 29.5 27.0
. 31.0 28.5

34.1 31.8
. 37.3 35.3
* 42.7 40.7
* 43.5 41.7
. 49.2 47.5
. 70.8 69.4

Imports (M)

F.o.b.

15.1
14.7
16.5
17.2
18.7
21.5
25.6
26.9
33.2
36.0
40.0
45.6
55.6
69.1

C.i.f. (M) Balance of payments
Excluding

foreign Official
aid (X) settle- Basic

C.i.f.L F.o.b. Liquidity 2 ments 2 balance

16.3
16.0
17.8
18.6
20.3
23.2
27.7
28.8
35.3
38.2
42.4
48.3
58.9
73.2

4.5 1.6 -3.7
5.5 2.3 -2.3
4.5 0.9 -2.9
5.3 1.3 -2.7
7.1 2.8 -2.7
5.2 1.1 -2.5
3.9 -0.7 -2.2
4.1 -. 3 -4.7

.9 -3.5 -1.6
1.3 -2.9 -6.1
2.7 -1.7 -4.7

-2.1 -6.6 -22.7
-6.4 -11.4 -14.7
+1.7 -3.8 -7.9

-3.4
-1.3
-2.7
-1.9
-1.5
-1.3

.2
-3.4
-1.6

2.7
-10.7
-30.5
-11.1
-5.3

3

I C.i.f. imports for the years 1960-66 are assumed to be roughly
equivalent to 108.3% of f.o.b. imports in accordance with a Bureau
of Customs-Tariff Commission-Bureau of Census study based on
1966 arrivals. For the years 1967-73 estimates are based on Bureau
of Customs-Bureau of Census studies showing estimated freight and
insurance charges to be 6.9 percent (1967). 6.3 percent (1968). 6.1
percent (1969). 6.2 percent (1970). 6.1 percent (1971). and 5.9
percent for 1972 and 1973.

2 The liquidity and official settlements deficits for 1966-73
excludes SOR allocations.

3 Annual average.
' Estimated on basis of partial data.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

-0.8

-1.7
-3.3
-1.4
-3.0
-3.0
-9.6
-9.8+1.7



TABLE 2.-A COMPENDIUM OF U.S. FOREIGN TRADE BALANCES
Each year the public is presented a variety of U.S. trade balances reflecting different figures prepared for different purposes. The most

widely-used balances are shown below for 1972 and January-September 1973. seasonally adjusted:

Billions of dollars

Exports Imports
1972

Balance Exports Imports
1973'

49.8 55.6

49.2 55.6

48.8 55.6

-5.8 70.8 69.1

-6.4 70.3 69.1

-6.8 69.9 69.1

1.7 Customs basis-Full coverage of all international
trade transactions as recorded in customs docu-
ments.

1.2 Customs basis (nonmilitary)-The same as above,
but excluding exports of military equipment
shipped under Department of Defense contracts.
This set of figures is the one traditionally used in
the United States.

0.8 Balance-of-payments basis-Numerous minor ad-
justments are made to the customs data to
achieve the most complete nonmilitary coverage
of merchandise transactions. For example, parcel

Balance

0



post shipments are included. The resulting figures
are conceptually on a balance-of-payments basis
and thus used in discussing the U.S. balance of
payments and in making international payments
comparisons.

47.5 58.9 -11.4 69.1 73.2 -3.8 imports on a cost, insurance and freight (c.i.f.) basis.
Exports exclude government-financed ship-
mens. In this case, the freight and insurance
costs of shipping goods from a foreign port to a
.. S. port are included (referred to as c.i.f.). With
the exception of the United States and Canada,
most countries report the value of their imports
on this landed cost basis. Thus, this set is com-
monly used for international comparisons and
in computing total world trade. The export figures
exclude an estimated $1.7 and $1.2 billion re-
spectively, for 1972 and Jan-Sept 1973, in non-
military foreign aid financed exports. See Table 4
for a breakdown of foreign aid shipments.)

I Preliminary.
Source: U.S. Department of commerce.
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TABLE 3.-U.S. EXPORTS, IMPORTS, AND MERCHANDISE TRADE
BALANCE

[Millions of dollars)

U.S. exports, excluding
military grant.ald U.S. imports

Gross
merchan.

dlse trade
Year-to. Year.to. balance

year year f.o.b.
percent percent (customs

Year Value change Value change basis)

1960 ............ 19,659 ......... 15,073 .......... 4,586
1961 ............ 20,226 2.9 14,761 -2.1 5,465
1962 ............ 20,986 3.8 16,464 11.5 4,522
1963 ............ 22,467 7.1 17,207 4.5 5,260
1964 ........... 25,832 15.0 18,749 9.0 7,083

1965 ........... 26,742 3.5 21,427 14.3 5,315
1966 ............ 29,490 10.3 25,618 19.6 3,872
1967 ............ 31,030 5.2 26,889 5.0 4,141
1968 ............ 34,03 9.8 33,226 23.6 837
1969 ............ 37o332 9.6 36,043 8.5 1,289

1970 ........... 42,659 14.3 39,952 10.8 2,707
1971 ............ 43,549 2.1 45,563 14.0 -2,014
1972 ............ 49.219 13.0 55.583 22.0 -6'364
1973 ............ 70o798 43.8 69,121 24.4 1,677

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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TABLE 4.-U.S. EXPORTS EXCLUDING GOVERNMENT-FINANCED
SHIPMENTS

[Millions of dollars]

Exports,
Foreign Assistance Act excluding

Total Public MGA, AID,
U.S. Military AID loans Law and Public

exports grant.ald and grants 480 Law 480
Year shipments

1960 ............ 20,608 949 432 1,304 17,923
1961 ............ 21,036 810 623 1,304 18,299
1962 ........... 21,713 727 832 1,444 18,710
1963 ............ 23,387 920 1,085 1,509 19,873
1964 ............ 26,650 818 1,077 1,621 23,134

1965 ............ 27,521 779 1,140 1,323 24,279
1966 ............ 30,430 940 1,186 1,306 26,998
1967 ............ 31,622 592 1,300 1,229 28,501
1968 ............ 34,636 573 1,056 1,178 31,829
1969 ............ 38,006 674 993 1,021 35,318

1970 ............ 43,224 565 957 1,021 40,681
1971 ............ 44,130 581 915 982 41,652
1972 ............ 49,768 560 658 1,065 47,485
1973'........ 71,314 516 600 1750 69,448

'Preliminary estimates.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

6.



TABLE 5.-TRADE-IN MANUFACTURES

[Dollars in billins)

United
Period States

EEC Federal

Excluding Republic of
Total intre-EEC Germany

United
France Kingdom Japan Canada

1 960 ......... .........
1966 ...... ... ..........
1967 ..... ......
1968...........
1969..........
1970 .......... ........
1971 ............
1972 ..................
1973' .........

Percent change 2 .

Exports, f.o.b.

$12.7 $32.1 $21.5 $10.1 $5.1 $8.4 $3.6 $2.5
19.5 55.2 31.8 18.0 8.0 12.3 9.1 4.8
21.1 58.1 33.4 19.5 8.4 12.1 9.8 5.9
24.1 65.8 37.1 22.3 94 13.0 12.2 7.3
27.1 77.7 41.8 26.2 11.0 15.0 15.0 8.5
29.7 90.1 47.6 30.7 13.5 16.3 18.1 9.7
30.8 102.1 53.6 35.0 15.1 19.0 22.6 10.4
34.3 131.4 62.7 41.5 19.1 20.7 27.1 9.4
43.6 152.6 N.A. 57.2 24.7 25.1 32.6 13.0

27 16 17 38 29 21 20 38

F.o.b. Imports, c.i.f. F.o.b.

$6.8 $19.1
14.4 38.3

1960 .....................
1966 ............ ........

$8.4
14.8

$4.2
9.0

$2.4
6.4

$4.0
6.9

$1.0
2.1

$4.0
6.9



1967 .............
1968 .............
19 9 .............
1970 ............
1971 .............
1972.... .......
1973' .........

Percent change .......

1960 .....................
1966 ...............
196 7 .....................
1968 .....................
1969 ................
1970 .............
197 1 .....................
1972 ...... ........
1973 1 ....................

17 21 23 29 41 37 56 18

Trade balance

$5.9
5.1
5.3
3.5
4.1
3.8

.4
-3.4
-. 8

$13.0
16.9
17.9
18.9
19.4
21.5
26.4
39.5
N.A.

$13.1
17.0
17.8
18.9
19.7
21.6
27.4
30.4
N.A.

$5.9
9.0

11.0
11.7
12.3
13.3
15.0
17.7
26.4

$2.7
1.6
1.4
1.0
.1

1.5
1.8
3.4
2.6

$4.4
5.4
4.3
3.9
5.1
5.3
6.3
5.4
4.2

$2.6
7.0
6.7
8.7

10.6
12.5
17.1
20.3
22.0

-$1.5
-2.1
-2.0
-1.7
-2.2
-1.0
-2.1
-5.9
-5.0

I January-September at annual rate except EEC and France which
are January-June data at annual rate.

N.A. Not available.

I Latest year from preceding year.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

15.8
20.6
23.0
25.9
30.4

.... 37.7
44.4

40.2
46.9
58.3
68.6
75.7
91.9
N.A.

15.6
18.2
22.1
26.0
26.2
32.3
N.A.

8.5
10.6
13.9
17.4
20.0
23.8
30.8

7.0
8.4

10.9
12.0
13.3
15.7
22.1

7.8
9.1
9.9

11.0
12.7
15.3
20.9

3.1
3.5
4.4
5.6
5.5
6.8

10.6

7.9
9.0

10.7
10.7
12.5
15.3
18.0

-4

J.
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TABLE 6.-U.S. FOREIGN TRADE TRENDS: AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS'

(In billions of U.S. dollars)

Exports

1958.
1959.
1960.
1961.
1962.

1963.
1964.
1965,
1966.
1967.

1968.
1969.
1970.
1971.
1972.
1973.

3.9
4.0
4.9
5.0
5.0

5.6
6.3
6.2
6.9
6.4

6.2
5.9
7.2
7.7
9.4

17.7

Imports

3.9
4.1
3.8
3.7
3.9

4.0
4.1
4.1
4.5
4.5

5.1
5.1
5.8
5.8
6.5
8.4

Balance

0
-.
1.11.3
1.1

1.6
2.2
2.1
2.4
1.9

1.1
.8

1.4
1.9
2.9
9.3

I Exports and Imports are f.o.b. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

8
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TABLE 7.-U.S. FOREIGN TRADE TRENDS:
MINERALS AND FUELS'

[In billions of U.S. dollars]

Exports

1.9
1.9
2.3
2.3
2.1

2.4
2.6
2.6
2.7
3.1

3.2
3.5
4.5
3.8
4.3
6.0

Imports

3.7
4.1
4.0
4.1
4.5

4.6
4.9
5.4
5.8
5.6

6.3
6.7
7.0
7.9
9.7

14.1

I Exports and Imports are f.o.b. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

9

1958...
1959...
1960...
1961...
1962...

1963...
1964...
1965...
1966...
1967...

1968...
1969...
1970...
1971...
1972...
1973...

Balance

-1.8
-2.2
-1.7
-1.8
-2.4

-2.2
-2.3
-2.8
-3.1
-2.5

-3.1
-3.2
-2.5
-4.1
-5.4
-8.1

..............

...............

........... o...
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TABLE 8.-U.S. FOREIGN TRADE TRENDS:
MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 1

(In billions of U.S. dollars]

Exports Imports Balance

1958 .................... 11.2 5.3 5.9
1959 .................... 10.9 7.1 3.8 '
1960 .................... 12.7 6.9 5.8
1961 .................... 12.9 6.5 6.4
1962 .................... 13.8 7.6 6.2

1963 .................... 14.5 8.1 6.4
1964 .................... 16.7 9.1 7.6
1965 .................... 17.6 11.2 6.4
1966 .................... 19.5 14.4 5.1
1967 .................... 21.1 15.8 5.3

1968 .................... 24.1 20.6 3.5
1969 .................... 27.1 23.0 4.1
1970 .................... 29.7 25.9 3.8
1971 .................... 30.8 30.4 .4
1972 .................... 34.3 37.7 - 3.4
1973 .................... 45.5 44.8 .7

1 Exports and Imports are f.o.b. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

10



TABLE 9.- U.S. TRADE BALANCE IN SELECTED COMMODITIES'
(in millions of U.S. dollars)

190 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 196, 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 14 7? 1q73?

Products with a
rising trade
surplus
trend:

Nonelectric
machinery' 2.576 2,775 2.986 3,002 3,409 3,504 3,508 3.474 3.579 3.976 4.364 4.183 4,334 5,687

Aircraft and
parts 970 766 857 726 791 989 82,3 1,270 2.016 2.139 2,382 3,04) 2.504 3,570

Computers and
parts 44 105 128 177 214 219 280 412 524 768 1.176 1,142 1,167 1.606Basic chemi- -'
cals and
compounds... 52 141 155 329 521 589 556 644 690 739 883 818 653 1,034

Products with a
declining
trade baf-
ance trends:

Motor vehicles
and parts.... 643 803 850 955 1.063 934 537 237 -588 -1.104 -1,823 -2.897 -3.492 -3.675Steel pro4ducts.. 204 108 -2 -93 -51 -533 -646 -750 -1.380 -783 -764 -1,855 -1,944 -1,511

Textiles, cloth-
ing, and foot-
wear ...... -396 -284 -540 -567 -548 -824 -978 -1.016 -1.498 -1.819 -2.220 -2,823 -3.296 -3.278

Consumerelectronics, .. -53 -80 -109 -130 -164 -258 -374 -431 -632 -912 -1,123 -1,304 -1,748 -1,951

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.'Exports and imports are f.o.b.
'Excluding aircraft and auto engines and parts, computers, and other

office machinery.



TABLE 10.-U.S. TRADE BY MAJOR END-USE CATEGORIES

[Values in millions of dollars)

1970 1971 1972

Percent
change

from 1968
1973 to 1973

Exports, totalI

Food, feed, and beverages
Industrial supplies and materials
Capital goods, including trucks and buses
Consumer goods, including automobiles.

and parts .... . .. . .
"Special category" and other exports

Imports, total.

34.636 38,006 43,224 44,130 49,768 71,314

4,813 4,688 5,839
11,004 11.776 13,782
11,504 12,877 14,931
5,354 5,933 5,811
1,961 2,731 2,862

33,226 36,043 39,952

6,054
12,691
15,720
6,642
3,023

45,563

7,492
13,982
17,356

15,070
19,774
22,371

7,930 10,163
3,008 3,937

55,555 69,121

Commodity 1968 1969

I"
+106

+213
+80
+94
+90

+101

+108



Food, feed, and beverages ................. 5,271
Industrial supplies and materials .......... 14,159
Capital goods, including trucks and buses.. 3,298
Consumer goods, including automobiles

and parts ................................ 9,152
Other im ports .............................. 1,347

5,238
14,160
3,949

6,154
15,106
4,534

11,199 12,727
1,471 1,399

6,366
16,968
4,961

15,642
1,627

7,257
20,323

6,677

9,081
26,542
8,813

19,556 22,696
1,742 1,989

Trade balance, total ' ................ 1,410 1,963 3,272 -1,433 -5,787 2,193 ..........

Food, feed, and beverages ................. -458
Industrial supplies and materials....... -3,155
Capital goods, including trucks and buses.. 8,206
Consumer goods, including automobiles

and parts ................................ - 3,798
A ll other ................................... 6 14

-550
-2,384

8,928

-5,266
1,260

-315
-1,324
10,397

-312
-4,277
10,759

235
-6,341
10,679

5,989
-6,768
13,558

-6,916 -9,000 -11,626-12,533 ..........
1,463 1,396 1,266 1,948 ..........

IIncludes military grant-aid shipments. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

C.,

+72
+87

+167

+148
+48

..........
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TABLE 11.-U.S. SHARE OF FREE WORLD EXPORTS

Free world
exports

(billions)

U.S. share of
free world

exports I
(percent)

1960.
1961.
1962.

- 1963.
1964.

1965...
19 6 6 ...............
19 6 7 ...............
19 6 8 ...............
19 69 ...............

19 70 ...............
19 7 1 ...............
19 7 2 ...............
1973 (estimate)....

I Excluding exports to the United States.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

14

Year

$113
119
125
136
153

165
181
191
213
244

280
314
371-490

21.0
20.3
20.0
19.7
19.9

19.1
19.5
19.3
19.2
18.2

18.0
16.5
15.8
16.9

I ...........
............
.. .. ......



TABLE 12.-U.S. AND MAJOR COMPETITORS' SHARE OF FREE WORLD EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES
[Percent of free world exports to foreign markets 1]

United European
States Communlty2

25.3
24.0
22.8
23.0
23.3

23.6
22.5
21.3
19.9
18.6
19.0

42.3
44.3
44.8
45.2
45.3

45.4
46.3
47.0
47.6
49.5
49.9

Federal
Republic of

France Germany

9.5
8.7
8.8
8.7
8.7

8.6
8.6
9.1
9.1
9.7

10.2

18.7
19.0
18.8
19.2
19.5

19.3
19.5
19.8
20.2
20.3
21.1

United
Italy Kingdom

4.7
6.1
6.6
6.8
6.9

7.3
7.2
7.1
7.3
7.6
6.3

15.3
13.4
13.3
12.7
11.8

11.0
11.0
10.4
10.9
9.9
9.5

I World exports are defined as exports from the 14 major industrial
countries. These nations, which account for approximately four-
fifths of world exports of manufactures to foreign markets, are as
follows: United States. Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg. Canada.
Denmark. France, Federal Republic of Germany. Italy. Netherlands.
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland. United Kingdom, and Japan. Exports
to foreign markets are total exports excluding exports to the United
Ste tes.

2 Original 6 member countries.
I January-June. seasonally adjusted.
Note: The term "manufactures" refers to chemicals, machinery

transport equipment, and other manufactures except mineral fuel
products, processed food, fats, oils, firearms of war. end ammuniticn.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Year

1960 ......
1964 ......
1965 ......
1966 ......
1967 ......

1968 ......
1969.
1970 ......
1971 ......
1972 ......
1973S .....

Japan

5.3
6.3
7.1
7.3
7.6

8.1
8.4
8.9
9.9

10.1
9.7



TABLE 13.-ORIGIN OF IMPORTS FOR SELECTED AREAS
[In percent) I

Exported by

1960 1965 1972

European European European
United Corn- United Corn- United Co-

Imported by States munity Japan States unity Japan States munity Japan

United States ...........
Canada ................
Japan .... ........
European Community..
Other Western Europe.
Other Asia .............

Western Hemisphere,
other .................

New Zealand, Austra-
lia, and South Africa.

Communist Countries..
Other ..................

67
35
13
11
17

22
16
7

36
56
25

39 28

17 46
1

10
11
55

8
2

11

70
29
11
10
24

23
13

7.
43
56
24

2 38 28

5 20
1 1
4 13

43
12
49

11 ..
3

2
19

66
25

8
8

18

22
11
8

52
54
16

4 34 26

8
1
8

18
2

11

39
16
48

I Calculated from data of Importing country or area.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

16
6

2
3

28

-4

8

13
3
7
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TABLE 14.-U.S. TRADE WITH JAPAN1
(In billions of U.S. dollars]

Exports Imports Balance

1958 .................... 1.0 0.7 0.3
1959 .................... 1.1 1.0 .1
1960 .................... 1.5 1.1 .4
1961 .................... 1.8 1.1 .7
1962 .................... 1.6 1.4 .2

1963 .................... 1.8 1.5 .3
1964 .................... 2.0 1.8 .2
1965 .................... 2.1 2.4 - .3
1966 .................... 2.4 3.0 - .6
1967 .................... 2.7 3.0 - .3

1968 .................... 3.0 4.1 - 1.1
1969 .................... 3.5 4.9 - 1.4
1970 .................... 4.7 5.9 - 1.2
1971 .................... 4.1 7.3 - 3.2
1972 .................... 4.9 9.1 - 4.2
1973 .................... 8.3 9.6 - 1.3

1 Exports and imports are f.o.b.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

TABLE 15.-U.S. TRADE WITH THE LESS DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES 1

(In billions of U.S. dollars]

Exports Imports Balance

1958 .................... 8.1 6.1 2.0
1959 .................... 7.1 6.3 .8
1960 .................... 7.7 6.2 1.5
1961 .................... 8.0 6.0 2.0
1962 .................... 8.3 6.3 2.0

1963 .................... 8.9 6.6 2.3
1964 .................... 9.9 7.0 2.9
1965 .................... 9.9 7.5 2.4
1966 .................... 11.1 8.2 3.0
1967 .................... 11.0 8.2 2.8

1968 .................... 11.8 9.4 2.4
1969 .................... 12.5 9.9 2.6
1970 .................... 14.4 11.0 3.3
1971 .................... 14.8 12.2 2.5
1972 .................... 16.3 15.3 1.0
1973 .................... 23.3 221.3 22.0

'Exports and imports are f.o.b.
'Includes estimated crude petroleum
Source: U.S. Department of Commerco

imports in November and December.
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TABLE 16-U.S. TRADE WITH CANADA'
(In billions of U.S. dollars]

Exports Imports Balance

1958 .................... 3.5 3.0 0.5
1959 .................... 3.8 3.4 .4
1960 ............... ... 3.8 3.2 .6
1961 .................... 3.8 3.3 .5
1962 .................... 4.1 3.7 .4

1963 .................... 4.3 3.9 .4
1964 .................... 4.9 4.3 .6
1965 .................... 5.7 4.9 .8
1966 .................... 6.7 6.2 .5
1967 ................ 7.2 7.1 Negl.

1968 .................... 8.1 9.0 - .9
1969 .................... 9.1 10.4 - 1.3
1970 .................... 9.1 11.1 - 2.0
1971 .................... 10.4 12.7 - 2.3
1972 .................... 12.4 14.9 - 2.5
1973 .................... 15.1 '17.7 '- 2.6

Exports and Imports are f.o.b.
2 Includes estimated crude petroleum imports in November and December.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

TABLE 17.-U.S. TRADE WITH THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 1

(In billions of U.S. dollars]

Exports Imports Balance

1958 .................... 3.9 2.6 1.3
1959 .................... 4.1 3.7 .4
1960 .................... 5.7 3.4 -2.3
1961 .................... 5.6 3.3 2.3
1962 .................... 5.9 3.6 2.3

1963 ................... 6.4 3.8 2.6
1964 .................... 7.2 4.1 3.1
1965 .................... 7.2 4.9 2.3
1966 .................... 7.6 6.2 1.4
1967 .................... 8.0 6.5 1.5

1968 .............. .... 8.7 8.3
1969 ................... 9.7 8.3
1970 .................... 11.3 9.2 2.1
1971 .................... 11.1 10.4 .7
1972 .................... 11.9 12.5 - .6
1973 .................... 16.7 15.5 1.2

1Exports and imports are f.o.b.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

18
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COMMUNIST COUNTRY TRADE
TABLE 18.-FREE WORLD TRADE WITH THE U.S.S.R. AND

EASTERN EUROPE
(In U.S. dollars)

Free World (billions) I United States (millions)'

Exports Impolts Exports

1950 ....
1951 ....
1952 ....
1953....
1954....
1955....

1956....
1957....
1958....
1959....
1960....

1961....
1962....
1963....
1964 ....
1965 ....

1966.
1967.
1968.
1969.
1970.

1971 ...........
1972 ...........
1973 ...........

'Exports are f.o.b. and imports, in general, are c.i.f.
SExports and Imports are f.o.b.
NA. Not Available.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

19

1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.5
1.8

2.1
2.6
2.6
3.0
3.6

3.8
4.1
4.5
5.4
5.8

6.6
6.8
7.3
8.3
9.7

10.1
13.2
N.A.

1.3
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.5
1.9

2.3
2.6
2.7
3.0
3.6

3.9
4.1
4.6
5.3
6.0

6.7
7.0
7.7
8.4
9.3

9.9
11.2
N.A.

27
3
1
2
6
7

11
86

113
89

194

134
125
167
340
140

198
195
215
249
354

384
818

1,797

Imports

80
64
40
36
42
56

65
61
62
81
81

81
79
81
98

137

179
177
198
195
226

223
320
519



TABLE 19.-CHINESE FOREIGN TRADE'
[In millions of U.S. dollars]

Communist countries Non-Communist countries

Less
Total Eastern Developed developed Hong Kong
trade Total Europe U.S.S.R. Other 2 1 otal Countries countries and Macao

1960:
Exports .........
Imports ........

1961:
Exports ........
Imports ........

1962:
Exports .........
Imports ........

1963:
Exports ........
Imports ........

1964:
Exports ........
Imports ........

1,960 1,335
2,030 1,285

1,530
1,495

1,525
1,150

1,570
1,200

1,750
1,470

965
715

915
490

820
430

710
390

310 850
335 815

145 550
160 365

105
65

115
50

100
60

515
235

415
185

315
135

295 1,040
195 1,080

0

175
135

270
190

295
190

290
195

625
745

560
775

605
660

755
770

240
505

220
600

210
475

265
580

415
685

245
235

225
175

260
185

305
190

350
395

140
Neg.

115
Negi.

140
Negi.

185
Negi.

270
NegI.



1965:
Exports ........I :rts...

Exports ........

Exports ........
l~gorts...

Exports ........1969:

Exports .........
Imports ........

1970:
Exports .....
Imports ........

1971:
Exports .........
Imports ........

1972:
Exports .....
Imports ........

2,035
1,845

2.210
2,035

1,945
1,950

1,945
1,820

2,030
1,830

2,045
2,175

2,415
2,305

3,055
2,775

650
515

585
505

485
345

500
340

490
295

475
350

585
500

750
520

95
110

130
140

110
135

140
135

145
120

160
160

195
250

240
250

225
190

145
175

55
50

35
60

30
25

20
25

75
80

135
120

330 1,385
215 1,330

310 1,625
190 1,530

320 1,460
160 1,605

325 1,445
145 1,480

315 1,540
150 1,535

295 1,570
165 1,8' -)

315 1,830
160 1,805

375 2,305
150 2,255

IExports are f.c.b. and imports c.l.f.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.:

I Including data for Yugoslavia, Mongolia, Cuba. and Albania.

575
920

715
1,140

635
1,345

620
1,250

685
1,245

675
1,555

810
1,430

1,065
1,670

455
405

510
385

515
260

500
230

515
290

525
265

575
370

715
580

355
5

400
5

310Negl.

325
Negi.

340
Negl.

370
5

445
5

525
5
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TABLE 20.-U.S. FOREIGN TRADE WITH EASTERN EUROPE,
THE U.S.S.R., AND CHINA'

[In millions of U.S. dollars]

U.S. exports U.S. Imports

Eastern
Europe U.S.S.R.

25.9
2.8
1.1
1.8
5.9

6.7
7.4

81.6
109.8
81.9

154.9
87.9

105.1
143.9
193.5

94.8
155.8
134.9
157.3
143.7

234.9
222.2
271.5
606.3

0.8
.1

Negi.
N eg I.

.2

.3
3.8
4.6
3.4
7.4

39.6
45.7
20.2
22.9

146.4

45.2
41.7
60.3
57.7

105.5

118.7
162.0
546.8

1,190.3

Eastern
China Europe

45.7
0
0
0

Negi.

NegI.
0

NegI.
NegI.
N eg I.

0
Neg .
NegI.
NegI.
NegI.

NegI.
NegI.
N egI.

0
0

0
0

60.2
689.6

42.2
36.3
22.7
25.6
30.5

38.8
40.8
44.5
45.0
52.2

58.2
57.8
62.5
60.2
77.7

94.7
129.0
135.7
140.0
144.0

153.5
165.8
225.0
304.7

I Exports are f.e.s. and imports are f.o.b.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

22

1950 ....
1951 ......
1952 ......
1953 ......
1954 ......

1955 ......
1956 ......
1957 ......
1958 ......
1959 ......

1960 ......
1961 ......
1962 ......
1963 ......
1964 ......

1965..
1966..
1967..
1968..
1969 ......

1970 ......
1971 ......
1972 ......
1973 ......

U.S.S.R.

38.3
27.5
16.8
10.8
11.9

17.1
24.5
16.8
17.5
28.6

22.6
23.2
16.3
21.2
20.7

42.6
49.6
41.2
58.5
51.5

72.3
57.2
95.5

213.9

China

146.5
46.5
27.7

.6

.2

.2

.2

.1

.2
.2

.3
.4
.2
.3
.5

.5

.1

.2
Negi.
NegI.

NegI.
4.9

32.3
64.0
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TABLE 21.-U.S. AND MAJOR FOREIGN COUNTRIES' EXPORTS
AND IMPORTS IN RELATION TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

[Percent of GNP)

Country 1960 1966 1968 1970 1971 1972

EXPORTS

United States ............ 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.4 4.1 4.3
Canada ................... 14.8 16.8 19.1 19.9 19.2 19.4
European Community I 15 .5  15.8  16 .7  18.2  18 .6  18 .8

France ................... 11.4 10.2 10.1 12.3 12.7 13.3
Federal Republic of Ger-

many ................... 16.1 16.4 18.4 18.3 17.9 18.0
Italy ................ 10.8 12.6 13.5 14.2 14.9 15.7
United Kingdom'....... 14.7 13.8 14.9 15.9 16.4 15.9
Japan ..................... 9.6 9.6 9.0 9.8 10.6 9.7

IMPORTS

United States ............ 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.1 4.3 4.8
Canada ................... 15.1 16.4 17.3 16.5 16.9 18.1
European CommunityI... 15,5 16.1 16.1 18.2 18.3 18.0
France ................... 10.5 11.0 11.0 13.0 13.1 13.6
Federal Republic of Ger-

many ................... 14.3 14.7 15.1 16.0 15.8 15.6
Italy ................ 14.0 13.5 13.6 16.1 15.7 16.3
United Kingdom........ 18.1 15.6 18.3 17.9 17.6 18.2
Japan ................... 10.6 9.4 9.0 9.6 8.7 8.0

1 Original 6 member countries.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

23
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U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS TRENDS*
TABLE 22.-U.S. CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE1

[in billions of U.S. dollars]

1950 ..............
19 5 1 .................
19 52 .................
19 53 .................
19 54 .................
19 5 5 .................
19 56 .................
19 57 .................
1958 .................
19 59 ..... ...........
1960 .................
19 6 1 .................

-2.1
0.3

-0.2
-1.9
-0.3
-0.3

1.7
3.6

NegI.
-2.1

1.8
3.1

19 6 2 ......................
19 6 3 ......................
19 6 4 ......................
19 6 5 ......................
19 6 6 ......................
19 6 7 ......................
19 6 8 ......................
19 6 9 ......................
19 7 0 ......................
19 7 1 ......................
1972...............
19732.................

2.5
3.2
5.8
4.3
2.3
2.1

-0.4
-1.0

0.4
-2.8
-8.4

2.7
'Includes merchandise, services, private remittances, and government transfers.
'Preliminary.

TABLE 23.-U.S. BASIC BALANCE
(in billions of U.S. dollars]

19 50 ....................
19 5 1 ....................
19 52 ....................
19 53 ....................
19 54 ....................
19 55 ....................
19 5 6 ....................
19 5 7 ....................
19 58 ....................
1959...................
19 60 ....................,1961 ................

-3.2
-. 3

-1.6
-2.6

-1.3
3.0
-. 3

-3.5
-4.3
-1.2
NegI.

19 62 ....................
19 6 3 ...................
19 6 4 .....................
19 6 5 ....................
19 66 ....................
19 6 7 ....................
1968 ....................
19 69 ....................
19 70 ....................
19 7 1 ....................
19 72 ....................
1973 ...................

-1.0
-1.3

-NegI.
-1.8

-1.7
-3.3
-1.4
-3.0
-3.0
-9.6
-9.8

1.7
I Preliminary; seasonally adjusted.

TABLE 24.-U.S. BASIC BALANCE TRENDS: MERCHANDISE
[In billions of U.S. dollars]

1950 ...................... 1.1 1962 ...................... 4,5
195 1 ..................... 3.1 1963 ...................... 5.2
1952 ...................... 2.6 1964 ..................... 6.8
1953 ...................... 1.4 1965 ................ 5.0
1954 ...................... 2.6 1966 ...................... 3.8
1955 ...................... 2.9 1967 ...................... 3.8
1956 ...................... 4,8' 1968 ..................... . .6
1957 ...................... 6.3 1969 ..................... . .6
1958 ...................... 3.5 1970 ...................... 2.2
1959 ...................... 1.1 1971 ...................... - 2.7
1960 ...................... 4.9 1972 ..................... - 6.9
1961 ...................... 5.6 1973 1........................ -0 .7

I Preliminary data.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
24
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TABLE 25.-U.S. BASIC BALANCE TRENDS: SERVICES
(In billions of U.S. dollars]

Net

Travel and
Royalties passenger Investment
and fees fares Income Other Total

1950..
1951 .
1952..
1953.
1954..

1955..
1956..
1957..
1958..
1959..

1960--
1961..
1962..
1963..
1964..

1965..
1966..
1967..
1968-.
1969..

1970 ............
19 7 1 ............
19 72 ...........
1973 ...........

0.3
.3
.3
.4
.4

.4

.5

.5

.6
.6

.8

.8
1.0
1.1
1.2

1.4
1.5
1.7
1.8
2.0

2.3
2.6
2.8
3.2

-0.4
-. 3
-. 4
-. 4
-. 5

-. 6
-. 7
-. 7
-. 8
-. 9

-1.2
-1.2
-1.4
-1.5
-1.4

-1.5
-1.5
-2.0
-1.7
-2.0

-2.3
-2.5
-3.0
-2.8

1.2
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.8

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.2

2.3
2.9
3.3
3.3
3.9

4.2
4.1
4.5
4.8
4.4

-0.2
-. 2
-. 2
-. 5
-. 5

-. 4
-. 4
-. 3
-. 8
-. 7

-. 5
-. 6
-. 7
-. 7
-. 7

-. 8
-. 8

-1.0
-1.2
-1.1

4.5 -1.1
5.9 -1.2
5.6 -. 5
7.6 -1.5

Including private remittances.
'Preliminary data.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

25

0.9
1.3
1.2
.9

1.2

1.4
1.5
1.7
1.2
1.2

1.4
1.9
2.2
2.2
3.0

3.3
3.3
3.2
3.7
3.3

3.4
4.8
4.9
6.5
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TABLE 26.-U.S. BASIC BALANCE TRENDS: GOVERNMENT
[in billions of U.S. dollars]

Military Foreign aid Total

1950.
1951.
1952.
1953.
1954.

1955.
1956.
1957
1958.
1959.

1960.
1961.
1962.
1963.
1964.

1965.
1966.
1967.
1968.
1969.

19 70 ...................
19 7 1 ............ ......
19 7 2 ...................
19 7 3 ' ..................

-0.6
-1.3
-2.0
-2.4
-2.5

-2.7
-2.8
-2.8
-3.1
-2.8

-2.8
-2.6
-2.4
-2.3
-2.1

-2.1
-2.9
-3.1
-3.1
-3.3

-3.4
-2.9
-3.6
-2.4

-3.6
-2.9
-2.5
-2.1
-1.6

-2.2
-2.4
-2.6
-2.6
-2.2

-2.6
-2.8
-2.8
-3.1
-3.2

-3.3
-3.4
-4.2
-3.9
-3.6

-3.8
-4.4
-3.5
-3.8

-4.2
-4.2
-4.5
-4.5
-4.1

-4.9
-5.2
-5,4
-5.7
-5.0

-5.4
-5.4
-5.2
-5.4
-5.3

-5.4
-6.3
-7.3
-7.0
-6.9

-7.2
-7.3
-7.1
-6.2

I Preliminary data.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.-
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TABLE 27.-U.S. BASIC BALANCE TRENDS: PRIVATE CAPITAL
(in billions of U.S. dollars]

Foreign,
long.term

U.S. long- direct
term investment Net total

direct In the Net private
investment United portfolio foreign

abroad States investment capital

1950.
1951.
1952.
1953.
1954.

1955.
1956.
1957.
1958.
1959.

1960.
1961.
1962.
1963.
1964.

1965.
1966.
1967.
1968.
1969.

1970...."..
1971 .......
1972 .......
1973 '......

-0.6
-. 5
-. 9
-. 7
-. 7

-. 8
-2.0
-2.4
-1.2
-1.4

-1.7
-1.6
-1.7
-2.0
-2.3

-3.5
-3.7
-3.1
-3.2
-3.3

-4.4
-4.9
-3.4
-4.0

0.1
.1
.1
.2
.1

.2

.2

.2

.1

.2

.1
.1
.1

-Negi.-Negl.

.1

.1

.3

.3

.8

1.0
-. 1

.2
1.9

-0.3
-. 2
-. 1

.2
-'.1

.2
-. 1
-. 2

-1.2
-. 2

-. 4
-. 4
-. 8
-. 8
-. 8

-1.1
.4

-. 2
3.2
1.6

1.2
1.3
3.7
3.8

-1.0
-. 7
-. 9
-. 3
-. 7

-. 7
-2.0
-2.9
-2.5
-1.6

-2.1
-2.2
-2.6
-3.4
-4.5

-4.6
-2.6
-2.9

1.2
-0.1

-1.4
-4.4
-0.2

0.9

I Preliminary; seasonally adjusted.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 28. US Basic Balae by Area. 1972'
Biboe US $

Global I EC Japan Canada

Trods
Expor t ......... .... ...
Import ........

&rmua (N . . ........ .

48 8
-53.7

-69

vtnnt Inoe Receipt. ...... 10.1
Investment lnom Payments......... - 5 7

Nor I&"an* Iewee ........ . 5. I
Travel Iom. ............. 3.4
Travel Expenditres...... .........- 0.4

Net Travel.. ..... .. -3.0
Royalties end Fes Net ... ......... 2 8
Otber Servie and Privat Remittasne

Not ...... -0.6

NO Nea.Mshier se,,cee Beassea. 4 3
Ooesomm (Mis"r nad Forp Ai)

M ilit S w ......... ..esI 2
miulyEnpeadittares. .- 4.7

NotMaaler -356
Goveramet Grants ,ocludiad military) -2 2

ovramet Loo.Toru Ce-taltal rPows -I.3

Not Foreign Aid

Na Gom a .. . ..
Prweie Loi-Wrom C3piW

US Direct Isvretmnt Abroad
Foreign Direct lIvestesnt in US.
Net Portooio Investments .
Other Log.Term Privat Capitol

A L4* TArN Priess Cop Plw.w

BASIC BALANCE...

-3.5

-7 0

-34

0 2
37

-0.7

-0.2

-9.8

Devel-
Otber olmaq;
Dovel- Coma-

ed Vies

It 8 5 0 12.6 4.6
-12.6 -9.1 -14.4 -4.4

-08 -4.1 -I. 0.3

2.0
-2 7

-0 7
0.3

-1.3
08

0.4
-0 9

-0.5

0.2
-0,2

04

20
-0.6

1 .4
10

-10

0,4

1+0
- 1.0

03
-11

-08
04

13,9
-14-8

-09

lateruelioneldlorgaiglow

Countres Uallocted

0.9

-04

05

-03 ........

46
1,4

-22 

-01
0.8 .. . . . .

-02 02 -03 -0.3 -0 1 0)1

-1.4 0 1 1.5 -0 7 4.5 0.1

0.3
-19)

-1.0

-1 5

-3.0

-0.1
3.0
0.1

2.0

-1.7

-08

-0,7

-06

-0 2

0.2

0.3

0.3

-4.3

-0.2

-0 2

-0.2

-0 4
01

-0.7
-0.2

-t 6

0.2
-0.1

-01I

-O'l

-0.1

-0.2

-015
0.1
1.3

1.0

-0.3

0.6
-1.5

-0.19

-1.1

-3.0

-3.9

-0.9

-0.2
-0.1

-2.2

-25

-0.1

-0 1

-0.1

0.4

0.8
-0.2

0.3

-0.2

0.1

-0.4

0.2

-0 I

-0.4

* Leo dam 0,0000010
May not add doe to rounding

S GICh data we pro-mmary ad others essaes.

Source: Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1974.
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Table 29. US Beak Balance by Area. 19731

Global EC Japan Canada

r
FEnPortA.
Imports.

Net Te..
ser,,cu ;tVot-Migaarvi

Investment lnco Reelpts
Iavetment Innsm Payment.

Net Investment Income
Travel Income
Travil Eipeadituree,

Net Travel..
Royaltes and Fees Net
Other Services and Pnvate Remitt ce

Net-

No NoiMiluear serwcu Oaks"a
Oewe OWN Mslaaxp $nd Peestai Aid'

Mditary .Saw
Military Expeodlture, .

Net Mility.. ..
Government Grats (eteludjng mihtary)
Government Lon.Term Capitii Flowa

Net Foreign Aid .....

Nd Goere, v... .

Privat Lo*#-Tw Cop"M
US Diret Investment Abroad
Foreign Dsrect Investment in US
Net Portfolio lIvestmeatt . .
Otber Loag-Term Private Capital

69 9
-69 I

08

16 z
-86

76
4 2

-7.0

-28
32

1W7 8.4 154
-15 4 -9 7 -17,2

1 3 -1 3 -1.8

30
-42

-12
0.7

-2 1

-1 4
12

0.7
-I I

-0.4
04

-0.2

0.2
0.5

25
-08

17
0.1

0.4

Divel-
Other opng
Devel. Cout-
opod trie

67 200

-5.8 -20.4

0.9 -0 4

1 4
- I.7

-03
0.4

-1.1

-0 7
0.4

8.1
-0 6

7 5

-2.3

-0.7
0.7

-15 -02 01 -0,3 -02 -0.6

63 -16 04 18 -08 6.9

22 04
-4,6 -2.3

-24 -1A
-2 2

-3.6

-62 -1.8

-40
1.9
3'8

-08

Not LoLN Cm P.ss.. cap. lo 0 9

BASIC BALANCE..20

-2 1
oh
1.6

0.3

-1.8

-0.8

-0 8

06

0.6

0.2
0.7
0.3

I I

0.1 0 4
-0 2 -0.3

-0.1 0.1

-0.1

-0.1

-01

-0 3
0.1

-0.2
-01

-0.5

-0.4

-0 5
0,2
1.3

1.0

1.1

13
-1II

02
-2.0

-3 6
-38

-3,4

-0.7
0.6

-0.7

-0.6

2.4

International
Organization

'ommuhM and
Countries Unallocatod

2 7

-06

2,1

* 0,
* -02

* 03

-01 -0 1

-0 I -0.1

-0.3

-01 -0.1

. . -0,2

-0.4 -01

-0 4 -0.3

-0.4 -03

* -0.3

* 0.4
-0.3 0

-0.3 0.1

7.3 -0,4

SLess tha 60,000.000.
I Zadmssod. May sot add due to rounding.

Source: Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1974.
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Table 30. US BaLmwe of Paymeats Sum my by Area '

Clow Cme"
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Table 31. Free World Countries: Value of Oil Imports
Billion US $ c.i.f.

1973 1974 Increase
Estimated Projected 1 1974/1973

Total .................................. 46.2 120.0 73.8
United States ......................... 9.3 25.0 15.7
Western Europe ....................... 22.2 55.5 33.3

Of which:
West Germany ................... 5.2 12.0 6.8
France ........................... 3.9 10.7 6.8
United Kingdom .................. 3.8 9.5 5.7
Italy ............................. 3.4 9.1 5.7

Japan ................................ 6.6 18.0 11.4
Canada .............................. 1.3 4.0 2.7
Others ............................... 6.8 17.5 10.7

'Assuming that the volume of oil imports will be the same in 1974 as in 1973 and that average
prices in 1974 will be the same as present prices.

Source: Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report. February 1974.



Table 32. Selected Consuming Countries' Dependence on Arab Oil' 1972
rhou d r . t of Importa

OrW. of I ipmil

Arab Oil

Total Total Toutal Saudi Abu V
('onumption Import Arab Arabia Kuwait Libya Iraq Dhabi Algeria Other Iran guela Othm

Voad Matmea 1. 3W0 4.750 "50 301) 50 250 100 100 so 2000 1,700 -2,000
Perrest 100 0 17 9 6 3 1 0 5 3 2 1 21 1 0 4 2 35 m 42 1
Tot Western Furope 14.200 14.400 9.902 3.573 Im3 1,88 867 3060 084 647 1,64M 276 2,574
Percent 1100 08 8 4 8 130 13 1 60 26 4 14 4.5 I 4 19 179

Italy 2.006 2.217 1.534 500 349 421 244 39 330

Peorgt 1000 09 2 z5 13 7 190 I1.0 15 9 14,9
FMa .. 315 2.304 130 496 342 IS 21 227 219 70 142 30 30
Peret 1000 77,7 209 14 5 N 3 12 1 96 9 3 3.0 6 0 I 5 14 8
United Klagdon. 2.196 2,007 1,411 418 309 294 70 90 22 114 264 100 282
P!rcen . .-00 0 080 20 3 19 4 43 3 4 4 4 1 1 5 7 12 x 4 9 137
Weet enaay. C2la my 2,0&A 1.406 380 17 570 311 228 163 196 74 316
Percent. 100.0 71.4 18 5 4 2 278 1 9 ... II1. 7 9 t 3 1.4
NoeherlAd. .77 1.810 1.258 0 372 82 8 23 165 31 9 235
peevret 1000 6 5 33 6 206 4 5 04 1 3 9 1 174o 0 5 13 0
Deolgit-ALuembourg, 624 87* 424 26 127 29 t00 355
Pert .. .1000 48,2 30 5 14 4 3 3 114 404
Bpaa.. ... 700 775 520 226 00 62 38 97 31 414 17 190
Porcent ... 100,0 67 1 29 2 85 0 49 125 4 0 0 2 2 2 24.5
PortR 87 0 07 23 .. .. 32 10 6 71,. . . 00.0 83 7 31 2 4 0 0 12.'s, 7 5 8.8

Ote.2.002 2.1641 1.9 67 00 24 2
....... 100,0 64,0 27 1 5 2 12 2 3 3 24 4.4 42 10 7 114 23.5

Japan 4,800 4.757 2,102 1.007 W95 4 30 2 . 197 t60 I 907
PCana 1a00V 45 4 22.4 2 5 0 1 0 6 75C~d ... . Im 730 1813 77 3 38 16 39 1 " 9 go .173 76

ernt .... ... . 100.0 2.1 016 04 5.2 22 5 4 0,1 1 2 13 4 511 104

nExpre0te in crure oil equialent
1101m" ne4 0MUMP41n in mom countries beume tey export produete the INethmr~d teaneie uss rd ol8 te Wee Fupeas cote

6000 141am allOM1ated on a d1reet Ae lndfirect bugle. I.... refined produsta fre export reaemre 'my taged 6o the source gI the crude on

,ource: Council on Internatonal Economic Policy Annual Report. February 1974.
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Table 33. US Foreign Trade Trends: Crude Oil

Exports Imports Net !mpors

Trillion Trillion Trillion
Thousand Btu per Thousand Btu per Thousand Btu per

Year bpd Year bpd Year bpd Year

1947 ................. 126 269 268 565 142 296
1948 ............... 110 228 353 779 244 551
1949 ................ 90 191 422 885 332 694
1950 96 201 488 1,029 392 828
1951 79 167 490 1,045 411 878
1952 ........... 74 156 575 1,224 501 1,068
1953 . ........... 55 118 649 1,398 594 1,280
1954 38 78 658 1,380 619 1,302
1955 ... ............. 33 67 781 1,659 748 1,592
1956 ................. 79 168 937 2,004 858 1,836
1957..... ......... 137 294 1,022 2,189 885 1,895
1958 ....... 11 25 953 2,011 942 1,986
1959 ................. 8 14 964 2,006 956 1,992
1960 .. .......... 8 18 1,019 2,116 1,011 2,098
1961.. .... ....... 8 19 1,047 2,209 1,038 2,190
1962 ...... ......... 5 10 1,126 2,380 1,121 2,370
1963 5 10 1,132 2,360 3,126 2,350
1964 ................. 3 8 1,203 2,469 1,200 2,461
1965 3 6 1,238 2,528 1,235 2,522
1966 ...... ..... .... 5 8 1,225 2,499 1,219 2,491
1967 ................. 74 149 1,129 2,317 1,055 2,168
1968 -.... . ........ 5 10 1,293 2,638 1,288 2,628
1969 3 8 1,408 2,880 1,405 2,872
1970 ........... 14 28 1,323 2,716 1,310 2,688
1971 ................. 1 2 1,680 - 3,449 1,879 3,447
1972 .. ........... ........ 2,222 4,597 2,222 4,597
1973' ............... 1 2 3,229 6,680 3,228 6,678

eLesa than 500 bpd.
I Preliminary.

Source: Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1974.
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Table 34. World Crude Oil Refining Capacity
Yearend 1973

Thousand Percent of
b/d Total

Total ........................ 61,454.0 300.0
Eastern hemisphere ............ 39,017.2 63.5

M iddle East ... . .... ..... 2,882.2 4.7
Iran .... .. .. . ... ... 60.0 3.1
Kuwait .. 6.....4.8.... 646.0 I,3
Saudi Arabia .......... .. 428.3 0.7
Turkey ........... .. . 305 5 0,5
Bahrain ... ........... ... 2 0.0 0.4
Other ................... 592.4 0.9

Africa................... . 1,092.2 1.8
South Africa ............. 331.0 0.5
Egypt. 180.0 0.3
Other................. 581.2 1.0

Asia-Pacific .. .......... .... 8,932 7 14.5
Japan ................ ... 4,939.8 8.0
Singapore ................. 699.6 1.1
Australia ... .. ... 680 9 1. I
India .. . . . . ........... 499 ,1 0 ,8
Indonesia .... .. 427.7 0.7
South Korea.......... 420.0 0.7
Other ............. .. ,265.6 2.3

Western Europe 1.... 8,110.1 29.5
Italy .... ....... ... .... 3,882.0 6.3
France................ .. 3,140.0 5.3
West Germany.......... 2,825.7 4.6
United Kingdom........ 2,782.1 4.5
Netherlands ............ 1.82 .5 3.0
Spain ........... ....... ... ,163 0 1.9
Belgium ............ .. 816.7 1.3
G reece ................ .... 313.6 0.5
Sweden ................... 248.0 0.4

Denmark ................... 226.5 0.4
Austria .................. .. 220.0 0.4
Finland .. ................. . 96.0 0.3
Norway .................... . 168.0 0.3
Switzerland 3................ 140.0 0.2
Portugal ...... ............ 110.0 0.2
Ireland ....... ............. 58.0 0.3
Cyprus ..................... 15.0 Negl.

Communist countries .......... 8,000.0 13.0
USSR ..................... 6,500.0 10.6
Eastern Europe............. . 1,500.0 2.4

Western hemisphere ............. 22,436.8 36 ,5
North America ................ 15,796.3 25,7

United States.............. 13,383.0 21,8
Canada ............. ...... 3, 788.1 2.9
Mexico .................. 625.0 3.0

South America ............... 6,640.7 10.8
Venesuels.. .............. 1,531.6 2.5
Netherlands Antilles ........ 945.0 1.5
Brasil .. .................. 791.8 1.3
Argentina .................. 623.6 1.0
Virgin Islands.......... 590.0 3.0
Bahamu .................... 500.0 0.8
Trinidad and Tobago ........ 461.0 0.8
Other.................... 1.,197.7 1.9

Source: Council on Internatio"a1 Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1914.
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Table 35. Venezuelan Crude Oil Prices

US S per Barrel

I Jan 19731 Oct 1973 INov 1973 I Jan 1974

Venesuelan 268 gravity oil
I. Posted price I ...............
2. Estimated royalty (16-2/3%),..
3. Production cost ............
4. Profit for tax purposes (I-

(2 4 3)) ........... ..... ....
5. Tax (58% of 4) ...............
6. Government revenue (2 5)....
7. Oil company cost (3 6).....
8. Estimated oil company profit...
9. Estimated sales price (f.o.b)

(7 -4 8) ..................
10. Estimated transportation cost (to

US Gulf Coast) .............
iI. Estimated sales price (cif.) ((o

US Gulf Coast) ............

3.094
0 620'
0 510

1,964
1.139
1 759
2 269
0.500

2,769

0 460

3.229

4.925 6.720 13.670
0,620' 0,620' 2,280
0.510 0.510 0.510

3.795
2.201
2.821
3,331
0.500

3,831 4.872 9.600 247

0.460 0,460 0,460 .......

4.201 5.332 10 060

I Including a short-haul freight premium,
I These royalties were derived using a complex formula using the price of Texas crude. In No.

vember the oil companies agreed to apply the royalty to the Venezuelan posted price. Some of the
newer concessions pay 20% or 2't% royalties.

Table 36. Libyan Crude Oil Prices

Percent
Increase

US S per Barrel I Jan 1974
over

I Jan 19731 Oct 1973 1Nov 1973 IJan 1974 I Jan 1973

Libyan 40* gravity oil
I. Posted price ............ ...
2. Royalty (12-1/2% of I) .......
3. Production cost............
4. Profit for tax purposes (I-

(2 + 3)) ..... .............
5. Tax (55% of 4) ...............
6. Retroactive payment I .........
7. Government revenue (2+5+6)..
8. Oil company cost (3+7) .......
9. Estimated oil company profit..

10. Estimated sales price (f.o.b.)
(8+9) ....................

II. Estimated transportation costs
(to the US Eut Coast) ......

12. Estimated sales price (c.i,f.) (to
the US East Coast) ..........

3.770
0.471
0.300

2.999
I .649
0,100
2.220
2.520
0.500

3.020

0.650

3.670

4.688 8,925 15 768 318
0.586 1.116 1.971 .............
0.300 0.300 0.300 .............

3.802
2.09 1
0.100
2.777
3.077
0.500

7.509
4.130
0.100
5.346
5.646
0.500

13.497
7.423
0.100
9.494
9.794
0.500

3.577 6.146 10.294

0.650 0.650 0.650

4.227 6.796 10.944

328
289

241

108

I During negotiations In the spring of 1971, the Libyans demanded substantial retroactive pay-
ment for their oil. Rather than make a large lump-sum payment the companies agreed to a per-
manent increase of US $0.10 per barrel.

I Using tankers rates of Worldscale 100.

Source: Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1974.
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Percent
Increase

I Jan 1974
over

I Jan 1973

342

388
301

5.590
3.242
3,862
4.372
0.500

10.880
6,310
8,590
91100
0.600

212
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Table 37. Nigerian Crude Oil Price

US S per Barrel

1 Jan 1973 1 Oct 1973 1Nov 1973

Percent
Increase

I Jan 1974
over

I Jan 1974 1 Jan 1973

Nigerian 340 gravity oil
I, Posted price ..................
2. Royalty (12-1/2% of 1) .......
3. Production cost ...............
4. Profit for tax purposes (I-

(2 + 4)) .....................
5. Tax (55% of 4) ...............
6, Harbor tax ...................
7. Government revenue (2+5+6).
8. Oil company cost (3+7) ........
9. Estimated oil company profit...

10. Estimated sales price (f.o.b.)
(8 + 9) .. ....................

11. Estimated transportation cost (to
US Gulf Coast) .............

12. Estimated sales price (c.lf.) (to
US Gulf Coast) .............

3.561
0.445
0.350

2.766
1 .521
0.020
1.986
2.336
0.500

2.836

0.670

3.506

4.28 8,404 14.690
0.536 1.0 0 1.836
0.350 0.3 0 0.350

3.401
1.871
0.020
2.427
2.777
0.500

3.277

7.004
3.852
0.020
4.922
5.272
0.500

12.504
6.877
0.020
8.734
9.084
0.500

313
.. ,...........

340
289

..... ,......,

5.772 9.584 238

0.670 0.670 0.670

3.947 6.44P

Table 38. Persian Gulf Crude Oil Price.s

US S per Barrel

1 Jan 1973 1 Oct 1973 1Nov 1973 1 Jan 1974

Saudi Arabian 34" gravity oil
I. Posted price ..................
2. Royalty (12-1/2% of 1) .......
3. Production cost ...............
4. Profit for tax purpoes(1-(2+3).
5. Tax (55% of 4) ..............
6. Government revenue (2+5).....
7. Oil company cost (3+6) .....
8. Estimated oil company profit..
9. Estimated sales price (f.o.b.)

(7 + 8) .....................
10. Estimated transportation costs

(to US Gulf Coast) ..........
11. Estimated sales price (c.i.f.) (to

US Gulf Coast) .............

2.591
0.324
0.100
2.167
i.192
1.516
1.616
0.500

2,116

1.480

3.59"

3.011
0.376
0.100
2.535
1:394
1.770
1.870
0.500

5.176
0.647
0.100
4.429
2.436
3.083
3.183
0.500

11.651
1.456
0.100

10.095
5.552
7.008
7.108
0.500

Percent
Increase

1 Jan 1974
over

I Jan 1973

350

..... o....,o,

..... ,.....o.,

362
340

o.........,,

2.370 3.683 7.608 260

1.480 1.480 1.480

3.850 5,163 9.088 153

I Price increases ,shown are for Saudi Arabian light crude oil 34* API gravity. Saudi light is used
as the benchwork 'for Persian Gulf crude because it Is the largest single type of crude oil produced
there and represents a good average between higher priced low-sulfur crude and lower priced heavier
oi1.

I Using tanker rates of Worldscale 100.

Source; Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1974,
36
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Table 39. Price Structure for Selected Crude Oils, I January 1974
(See also oil price tables in Appendix B)

US $ per Barrel

(340 Crude)
(Saudi Arabian)

Persian Gulf

Posted price' .. . 11.65
Production cost ....... ... 0.10
Government revenue ......... 7.01

Of which:
Royalty ..... . 1.46
Profit tax ............ 5.55

Estimated oil company profits 0.50
Estimated sales price (f.o.b.) 7.61
Estimated transport cost

(to US Gulf Coast) ....... 1.48
Estimated sales price (cif.)

(to US Culf Coast) ........ 9.09

( 340 Crude )Nigerian

14.69
0.35
8.73

1.84
6.88
0.50
9.58

0.67

10.25

(400 Crude) (260 Crude)Libyan Venezuelan

15.770.30
9.49

1.97
7A2
0.50

10.29

0.65

10.94

13.670.51
8.59

2.28
6.31
0.50
9.60

0.46

10.06

'Differences in posted prices reflect differences in oil quality and transport costs.

2Transport costs are assumed to be about the same as the average for 1973 (i.e., World-

scale 100).

Source: Council on International Economic Policy Annual Report. February 1974.
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Figure 2
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Figure 18
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Source: Council on international Economic Policy Annual Report, February 1914.
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